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TRACT
, A

;

In what important ways do Colombians agree and differ from U.S.
Americans in their way of thinking, in their images, and in their
subjective view of the world? How, wide, how deeply rooted, end how
consistent are their differencet?

Developed under the sponsorship of the U.S. Department of
Education's Division of International Education, the Communication
Lexicon offers extensive data on Colombian and U:S. American images
and meanings encompassing dominant trends in perceptions and motiva-
tions based on the indepth.Study of U.S. and Colombian student
samples. It shows in a comparative presentation important similari-
ties and differences in perceptions and evaljetions of a',broad
variety of key issues ranging from self to government, from sex. to

, capitalism.

The introductory chapters discuss the proble;s of cultural
understanding and the use of this information along a communication
strategy built on the recognition that in order to reach people wehave to address themes which are dominant in people's minds. Fur-
thermore, in addressing the dominant themes we have to take people's
subjective understanding and cultural meanings into consideration.
Chapters 3 through 14 of the volume present the Colombian and U.S.
images and meanings of selected key themes from the following do-
mains: (3) Family, Self, (4) Friendship, Understanding, (5) Commu-
nity, Society, (6) Love, Sex,°(7) Religion, Morality, (8) Health,
Well-being, (9) Education, Upbringing, (10) Economy, Money, (11)
Work, Achievement, (12) Government, Politics, (13) National Images,
and (14) World Problems. .The main differences and similarities are
shown in visual presentation. General trends emerging across sever-
al themes and reflecting perceptual and motivational dispositions
are discussed in the chapter summaries. They highlight differential
Colombian and U.S. American psychocultural dispositions which affect
interpersonal relations and communications.

CRlombians are frequently considered as representatives of the
'most characteristically Hispanic country of Latin America. Our
studies of Hispanic Americans (Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans)
tested in the United States offer interesting comparisons and under-
score the infonration value of the Colombian data, both internation-
ally and domestically. Our comparative studies of 'o6er culture
groups (e.g., Egyptians, Koreans) are used to show how Colombians
compare with other developing nations in their views on economic
development, the future, the United States, etc.

4



PREFACE

The Communication Lexicon is a new concept; it is a new source
of information in the field of language and area studies. Its focus
is on people's way of thinking, their frame of reference, *their
dharacteristic outlook on life. Compared to the more traditionalarea studies, our'main focus is not on history or religion or geo-
graphy, not on tangible material realities of their existence, but
rather on their shared subjective views of those realities which are
dominant in their mind.

The focus of this analysis is essentially psychological; it is
centered on perceptions and motivations which 'influence people's
choices and behavior. Compared to individual psychology, the infor-mation represented by this volume is psychocultural in that it is
centered on the shared perceptions and motivations which people with
the same language, backgrounds, and experiences develop together
into a shargd cultural view or subjective.representation of their
universe.

. The attention psychocultural factors are receiving these days
follows from the 'growing realization that these influences are
powerful and yet they occur without people's awareness..

Based or extensive empirical data produced through an analytic
technique of indepth assessment, the Communication Lexicon offers
the culturaliy characteristic system of meanings which members of a
particular cultural comMunity developin construing their world.

At the level of spec.ffics the lexicon discusses selected themes
such as family, society, work, and entertainment and describes how
they are perceived and understood by members of two cultures---in
this case, Colombians and U.S. Americans. While the traditional
lexicons give translation equivalent terms (e.g., "drug" in English
and "dfoga" in Spanish), the communication lexicon describes how a
parttalar group subjectively perceives and evaluates each theme
(e.g., how members of two cultural collectives are predisposed to
attach different subjective meanings to "drug" based on their dif-
ferent views, beliefs, cultural frames of reference).

At a more generic level the lexicon aims at the identification
of broader trends of perceptions and evaluations. By analyzing a
cluster of related themes (e.g., drugs, marijuana, drug addiction,
etc.) the results tend to show consistent trends for a particular



group (e.g., a strong*. Spanish emphasis on harmful social
consequences).

Thus, beyond differences in the meanings in single selected
themes, the present lexicon informs on perceptual and motivational
dispositions which are likely'to interfere with the mutual under-
standing and communication between Colombians and U.S. Americans in
various domains of life from family to international relations. The
information presented can help laymen And experts alike in their
objectives to develop better understanding and rapport by showing
what the important differences in meanings are and how they can be
bridged by relying and expanding on what is shared. In this context
the volume presents information in support of various educational
and training tasks which require cultural sensitivity and interpgr-
sonal skills.

To serve these diverse objectives requires an imaginative,
creative application of the cultural information along the.principle
that in order to be effective and successful in interpersonal rela-
tions and communication, one must be able to relate to the priori-
ties, meanings, and frame of reference of those we wish to reath.
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CHAPTER J.
,

PSYCHOCULT/URAL FACTORS

IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND EDUCATION -1 .

Progress in the physical and technological dimensions,of commu-
nication has been phenomenal. It is rather common to speak of a
communication revolution. This.revolution is spearheaded by U.S.
communication technologY and the Performance of U.S, communication
industries.

As the, senior author of this'report observed in his rbcent
testimony before the Committee on Foreign Relations of the U.S.
Senate (Szalay, 1981), this success of the United States in the
technological and commercial domainsof communications is most im-
pressive indeed; unfortunately, it does not carry over readily into
the field of international and intercultural communications as
shown, for instance, by sucli spectacular debacles as we have expe-
rienced in the context of Iran.

...Considering its communication technology and communica-
tions industries, the United States is undoubtedly the most
advanced communicator in the world.' There is no doubt that
U.S. communications in such doma,ins as journalism, the film
industry, commercial advertisement, etc. are most Success-

, ful. Yet, indepth studies of,foreign peoples conducted by
our Institute show.that Americans and the United States are
broadly misunderstood and misperceived in several critical
respects. These severely affect the capability of the
United States ,to lead,the world toward a safer and better
future.

.0

c"

There are several factors responsible for this situation. Some
people claim that the relative neekt cf this dimension is rooted
in Jur contemporary system of educatior. Based on an extensive
review of educational resources.and performance, a special committee
appointed by the president of the United States concluded in its
final report (1979) that:

0

...the Ancreasingly hazardous international military, poli-
tical and economic environment is making unprecedented de-
mands on America's resources, intellectual capacity and
public sensitivity... At a time when the resui-gent fbrces
of nationalism and of ethnic and linguistic consciousness so
directly affect global realities, the United States requires
far more reliable capacities to communicate with its allies,
analyze the behavior of potential adversaries, and,earn the

.

LI

.1.
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trust and the sympathies of the uncommitted'. Yet., there'is II

a widening gap between these needs and the American' compe-

tence to undOstand and deel successfully with other peciples

in a world in flux (p. 1).

Culture---An Invisigel Stumbling Block ,

.,

. I
.,

may use to explain this some-

ance can.be subsumed under the'
Probably most of the-reasons W

what perplexing difference in per

somewhat vague category: "cultural."

Several leading experts commenting on U.S. performance in in-,

ternational communication agree that the critical stumbling block is

culture. Probably because of-the wealth, size, power, and intensive
technological-material orientation of the United States, there seems

to be little appreciation,for the pervasive fact that people whose

background, life conditions, and collective experiences .are differ-
ent from those'of mainstream Americahs tend to see the world differ-

ently; they do not follow our rationale, our common sense. Although

this is recognized in principle and it receives full moral approval

along our commitment to the ideals of pluralism, psychocultural

dispositions are largely overlooked in their practical implications,

domestic as well as foreign.

Cultural anthropologists have done extensive work in studying

and ,describing vast numbers of'cultures, focusing primarily, on

remote tribes, 'exotic populations, their folkways, artifacts, and

life styles. While much of thit has become Ropular reading, 'E. T.
Hall, a noted anthropologist and author of Silent Language, observes

that the recognition of culture as a hidden but powerful psychdlogi-

cal reality progresses slowly. It is still little understood that

culture shape psychological dispositions, that it iffluences our

own views and behavior as much as it does those of other peoples.

As Hall (1959) puts it:

Culture is not an exotic notion studied by a select group of

anthropologists in the South Seas. It is a mold in which .we

are all cast, and it controls our daily lives in many unsus-

pected ways...many of which are outside our awareness and

therefore beyond conscious control of the individual.

Hall (1966)., -along with many others in his field, underlines

the importance of culture in creating these strong dispositions to

see and,understand the world in particular ways:

People from different cultures not only speak different

languages, they inhabit different sensory worlds. Selective

screening of sensory.data adnits some things while filtering

1
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;

out others. This means that-experience as it is perceived

through one set of culturally patterned sensory screens is

quite different froth experience perceived through another.

Cultural understanding presents under such conditions a complex

and demanding task. As Robert,Hanvey (n.d.) observes, the task gdes

beyond learning geography or.demographic inforption:

It is one thing to have some knowledge of world conditions.

.The air is saturated With that kind of information. It is

another thing to comprehend and accept the consequences of

th'e hasio.human capacity for creating unique ultures---with

the resultant profouhd differences in outlook and practice

manifested among societies, These differences are widely

known at the level of myth, prejudice, and tourist impres-

sion. But they are not deeply and truly known---in spite of

the well-wprn exhortation to °understand others." Such a

fundamental acceptance seems to be resisted by powerful

forces in the human psychosocial system. Attainment of

cross-cultural . awareness and'empathy at a significant level

will require methods that circumvent or otherwise counter -

those resisting forces.

Althour!, people with a different cultural frame of reference

frequently share soMe of the same concerns about common human prob-

lems s, ch as health or education, they often approach them quite

differently. HOd.a.newly implemented program is received by diffe-

rert cultural groups is rarely a matter of its purely objective

merits. As numerous examples show, the success of programs requir-

ing people's participation depends greatly on their intangibl

psychocultural dispositions. Whether a Oegram aims at domestic

at oyerseas .culture groups, whether it involves health service ,

elementary education; drug coueteling, or job training, its success

depends frequently more on people's perceptions of the program than

on its actual benefits.

In the practical context of training Ameritans for overseas

assignments Foster (1969) has emphasized the need to acquire a

deeper understanding of culture and its influence on human behavior.

'The most significant differences are not customs or the more

47 overt characterstics such as dress, forms of greeting, or

food, since these are generally. readity visible and quickly

%.7 learned, and since adherence may not be expected of foreign-

ers. Far more significant are the more subtle and commonly,

shared attitudes, values, assumptions, and styles of think-

ing that become part of every person as he grows up in his

social environment. Because they are so much a Raft of him,

1)e has little reason to question them or to be conscious of

how Much they determine his behavior.

tr
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Education for Better Understanding and Performance

Actordini to an American Council on Education report '(1975),

the lack of cultural awareness and knowledge is both a domestic and
an international problem with serious implications:,

...the American educational system...is woefully backward
in helping to prepare the nation's people for effective
coping in a thoroughly interdependent world. Unless this

condition changes, America will lack both infonmed leader-
ship and an active-citizenry capable of negotiating the

troubled and dangerous waters of the future.

The report of the Oresident's Commission on Foreign Language

and International Studies (1979) stated that ".the need to inform the
American public'of theyole that other languages and cultures play
in our lives has never been more crucial" (p. 47):

...The Commission views as a'priority concern the failure of

schools and colleges to teach languages so ttiat students can
communicate in them....Paralleling our professional language
needs, foreign language instruction at any level should be a
humanistic gursuit intended to sensitize students to other
cultures, to the relativity of values, to appreciation of
similarities among peoples and respect for the differences
among them (p. 28).

, Margaret Mead (1951) placed the problem of culture into global

perspecti 3S when she said:

A primary task of mid-twentieth century is the increasing of

understanding, understanding of our, own culture and of that
of other countries. On our capacity to develop new forms of
such understanding may well depend the survival of our

civilization, which has placed its faith in science and

reason but has not yet succeeded in developing a science of
human behavior which gives men a decent measure of control
over their own fate.

Leading anthropologists such as Margaret Mead (1945) and Edward

T. Hall (1959)' and psychologists such as George Miller (1967),

Charles Osgood (1957), and Roger Brown (1958) have acknowledged that
psychocultural Meanings and intercultural communication constitute.a
particularly important but evasive field of inquiry which Hall

(1959) has cogently labelled the "hidden dimension": "Culture hides
nore than it reveals, and strangely enough, it hides most effective-
ly from its own participants."

t
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New Insights Through New Dkta"
A

The present volume, as aTesult of an in-depth comparative
study of Colombian and U.S. American samples of matching sociodemo-
graphic composition, aims to promote the recognition Of the role of
psychocultural factors in general and to promote mutual understand-
ing between Colombians and U.S. Americans in particular. The com-
munication lexicon is designed to serve as a tool of international
education and intercultural commuhiaation by making the hidden but
powerful psychologicalyeality of culture accessible, identifiable,
and teachable,

By showing how particular culture groups vary in their percep-
tions and evaluations of dominant themes and issues the lexicon
informs on the tubjective perceptual and motivational trends which
are charateristically evasive to empirical assessment. By identi-
fying consistent perceptual and motivational trends across broad
domains of perceptual-semantico representations, the lexicon informs
about the dulturally dominant psychological dispositions. It pro-
motes the understanding of culture ls a hidden framework of psycho-
logical organization which predisposes what people see, how they see
it, and what they my do.

By providing parallel findings on the Colombian and U.S. per-
ceptions and meanings, the lexicon offers new and timely insights
into the cultural frames of reference of these two groups compared
on important domains which influence their relationship, rapport,
and future interactions.

In the main body ofrthis lexicon (Chapters 3 to 14) we present
comparative findings on Colombian and U.S. American images, mea-
nings, and 'broader perceptual and motivational dispositions which
are likely to idluence communications and other types of behavior
as well as intettnational relations and cooperation. To p.ce these
findings in proper perspective, the next chapter will give a short
summary account of the major characteristics of the data, the sam-
-ples, the approach, and other details relevant to the various ap-
plied uses of the information.



CHAPTER 2

SUBJECTIVE IMAGES AND MEANINGS':

ASSESSMENT AND USE

In view of the novelty of the information produced by the
Associative Group Analysis method, it is of particuler,importance to
examine its origin and the characteristics-which bear closely on its
utilization. Following a brief description of the method will be a
discussion of those characteristics of the information which sat it
apart from the main sources of knowledge the reader is familiar
with. A review of ihese characteristics offers a natural
opportunity to discuss potential contributions and limitations.

THE SAMPLES AND DATA COLLECTION

This volume is based on a comparative study of student samples
of the same age and educational levels who were tested in Bogota,
Colombia, and in the Washington, D.C. area of the United States.
Both samples included 100 students with an equal number of males and
females. The majority of the U.S. samples were undergraduates from
a broad variety of fields of study at the University of Maryland.
The majority of the Colombian sample were undergraduates also from a
variety of major fields of study at the University of Javeriana in
Bogota, Colombia. There are, of course, wide regional, social
class, and ethnic'variations both among people in the United States
and in Colombia. A hundred students tested in the capital cities
cannot _be considered representative of the entire population. In
which particular ways the sampling is likely to affect the
generalizability of the findings will be addressed later.

The data collectio-n-was organized in Colombia by Professor
Eloise Vasco and.Professor Antoine Kattah, and in the United States
by Lorand B. Szalay, principal investigator. The first phase of the
data)collection involved the selection of stimulus themes that would
represent the highest priority domains and themes for both cultures.
In the second phase the administration of the Associative Group
Analysis using 120 selected stimulus themes to the U.S. and Colom-
bian samples produced the data presented in this volume.

THE METHOD: ASSOCIATIVE GROUP ANALYSIS

The Associative Group Analysis (AGA) is a nondirective analytic
technique developed for empirically assessing dominant perceptual
and motivational trends characteristic of groups of different social



and cultural backgrounds. It relies'on the analysis of thousands of

spontaneous free associations produced by medium sized samples

(N=100) to systematically selected stimulus:themes in unstructured
multiple response tasks. This special use of word associations
follows the theoretical orientation initiated by the pioneering work
of Noble (1952) and Deese (1962). As described in the monograph
Subjective Meaning and Culture (Szalay and Deese, 1978), the Asso-
ciative Group Analysis reconstructs the subjective images and mean-
ings of selected themes (e.g., drug) as seen by a particular social
or cultural group from the distribution of their free associations.
AGA has been extensively tested and used in a variety of investiga-
tions over the last twenty years (see list of publications in Appen-
dix II).

In agreement with the theoretical position of Charles Osgood

(1957), images and mednings are conceived as "mult..,icomponential."

In simple language we may say that an individual's mental image of

DRUG goes beyond its oenotation or referent (i.e., a substance with
physiological effects); it includes other important elements such as
hope for cure, fear of side effects, trust or distrust, and other
subjective reactions which vary from person to person or from group
to group and which generally elude logical inquiry. A Christian

Scientist and a drug addict will have distinctly different psycho-
logical images of drugs based on their different, experiences andc,

frames Of reference.

In a pre-test the U.S. American and Colombian students were
instructed to list 15 important domains of life and then to write as
many associative respontes as possible to each of the items on their
lists. The tasks were performed-in Spanish by the Colombian students
and in English by the U.S. American students. The htgh frequency
responses from each group served as the basis for selecting the 120
stimulus themes used in the main da,ta collection phase. The stu-

dents who participated in these free verbal association tasks were
given sets of randomly ordered cards (Figure 2.1), each carrying
twelve occurrences of one of the stimulus themes in their native
language. They were instructed to write on each line any response
that occurred to them in the context of the stimulus word and were
allowed one minute to fill in each card. The association task
produces a large quantity of responses; on the average, six to seven
associations were produced by the subjects to each stimulus word.

Scores were assigned to these associations on the basis of frequency
and rank in the individual response sequence.
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Figure 2.1 Response cards and group response lists.

In .the numerous reactions elicited to a particular word theme

the high frequency responses indicate important mosaic elements of

the group's subjective image; the less frequent responses indicate
less important ones. For example, in Table 2.1 the responses of

American and Puerto Rican students to MARIJUANA inform about their

perceptions of and attitudes toward marijuana. The Puerto Rican
responses addiction, illness, harmful, and death indicate a preoccu-
pation with the risks and negative consequenceSof using marijuana.

The U.S. responses fun, party, and high indicate that the American
students view marijuana more as a source of enjoyment.

Whether the stimulus theme is marijuana or anCestors or nuclear

energy, the distribution of spontaneods responses (such as shown in
Appendix I) provides an empirical basis for xeconstructing each

. group's salient perceptions and motivations. Since the number and



diversity of responses make a quick identification of the dominant
response trends difficult,' several analytic procedures have been
developed to extract the relevant information.

Table 2.1

Ten Most Frequent Associations to MARIJUANA

U.S. American Students Puerto Rican Students
Response Score Response Score
sMpke 135 drug, dope 189
party 111 addict;on 54
drug, dope 107 cigarette§ 46
hfgh '86 illness 43
joint 85 problems 38
grass 84 vice 38
weed 51 harmful 37
stoned 40 youth 34
pipe 29 death 30
plant 26 jail 27
Total Scores 975 731

Identification of Main Perceptual Compeinents. The top

responses to MARIJUANA readily reveal that 'he Puerto Rican students
perceive greater danger and risk in marijuina.than do the 'U.S.
students who perceive it more as a matter of entertainment.
Nonetheless, a systematic content analysis, based on cafegorization
of the responses, is required to identify all the salient perceptual
and attitudinal trends. This procedure is discussed _briefly in
Appendix' II (pp. 5-7) and the summary results are illustrated in
Table 2.2. The percentage figures for the four categories---
"Illness, Death," "Bad, 'Vice," "Illegal, Jail," and "Drug,

Addiction"---indicate negative evaluations which are more salient to
the Puerto Ricans than to the Americans.
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Table 2,2

MARIJUANA

Main Components of Perception and Evaluation
by American and Puerto, Rican Students

Main Components

ercent o
Total Score
US, PR

Pot, Grass 31 4
Joint, Cigarette, Smoke 29 7
High, Stoned 13 , -
Party, Fun 7 \ -
,Problems - 5
Youth - 7
Illness, Death 1 11
Bad, Vice 1 12
Illegal, Jail 6 15
Drugs, Addiction 13 \ 32
Miscellaneous 1 \ 7
Total Scores 975 731

The content analysis procedure was used to reconstruct how the
specific themes included in this report are perceived and evaluated
by the U.S. and Colombian student groups. To show the results of
the content analysis (as presented in Table 2.2) in a simple visual
form, we use "lemantographs" (as illustrated in Figure 2.2).
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Figureti2.2 Main Components ofImages and Meanings by U.S. and
Puerto Rican Groups.
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The semantographs offer a simple graphical representation of
the relative salience of the main components by using bars in a
circular arrangement. This visual presentation helps in comparing
the two culture grdups by giving a quick summary impression of how
tHe two culture groups compare in their perceptions.. The bars with
the greater amount of overlap indicateelements of meaning on which
there is close agreement. Conversely, the bars with substantial N
differences in length indicate components on which the two culture
groups differ in their perceptions.

The semantographs are used to convey to the reader how the U.S.
and other ,culture groups compare on the dominant components of

4P

perception and eval ation of the selected themes. The reader may
then turn to the scriptive text which summarizes the main
similarities and di erences in their perceptions. The data
underlying these discussiOns are usually presented in an appendix.
The reader interested in some particular detail then may refer to
the appendix to see the specific responses given by each group. In

some instances the 'salience of a-particular component may appear to
be about, equal for the two groups in the semantograph but the
detailed response lists often reveal clear group differences within
the cOmponent. In the analysis of the cultural frames of reference
we focus on patterns and trends which emerge with consistency across
related issues and themes.

Dominance or Subjective Importance. A simple visual inspection
of the group response list (see Table 2.1) readily shows us the many
tethnical and stang terms associated with marijuana and its use,
suggesting the familiarity of the U.S. group with this drug. A
measure specifically focused on the subjective importance of the
themes studied is the "dominance scote," which is based on the
relative nutber of associations. The dominance score takes advan-
tage of a well established potential of word associations (Noble,
1952) to reveal how meaningful or subjectively important a theme is
to a particular group by the number of responses produced within a
certain time (e.g., one minute). As previous studies have shown, the
number of. reactions (as reflected in this case by the higher U.S.
and lower Puerto Rican total response scores) is a valid measure of
the importance of a particular theme to a particular group. Its

calculation is discussed in Appendix II and the numerical values are
shown in Appendix I as the total adjusted scores in the percentage
tables included for each theme.

. Appendix II discusses other measures,useful in reconstructing
the organization and impdrtant parameters of the
perceptual/motivational system of a particular group. It also
=tains reliability and validity data on the different measures, a

discussion of findings from various domestic and overseas studies,
and a list of publications reporting on AGA-based analytic findings.
Research based on the AGA method has beenlmblished in monographs

1
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and professional journals representing several social and behavioralscience disciplines (e.g., Journal of Personality and SocialPsychology, Journal of Communication, American Anthropologist,American Political Science Review).

MAIN CATEGORIES OF FINDINGS RELEVANT TO INTERCULTURAL UNDERSTANDINGAND EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

The information included in this volume has been organized tohelp U.S. Americans understand Colombians and to help Colombiansunderstand U.S.. Amerjcans ip the various contexts of theirinteractions. The Lexicon provides information, along threedimentions relevant to communication.

What is important. It needs little documentation that theattention, a particular
message receives will depend essentially onthe communicator's ability to relate to tha tain interests andexpectations of his audience. In other words, it i§ important toknow what has high priority'and subjective importance to otherpeople. It is apparent from the findings of the present-study thatColombians do have different concerns and expectations than U.S.Americans. The themes having high subjective importance toColombians and U.S. Americans were identified in the first phase ofour stuay by an established theme selection procedure described inCurrent Anthropology'(Szalay and Maday, 1973). The dominance datar4TTEET the Colombians' familiarity and level of concern withselected topics on an inferential basis; they provide insights intosubjective priorities which the group itself might not_ estimatecorrectly if directly questioned.

How Is It Understood. A second key to effective cOmmunicationis the speaker's ability to relate to the dominant concerns ofothers in a way which makes good sense to them. As illustrated bythe example on Anglo and Hispanic American perceptions of Marijuana(Table 2,2), subjective meanings vary. When the communicatordiscusses the subject of drugs with such different groups of people,the effectiveness of his communication will depend critically onfamiliarity with his audience's subjective meanings and with hisability to adapt to those meanings. The information presented inthe following chapters regarding selected key communication themeswill help to recognize the important ways in which the subjectivemeanings of Colombians and U.S. Americans differ. Components whichshow higher salience for the U.S. Americans than for Colombianswould be given greater attention by people Americans are used to
dealing with but would be less important to people in Colombia. For
instance, in relation to drugs, physiological dependence and medicaltreatment are components which Colombians tend to treat more
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lightly, while the aspects of danger and social protection are more

salient for them than for U.S. Americans. It is these areas which

naturally require close attention from the point of view of adapting

communication. The potential of the communicator to promote mutual

understanding depends on his ability to use the priorities and

meanings of a particular group as the realistic point of departure.

Earlier studies (Szalay, Lysne, and Bryson, 1972) have shown

that associative .data reflecting salient cultural perceptions and

dispositions of a particular group can be used to produce effective

and meaningful communication. The principle for using this informa-

tion on culturally salientlperceptual and attitudinal components is
simple. The more we capitalize on components that are salient for

that particular group, the greater is the chance of producing commu-
nications which are relevant to members of that group.

How is It Integrated Into People's Frame of Reference. The

cultural data presented in the following chapters reveal broad

general characteristics of the cultural frame of reference. These

characteristics emerge from consistent- trends observed across

themes. For instance, findings on drugs, addiction, and alcoholism

showed that Anglo Americans consistently stressed physiological
dependency or medical treatment while Hispanic Americans were

concerned more with dangers and negative social consequerices. These

consistent trends reflect shared psychocultural dispositions

frequently labelled culture traits. The Hispanic American concern

with the social consequences of addiction ties in with their general

emphasis on social responsiblity and social morality. In turn, this

syndrome of dispositions reflects the social-personalistic frame of

reference of Hispanic Americans. Such traits have particular
importance An communications as well as in interpersonal relations..

The consistency observed in the salience of certain perceptual

and attitudinal components shows that cultural meanings are not dis-

crete, independent entities. They are actually mosaic elements of a

representation system influenced by the shared experiences of the

cultural collective. These perspectives and priorities set dominant

patterns by which people organize their life experiences and cope

with their external world. These patterns have their own intrinsic

logic or rationale. Once these patterns have been incorporated into
people's subjective view of the world, they exert continuous control

over their choices and bthavior without their conscious awareness.

N Since these trends and patterns are the products of ,the same

\internal logic and perspectives, once they have been identified, it
isiot difficult to observe them without being engulfed,in endless

details.
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IHREE RAIN AREAS OF APPLICATIONS: POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND
LIMITATIONS

To put the Communication Lexicon to effective use the user must
be aware of its potential and natural limitations. Since the
information is new, it is particularly desirable to understand in
what important ways it differs from conventional resources with
which the reader is familiar, such as traditional bilingual
dictionaries, foreign area guides and handbooks, and survey
research.

1. Language Instruction: Emphasis on CommUnication

The most convenient form of presentation for use in language
instruction is the "comunication lexicon". Probably the first
question to address is how it differs from the bilingual
dictionaries presently being used in language learning. The most
inportant .diffei.ence is that they inform on different types of
meanings. Conventional dictionaries focus on the denotative
meanings or lexical meanings. Using our- previous example, the
lexical meaning of "drug" can be defined as "a substance with
medicinal or narcotic effects." The subjective meaning of the word
includes' this and a great deal more. The communication lexicon
focuses on the subjective psychological meanings of the words we use
to communicate. As previodsly discussed, this encompasses how a
person thinks and feels about drugs. Linguists and lexicographers
tend to dismiss subjective meanings as irrelevant to their
discipline. From the angle of effective communication the role of
psychological meanings is quite' obvious. Without knowing the
Christian Scientist's meaning of "drug" it will be hardly possible
to understand his behavior, e.g., his rejection of medicine even at
the expense of life. .Communications which do not take subjective
meanings into consideration have a much greater chance of being
misunderstood. It is not surprising to anyone familiar with these
groups that they would have different meanings and that their
subjective meanings bear on their behavior.

The example of the Christian Scientist and drug addict presents
a simple contrast of people living in the same society. The example
on MARIJUANA presented a cultural contrast, illustrating the
substantial differences in subjective meanings that can exist
between Anglo and Hispanic groups,. i.e., between large communities
with different languages and different cultures. The contents of
the present volume are a rich source of information on the
subjective meanings of the U.S. and Colombian groups studied. The
scope and nature of their differences makes it clear that we are
facing here dispositions which do bear on language use and affect
communications.
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The traditional bilingual dictionaries show which Spanish word

corresponds to which English word on the basis of having the same

referent. Such English and Spanish word pairs are treated then as

identical in meaning. By showing that words which are considered to

be translation_ equivalent frequently have different subjective

meanings, the Communication Lexicon introduces valuable new

information into the field of language instruction.

The report of the Presidental Commission on language and area

studies places heavy emphasis on the need for better understanding

and better communication. While our data are recognized for their
potential in this respect, their broader use is presently limitedby
the lack of textbooks, and curriculum material which provtde for the

integration of this new type of information into the language
teaching proc6s.

2. Foreign Area Studies: EmRhasis on Psychocultural Population

Characteristics

"Foreign aha- studies" provide a detailed description of a

particular country's climate, geography, history, eeligions,

economic conditions, social stratification, political organization,
etc. Compared to the abundance of top quality information in these"
concrete areas of life, information on the relevant psychocultural

characteristics of the population is frequently scarce,

stereotypical, and biased. The somewhat uncertain status of

information on human- population characteristics in the field of

foreign area studies is due largely to the 'hidden psychological

nature of these human dispositions and their evasiveness to direct

observation and empirical assessment. Most foreign area specialist&
have a professional background in the physical or biological

sciences and .prefer to deal with directly observable hard facts.

Few of them would question that international relations and

effective communication depend heavily on certain deeply ingrained

dispositions of particular groups, their cultural background,

experiences, shared beliefs, etc. Yet, as important as these

dispositions may be, there is a natural tendency to avoid them, at

least as long as they are assigned to the domains of- inaccessible
imponderables.

0.

The present effort to map and compare psychocultural
dispositions aims to change this situation. Indeed, it becomes
eminently apparent from this volume how frequently Americans and

Colombians diverge in their perceptions of certain realities, how

*An outstanding example of this type of resource is the area

handbooks produced by the Foreign Area Studies orgnization of the

American University in Washington, D.C.

23
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they differ in their perceptions of themselves and others, in their
perceptions of politics, economics, etc. It is not our task,. to
resolve whose perceptions are most accurate; our aim is to inform
about these 'invisible" facts about perceptualdispositiOns as theyare shared within a particular culture and as they frequently
separate people of different cultural background. What underscores
the -importance of the information on perceptual and motivational
dispositions is their potential to interfere with our capability to
deal with the concrete facts and reallties of life, including those
about ourselves and others.

3. Survey Research: Emphasis on an In-Depth Analysis

A third major field of application is in survey research, oneof the most important sources of social science information.
Opinion research is interested in people's attitudes and opinions onsuch political issues as the president's treatment of the MiddleEast crisis, the legalizatibn of abortion or the use of marijuana.
The percentage of the population in agreement, in disagreement, or ,

undecided on a particular issue is the focus of interest. On issues
like the popularity of the president, the capability of the polls to
trace the changing mood of the people with accuracy is the main
contribution rather than to do an in-depth analysis of their views
or broader belief systems.

, Just about the opposite is true about the AGA-based assess-
ments. This approach does not ask narrowly focused questions or
elicit rational.judgments or opinion statements. Our primary inter-
est is in the main perceptual and motivational trends which predisr
pose people to approach complex social'and political realities incertain predetermined ways. These tendencies are deep and
relatively enduring and therefore do not require monthly tracking
but a rather infrequent,in-depth assessment.

Structured opinion surveys focused on single issues chosen
along the investigator's priorities or interests call for personal
judgments (i.e., do you.agree with..., do you approve of...). The
unstructured AGA method seeks to reconstruct.people's belief system
or subjective representation of their world along their dominant
priorities and natural parameters of organization. We are not
asking whether people think that tne use of marijuana should be
legali,zed, but how people view marijuana, thereby providing ample
opportunity for people's natural perspectives to emerge (e.g., its
entertainment value, its perceived threat to personal health etc.).

These differences may help to explain how the two approaches
are complementary in nature. This complementary relationship has
several ,practical implications. While opinion surveys have their
classical strength in providing sensitive tools for tracing the

24
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changing mood of 'ieople by:calling on their judgment, the AGA

approach offers new opportunities for.the in-depth analysis of

subjective meanings and beliefs along parameters which people are
themselves frequently unaware of. Opinion survtys are quick,
straightforward and economical in domestic, applications where
people's meanings,and opinions are well known, and the main question
then is to determine the actual distribution. In-depth assessment
is desirable in application to populations whose meanings and
beliefs are as yet unidentified. Experts on overseas surveys are
well aware of the problem that people in different countries have
different theaningS of the key notions involved. Our findings fiave

shown, for instance, that socialism denotes in certain countries a
democratic system with strong social legislation such as represented
by Sweden or England; in other countries socialism is by and large

synonymous with communism and people think primarily of the Soviet

. Russian or Chinese Communist systems. Survey questions which ignore
these differences in meanings are naturally bound to produce

distorted results.

GENERALIZABILITY OF THE FINDINGS

In social science'research the generalizability of the results

is naturally related to the population samples used. Since Various
parameters of the population are likely to affect the distribution
of attitudes about a particular issue, generalizable results about

attitudes and opinions can only be obtained by relying on statisti-
cally representative samples. S'ince psychocultural characteristics
are more evenly distributed throughout the population their repre-

sentative sampling poses different requirements. In a culture char-
acterized by strong sex role differentiation, for example, it is not
necessary to go through the demanding task of statistically repre-

sentative sampling of the entire population to arrive at the cultur-
ally characteristic male role model or family organization. Our

rategy is to use samples of matching socio-demographic
composition, that is, samples of the same age and sex composition,
educational level, etc. In this way we are eliminating differences

which could .be attributable to the most, important socio-demographic
variables and approximate a situation in whi6 the critiCal

difference between the groups is cultural background. The
differences found between such samples can be safely attributed then
to culture.

This approach of concentration on cultural differences between

culture groups of matching socio-demographic composition naturally
does not deny the importance of differences within subcultures,

social strata, age groups, >etc. In the context of the present
Lexicon it is important to recognize the considerable intracultural,
intrasocietal diversity not only within the United States but also

in Colombia where there are large social and. economic class
differences, sharp rural-urban and regional contrasts in life
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conditions as well as a broad variety of different Indian
populations.. Where funding permits, we use several groups drawn
from major population strata, e.g., college students, farmers, urban
workers, etc. When we can use only one pair of matching'Samples, as
in the case ofthe present study, we consider this merely the first
critical step in approachinTa complex situation. Indeed, in ourstudiet of several ther countries, e.g., Korea and Jordan,- our
first comparafive bicultural comParisons have been followed up by
scholars from the particular foreign countries who were in the
position to make further comparisons within their own culture.

Based on the results 9f these intraiocietal comparisons, our
present strategy Of focusing first on the intercultural compar'ison
and considering thejntracultural, differences as somewhat secohdary
at .that point seems to be well justified. The psychocultural dif-
ferences within a particular dational/cultural sample (e.g., between
low and high income groups) were found to be substantially snaller
than the differences between two comparable cultural samples (e.g.,
Hispanic Americans. and Anglo Americans) (Szalay et al., 1976).
Similar results were obtained in a larger cross-cultural study of
American and Korean students, workers, and farmers (Szalay and
Maday, in press)%

-

The findings of these studies consistently show that on-certain
psychocultural variables, such as perceptions, meanings, and value
orientations, the intrasocietal/intracultural variations are 'dis-
tinctly smaller than the :Iriations between cultures. Our previous
work using matching Anglo and Hispanic American samples and a recerit-c
in-depth study of Several Puerto Rican, Cuban, and Mexican American
samples allow to place the findings on cultural differences into
proper perspectives. The preliminary results of our comparative
study of domestic Hispanic saMples support the rationale of this
approach. Although they do show some sizable and important
differences, the single most critical factor accounting for the
differences among Hispanic groups is their level of acculturation to
the "mainstream" U.S. culture. This is particularly apparent with
Mexican Americans from the southern and western parts of the United
States. Against the background of these'intra-Hispanic.differences,
or what we may label sub-cultural differences, comparisons with
matChing Anglo American samples show clearly that the main differen-
ces are by far those which exist between these representatives of
two majorworld cultures: Anglo Americans and Hispanic Americans.

The empirical findings drawn from these studies support the
conclusion that.despite considerablesubcultural differences Nmong
diverse domestic Hispanic groups, hispanic Americans show a broad
variety of common characteristics which provide a solid psychologi-
cal foundation for their identification as. an Hispanic American
culture.



The present comparisons of Colombians-with these Hispanic Amer-
ican groups add another important dimension which bears on the
question of representativeness. cmn a strict statistical sense our
Colombian sample was,certainly notTepresentative of the numerous
Hispanic American 3roups..previously studied. Compared to them, Co-

, lombians are, for instance,, certtinly much:leSs influenced by the
U.S. American cillture. Exactly because ofthi,S statistically more
extreme position Petapcting Hispanic psychocultimal dispositions in
a relatively less allulterated form, Colonibia can be rightfully
regarded as culturatly more representatiVe.* The importance of this
observation is less theoretical than.practical. From the angle of
cultural understanding and, intenational educatidn clear patterns
of psychocultural dispositions aee dstAdllyrillore uAeful than a large
number of mixed and less distinct Ones.

The,more empirical data become available, thelMote it will be
possible to move,simultaneoUsly in two seemingly opposite direc-

..

tions---to, enhance knowledge on *portant specifics (e.g., on
particular populations, on psychotultural dispositions) ang -to

develop a better #asp of sLch general issues as "how much we share,
how ouch we differ culturally" (Szalay, in press).*



CHAP TER 3

FAMILY, SELF

Family is undoubtedly the most universal and most
elementary human Organization common to el cultures. Yet
parallel to this universality the organization of the family,
the relationship of its members, and the ties between
pOticular family roles show considerable variations. These

" variations follow from cultural views, norms, and value
orientations that are deeply rooted in early' child-hood
experiences. They involve processes of conditioning and learn-
ing of which peopleare mostly anaware and which are variously
referred to by such summary 1abe1s as socialization or
eculturation. 'Since family serves as the'aain.framework for
transmitting a particular culture, it Offers some unique
.opportunities for understanding culture and -the origin of
cultural differences. .

The literature on the Hispanic family is rich in
observations suggesting that Hispanic parents ado t a directive
style of upbringing, that' they stress parental authority,
respect, obedience and discipline in raising the r children,
compared to U.S. American parents who are inclin d to stress
independence And autonomy (Heller,, 1966; Ra irez, 1976;
Siapocznik, 1978). Since the style of upbring. ng is a much
debated source" of cultural differences it ls-'interesting to
examine the parent-child relationships, as well as the main
differenCes characteristic of Colombian and U:S. American
culture attributable to the style of upbringing.

Ourieomparative studies of other cultural lroups (Szalay,
_Moon, and Bryson, 1973; Szalay and Pecjak, 1979; Szalay, Hilal,
Mason, GoodisOn, and Strohl, 1978b) have shown some consistent
trends in the organization and cohesion of the family. U.S.
Americans were found to emphasize affective ties, particularly
the love-based relationship. Their views convey an image of
the nuclear ',family as a mall, 'voluntary association which
serves primarily the affective-emotional satisfaction of the
marriage partners. In contrast, the traditional cultures were
found to view family as a large and stable social institution
with less emphasis on affective ties. The traditional nature
of the Colombian society and the predominantly affective nature
of Hispanic interpersonal ties suggest two trends whose
combined effects are hard to predict.

28



Furthermore, the U.S. and Colombian comparisons offer some
useful insights into the relationship of culture and
personality organization. Leading':culturologists such as
Riesman (1950), Slater (1970), Hsu (1970), and others Observe
essential differences between the individualistic, autonomous
self reliance f U.S. Americans compared to the familistic
orientation of traditional cultures '. whfch promote the
subordination of the self to group.interest. These contrasting
modalities in self tmage and personality organization are
explained by different styles of woringing in the literature.
In view of the in-depth nature of our assessment,, some
empirical insights into these usually inaccessible layers of
personality 'organization cpuld be of special interest.

In comparing the U.S. American and Colombian views of
family me are interested jn finding empirical answers-to such
questions as: Does the relationship among family members
differ substantially within American and Colombian families?.
Are the roles of the family members the same, or -do they
.function in different types of relationships? Are there
identifiable differences in affective ties? Are there
differences in interpersonal relations within the family, which
may affect interpersonal relations in society at large?
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shown in Appendix I, p. 3.
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FAMILY/FAMILIA

Both Americans and Colombians emphasize the cohesive
character of the family. Americans think mainly of
"togetherness" in the sense of individual people living
together. The leading ideas _are union,.(union) and unity
(unidad) to the Colombians. As will become apparent later, to
Colombians union suggests a closer bond, a certain
subordination of the individual's priorities and interests to

those of the group---in this case, the family. Amehcans place
considerable weight on the main family roles, and perceive the
family predominantly in terms Of collateral ties between
father and mother, sister and brother.

In Spanish a masculine noun in plural can indicate both
"male" and .a group of males and females. The fact -that
Colombians do not mention sisters (hermanas) shows that here
the term hermanos is used in its more generic sense. When seen
in this perspective, an interesting trend emerges. Americans
tend to identify the individuals in a specific role---father,
mother, sister, brother, etc.r--whereas ,Colombians focus-on
generic roles---e.g., padres (parents); hijos ("sons". and also
"children"); hermanos (siblings), etc. Compared to collateral
ties, in the Colombian view of family the vertical ones,

particularly the parent-child (padres&hijo) relationship shows
distinct dominance. The Colombians place heavier emphasis on
affective ties---love (amor), understanding (comprension)---
conveying a stronger preoccupation with interpersonal rapport. .

As indicated in the introduction, since they come from a

traditional society, the Colombians' strong preoccupation with
the affective emotional foundation of family ties is -rather
unexpected. On the other hand, Colombians do show similarity
with other traditional cultures in 'their tendency to view
family in relationship to society and community.

Americans think of shared experiences of family life--:
vacations, reunions, the dog---as sources of fun and

entertl.inment. From the Americans' perspective family life as
the source of affective ties and personal satisfaction deserves
special recognition. Its importance is underscored by the
psychological needs of the individual seeking meaningful and
emotionally satisfying rapport in'a social environment which is
mobile and largely impersonal.

31
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FATHER/PADRE

Americans view the role of father as most saliently
interconnected with the mother; in the case of the. Colombians
the parent-child.(padres-hijo) relationship is again the mbst
dominant. Similanly, love (mar) and understanding
(comprension) are more strongly attributed to father by
Colombians than.by Americans. The Colombians also stress the
father's role as friend (amigo),and companion (companero) and
emphasize his good (bueno), affectionate (carino), and
responsible (responsable) character. While these trends may
seem 'to be inconsistent with-the Hispanic "macho" stereotype,
Colombians do stress somewhat more authority (autoridad) and
respect (respeto) and characterize father as both chief (jefe)
and superior (superior). Americans, on the other hand, pay
more explicit attention to the sexual identity of father as
"man" and "male."

Americans ond Colombians pay about the same-attention to
the role of father as a worker (trabajo) and as a provider or
source of support (apolo), indicating that the father's
activities involving working, earning money, protecting and
carrying responsibilities- are 'equally recognized by both
lroups. With the Colombians the father's helping.role is as
Strong as the mother's, ,but his role in guidance (guia) and
education. (educacion) receives some additional atteation as
well. The findings that the Colombians make somewhat more 4
references to God and priests may be explained by the fact that
Colombians, who are predominantly Catholic, use the term
"father" to refer to and address a priest. They also commonly
address God as "Father."
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OOTHER/MADRE
4.1

The primary American concern, far surpassing all others,
is with the roles of the otherfamily members. Their attention
is fixed mainly on the relationship of mother and father; the
father-mother axis has emerged consistently in our comparative
cultural studies as the pivotal relationship which provides thefoundation of the American family. Emphasis on this
relationship follows naturally from the American cultural
practice by which' people marry'if they love each other,
regardless of other social considerations, and readily divorce
when't love-based ties cease to exist.

Colombians view mother first and foremost as a source of
love and understanding Like people in most other traditional
cultures, they stress the mother's relationship with the
children rather than with the father or husband. This suggests
that their heavy references.to love and understanding bears
predoMinantly on the affective ties between mother and
children. This finding is consistent with the observation that
Colombians also stress the mother's role of helping (ayuda),
protection (proteccion), and sacrifice (sacrificio). Her most
salient personality characteristics are her goodness (buena,
bonded) and tenderness (ternura). Colombians also mention her
beauty (belleza). Otherwise, Colombians and Americans give
similar attention to the mother's role as housewife---e.g.,
work (trabajo), cookingand to her sexual identity--- woman
(mujer), female. The high dominance score shows the special
emphasis Colombians place on mother. This is consistent with
the broadly observed -special respect given to mothers. A
proverb widely used in Colombia states "Madre hay una sole" (a
person only has one mother) which emphasizes the value of
motherhood. Also, the thethe of motherhood, especially that of
sadness at losing her, is very prevalent in popular songs.
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HUSBAND/ESPOSO

There is little difference between Colombians and

Americans in recognizing the husband as father. Compared to

the Americans, the Colombians make here relatively few

references to wife (esposa). This could be taken as an

indication that Colombians pay little attention to the wife, if

we would not find that they also pay little attention to

husband in the context of wife. So it merely confirms previous

observations that the husband-wife axis of the family is less

salient to the Colombians than to Americant.

Both culture groups-see the husband in the role of worker

but U.S. Americans underscore more the idea of husband' as

provider,and breadwinndr. As in the case of FATHER Americans

emphasize strength, while Colombians emphasize responsibility
(responsabilidad) and to A lesser extent respect (respeto) and

authority (autoridad). Both groups speak of maleness. The

Colombians' reference to spouse (conyugue) conveys the idea of

marriage partnership, which goes together with their

characterization of husband as companion (companero) and friend

(amigo). The term companero/a, which had a high score here,-

can be ambiguous. It means Dsompanibn" in the American sense

but it is also the term used to denote unmarried live-in

partners. Due to the laws governing marriage and divorce in

Colombia (see Chapter 6) this arrangement is quite prevalent,

especially lately.

These role characteristics do fit with the personality

characteristics which emerge as dominant in the Colombian image
of the husband as good (bueno) and loyal (fiel) and a source of

love (amor), understanding (comprension), and help (ayuda).

These personality characteristics are closely similar to those

which were found characteristic of the Colombian image of wife.

c, It is rather remarkable and somewhat contrary to

expectations that despite the frequent characterizations of the

Hispanic frame of reference as sexist and male-dominated, the

Colombians' image of husband provides little empirical evidence

that their male role images are more sexually oriented and sex
differentiated than the Amertcans'.
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WIFE/ESPOSA

The role of wife (esposa) as mother (madre) receives
similar attention from both groups, but again the Americans
place much more emphasis on her relationship with her husband
than do the Colombians. This confirms previous observations
that the primary relationship in the Ameridan view of the
family is husband and wife. For the Americans the most salient
ideas are the marriage partnership and to sexual relations.
Colombians do not emphasize the sexual relationship; for themthe central idea is companionship (compania). As previously
indicated in the context of husband the companion ,term is
somewhat ambiguous. In the Colombian context it is frequently
used in reference to partner out of wedlock.
h

Furthermore, the Colombians' attribute to the wife euch
socially relevant personal qualities as understanding
(comprension), helping (ayuda), loyalty (lealtad), goodness
(bondad), and tenderness (ternura), qualities similar to those
emphasized in relationship tocmother. The Colombians' single
most heavy reaction to wife (esposa) is love (amor), although
its salience is lower than observed in the context of mothtr
(madre).

In general, the Colombians' image of wife (esposa) cont/eys
.

the same main cultural trends as.their image of mother (midre);
the few differences follow from the shift in perspective td the
wife-husband relationship. Despite this shift, the Colombians
place relatively little emphasis on the wife-husband
interdependence. Love and feminine qualities seem to be
stressed more together with the idea of partnership as already
observed in -the context of mother. Although there are
references to loyalty (lealtad) and fidelity (fidelidad), there
is little indication of a subordinate role relationship.
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ME/YO

The. self tnage, examined here' through the subjective
meaning of me, is. generally recognized as a key to
understanding how people of a particular cultural background
perceive themselves and how they'relate to others, family
members, friends, and people in general. The most salient U.S.
response category shoWs the intensity of the U.S. American
preoccupation with self. As observed in previous studies, a
strong ego-centered self image is characteristic of an
individualistic orientation. Beyond emphasizing the self,
another indication of an individualistic focus is to see the
splf in ,juxtaposition to others. This is conveyed by the
second most salient U.S. response category ("You, We, They").
This marked.separation of the self and its counterposition to
individual others is at the core of the American individualism
and competitive spirit characterized by Riesman (1950), Hsu
(1970), Slater (1970), and others.

The Colombians' central notion is me as a person
(persona), one who must be recognized as a unique human being
but who does not have to feel separated from others. To
Colombians the unifying tie between the self and others is love
(amor) and friendship (amistad). This makes selfishness
(egoismo) a most objectionable personal characteristic,
probably because it separates the person from family, friends,
and people in general. Among the personality characteristics
the socially relevant attributes receive the most attentionfrom Colombians: understanding (comprension) and ready to
offer help (ayuda). In terms of role and role characteristics,
the Colombians identify themselves as students (estudiantes)
and stress intellectual qualities---intelligent (inteligente),
thinking (pensar). Colombians show the same moderate tendency
to identify themselves by their sex (man, woman), in partial
contrast to the Americans: American males show this tendency
less, and American females more than Colombians. Finally,
while Americans think of themselves more in terms of their
identity and individual relationship to others, Colombians
reflect on their existence and life in general.
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SUMMARY

The main family roles examined suggest some differential
trends in the Colombians' and Americans'views of the-family. To
both groups family is of paramount importance, yet there are

some substantial differences in why it is so and how it

interferes 'with what people do. Authors characterize the,

Hispanic world view as familistic.(Madsen, 1972; Mead, 1953;

Mintz, 1956; Magaffey and Barnett, 1952) to underscore' the
exceptional ,importance of family in the life of Hispanic
Americans. This importance follows somewhat naturally from a.
world view in wbich family-Tr-the framework of existence
encompassing all family members. The very center of this world
is occupied apparently by the children. In.reflection of the
central role that children play in the eyes of the Colombians,
we observed a strong and consistent trendto conceive family as
built around the parent-,child relationship. Approached from
this perspective, which is characteristic of most traditional
societies, the importance-of family follows from its role in

providing children with everything they need and raising them
to become mature human beings, persons of dignity and respect.

It would probably be wrong to argue that family is less
important to Americans, but it seems to be important in a

different way. This importance follows from the role of family
as the men source of affective-emotional satisfaction. In the

American approach the existence of family depends primarily on

the love-based relationship of husband and wife. As the high
divorce rate shows, marriage and family cannot survive unless
there is love and understanding between husband and wife.

The differences observed here between Americans' and

Coloirtians show considerable agreement with previous studies
comparing Americans with Middle Eastern and Far Eastdrn groups
(Arab: Szalay et al., 1978b; Iranian: Szalay, Mir-Djalali,

Moftakhar, and Strohl, 1979; Korean: Szalay, Moon, and Bryson,
1971, 1973; Filipino: Szalay and Bryson, 1977).
Representatives of these other cultures conveyed similarly- an
image of family as a large Social institution which involves
usually an extended network of role-relationships with little
emphasis on personal choice or affective ties. In contrast,
the Americans' image of the family conveys that of a small,
.personal, affect-laden unit.

While up to now this contrast appeared to be a

generalizeable distinction, the image of family emerging from
the Colombian reactions-introduces a-more-complex situation.
The Colombian image of family was found to be even more affect-
laden than the U.S. American. At the same time they maintain a
predominantly traditional family view in their emphasis on the
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parent-child relationship, more Connection between family and
sotiety, and less emphasis on the self, on ego-centered
individualism.

How do we explain, then, that although the Colombians
place less emphasis on the husband-wife relationship, their.
family image is more affect-laden than the U.S. American image?
A careful examination of the Colombian responses---:edmcation
(educacion), teaching (ensenar), . helping (ayuda),
responsibility (responsabilidad)--- suggests that the strong
emotional foundation of the Colombian family comes from two
main sources, both fram-a husbihd-wife type love relationship
and the parent-child,(padres-hijo) relationship. The Colombian
parentTchild relatiopship is also intensively affect-based and
emotional, more so than in the case of the Arabs or Koreans.
Attributes like understanding (comprension), friendship
(amistad),. and goodness (bondad), *hich are particularly
salient in the Colombians images of both father and mother,
further indicate, that the cultural tnages of these roles
encompa ss qualities *portant not only, in the marriage
partnership but also in the parent-child relationship.

The attributes of father (padre), mother .(madre), husbAnd
(esposo), and wife (esposa) dmphasized by Colombians are rather
surprising on several accounts. For one thing, the male and
female roles are less sex .differentiatdd than one would
anticipate from the popular Hispanic stereotypes of the sexist
macho male image. At least in the eyes of the Hispanic
beholders, the male and' female roles appear surprisingly
similar to each other. Furthermore, the traditional authority-
oriented non-egalitarian Hispanic .value orientations, as
broadly elaborated in the literature, promote same natural
expectations. One would expect that Xhe roles of father and
husband would be viewed as the personificatiO of prestige and
authority in an elevated social position superior to women and
children. While such trends were indeed observed in other
traditional cultures---Koreans, Egyptian, Jordanian---our
Colombian respondents offer little support along these
expectations. Father and husband are viewed very much in
egalitarian terms as friends and companions. Although such'
characterizations as boss (jefe), superior (superior), and
respect' (respeto) were given with marked weight, they are
clearly counterbalanced by references to understanding
(comprension) and friendship (amistad), which had greater
salience.

While the Colombiafis' perception of male eoles shOws
little cpnformity with sexist and authoritarian stereotypes,
they do stress certain feminine characteristics in the roles of
mother and wife: beautiful (hermosa), pretty (bonita),
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parent-child relationship, more connection.between family and

society, and- less emphasis on the self, on ego-centered

individualism:

How do we explain,, then, that although the Colombians

place less emphasis on the,husband-wife' relationship, their-

family tnage is more affect-laden than the U.S. American tnage?
A careful examination of the Colombian responses---education

(educacion), teaching (ensenar), helping (ayuda),

responsibility (respon.abilidad)--- suggests that the strong
emotional foundation of the Colombian family comes* from two

main sources, both from a husband-wife type love relationship

and the parent-child (padreS-hijo) relationship. The Colombian

parent-child relationship is also intensively affect-based and
emotional, 'more so thu in thetase of the.Arabs or Koreans.

Attributes - like understanding (comprension), friendship

(amistad), and goodness (bOndad), Which are particularly

salient in the Colombians' %ages of both father and mother,

further indicate that their interpretation of these roles is

not only from the angle of the marriage partners but from the

angle of children as well;

The attributes of father (padre), mother (madre), husband

(esposo), and wife'(esposa) emphasized by Colombians are rather
surprising on several accounts. For one thing, the.male and

female roles are less sex differentiated than one would

anticipate from the popular Hispanic stereotypes of the sex,ist

macho male image. At least in the\ eyes of the Hispanic

beholders, the male and female roles appear surprisingly

similar to each other. Furthermore; the traditional authority-

oriented non-egalitarian Hispanic value orientations, as

broadly elaborated in-the literature, promote some natural

expectations. One would expect that the roles of father and

husband would be viewed is the personification of prestige and'

authority in an elevated social position superior to women and

children. While such trends were indeed observed in other

traditional cultures---Koreans, Egygtian, Jordanian---our

Colombian, respondents offer little support along these

expectations. Father and husband are viewed very much in

egalitarian terms as friends and companions. Although such

characterizations as boss .(jefe), 'superior (superior), and

respect (respeto) were'given with marked meight, they .are

clearly counterbalanced by references to understanding

(comprension) and friendship (amistad), which had greater

salience.

While -the--Colombiansl -percept-ion-ofmaleroles- shows
little conformity with sexist and authoritarian stereotypes,
they do stress certain feminine characteristics in the roles of

mother and wife: beautiful (hermosa), pretty (bonita),
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understanding (comprension), tender (ternura), amiable(amable),. sweet (dulce), and loyal (fiel), All these comenaturally ip addition to the particularly heavy Colombianreferences to love. In the U.S. American image of the familyrelated seX roles-there are more heavy and direct references tosex: female, sexy, lover, mate, etc. That the attention givento children in the context of all family roles examined isheavier by Colombians than by U.S. Americans has already beenobserved at the outset.

iile the present analysis has a focus on family roles,other family related subjects, such as love (amor), sex (sexo),
and-marriage (matrimonio), will.be examined in.later cha*ers.Similarly, how the family'related role perceptions and, Value
considerations influence interpersonal relations in othersocial contexts such as 'dealing with friends, other people, andsociety at large, will be topics discussed in the followingchapters.

In the context of the present chapter the discussim ofthe self image relied on reactions to ME. In previous studiesconducted with Hispanic samples we also included SELF. Ingeneral, the response trends observed in these various contexts
are consistent with those observed here.

The U.S. Americans show a very strong emphasis on "I" astheir central point of reference. They describe themselvespositively 'as good, happy, loving, caring, helpful, etc.Nevertheless, there were several instances expressing self-doubt. Their responses convey, a self-view influenced by whatassumptions others may make. Implicit also in their reactionis the belief that the person can somehow step outside the selfand perceive oneself in a similar manner as another would doit.

Colombians, on the other hand, tend to regard "me" as aperson with certain social attributes (understanding, helpful),roles (man; son), and functions (work). Their reactions seemto be connected to a "Moral" way of being in the world. Lifeis a task of craftsmanship in attempting to live according to a
. set of values,*which are essentially traditional.

Elsewhere (Szalay, Ruiz, ,Lopez, Turbyville, and Bryson,1978a) we have suggested that these differences may beinfIluenced by a dissimilar grammar and cbstmnary usage of thepronoun in Spanish and English. But broader comparisons ofgroups who use the samPoklanguage---e.g.,. Black and WhiteAmericans (Szalay and Maday, in press)--- as well as theconsistency of findings obtained with different Hispanic groups
over.a variety of related themes (Szalay, Williams, Bryson, and
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West, 1976; Szalay et al., 1978a) show that these particular
trends depend on-perceptual dispositions somewhat independently
of language.

There are several themes sthroughout this study

(TOGETHERNESS, UNITY, PERSON, etc.) which offer relevant

information on- the self tmage, with Special regard to the
relationship of self to others. .Findings on these themes

support a dichotomy between.two types of frames of reference
resulting in separate models of personallt9 organization. The,
U.S. Americans show a strong disposition to view the world,

other people., and themselves from the perspective of the

individual, with personal needs and asplrations representing

the central reference point. This.frame of referehce leads to

personality characteristics desctibed by various authors as

individualistic (Hsu, 1910), inner-directed (Rotter, 1966), or
autonomous Oiesman, 1950).

The Colombians, together with other Hispanic AMerican

cultures, view the world with a more group-oriented frame of

reference. They view the person as part of a family or other

social organization such as community or society. A happy,

harmonious existence requires a willingness to, respect and

adapt to others--s-that is, social harmony (Burma, 1970), field
dependency or field sensitivity (Ramirez, 1976), personalism

(Diaz-Royo, 1974), or social personalism (Szalay et al.,

1978a). The actual scope and important aspects of these

distinctions, which we label individualism versus social

personalism, will become apparent in the following chapters.

This apparent complexity in the perception of family and

family roles and functions may be explained, at least

tentatively, by what might be characterized as a stage of

transition from a traditional, extended family type, to a

modern, nuclear family type.

The Colombian sample, as has been mentioned, belongs to an

urban setting, to a specific regional sub-culture, and to a

socio-economic level that ranges roughly from the upper-lower

to the middle-middle strata. This type of family has evolved

from a traditional, patriarchal, extended family structure and

retains many of its characteristics while acquiring some modern

features. Thus, while the father still is the "boss" and the

main "provider" in most cases, the mother is more and more

assuming the role of "provider" together with the father. This

means that in many cases she works outside the home and earns a

salary. Her explicit economic contribution to the household

gives her a new status regarding authority and decision-making.

At the same time, she still retains some features of her

traditional role, which emphasizes her "feminine" qualities of



tenderness and sweetnwel atIcloher(iNosition as the affective-
center of the family.:',;P,.1

Bs T Mt ?rt

It is true thatteVert intthlis tUmplex transitional family,
the interpersonal relationships tend to c,enter heavily on the
children and on assuring their education and welfare. When
children perceive "union" and "love" as important components of
family relations, they reflect the fact that the .family is
still the main point of reference for the self in terms of
identity and of affective and economic security.



CHAPTER 4

FRIENDSHIP, UNDERSTANDING

In a recent volume discussing Hispanic-U.S. American
cultural differences (Szalay et.al., 1978a) we concluded that
interpersonal relations is probably the most important and most
characteristic domain shaped by cultural factors. it is alsoone of the least understood domains plagued by considerable
ambiguities and apparent contradictions;

On certain specifics there is considerable consensus; forinstance, Hispanic Americans are broadly recognized as beinggregarious people enjoying and cultivating a life rich in
interpersonal relations. (Gil, 1976; Rogler, 1940; Wolf,1966). There is also a consensus that Hispanic Americans have
little interest in being alone or even in the idea of privacy,while mutual aid and cooperation have broad popular appeal(Kagan and Madsen, 1971; Kagan, 1977; Buitrago, 1970).

In contrast to an assertive, competitive posture dominated
by self interest, Gillin (1965) observes that Hispanic socialrelations are inspired by such values as respect for inner
worth and dignity of others. Since Margaret Mead's observation(1951) that Hispanic Americans value interdependence andmodesty rather than pushing themselVes forward, similar
observations have been made again and again.

Differences regarding the ideals and norms shaping
interpersonal relations may partially explain why even
friendship does notaseem to mean the same to Hispanic Americansas it does to U.S. Americans. Our comparative cultural study
of Puerto Rican and Anglo American students (Szalay and Bryson,
1975) has shown that samples 'representing these two populations
were particularly far apart in the domain of friendship.

Just what the actual nature of differences may be issubject to considerable controversy. A major source of
conflicting views, according to Grebler (1970), Turner (1980),and othert, is that due to acculturation and urbanizationcertain Hispanic groups, like Mexican Americans, no longer fit
traditional value patterns.

In the context of the present study we examine such
questions as: What personal qualities do Colombians considerdesirable in a friend? Do friendships meet the same needs andserve the same psychological and material objectives in



*,

Colombia as they do in the,U.S.? What are the characteristic

differences? How do friendship ties interface with family

ties? How do they relate to social values and role

expectations? Do friendships serve mainly an entertainment

function, or do they have a broader existential foundation as

well? ,

.:
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FRIENDSHIP/AMISTAD

As we found in the context of friends (amigos), the
affertive-emotional aspect of the relationship receives
especially heavy attention, particularly from the Colombians.
For both 'groups love (amor) is the most central affect.
Americans also speak of caring, 'and again understanding
(comprension) receives special attention from Colombians. The
idea of helping (ayuda) and cooperation (cooperacion) is also
very strong in the case of the Colombians, conveying that
friendship has important implications of commitment to come to
the support (apoyo) of friends in various domains of life. In
the U.S. American view friendships serve a more narrow role of

4companionship and entertainment, as reflected by their emphasis
on company, fun, and laughter. The Colombian view is similar
'to tharof Jordanian, Korean, and other qulture groups for whom
friendship is a major szhesive force which serves as a
foundation for all types of business activities and common
ventures, not just companionship and entertainment. Their
heavier references to friends (amigos) and to unity (unidad)
and sharing (compartir) convey that the Colombians are
predisposed to view friendship (amistad) as a deeper,
ex\istentially more consequential relationship which represents
an important source of help (ayuda) and support (apoyo). Yet,
the\ U.S. Americans stress here as they did previously that
friendship is tnportant and needed. 'The sources of this
intentively felt need are obviously not economic or material
but predominantly psychological. As discussed in the context
of the self concept, the materially and economically self
reliant Americans, parallel to their autonomy and
individualism, do feel a need to maintain meaningful
interpersonal ties. Here what matters is not so much their
friends' intrinsic qualities---as sincerity (sinceridad) and
loyalty (lealtad) do to Colombians---but whether they can be
trusted.
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FRIENDS/AMIGOS

Friends (amigos) constitute an important group of select
people, both to Colombians and to U.S. Americans, yetwho their
friends are, how they are selected, and why theyare important
are apparently not the same. Nor are the differences found
between our U.S. and Colombian respondents accidental. To the
Colombians the relationship has apparently a broader and richer
affective foundation: friendship (Wistad), love (amor),
understanding (comprension). Love and caring aree important
attitudes to the U.S. Americans as well but love conveys heavy
sexual connotations, while Colombians stress more an asexual
attraction. With regard to the solirces of attractiOn and
emotional attachment, the characteristics receiving attention
.offer some relevant insights. To Colombians such qualities as
sincerity (sinceridad) and loyalty (lealtad) are important in
friends, and friendships (amistad) require intensive
involvement (implicar), helping (ayuda), giving (dar),
cooperation (cooperacion). To Americans trust and confidence
in friends are of more importance. this finding suggests that.
the relationship is .based more on,personal needs for U.S.
Americans. U.S. reactions indicating that friends are needed,
necessary, good; and important all express a need, social or
psychological. According to leading U.S. culturologists like
Riesman (1950) and Slater (1970), this need stems from
individualism and highly mobile life conditions which.create a
natural feeling of loneliness and a hunger for meaningful
interpersonal ties. In traditional societies such ties are
readily provided, by family and a more stable social milieu.
This explanation recdives empirical support from findings that
family is indeed a more important source of friendship for the

. Colombians and that friendship Iepresents a much more select
group implying a more'stable partnership for Colombians. To
U.S. Americans friends include a much wider group of people
encompassing casual acquaintances, men, women, peers,
potentially everybody. Also Americans see friends in a more
limited role, in activities restricted largely to entertainment
and leisure.
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HELP/AMR'

#

, Assisting, aiding, and supporting (apoyo) convey the
Central idea shared by both groups. However, the nature, role,
and purpose of the help are apparently different because of the
differeht experiences and frames of reference of the two
groups. It is hardly accidental that Americans an,d Colombians
have different types of helping in mind. In the foreground'of
interest for ,Colombians are collaboration (colaboracion),
cooperation (cooperacion), sharing (compartir), giving (dar)
and receiving (recibir) help---that is, activities involving
reciprocity and mutuality. The nature and salience of the
Colombian reactions indicate that helping is a natural everyday
activity. In comparison, U.S. references to rescuing 'and
saving suggest speci?,1 'actiuns necessitated by _special
situations. There Is also a sizable group of U.S. reactions
addressihg emergency situations, such as fbe, and drowning.
This suggests that for Anglo Americans he is ten
associated with extraordinary (e.g., life t neatening)
circumstances 3uo41 as illness or crime. To underscore this
point, the Anglo Americans mention crying, screaming, and
yelling---that is, they vividly have in mind those
circumstances in,which people in danger call for help as well
as the feelings of -the individual who seeks help. This
emphasis on extreme situations is a likely result of an
attitude of self reliance, which under normal conditions
obviates the need for help. Along with an individualistic self
reliance, the first source of help is "self" or "me". If
outside help is needed, tne main sources suggested by the U.S.
reactions are such specialists as doctors or police.

The Colombian emphasis is somewhat different. The main
sollrces of help are people with the closest personal ties. The
Colombian group has primarily friends (amigos), family
(familia), parents (p'adres), and neighbors (vecinos) in mind
and more greatly emphasize love (amor) and friendship. For
them help (ayuda) clearly involves both giving (dar) and
receiving (recibir). This is fundamentally consistent with
previoUs observations that to Colombians,helping is very much a
part of the overall relationship with family members and
frields.
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UNDERSTANDING/COMPRENSION

Although the verb "to understand" (comprender) literally

refers to intellectual performance, understanding (comprension)

used in a social context refers to a human attitude with strong

emotional content.; Love (amor), the most central idea for both

the U.S. and Colombian culture groups, emerges here with

caring, sympathy, trust and'bther social attitudes from-U.S.

Americans. Colombians Oink of understanding mainly in the

context of friendships and family, while U.S. Americans tend to

think of people in general and of themselves. As in the family

domain where Colombians showed a particularly strong emphasis

on understanding, in the Colombians' subjective meaning of

understanding (comprension), family (familia) and marriage

(matrimonio) have high salience with special emphasis on the

parents (padres), particularly the mother (madre). Along this

same intrinsic rationale, Colombians see an especially close

tie between understanding and. helping (ayuda) or assistance.

This is consistent with the previously observed tolombian

disposition to view family (familia) and friendship (amistad)

as the main sources of help and assistance.

Parallel to the meaning of understanding as an

affectionate social attitude, the U.S. Americans place somewhat

more emphasis on a second meaning related to knowledge and

learning, to intellectual performance in general. A consistent

trend observed in the context of friends (amigos) and

friendship (amistad) as well is that U.S. Americans pay

considerable attention to talking, advising, listening, and

communication in general. This trend is particularly

noticeable here in the context of understanding; Colombians

observe this dimension as well but to a lesser extent.
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Main Components of Images
U.S. and Colombian

The actual responses given
shown in Appendix I

and Meanings by
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by the groups are

, p. 13.
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TOGETHERNESS/JUNTOS

The U.S. Americans think of togetherness as the framework
of desired interaction and intimacy with others. For this
reason togetherness is consideredjo be a. personal matter
involVing one's choice of particulir people with whom to share
experiences and enjoY close bonds. Happiness, security, and
escaping the sense of aloneness'are seen as the primary
benefits of togetherness; and marriage; family life, and
friendship are considered the most likely sdurces of such
intimate attachment. For them togetherness implies a, desired
state founded primarily on personal needs rather than on some
social values or collectivistic philosophies.' This explains
why the needs associated with. togetherness are highly personal
and selective. They can be met only through specific people
who meet one's.Orsonal taste and other criteria and who show-
responsiveness indispensible for understanding. Impersonal or
supraindividual social organizations have in this context no
appeal.

For the Colombians the meaning of togetherness (juntos) is
rather similar. Family (familia) and friends (amigos) are the
main representatives of togetherness for Colombians as well'but
in a somewhat different way than for U.S. Americans. The main
emphasis is here not on close personal ties but rather on the
cohesiveness of these social units. This ,distinction is
evident in their references to large social organizations---
e.g., society (sociedad), country (paiz)---and to the
supernational community of everyone (todos). In contrast to the
U.S. focus on close person-to-person rapport as a source of
individual happiness and security, the Colombians show a
stronger disposition to conceive togetherness in the context of
large collectives and their forces of cohesion and
organization.

9
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UNITY/UN1DAD

The single most pervasive idea for U.S. Americans is being
together and doing things together. This is seen by both.
groups as a desirable or necessary goal. To U.S. Americans
unity is an intermediary objective which can further other
desired goals. U.S. Americans show more awareness that unity
comes about through joining forces and brings a sense of
cohesiveness, strength, happiness, and peace. This
instrumental value of unity is further conveyed by its
political zonnotations for the U.S. group in relationship to
party politics, nationali3m, U.S, as well as to ethnic/ racial
groups (Blacks, Whites). The Spanish word "unidad".may not
have been the best translation-equivalent since it refers to an
issue which is less popular, less important to Colombians than
the salient notion of union (involving a sort of social
fusion). "Unidad" also denotes "unit". This may be the reason
for Colombians emphasizing the concepts of uniqueness (solo,
unico). Probably the word "union" would have been preferable.
Yet the Colombians reveal some of the same general
dispositions. Unity (unidad) is less instrUmental but more
affect laden; love (amor) is more dominant. While for both
groUps the unity of family has about the same importance, the
unity of larger social units such as community and society is a
concern which ranks higher for the Colombian group. This
stronger social focus by Colombians emerges also in partial
contrast to the stronger'political connotation of unity for the
U.S. respondents.

6 i
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In the domain of friendship the comparison of U.S. and
Colombian samples has prodved findings in fundamental
agreement with,our previous Puerto Rican and Hispanic American
studies (Szalay. and Bryson, 1975; Szalay et al., 1978a),
although on certain relevant details we found some distinct
differences as well.

Several outstanding scholars, such as Linton, Mead, and
Riesman, have observed that self image plays a particularly
important role in shaping interpersonal relations. The U.S.
American view of friendship represents a case in point. In the
context of most themes examined in this domain, the U.S. group
-placed consistently heavy emphasis, on self (me, ego, etc.)..
While this emphasis is, in itself; a manifestation of an
individualistic social philosophy, an analysis of the cultural
meanings of such ego-related themes as "me" as shown in the
previous chapter yields new and relevant details particularly
on the subject of individualism as characteristic of U.S.
Americans. As the results of the present chapter show, in the
subjective' world of this 'group almost all social interactions
emerge as self-anchOred, dyadic relationships: me-you, me-
others. In this ego-centered perspective, the psychological
importance of frierdship grows into strong psychic needs.
Friendships are pursued in response to al internal need to have
meaningful and emotionally satisfying interpersonal relations,
a need for fun and entertainment, a need not to be alone as an
isolated individual. In this respect the ready availability of
suitable friends (the more the better) is the central motive.
The main context of friendship is companionship, leisure and
entertainment; permanence is not a,major requirement. Their
functional view of friendship provides a unique capability to
form dependable temparary ties which work effectively for a

short duration (e.g., voluntary participation in a PTA
committee) and which are inseparable from the experience of
social mobility and social'change.

In the Hispanic perspective, friendship (amistad) is much
less a relationship that is constantly being developed and
dispensed with according to the timely needs of the individual
and to new situations or changing requirements. The Colombian
perceptions of interpersonal relations within and outside of
the family are similar to those in other traditional societies,
which place particularly heavy emphasis on friendship (Szalay
et al., 1978b, 1979a, Szalay and Strohl, 1981). Friendships
include relationships with members of the family as well as
with members of the opposite sex in a social situation where
friendship ties develop slowly, usually through family

0
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contacts, and are not readily dissolved or replaced.
Friendship, once established, entails lasting obligations and
commitments which tend to become institutionalized. This
reciprocity, in turn, produces a.force which strengthens
dominant social relations and social structures. An undoubted
contributor to the greater permanence of Hispanic friendships
is the fact that in their cultural environment not everybody is
A potential candidate for friendship. Family and social class
impose considerable selectivity and there is apparently a much
stronger distinction between casual acquaintances and friends
than there is for most U.S. Americans.

Differences found in such ,social values as help and
understanding were also consistent with the above contrasts in
cultural orientation.. Colombians emphasized strong emotional
ties which add to the relative stability of friendships, while
the U.S. Americans emphasized individual satisfaction on.a
situation by situation basis. Thus, it is not accidental that
U.S. Americans emphasize togetherness and being together with
friends and Colombians associate friendship (amistad) with
unity (unidad) or union (union). The Colombian reactions imply
more than being together with another individual physically or
intellectually; they suggest a.sort of fusion, a transcendhnte
of individual boundaries. While to Americans togetherness,
being together, is important in itself, to Colombians as well
as to groups from the Middle East and Far East sharing,
assistance, and helping are of greater salience. Such
conclusions are supported by findings in several contexts
(friends, help, family), which show that these traditional
groups stress the importance of cooperation and working
together. While help means to Americans assistance given
mainly in emergency situations, to Colombians, together with
other more traditional groups, it involves continuous reliance
on a small circle of family members and friends. Also for them

helping (ayuda) implies mutual cooperatioh (cooperacion) and
assistance (asistencia).

Although some, of the above Colombian perceptions apd
attitudes about friendship were also found to be characteristic
of most people from developing countries, there are here a few
attributes which appear to be distinctively applicable to
Colombians. The Colombians' focus on understanding
(comprension) appears to be an equivalent to the Middle Eastern
groups emphasis on truth, faith, and faithfulness. In this
,context Iranians come the closest when they speak of the
intellectual foundation of friendship, meeting of minds, mutual
thinking, thinking alike. There are also two dimensions along
which Colombians appear to be closer to U.S. Americans than to
some of the other traditidnal groups. This may be because our
samples were composed predominantly of students of urban
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background. Compared to Middle Eastern and Far Eastern groups,

Colombians do not show a particularly strong preoccupation with
the lasting or permanent nature of friendship ties. While they

may take a certain stability for granted, this would, only
explain why they do not express concern with instability or
unreliability; butneither do they stress fidelity or loyalty
as the Arabs do. Furthermore, while Colombians convey that
much of the intrafamily relations involve friendship (amistad),
friendship appears to be less overlapping with family ties than
'is the case witWmost of the traditional cultures we have
studied.

The 'trends observed in the context of friendship and
related social values convey a fairly consistent picture of the
U.S. American and Colombian approaches to interpersonal
relations. They confirm previous observations that it is the
individUal's needs, affects, and motives which are particularly
critical in U.S. American social relations, while in the
Colombian context there is more emphasis on affedts, on the,
maintenance of social relations, and on the fulfillment of,
obligations and commitments.

0
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CHAPtER 5

COMMUNITY SOCIETY

The information available on Hispanic ptychocUltural
dispositions is based mainly on Hispanic Americans---Puerto
Ricans, Mexican Americans, Cubans---living in the U4ted States
or in Puerto Rico; comparative studies based on Ropulation
samples from Latin America and particularly Colombia are rare.
According to recent reviews of the.literature (Lisansky\ 1981),
certain domains such as'child rearing and work attitudes have
been extensively studied in reCent years, but there is little
information on how Hispanic Americans perceive and relate to
large social units such as community or society.

This relative lack of information may well illustrate a
point frequently made by schnlars of Hispanic background who
are critical of the selective and biased nature of social
science information available on Hispanic Americans. Their
main criticism is that Hispanics are characterized and
evaluated by Anglo-American social norms and values (Hernandez,
1970; Rivera, 1970; Wagner and Haug, 1971). Furthermore, by
selecting research topics along their own interests and
priorities, U.S. American researchers tend to leave Hispanic
priorities unintentionally out of consideration.

Our own findings on Puerto Ricans from Puerto Rico (Szalay
and Bryson, 1975) and on a diverse Hispanic group tested- in
Washington, D.C. (Szalay et al., 1978a) suggest that large
social units play an important role in the Hispanic frame of
reference. The preceding chapters also indicate that while the
U.S. emphasis is on individual.people and their voluntary
association, Hispanic Americans pay considerable attention to
large-scale social units like community (comunidad) and society
(sociedad). The following analysis will examine how Colombians
and U.S. Americans relate to society and to people in general.
How do they perceive and evaluate larger social units 'like
,community and society? What importance and meaning do they
attach to such social values,as equality (igualdad), freedom
(libertad), and justice (justicia)?

In view of the results just presented on American and
Colombian interpersonal relations in the family and wrong
friends, it is particularly relevant to explore such questions

65



as: Do American individualiso and Hispanic social-personalism

produce dispositions to vtew society differently? How do,

individualists and personalists interpret some of the basic

social values? How does American individualism mix with the

American tradition of egalitarianism?
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FEEDOWLIBERTY

Considlpable agreement was found In the U.S. American and
Colombian perceptions of freedom; the differences are more amatter of degree than substance. In line with the libertarian
democratic tradition, U.S. Americans place a particularly
strong emphasis on human rights (e.g., constitution, Bill of
Rights). Freedom of expression and communication (speech,
press)---rights frequently invoked by the mass media---receive
special attention. . Liberty is a leading ideal which stresses
exercising the rights of the individual. Americans view the
United States as the personificatiOn of freedom; as their
reactions show, it is the single most salient characteristic of
their country; freedokis one of the very few themes which has
a more politically oriented meaning for Americans than for
Colombians. This is underscored by freedom's close
relationship to democracy, its association with fighting and
revolution, and its contrast to slavery and oppression.

From the Colombian perspective, freedom (libertad) is a
human quality or condition associated with love (amor),
understanding (comprender), joy (alegria), happiness (feliz),
tranqui .ity (tranquilidad); security (seguridad),
responsibility (responsabilidad), order (orden), etc. Some of
these reactions suggest that the Colombian ideal of freedom is
not an unrestrained pursuit of individual interest. Rather it
is a matter of interpersonal relations based on mutual
recognition and respect. The Colombian emphasis on man
(hombre), human (humano), life (vida), and general human
activities suggests similarly a concern with general conditions
characterized by freedom. These conditions are not taken for
granted but are viewed as necessary (necesidad), good (bueno),
and valuable (valor).

G 8
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EQUALITY/IGUALDAD

The recognition of equality as a matter of human rights
(derechos), justice (justicia), and fairness (justa) is most
salient both from Coltmbian and U.S. American perspectives.
Here again the U.S. focus is more on legal and constitutional
considerations. The Colombians stress again such general human
values as equity (equidad), justice (justicia), peace (paz),
and liberty (libertad). Similarly, both groups give distinct
attention to equality ,(igual).As implying sameness, levelling,
equilibrium (equilibrio), although the U.S. American emphasis
on this dimension ismtre daninant.

Both groups epress concern with the lack of equality,
with discrimination,1 prejudice, inequality, etc. With regard
to specific areas of life where equality is lacking, the focus
of attention is quite different. The most salient U.S. American
concern appeared at this point in time tt be the question of
sexual equality, the unequal relationship between men and
women, while the 4tention given by Colombians to this matter
was about one-quarter\ of the U.S. American. Racial equality
emerged as the second most salient U.S. concern with primary
attention orrBlacks and on minorities in general. A third area
involved jobs, educaton, and economic conditions in general.
While the U.S. Ameri ans think primariIy in terms of jobs and
employment, the Colombians have mord economic (economica)
differences in mind, particularly the status of the poor. With
these pressing domestiC priorities as their main point of
reference, many Colombians (including women) find it difficult
to understand the U.S. American emphasis on equality of the
sexes. It is nerceived tnat the attainment of a more just and
more egalitarian society ts a priority, and that equality of
the sexes has little priority to Colombians at the moment.

fu
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JUSTICUJUSTICIA

As the significantly higher dominance score indicates,
justice is a more dominant theme to U.S. Americans. Fairness
and equality are the two leading ideals that are particularly
salient to Americans, although equality (igualdad) receives
considerable attention from Colombians as well. The idea of
right (derecho) is similarly inherent in.the concept of justice
as understood by U.S. and Colombian Americans. Beyond the
ideals and .principles the primary interest of U.S. Americans is
in practical implementation. Fair implementation is seen as a
function of courts of various types and of trial procedures,
the role of judges, lawyers, as well as the police and to some
extent the government.

In comparison, while the Colombians do recognize the role
of judges (juez) and lawyers (abogados), they pay less
attention to their importance. This may follow their generally
lower interest in details of administering justice and in
functions and roles involved in the legal proceedings. Their
interest in the judicial process is more detailed only with
regard to law enforcement and retribution. They have a less
differentiated hiew of the judicial process with a more
narrowly focused interest in punishment. This may be related
to the skepticism Colombians express in the context of justice
with apparent regard to its practical functioning, e.g.,
injustice (injusticia), bad (malo), inexistent (inexistencia),
and "there is no justice" (no hay). From the angle of ,

Colombians, certain human and interpersonal values anu
attitudes such as peace (paz), liberty (libertad), harmony
(armonia), help (ayuda), love (amot), and duty (deber) receive
considerable attention. Also Colombians stress the role of man
(hombre), society (sociedad), and the world (mundo), on whom
justice may depend. One explanation could be that Colombians
consider these values and attitudes as human preconditions
indispensable for justice and its effective implementation.
Another possible interpretation is that, as we have seen in the
analysis of SOCIETY/SOCIEDAD, Colombians tend to associate
these social concepts with their own country, and, as discussed
before, the Colombian respondents are somewhat critical of
their existing social ord.r.
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LAW/LEY

From the Colombian point of view the central idea behind
law (ley) is the notion of order (orden), which involves
justice (justicia) and rights (derechos) and which has to be
maintained and if necessary mandated by reliance on power
(poder) and authority (autoridad). From the Colombian
perspective law is an intrinsic order with its internal norms
which become sources of duty (deber) and obligation
(obligacion). The formal :framework is provided by the
government (gobierno), the president (presidente), the
political leadership or organization of the country or nation.
From this perspective the specific organs of law enforcement---
the police (policia), the courts, judges (jueces), lawyers
(abogado)---receive comparatively little attention.

From the U.S. American perspective the priorities are
quite different. Law is ieen as a system of "rules and
Tegulations based primarily on the constitution and built on
the principles of justice, order, and fairness. As an
important function those who break the law and commit crimes
have to be dealt with, punished, jailed, etc. The U.S.
Americans focus on the function of lawyers, judges, and the
courts in the interpretation and application of the law. Also,
law is a field of knowledge which requires specialized
schooling. Colombians do not associate "ley" with specialized
knowledge or schooling because in Spanish the field of law is
not "ley" but "derecho"---thus, escuela de derecho (law
school).
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COMMUNITY/COMUNIDAD

In the Colombian view community can be both relatively small,
such as a neighborhood (barrio) and large, encompassing members ofa society (sociedad), country (paiz), nation (nacion), andpotentially all human beings in the sense of mankind. The mainemphasis on large aggregates of people (pueblo), particularly on
society, apparently does not preclude that Colombians see community
as a framework for such activities as helping (ayuda), cooperation
(cooperacion), progress (progreso), and development (desarrollo).
Similarly, affective ties such as love (amor), friendship(amistad), and understanding (comprender) are emphasized ascohesive forces, although usually they are tbe forces which givehigh cohesiveness to small primary groups such as family. Thestrong Colombian emphasis on unity (unidad), union (union), andreunion (reunion) further underscores this apparent contradiction.
Strong affective ties with a limited number of people within a
small primary group (family, friends) makes sense based on the U.S.
cultural experience, but the indication that love may be aconnecting link between.members of such large social aggregates as
society or mankind is hard for U.S. Americans to conceive.

Indeed, the U.S. American results convey two main trerds which
support this reasoning. To Americans community refers priMarily to
smaller social groups, family and friends. Purthermore, communfty
ias nothing to do with love and shows minimal foundation in affect-
based interpersonal relationships. It is rather a group which at a
particular time' happens to live at a particular physical locationand develops consequently similar concerns and Oared interests.The locations which tie Americans are' towns, suburbs,
neighborhoods, villages, etc. The organizations involve schools,
centers, clubs, pools, etc. The shared involvements include joint
activities, developments, services, and other projects. Thispresents a strong contrast to the large-scale, affect-laden,idealistic Colombian conceptualization of community. While
Colombians do emphasize the scope and importance of affective tieswith society and community more than Americans do, this does notmean that they are better prepared to work together on concrete
community projectst Joint actions,materialize more readily in
crisis situations and rarely do they outlive the crisis itself. It
might be suggested that the strong positive overtones of the
Colombian perception of society and community'reflect, in practice,
a type of group identification which starts with family. Given
that the family is so important in terms of identity and of
affective and economic security for the individual, it is the
family which in reality becomes the point of reference in the
perceptions of society and community.
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SOCIETUSOCIEDAD

For ,Colombians as well as for U.S. Americans society is a large
aggregate of people encompassing the population of a particular
country or nation. With fundamental agreement as to what the word
society refers to, there are several characteristic differences in
the way society is perceived and evaluated. To Colombians society
appears primarily as a large community (comunidad) with which they
fundamentally identify themselves. Although this personal
identification is clear, it is not free from elements of misgivings
and criticisms producing a certain.degree of ambivalence. In the
view of Colombians society is made up of family (familia) and
friends (amigos), forming a community (comunidad), or...union (union).
They have naturally their own country of Colombia in mind. The most
elementary units of this large collective are persons (personas).
"Persona" refers to people or individuals who have to be recognized
for their personal uniqueness but who maintain a strong
identification with family. Society is,conceived as'a framework for
helping (ayuda) and cooperation (cooperacion), progress (progreso),
economic development (economico, desarrollo), etc. Criticisms of
corruption (corrupcion), selfishness (egoismo), exploitation
(explotacion), and injustice (injusticia)-suggest that some of their
high ideals and expectations remain unfulfilled. This also seems to
show that Colombians tend to identify "sociedad" with an existing
social order they consider somewhat unjust. This interpretation is
reinforced by the fact that they identify society with their own
country, Colombia.

To U.S. Americans, society is predominantly an aggregate of
people representing independent 'individuals distinguished mainly
along status differences. Society represents then from the angle of
the independent individual a framework of rules and regulations and
standards which are recognized as more or less necessary sources of
,restrictions and constraints. While society is recognized as a

source of shared values and culture, from the angle of the
individual it is sometimes resented as presenting demands for
conformity. The perspectives of the two culture groups illustrate
two different approaches to the social environment. To U.S.
Americans society is a large collective formed of individual people
and groups controlled by invisible forces. To Colombians it is

essentially a simple extension of their immediate environment of

family, (familia) and community (comunidad) into a large social "unit
which they fundamentally identify, with, although in many respects it
is beyond the realm of their direct experiences.
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SUMMARY

a

Ibe social units here e'xplored (community, society) should
be considere0ogether with those (self, family, etc.) analyzed
in the context of other domains. In general, the Colombians
view social units as more than a loose aggregate of people.
They place consider4bly more importance than do U.S. Americans
on the larger callectives smch as community and society. These
units represent forces of cohesion and identification which
provide the backgrdund for their social environment, and they
view themselves as integral parts of them. The frequently
observed Hispanic tendency to emphasize social attributes and
consequences apparently is part of this social orientation.
Colombians take a predominantly positive attitude tOward
community and society which they see as natural frameworks for
problem-solving through mutual, help and cooperation.

As a partial contrast, U.S. Americans are less favorably
disposed toward large social units; they give them less
attention, are more critical and skeptical about them, and view
them with a quite different frame of mind. Community is a more
meaningful and popular idea than society, but in contrast to
the kispanic emphasis on the interpersonal human dimension,,
community is thought of more as a place for meeting individual
or social needs; that is, it appears to be more a source of
practical benefits than of affective idehtification:

The contrast is even more articul4e in their images of
society. For U.S. Americans society is somehow "out there." It
represents an aggregate of ihdividuals. The concept implies an
impersoii,l structure and-organization which is abstracted from
the ordThary lives of people. This'structure is viewed as
different'ated by class (high and low) and economic strata
(rich an poor). Furthermore, it is seen as being regulated
and cortrolled by such invisible forces as rules, laws,
standards, and morality. The undertone af many of the U.S.
Atherican reactions suggests a critical and skeptical posture
apparently fed by feelings of doubt or outright rejection of
society because of its impersonal authority. A second U.S.
American meaning involves "high society," the fortunate and
wealthy who are seen on the "social" pages of the newspapers.

For the Colombians society is more immediate and
experiential, pertaining to one's own environment and
activities .as a member of a particular family, community, club,
city, culture, or national collective. Society is revealed in
human interaction. For U.S. Americans society is made up of
individuals bound and controlled by inyisible forces, but for
Hispanics society is. a huge collective interwoven with forces
of positive identification, unity, and practical necessity.
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Yet just like the U.S. Aniericans Colombians are also critical
about certain aspects of society (bad, corrupt).

U.S. Americans are inclined to think mainly in terms of
individual people rather thah large collectives. They prefer
to view people free of social-organizational constraints, as
individuals who-can be engaged, dealt with, worked with, and
enjoyed on a strictly. personal=individual basis and on the
basis of common needs and shared interests. They show a strong
desire to interact viith people, to establish rapport, and to
develop affective ties on a one-to-one basis.

The associative data on social valuesequality, freedom,
justice, law---have produced findi4s which are consistent with
the general cultural trends observed in the context of the U.S.
American and Colombian images and meanings of community,
society, and other social units. Again, the main U.S. emphasis
is on the individual and the individual's interests and rights.
U.S. Americans pay more attention to freedom and equality and
leave no doubt that their concern is with uhrestricted, equal
rights granted to all people. Justice is viewed by them with
special emphasis on fairness. For U.S. Americans enforcement
;of law and the implementation of justice are naturally
inseparable from a certain amount of power and authority.

While the values of freedom and equality are directly
related to the rights of the individual .for U.S. Americans, the
Colombians consider these values more intensively in the
context of their broad social implications. In their views of
law and justice, Colombians assign an important role to order,
authority, and government. They stress the idea that power is
needed for the implementation and enforcement of law, and they
look to the government as the source of that power. In
connection with justice, they attribute a bigger role to the
government. This is probably the consequence of the
Colombians' disposition to see law and justice as social
issues, emphasizing their social dimensions and consequences.

:For the U.S. Americans primary interest is in the practical
implementation of law and justice, with heavy emphasis on the
roles (police, judges) and institutions (court, jail) involved
in the administration o%justice. In the Colombian perspective
crime and punishment attract less attention, while justice and
order, government and country, power and authority assume
greater importance. One could even observe that, considering
the economic conditions arid the distribution of the wealth in
Colombia, the emphasis placed on equality by Colombians is
rather moderate. In contrast, the problems of justice and
injustice, which are little discussed in the literature, seem
to be a relatively more dominant concern to Colombians.

hu
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In general, the social units and values explored eonvey
different philosophies reflecting characteristic differences in
the individual's relationship to the social environment. In

the case of the U.S. Americans we find characteristic
manifestations of individualism such as the emphasis on
relationships with people as individuals and on personal ties
which are dyadic and have the self as the main point of
anchorage.

In the case of the Colombians large collectives such as
community and society play a greater.role. 'They are the
important reference points for social thinking and social
orientation, The Colombians see themselves as persons who do
not stand alone but who are an important part of a social unit.
Although they show certain dissatisfaction with the prevailing
social conditions particularly from the angle of equity and
justice, they still show a high regard for community and
society at least at a level of abstractions and ideals.

While several authors (Clark, 1959; Madsen, 1972; Mintz,

1966) stress the importance of social stratification and
hierarchical social organization with regard to various
hispanic groups, the data analyzed in the context of this study
give little indication that Colombians have a structOral view
of society which reflects strong social stratification.
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CAAPTER 6

'LOVE, SEX

Motives and affects are probably the most powerful driving
forces of human behavior. They are also the most subjective
:)rces and the least acces§ible to empirical analysis and
assessment. Our present focus is on love and sex, how they are
viewed by Americans and Colombians; and how these culturally
characteristic views affect the relatiOnship between men and
women in the respective countries,.

While :love and sex undoubtedly arouse feelings which are
universally human, the anthropologicalliterature is rich and
colorful in presenting cultdr:al variations. There are
countless accounts of how culture shapes, institutionalizes,
promotes, curtails, idealizes or vilifies certain patterns of
affective and sexual relations. . A less explored aspect of
these cultural variations is the culture-dependent, dature of
the concepts themselves. Few of us realize, for instanceo how
much our concept of sex is a product of.our own cultueee. This
is true to such an extent that we encounter' Ihe greatest
difficulties translating this concept into other languages. Me
will see, for instance, how the English ward sex .and sexo in
Spanish convey rather different meanings.

Most of the literature disEussing Hispanic American ,sex
roles agrees that Hispanic Americans.differentiate in4nsively
between male and female roles and view sex as an important
source of differences (Madseb, 1972; Wolf, 1972; Wells, 1969)..
In this characterization special emphasis is placed on the
domineering macho male role and the subordinate role of the
woman. Nonetheless, a few'authors like Fitzpatrick (1971) nd
Safa (1980) suggest that Hispanic women may have their own
subtle but effective ways of exerting their influence. Our
findings on the family domain showed surprisingly little sex
differentiation by the Colombians, particularly compared to
U.S. Americans.

Against this background it is interesting to explore just
how did the U.S. and Colombian images associated with man and
woman compare. The main focus is not on the status of man and
woman as it may appear to the outside observer but as it
actually appears in the eyes of our U.S. and Colombian
respondents.
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LOVE/AMOR

The dominance of love (amor) is high for both groupsebut
it is somewhat higher for Colombians than it is forfU.S.
Americans (cf. dominance scores, Appendix I, p. 21). Algb, it
appears that the Colombians' meaning of love is more affect
laden; they show a particularly intens.ve interest in the
affective-emotic nal content of interpersonal relationships.
Amidst a strong emphasis on affects and various sentiments
Colombians stress understanding (comprension). This indicates
a readiness to empathize with and to accLpt people by their own
circumstances and dispositions.

The U.S. American emphasis on love and on positive
interpersonal relations is also strong, but it suggests a
different-orientation. Love may have here a stronger
foundation in the person's own need to establish a meaningful
relationship than in affects invested in the other person for
his or her own sake. For U.S. Americans love provides
apparently a much needed affective,bondsfor the individual to
interrelate with another; that is probably the reason love is
considered the main source of happiness. While Colombians
emphasize giving (dar), giving up (entregar), and the idea of
union (union), U.S. Americans feel that sharing and
togetherness are essential. Marriage and family are emphasized
as sources of love by U.S. Americans, with a, focus on the
husband-wife relationship (see Chapter 3 on family).

Friendship as a source of love receives about equal
recognition from both culture groups. Religion appears to be a
more -ecognized source of love by Colombians, and they relate
love more intensively to beauty and nature. A sizable
component of the U.S. meaning of love is sex. A sex oriented
interpretation of love supports natutal4 the importance of
individual needs as the motivational source of love.
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SEX/SEXO

4

From the Colombian point of view the meaning of sex is
dominated by the differences in gender, by the contrast of
maleness and femaleness. While this distinction is important
to U.S. Americans as well, their view is dominated by the idea
of sex as the act of intercourse with its resulting pleasure.
"Relacion" is also used to denote intercourse. Thus, "to have
sex" in Colombfa is "tener relaciones" or "tener relaciones
sexuales".

Love is of similarly high salience to both culture groups,
but friendship (amistad) and understanding (comprension) appear
ta be more salient to the Wombians. While U.S. Americans
characterize sex as-good'and healthy and produce practicallS/ no
critical reactions, in the case of the Colombians there are few
explicitly positive or explicitly critical evaluative
reactions. Similarly, while U.S. Americans give some
'consideration-to the dimension of reproduction and children,,
the reproductive function of sex receivgs negligible attention
from the Colombians. In this context the idea of marriage
(matrimonio) shows with both groups low salience.

In general, there is considerable agreement between
ColoMbians and U.S. Americans that sex involves differences iff
gender; but while gender differences represent most of the
Colombian meaning of sex, the American meaning of sex is
centered primarily on intercourse as, a source of need-\
satisfaction and entertainment.
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MAN/HOMBRE

In thinking of man the most pervasive idea dominating the
U.S. image of man is the male identity. This becomes apparent
not only from the number of direct references to maleness and
other elements of the sexual image, but even more so from the
contrasting .or complementary relationship to woman. The
Colombian image of man (hombre) also includes strong -male
characteristics: masculine (masculino), macho (macho). The
idea of man as a human being (humano) and person (persona) isdominant. This is due at least in part to the fact that the
wot'd "hombre", means both "man" (as opposed to woman) and
"human being" (as opposed to animals), emphasizing the idea of
rationality. While "man" in English has both of these
referents as well, the first, which emphasizes maleness, is
apparently more salient.

The importance of this perspective is further apparent
from the' considerable attention the Colombians pay to the-
social qualities of man and his relationships to the community
and society. In this context the Colombian notion of person
(persona) is particularly,important in conveying the tdea ofme as a social being with social qualities and
responsibilities.

By arsecond set of salient characteristics Colombians view
Man in terms of his work Strabajo) and intellect. While U.S.
Americans stress here strength and power, the salient Colombian
attribdtes involve reason f.rczon), rationality (racional),
thought (rnsamiento), intelligence 11.nteligente). These are
accompanied by such social quali:tles as fairness. (justo),
responsibility (responsable), and goodness counterbal'anced by
some negative characterizations such as bad (mal.o) and stupid
(gstupido). Among the male roles father and husband receive
primary attention; among the affective emotional dispositions
love (amoi) and friendship (amistad) are salient,

Finally, there . is an iieresting cluster of Colombfan
reactions dealing with being -and existence, totally
unparalleled by,the U.S. group. These reactions support the
much quoted observation of Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961) that
the U.S. action orientation which stresses doing and achieving
stdnds in vivid-contrast to most traditional cultures which
emphasize being and existence. The present findings bear ontwit* important but subtle distinction, which involves
dispositions not readily accessible to empirical assessment.
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WOMAN/MUJEiR

The American image of woman is dominated by several.
related factors. One is analogous to a previous instance when
we also found the relationship to the opposite sex as the mdst
salient. In the case of woman, being opposite or complementary
to man is a similarly salient consideration from the U.S.
American perspective. The.second salient attribute is being
female, a girl, a lady, etc. The third is the family role'of
being a mother, having children.

In the Colombian image interestingly appearance emerges as
the single most salient set of attributes: pretty (bonita),
beautiful (bella),, elegant (elegante), etc. The second most
salient set of attributes includes such human and social
qualities as being good (buena), understanding (comprension),
and friendly (amiable). The third involves love (amor) and
affection (carino), which in turn is not easily separable from
the next one involving the family role as mother or t ,fe.

While work and intellect were the second most salient
attributes of man in the eyes of the Colombians, in the case of
the woman, these considerations have less salience, while
appearave has greater salience. The issiies of women's rights,
liberat,on, and ERA received relatively little attention Trom
both Colombians and U.S. Americans. The heavy U.S. references
to sex add, to the weight of other predominantly sex-based
attributes'relationship to males, femalenessas the main
determinants of the U.S. :image of woman.
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MARRIAGE/MATRIMONIO

There .15 "jittle difference on the essentials. Both
Colombians and U.S. Americans agree that marrjage is a union
between man and woman, husband and wife. In terms of, what
designation the marriage partners receive, U.S. Americans think
more of husband and particularly wife, while Colombians speak
more of man and woman; this is probably just a matter of,
labelling, although the generally stronger U.S. emphasis on the
husband-wife relationship was a constant pattern throughout the

, domain of family (Chapter 3). With Tegard to the ,affective
content of the relationship, it may be yorth mentioning,
however, that 'love and sex are the dominant ideas for U.S.
Americans, ,while union is the dominant idea for Oolombians.
Some of the relevant differences, such as the J.S. emphaiis on
togetherness and the Colombian emphasis on union, are discussed
in Chapter 4. It is suggested that the U.S. notion of
togetherness reflects a View of interpersonal reThtions in
which the individuality of the partners is. retained and
emphasized. At the same time union implies a fusion of two
persons without stressing, their separate identities.

It is probably a reflection cif the low divorce rate that
Colombians sh6w only a small fraction of concern with divorce
as a possible future development, while this possibility looms
large in the case of the U.S. Americans. As a related and
alternate explanation regarding divorce, the Colombian divorce
laws and practicet are mentioned in the text under DIVORCE.
What comes here somewhat as a surpriseis that in tilt context
of marriage the idea of children appears to be more dominant to
U.S. Americans. We had found previously that, considering
family and intramarital relations, Colombians have constantly
more emphasized the parent-child relationship.

Based on the extensive Colombian wedding celebrations it
;s. also spmewhat unexpected Oa while Colombians stress
commitment, they give less thought to the wedding ceremony. In
turn, they see weddings as interwoven more intensively with
elements of the Catholic religion, an apparent reflection of
their Catholic religious tradition and the fact that marriage
has been for the most part governed by the, laws of the

. Concordat between Colombia and the Vatican (see subsection on
DIVORCE for further discussion).

4
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DIVORCE/DIVORCIO

As the substantially higher dominance score' (1,702 vs. 1,504)
indicates, divorce is a more dominant issue to U.S. Americans than to
Colombians. While both culture groups emphasize separation, ending the
relationship, the various aspecfi of this process receive different
attention._ The Colombians show intensiveiinterest in the various causes
of divorce. Among these lack of understanding (inComprension) is in
first place, f011owec1 by lack of love (desamor). From the U,S. American
angle, hatred, adultery, and fighting appear to be the most)orevalent
causes. This ,group is particularly aware of the negative effects
suffered by the family, particularly the children: The human, emotional
consequences are described more vividly and with more explicit
compassion by the U.S. group; their most frequent. reactions were
sadness, pain, hurt, unhappiness. The U.S. group i$ also more emphatic
in its attention to thP legal process involved in divorce.

Particularly the court, the roles of the lawyens and judges, the
alimony, the expenses, and the settlement are_vividly_in their minds.
While some of these associations may come vicariously from television
and other mass media.exposures, other elements may have their origin in
direct personal experience. The Colombians mention most of these
elements of the divorce process as well, although the overall attention
they give them is markedly less. Interestingly, alimony, which ranks
high in the U.S. interest, was not mentioned at all by Colombians.
While both groups show similar concern with the negative consequences of
divorce, the U.S. reections suggest a more direct involvement, more
first-hand experience with the problem.

AI

One possible explanation is the lower divorce rate in Colombia.
The Colombian marriage and divorce legislation is deeply influenced by
the Concordat between Colombia and the Vatican. Up to a few years ago,
it was extremely difficult for a couple to marry in a civil ceremony. A
complicated procedure of abjuration of faith was required and, thus, for
almost everybody married in the Catholic Church, obtaining a divorce was
practically impossible. Couples could only apply for a legal
separation, which included a distribution of property between the
partners. Yet, sihce divorce was not legal, they cciuld not marry again.
Many individuals obtained a divorce and a remarriage in some other
country, but according to Colombian law, the second marriage is not
valid. Recently, the laws regarding civil marriage have been relaxed
and many couples opt for a civil ceremony. Persons married in civil
ceremonies can now obtain a valid divorce but those who have opted for a
Catholic marriage'cannot be divorced according to Colombian law. This,
by the way, serves to explain the high score of the word separation
(separacion) among Colombians, since aalegal separation is much more
common than a divorce.

I 9 I
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SUMMARY

Beyond the essentially common core the Colombians and U.S.
Americans show some characteristic differences in their views
and feelings.about love and sex, differences which in light of
the previous results do not appear accidental. Love is
naturally of high personal importance to both groups; to both
it involves warm personal feelings, strong affective attachment
primarily to family members and representatives of the opposit
.sex. The differences between Colombians and U.S. Americans ii

in the actual nature of affective attachment, its level
Aifferentiation, and its application to particular people and
groups. The findings provide new insights into how people feel-
about and relate to each other in two different cultural

- environments.

In its American conceptualization love is an emotional-tie
for which the individual feels a strong need or desire. When
this personal desire is met, when the individual is loved, this
is considered as the peak of satisfaction and happiness. From
this perspective sex is a major component of lova, if not its
very root or core in a sense reminiscent of Sigmund Freud. To
the Colombians love is not only more affect-laden but it is
more externally anchored and is characterized primarily by
understanding pihich involves a readiness for empathy, and
acceptance.

While sex represents predominantly gender to Colombians,
it is more intimately related to love for U.S. Americans.

. Similarly, it is a source of fun and enjoyment, a source of
pleasure and satisfaction to the U.S. group.

The images the two culture groups have of man and woman
convey essentially similar insights about the culturally
characteristic relationships between the two sexes. We found
that U.S. Americans more frequently emphasize sexual
identification and perceive a stronger contrast between the
two sexes. They pay more attention to physical differences and
are more. inclined to see man in the role of husband and woman
in the role of wife. They also capitalize more on attributes
which differentiate man from woman: they see the man as leader
and head and woman as a housewife, soft, warm, etc. Finally,
the U.S. Americans tend to identify themselves in terms of
their sexual identity.

Tht Wombians are, of course, also aware of sex
' differences but their approach shows some interesting
contrasts. First of all, it is important to recognize that for
Latin Americaflt sex means gender to a large extent. They think
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of people as feminine or masculine. These appelations
correlate closely with sex but they 'refer primarily to
personality, attributes rather than to sex in a narraw sense.
Colombians are also more inClined to think in terins of parental
roles (fathermother) rather than those of marriage partners.
As already observed in the family domain, Colombians show
stronger concern with, the parent-oh:rid relationship. They pay
more attenti'on to characteristics cornign to both man and woman
and see both as good or bad as far as social mdral qualities
are concerned. n,

While the U.S: Americans see man primarily. in contrast to
woman, to the Colombians the humanness in contrast to animal is'
the main dimension. Far beyond his maleness Colombians view
man in terms of his intellectual qualities; his rationality,r
and his work. Along humanness the central idea is that of the
"person", one who is a part of such larger social units as
community, society, and the world in the sense of mankind. The
Colombian concept of person differs in several important and
characteristic ways from the U.S.. American concept of the
individual. These differences bear closely on those discussed
with regard to the culturally dominant patterns of
interpersonal relations, including the somewhat different
interpretation of love and friendship.

To U.S Americans companionship is a close synonym for
marriage. Fundamentally, they see in marriage a partnership
between two people. Consistent with the findings on family and
family, roles, U.S. Americans emphasize the emotional ties
(love, sex) in marriar ud companionship substantially more
than do the Colombians. Again. for U.S. Americans husband and
wife roles are more important while the Colombians are
preoccupied with the parent-childsrelationship and with father-
mother roles, with special regard for the home and its
important function as a sdcial unit for nurturing and
upbringing. Accordingly, in the.perspective of the Colombians,
marriage constitutet a union, and results in a unit, with child
care and upbringing as a central function. With the U.S.
Americans' emphasis on togetherness and the relationship of the
two marriage partners, the affective ties naturally acquire
vital importance. To the extent affects are frequently
unstable or transient, an individualistic emphasis on affective
ties between the marriage partners makes the stability of the
marriage and the probability of divorce a function of the
partners' success in maintaining mutually satisfactory
affective ties. Indeed, U.S. Americans d see a mach closer
potential relationship between marriage andt divorce. S:ince
they view marriage as providing warmth, secur ty, and sharing
(i.e., an emotionally satisfying togetherness , divorce is not
a welcome option for U.S. Americans, but it f llows from their

f) t ;
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view of marriage that this alternative has to be taken
seriously into consideration.

1

As an interesting and new insight the results suggest that
along thedominantly individualistic (U.S. American) and social
personalistic (Colombian) approaches to interpersonal
relations, love appears in two main modalities. The love
contingent on predominantly individualistic social relations as
characteristic of U.S. society seems to have its primany roots
in the autonomous self-anchored individual, his needs to
develop and maintain positive and meaningful relations with
others. Just as this situation creates a need for friendship,
it creates a need for love. Since the satisfaction of this
need is only possible under conditions of mutuality, since it
requires a give-and-take relationship, -it results in a search
for external satjsfaction. The object of this search is
another individual whose love is pdtentially appealing.and can
be obtained if reciprocated. With some simplification, in this
individualistic paradigm love becomes essentially an instrument
of internal need calling for external satisfaction. The second
paradigm, which appears predominant in the case of the
Colombians, is characteristic of the person who invests love in
others for their sake or for the sake of some common goals---
family, children. Thcs is not propelled by internal needs but
by sentiments and interests anchored in the other person or in
shared superordinate goals. Such an approach is consistent

dr with the view of the other-directed personality.
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CHAPTER 7

RELIGION, MORALITY

The gods and spirits of old mythologies as well as the
spiritual and moral . precepts of the world's contemporary
religions naturally have a close relationship to people's world
views and frames of reference. Since a person's relationship
to the transcendental and supernatural is characteristically
-abstract, religions' and ethical systems- are particularly
Important sources of cultural differences.

, The nfluences of Catholicism and Protestantism' on the
Hispanic and Anglo American cultures have received considerable
attention from theologians, historians, and philosophers of
culture and religion. The following analysis is neither
historical nor philosophical but represents an attempt to find
some empirical answers On how U.S. Americans' and Colombians'
views of religion compare. Our primary interest is naturally
in soMe of the salient characteristics of their overall
religious/moral frames of reference with direct bearing on
personality organization and the dominant patterns of
interpersonal relations.

Several leading psychocultural theories identify moral
precepts like conscience and guilt as playing a central role in
creating different personality types and in shaping people's
social behavior. Rotter (1966) makes a distinction between
inner-directed and outer-directed personality types. Mead
(1953), Heller (1966), and Szapocznik (1978) have discussed
analogous U.S. vs. Hispanic differences in terms of field
dependence or independence. Our recent analysis of Iranian
personality organization has suggested same interesting
relationships between key concepts like shame, guilt,'P
conscience, and personality organization (Szalay et al.,
1981b). At the same time the relationship between personality
organization and certain main trends.of social and political
behavior became rather apparent.

Our earlier comparison of Anglo American and Hispanic
American culture groups (Szalay et al., 19780 did produce
similar enlpirical evidence which has underscored the
distinction between inner- and outer-directedness. Since this
distinction received considerable attention, the following



analysis will seek some further clarification by including into

our consideration such key notions as guilt, conscience, and

morality. This analysis will examine how Colombians compare to

U.S. Americans, and to what extent their meanings of .concepts

relevant to personality organlzation may reveal different

patterns of organization.
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Main Components of Images and Meanings by
U.S. and Colombian Groups.

The-actual responses given by the groups are
shown in Appendix I, p. 27.
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RELIGION/RELIGION

To U.S. Americans religion refers primarily to established
denominations such as Catholics, Jews, Protestants, including a
broad variety of cults and sects. This reflects a pluralistic
religious philosophy and diverse cultural experiences. The
amount of attention given to specific denominations is
generally .proportionate with the statistical representation of
particular religions in the United States. The U.S. Americans
think also more intensively of such tangibles as churCh and
Bible, places and forms of worship, and of the activity of
worship and, prayer in general. Ameridans also express more
skeptical or-critical attitudes, as conveyed by reactions such
as "bad", and "crutch."

The Colombians silow a different focusdbf intertst. In
their minds more weight is.given to faith (fe) and belief
(crtencia) as well as the affective content of religion, love
(amor) and understanding (dompTension). This is quite
consistent then with our observation in.the context of GOD that
Colombians place more emphasis on affective personal rapport.
From the Colc.dbians' perspective religion appears less as a
matter Of personal choice or as a matter of private decision
regarding how to shape one's relationship with God. Rather it
appears to be a broad existential involvement, emotionally and'
intellectually, which directly affects one's personal values
and relations with others. The source of this socially oriented
view of religion probably steMs'from a Catholic tradition whith
doesliot separate church but encompasses religion as a part of
the' broad frame 'of reference affecting every aspect of human
existence.' While God (Dios) is similarly central to both
groups' view of relision, for the Colombians, God and religion
appear in closer relationship to man (hombre, humana), society
(sociedad), and social problems.
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Main Components of Images and Meanings by
U.S. and Colombian Groups.

The actual responses given by the groups are
shown in Appendix I, p. 28.
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GOD/DIOS

.The difierences which emerge between U.S. Americans and
Colombians . in their subjective images of God may not be
altogether surprising to those who are well acquainted with
both cultures. Once these differences are identified they can
be rather readily explained by the background and experiences
of the two groups compared. The U.S. American tnage qf God
includes Jesus Christ, the Lord, a supreme being, a spirit who
is in Heaven, who is central in religion, in the Bible,and who*
is worshipped in church.

Most of these .elements are present in the Colombians'
image of God as well, but their focus of attention is markedly
diffirent from the U.S. .Americant. Colombians perceive God as
a superior and supreme (supremo) being endowed with power
(power) and strength (fuerza), characteristics'stressed more by
the Colombians than the U,S. Americans. God is viewed as the
creator (creador) and the father* (padre) of ' man, an
omnipotent, ompipresent source of existence or being (ser).
Parallel to these superhuman attributes,the Colombians project
strong ,humart and social qualities into divinity. While both
groups think of the goodness of God as a salient -quality,
Coilombians stress such additional qualities as helping (ayuda),
unlierstanding (comprension), fairness (justo), and being a
friend (aMigo). This conveys a sense of closeness combined
with strong- emotional identification, love (amor) and
understanding (comprension). Love is also a salient element in
the U.S. Americans' tnage of God, but compared to the
Colombians, the affective elements are less dominant. While
U.S. 'Americans tend to perceive a more private one-to-one'
relationship with God, to Colombians God is characterized by
human qualities with stronger interpersonal, social
implications.

*The Colombian references to father are somewhat ambiguous
in the sense that some of our respondents may have had the Pope
(Papa) rather,than father (papa) in mind.
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RELIGION, BELIEF
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MORALITY/MORALIDAD

Main Components of Images and Meanings by
U.S. and Colombian Groups.

The actual responses given by the groups are
shown in Appendix I, p. 29.
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MORALITY/MORALIDAD

From the /LS. American cultural perspective morality is

essentially a matter of making a pr,oper choice between good and'
bad, right, mid wrong, virtue and sin. While Americans give
both positive and negative alternatives similar consideration,

Colombians' emphasize nearly exclusivel.i the positive'ideals and
virtues'. Along a pragmatic, problem :oriented approach

Americans view morality in the context of practical problems.

which involve moral issues. Here sex is the main context; they
mention problems.of sexual mores, marriage, problems of life

and death, drugs, etc.

Both U.S. Americans and ColAmbians see a close connection

between. religion and morality, with strong U.S. emphasis on

church and the more tangible elements of religion: e.g., the

Bible. There is also an agreement by both groups on the

central importance of ethical and moral standards, rules and

principles.

CompareLto the strong U.S. emphasis on practical moral

issues and 0110lems,* to the Colombians morality condbtes more
intensively virtues and high ideals. Particularly salient are

those yalues and virtues With social.implications;" ones that

require the denial of self and the recognition of others: e.g.,
modesty (honestidad), honesty (honradez), respect (respeto),

and responsibility (resporiiable). In Spanish "honestidad" may
'mean both honesty and modesty in its sexual connotation. Here

we have translated "honradez" as honesty and "honestidad" as

modesty. It shoul4 be mentioned, however, that these word

. choices are rather atbiguous,

U.S. AMericans tend to emphasize morality as a function of
individual choice amd conscience, while the Colombians think ofo

morality as the virtue of a social person who is considerate

and understanding of others. Along with their emphasis on

ideals.guiding human behavior, Colombians emphasize morality as

a matter of ethics (etica),, education (educacion), and ethical
conduct (conducta, comportamiento). To U.S. Americans with

their emphasis on the inner-directed autonomous individual,

morality is mord a matter of individual conscience.
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.GUILT/CULPA

.-As the substantially higher dominance score indicates,
guilt is a more dominant theme to. U.S. Americans than to
Colombians. There is a considerable consensus between the two
groups regarding guilt as a legal matter, such. as judgments
passed by a court. In this context both groups' views of
antisocial behavior, ranging from lying to murder, are quite

% similar. However, the Colombians place more emphasis on.
serious crimes.while the U.S. focus is on.milder but more
frequent trespasses such as lying and cheating. , This main
difference follows from the predominantly individual conscience,
based conceptualization of guilt by U.S. Americans, which is 'c)

shared'only to a limited extent bY Colombians.

From the U.S. perspective guilt is predominantly a matter
of subjective reaction tq an individual's conscience. To
Colombians guilt is more a question of mistakes (error) and
fault (falta), a failure to meet retponsibilities which is
followed by external blame and shame. To-Americans guilt "leads
to internalized feelings of shame and remorse, resultinj from a
personal moral judgment of conscience, of being bad,and wrong.
Following this rationale, the most salient U.S. reactions deal
with the negative feelings resulting from a sense of guilt,
such as anxiety, fear, hurt, pain,as they accompany certain
choices recognized internally as bad and wrong. Consistent
with this view is the strong U.S. .disposition to see guilt in
relationship to sin and to associate it more intrinsically with
religion.-
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CONSCIENCE/CONCIENCIA

Conscience is an internal guide as well as a quality of
self awareness for both U.S. Americans and Colombians. Yet
there are some characteristic differences in their cultural
views and conceptualizations of conscience which bear on its
nature and function as a guiding mechanism.

In the case of the U.S. Ameelcans this internal guide
involves a duality, a juxtaposition of two main elements, one
represented by the ego Or self and the other by a guidance or
control system which is reminiscent of the Freudian superego,
or what is frequently referred to in more simple terms as
guilt. In this view conscience has a judgmental function which
tells the indiv%gual right from wrong. Inherent in this view
is the rationale that the individual should pay close attention
to his conscience, follow its lead and obey its voice. Whether
God given or not, followed or not, conscience has a potential
to exert various degrees of control over the tndivtdual's
behavior. If disregarded, it is li,kely to be folloWed by
feelings of guilt and worry,, which receive)special attention
from Americans.

The Mombians view conscience as a personal quality and a
source ,of tranquility(tranquilidad) and security '(securidad).
Conscience reflects the goodness of the person. The notions of
a bad conscience and guilt (culpable) are not nearly as strong ,
as among the U.S. American group. For the Colombians the idea
.of_conscience--interest-ingly-Asviewed----to- affect thi
(pensar), sreasoning (razonamiento), and understanding
(comprender); knowing (conocer) and understanding play a

particularly important role. These qualities "are overtly
.manifested and readily apparent in someone said to be a person
oc conscience. In this sense conscience.is not a focal point
or object of interaction with the self but rather that which is
revealed in one's way of thinking in personal /ife and social
intekactions. Conscience implies responsibility to others.

In general, conscience appears to Colombians more as a

spiritual, even transcendental-religious quality of the person,
while to U.S. Americans it is a psycholOgical entity, a guiding
mechanist involv in the personal decisions of the individual.
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SHAME/VERGUENZA

For both culture groups shame has a strong negative

connotation, but the U.S. American reactions convey stronger
moralistic undertones; Americans see shame in close connection
with wrong and evil. Also, to Americans shame stands in close
relationship to guilt and bad conscience; it appeari as a

natural consequence of wrongdoing, immorality, or stn. These
contexts are recognized as sources of pe:-.4i.M, embarrassment
and remorse.

To Colombians shame has apparently little or no

.relationship to guilt and -to them it is less related to
conscience than it is to U.S. Americans. To Colombians shame
appears to be a sort of external development which is beyond
the person's control yet it can turn into a source of sadness
(tristeza), sorrow (pena), fear '(temor), and anguish
(angustia).. From their perspective the dominant idea is

"culpa" with the implication of fault and blame rather than

gunt resulting from a personal moral-judgment.. The specific
sources of shame medtioned by Colombians include lying
(mentira), stealing (robo), poverty (pobreza). This may
explain why the ColoMbians mention sorrow and anguish,- and
other psychological and emotional reactions accompanying shame.
These consequences appear to be beyond the control of the
indivtduir and their roots apparently have stronger foundation
in the Colombians' preoccupation with the social environment
rather than the individual's own conscience.

These U.S. dnd Colombian differences are reminiscent of

the distinction introduced some _forty years ago by Ruth

Benedict (1946), who has divided people into two main groups.:
shame cultures and lmilt cultures. With little emphasis on

conscience or the causes of guilt, the Colombians are more

preoccupied with the observable act (e.g., theft) or condition
(e.g., poverty) which becomes then a source of personal pain

and tribulation due to humiliation which is predominantly
social.
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SUMMARY

The present chapter compares Colombians and U.S. Americans

with regard to their: subjective views *of religion and morality.
111

Our summary is focused on three main. subjects: (a) trends

reflected by the cultural views of religious themes, (b) trends
shown by moral themes, and (c) moral recepts and social

111control.

The U.S. American views emerging from the analysis reflect

IIIan approach to religion based on free choice and individual

decision adcompanied by an intensive awareness of religious
pluralism. This underscores their private, -individualistic
relationship to religion in general and to God in particular.

II
Whether due to a general trait.of practical orientation or to

,

an emphasis on personal decisions, U.S. Americans pay more
attention to certain tangible manifestations of religion, i.e.,

lkspecific denominations, churches, activities, and prayer. With

regard to God, they stress denominations, Jesus, Bible, heaven,
devil, and other details learned through religious instruction. /
A sizable element here,is the recognition of deity and spirit III
with a supernatural but perhaps more erudite-intellectual note,
at least compared to the Colombians.

The Colombians' approach is more affect-laden with more II
emphasis on love and understanding. They consistently stress t

faith and belief and convey a view of universality,

Catholicism, with little attention given to alternatives. God II
appears from the Colombian perspective both as an almighty and

supernatural being and as a,loving father and friend. This

more uniform, homogeneous view of religion by Colombians who I
hardly mention choices and alternatives, is probably the

consequence of the dominance of a single maim 'denomination,

Catholicism, in their cultural environment. In agreement with
III_the Catholic view, there is also a strong Colgmbian emphasis on

the very human, social characteristics of God as theultimate
source of help and understanding.

III
,

,

The above differences in religiouS frame of reference tie

in closely with the Anglo and Hispanic cultural views on

conscience and morality. Conscience is a particularly central
III

concept in the U.S. American view of morality. It is perceived
by the U.S. American group as a guide, a voice which directs

behavior by dictating choices between right and wrong.

IIDecisions must be made according to one's Toral and religious

standards. If the choice or action is wron47-the conscienceAs
filled with guilt, but in either case, the decision has been an
individual one. III
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To have a conscience implies to Coldmbians that one knows
What is right and will do it. They make practically no
reference to guilt or to the question of choice. Conscience
for them is a personal disposition to do the right thing, ,even
in the face of conflicting forces or pressures. This
disposition is cldsely related in their mind to honor, faith,
ad virtue. It is founded in knowledge and conveys social
consensus, experience, and moral principles.

There is a particularly close relationship between
morality "and conscience for the U.S. American group. The
conscience is at the very center of both religious and moral
considerations. This explains why.morality carries a great
deal of \religious content for the U.S. American group.
Morality, too, involves the judgmental process of deciding
between good and,bad, right and wrong. To the Colombians,
morality is more a disposition to recognize and do what is good
or more precisely what is recognized as such by others, i.e.,
their family, commUnity, etc. For them, parents, society, and
education are important resources for the development and
maintenance of this disposition which is characteristically
social. The resulting concept of morality is an essential part
of the group's social frame of reference-and is the main
determinant of the Hispanic notion. of responsibility in which
there is a special emphasis on duty, obligation, and work.
Probably few U.S. Americans would deny that morality is
influenced by social'learning, but it is interesting that-their
notion of Morality brings out little sign of this awareness..

These differences in the cultural views of Conscienee and
morality are supported by the differences observed in the
Colombian and U.S. American meanings of shame and guilt or what
may be' identified as the culturally characteristic control
mechanisms.

The U.S. control mechanism has been'characterized as a
guilt based mechanism. Guilt is the sanction of the conscience
*of the autonomous individual who has been brought up to use
certain principles and standards in deciding what action to
take; guilt arises when the person decides to go against the
internalized moral values, the norms dictated by conscience.
The U.S. meaning of guilt gives considerable empirical support
for this mechanism. U.S. Americans view.guilt predominantly as
a reaction of conscience to a wrong decision or action. It is
a negative feeling of fear, anxiety; and worry accompanied by a
personal sense of shame and remorse. To 'the Colombians guilt is
more a legal issue decided by a judge involving a specific
crime and is accompanied by internal remorse and external blame
and fault.
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While the U.S. Americans attach heavy negative

consequences to guilt, the Colombians show an analogous but

even heaVier concern with negative consequences---i.e., sorrow,

fear, anguish, blame---in the context of shame. As another

important difference, shame is more internal guilt and

conscience -related for U.S. Americans, while. it is more

external and social fault-blame oriented for the Colbmbianst

As reviews of research on the comparative study of. U.S.

and Hispanic American psychocultural characteristics indicate

(Wagner and Haug, 1971; Lisansky, 1981), there is a great deal

of criticism that the comparisons are frequently stereotypical
and value laden,and biased in favor of the U.S. American

culture. Nevertheless, the above findings lend substantial

empirical support to the distinctions Made by several

researchers who have addreised the questiOn of Hispanic and

Anglo American psychocultural similarities\ and differences.

Some authors contrast the field independence of the U.S.

Americans with the field dependence of Hispanic Americans

(Ramirez, 1976; Szapocznik, 1978; Mead, 1953). Others streis

the differences between ihdividualistic U.S. American and

collectivistic Hispanic value orientations (Kluckhohn and

Strodtbeck, 1961; Heller, 1966). It is also quite common to

contrast U.S. individualism with Hispanib personalism

(Fitzpatrick, 1971; Diaz-Royo, 1974; Magaffey\ and Barnett,

1962).

.Beyond supOorting the reality of a dichotomy we prefer to

label U.S. American individualism and Colombian Hispanic

personalism, the findings offer new insights into how

religious/moral precepts differ along this fundamental

dichotomy. These differences also give insights into two.main

mechanisms of social control supporting a distinction

'introduced originally by Ruth Benedict (1946):

....Americans are members of a guilt culture; they

foster a sense of individual responsibility---a need

to follow one's own interests, beliefs, and standards.
ThOoint of reference here is entirely internal---the

voice of one's own conscience. When personal

decisions and actions do not conform with these

internal norms and standards, the conscience produGes

feelings of guilt.

In "shame" cultures people use the shared norms,

'values, and interests of their referehce group(family,

clan, nation) rather than their own conscience as a

guide.to acceptable behavior. To them conscience and
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guilt have le,410#4niMthe sanctionsAhey try to
avoid are publis shame or)osing face as a consequence
of their failLere.fo cbriforni,to the standards of the
group.

The U.S. concept of quilt and the Colombian concept of
shame support this distinction. But more importantly and
conclusively, the findings shoviolkith considerable consistency
how other critical concepts such as conscience, morality$ and
religion fit in with and support this distinction. Riesman's

. (1950) characterization of the inner-directeciness of the U.S.
Agericans in contrast to the outer7directedness of traditional
cultures or Rotter's (1966) distinction 'of "internal° versus
"external" locus of control involve essentially the same
duality in social control mechanisms. While our assessment
does not tell how these different controls develop, the
literature on child socialization is quite rich and conclusive
on .this point. Mead (1953), Ramirez (1976), Landy '(1959),
'Triandis (1981) as well as several other researchers point out
that U.S. American children are trained predominantly for
competitiveness, self reliance, and self assertion while
Hispanic children are taught the importance of warm
interpersonal relations, harmony; 'and the sensitivity to the
needs and feelings of others.
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CHAPTER 8,c,

HEALTH, WELLBEING

Cultural experts and the scientific literature identify
several dimensions along which representatives of various
cultures differ in their yiew Of health, well-being, and
existence. An important dimension found previously to be
relevant to the U.S. and Hispanic views on health and human
existence related to their basic assumptions about the
dependence of man on nature. According to Kluckhohn and
Strodtbeck (1961), various cultures relate to nature
differently. The U.S. American and Wesiern turopean highly
industrialized societies have generally an activistic approach
to naturecharacterized by a strong desire to master it, to
subjugate it. Most traditional cultures tend.to seek effective
adaptation and harmony with nature. Assuming an optimistic and
activistic attitude, Americans ire out to change and shape the
world- to suit their needs and ideals. Hispanic Americans are
frequently characterized as taking a more passtve attitude of-

waiting, acceptihg, and enduring with a certain resignation
whatever the future may bring, including pain, sickness, and
death.

Numerous 'scholars such as Heller (1966), Madsen (1972),
and Maldonado and Cross (1979) have characteriied Hispanic
American culture groups as fatalistic. As Madsen (1972) puts
it: "Misfortune is anything the Anglo tries to overcome, and
the Latin viewstas fate" (p4 18). Yet others (Rocco, 1970;
Casavantes, 1971; and Hernandez et al., 1976) dispute the
timeliness and validity of such generalizations. This contrast
bears naturally on how people view health and well-being, how
they approach medical ptoblems, whether or not they seek health
cAra and other services, or how they organize and manage their
lives in general. It also bears then on such matters as

whether people seek active or even preVentive health care,
whether .they live for today or plan for the future; whether
they lean toward an Apollonian or a Oyonestan life style, etc.

p
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Main Components of Images and Meanings by
U.S. and Colombian Groups.

The actual responses given by the groups,are
shown in Appendix I, p. 33.
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HEALTH/SALUD,

Following their general tendency to view problems of human
existence in terms of contrasting options, U.S. Americans think.
of health as the opposite of sickness and disease. This may
explain why they stress the importance of being in good health.
To Colombians health is well-being (bienestar)-, a source of joy
and pleasure (alegria). From the Hispanic perspective this is
what life is or should be.

Both Americans and Colombians recognize that health has
both a physical and mental dimension. Yet there are
indications that Hispanic Americans have'a more holistic view
of health (Szalay et al., 1978a).

U.S. Americans place a particularly strong emOhasis on the
body, on physical fitness and phySical energy. They see a close
relationship between health and food, nutrition, and diet which
are apParently recognized as essential to good health.
Physical exercise, jogging, swimming, and other sports are also
viewed as important and useful.

Viewing health in terms of overall well-being, Colombians
also include work (trabajo). While Colombians think leis along
such preventive measures as diet' or exercise, they do recognize
the importance of maintaining good health with the help of
specialists, i.e., doctors (medicos) and nurses (enfermeras).
This emphasis on medical assistance and expertise may be a

reflection of Hispanic Americans' high regard for professionals
in general but especially for the medical peofession (Szalay et
al., 1978a). In the presgnt context this becomes further
apparent from-their emphasis---oni-nstitUtibilt---Wthls-hospitals
(hospital), clinics (clinica), and centers (centro).
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MIND, BRAIN

HISCELLANEOLS
HEALTH, SANITY

PEOPLE, PERSON

HOSPITAL , INSTITUTION

, Main Components of Imiges and Meanings by
U.S. and Colombian Groups.

The actual responses given by the groups are
shown in-Appendix I, p. 34.
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MENTAL ILLNESS/1NFERMEDAD MENTAL

To the U.S. Americans mental illness is a sickness, a
disease which can range from temporary problems or emotional
disorders to cases of serious psychoses and retardation. With
their fundamental faith in the possibility of cures, Americans
think of various forms of treatment. This is consistent with
the U.S. approach to life in generAl, which is to isolate a
problem and to find a practical sblution for it. In the
present context, solving the problem---that is, finding a cure,
is considered possible since for U.S. Americans mental illness
encompasses a broad,variety of emotional problems (from stress
to depression) which are generally transient in nature.

From the Colombian perspective mental illness is a more
extreme and serious impairment. Madness (locura) and craziness
(chiflado) denote eitreme gtates and are regarded as permanent.
This view of an incurable, dangerous impairment is reflected
further by the heavy ,Colombian emphasis on psychiatrist
(siquiatra) and doctor (doctor, medico), on madhouse
(manicomios) and asylum (asilo)t These institutions are viewed
predominantly as locations where people in this extreme state
dust be kept under control and protective custody. This view'
is supported further by heavy Colombian references to bad
(mala), dangerous (peligroso), serious (grave), and death
(milerte) while U.S.. Americans think more of misunderstanding
and social problems. As Padilla (1975) observes, "mental" has
a different meaning in Spanish than in .English; consequently
Hispanics are less inclined than U.S. Americans to look for
mental causes As our previous study has shown, the Hispanic
,image of psychiatrist is dominated by the idea of the physician
in a madhouse who provides services to dangerous and incurably
sick patients (Szalay et al., 1978a)..
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Main Components of Images and Meanings by

U.S. and Colombian Groups.

Thg actual responses given by the groups are
shown in Appendix I, p. 35.
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DOCTOR/MEDICO

Members of the two cultures see representatives of the
medical profdsion through somewhat different eyes. The U.S.
Americans are ,fascinated by the technical details of medical
treatment and by thee effects of medication. This is reflected
by their emphasis on specifics, from check-up to surgery; from
stethoscope to needle. While some of the attention given to
doctort, nurses, and hospital scenery may be reinforced by T.V.
soap operas, they do reflect broad, intensive concerns along
cultural realities. For instance', the attention given to
medication reflects the'popularity of pills and drugs as this
is shown by extensive statistics. Some of the popularity and
prestige come from the highly publicized scientific advances of
the medical profession. The financial cost of the services,
the accumulation of personal wealth by the physician, and money
needed for paying the bills are salient in the Americans' mind.

From the Colombian .perspective, doctor shows a
particularly close and direct connection with the idea of
illness (enfermedad). This image encompasses as salient
elements the need for cure (curaL the restoration of health
(salud) and well-being (bienestar). 'In the Colombian image the
service (servicio), visiting the doctor's office (consultorio),
and other details receive Attentipn but the idea of helping
(ayuda) is particularly central. Colombians characterize the
doctor as good (bueno) and necessary (necesidad) and speak of
friendship.(amigo, amistad) with considerable weight. Beyond
physician, doctor means to Colombians, even to a greater extent
than to U.S. Americans, an education and title demanding'
recognition. It means a high level of professional status
(profesion), a professional career (carrera) and work which
requires scientific background and education.
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HOSPITAL/HOSPITAL

The U.S. group sees a hospital as a large-scale
institution which is organized around the work of doctors and
nurses, an environMent rich in exciting details. The U.S.
image of hospital also includes a-concern with high medical
expenses and bills,. The Colombian image contains some of these
elements as well but there is less emphasis on technical
details and professional activities. At the same time
Colombians are more .preoccupied with the . sick patient
(enfermo), with his illness (enfermedad), his health (salud),
with life (vida) and death (muerte).

The U.S. image of hospital includes such vivid, sensual
impressions as whitenesst cleanness, and smell. Among the
activities associated with a hospital are treatments,
operations, surgery and/those related to accidents, emergency,
and, ambulance service. All involve the role of doctors and
nursts as dramatic actors. Among these interesting vtivities
the ,administratiOn of medicine captures special attention.
Certain ailments receive strong recognition including canctr,
heart attack, and injuries.

The Colombian image of hospital is less detatled and less
technical. The main impressions are blood (tangre), pain
(dolor), wounds (herida), and sadness (tristeza). Compared to
the U.S. group, the Colombians pay less attention to such other
details as surgery (operacion, cirugia), medicine, and drugs
(drogat). At the same time the Colombians think of a 9reater
variety of analogous 'institutions, i.e., clinic (clinica),
.sanatorium .(sariatorio), center (centro). For Colombians
"clinica" does not have the same meaning as "clinic" has for
U.S. Americans. "Clinicas" are private hospitals and in
general serve middle and upper class patients who do not
usually go to public hospitals.`
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LIFE/VIDA

There is a similar recognition of life as a process of
existence, whereby the U.S. group thinks more of the bio,ogical
process (living, breathing, growing) and the Colombians of
being (ser) and existence (existir). Along their general
tendency to think in terms af'alternatives and contrasts, the
U.S. group shows more preoccupation with death than do the
Colombians. U.S., Americans are also more aware of and
concerned with the'time dimension. More ttloughtsis given to
the length of life and to age. It is likely that due to thistime perspective and a stronger biological focus, the U.S.
Americans give also more attention to birth and. sex.r The
Colombians think in this context more of the mother (madre) and
child (Ono).

The tprimary Colombian interest is in interpersonal
relations: friendship (amistad), understanding (comprension),
and several other interpersonal values. - On love (amor) -both
groups show about an equally strong emphasis. AlsO humans
(humanos), -men (hombres), and nature (naturaleza) are more
dominant in the Colombianyiew of life. This is .less a
question of a scientific, biological perspective put rather
reflects, the spontaneous.attitUdevith which Colombians can
enjoy life and human existence. Elements of an existentialist
"joi de vivre" emerge also from the Colombian reactions of joy
(alegria),, health (salud), and beauty (belleza) which parallel
the U.S. interest in happiness and fun. The strongly positive
Values and evaluations such as good (bueno), and liberty
(libertad) are counter-balanced, however, by negative
experiences, such as fighting or struggling' (lucha) for
existence. Adverse realities are obviously not overlooked by
the Colombians, their stance toward life may be one of having
learned how to cope with hardship and still' maintain a positive
attitude.
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DEATH/MUERTE

The precise words commOnly used in referring to death---,

i.e., dying, ending, separation or departure---may appear
rather inconsequential. Whether one speaks of God as the
Colombians do or more figuratively of heaven or hell as the
U.S. Americans do, essentially the same inscrutable fate is in
mind. It may come tomewhat as a surprise, however, that
the U.S. Americans speak more of the funeral and grave than do
the Colombians. It is also surprising that despite their
exceptionally strong family ties, the Colombians make fewer
references to the death of their family meMbers than the U.S.
Americans. The explanation for these apparent anomalies may
lie in their different approaches t6 life.

U.S. Americans are preoccupied with specific causes of
death such as cancer, heart disease,or old age. This may come
from their activistic, pragmatic orientation to identify causes
of undesirable events and life conditions and to try to
overcome them. In the present context this leads to the
intention to prolong life and to postpone death. 'This
rationale seems to' be supported by the U.S. Americads'
disposition to see death as an alternative to life, while
Colombians seem to consider death an inevitable certainty
(segura) or even necessity(necesidad).

Death is fearful and.scary to both groups; but Colombians
show more mbivalence about it, judging it both good and bad;
they chara:terize it even as liberation '(liberacion) and
happiness (felicidad). U.S.' Americans speak more of sadness,
sorrow, and mourning, although this is partially counter-
balanced by the Colombians' refertnces to crying (llorar,
llanto).
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SUMMARY
,

This problem area bears directly on Kluckhohn and.

Strodtbeck's (1961) .observation that societies vary in their

approach to life and existence. A .particularly important

difference between the cultures studied was their Varying

approaches to life. Some emphasize th need to accept life as

it happens and enjoy it and take advantage af being, while

others are determined to change the wor;d by active and

systematic planning and doing. Several trends observed in this
,chapter with regard to the U.S. group's view of life and health

'convey indeed a "man of actlIon" orientation. They reflect the

frame of reference of an activist, a doer who does not accept

undesirable situations butatteMpts to resolve the problems and

improve on life.

In the context of huilth we have seen several

manifestations of these practical activities. We have observed

the U.S. interest in medication and medical care, in physical

fitness and exercise, in food and nutrition. A parallel

Colombian interest in well-being, peace and tranquility, joy,

and life stresses being, existing, that is, a mode ofeiistence

which Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck found to be Characteristic of

most developing countries and traditional cultures.
,

This duality is'similarly exOlicit in the context of the

other health related themes. In most instances there is a

strong U.S. emphasis on medical treatment and care on-sources-

of assistance, i.e., ambulances, medicine, sUr ery, while
Colombians seem.to be preoccupied with a general weii -being and

when needed, with help. The main sburce of help is the doctor,

lmho carries a great deal of prestige and authority. The

general Colombian tendency As to rely on interpersonal ties, on

primary group relations, as has been observed in the context of

several other domains.

A particularly explicit support to -the differential life

styles of doing vs. being comes from the analysis of the themes

"life" and "death." The U.S. emphasis is on life as a

biological process and death is an altehiative to life. This

perspective leads to an intensive concern with sickness as a

threat to health and a cause of death. Finding ways to avoid

or overcome sickness thus becomes an active overriding concern

with the promise to spare pain, to regain health, and to extend

life. This view leads to the reasoning that active health

measures offer nearly unlimited benefits. In comparison the

Colombians view life more as being, as existence, which ties in

with people and nature, which is good and bad but essentially
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given. Similarly, they consider death as an'end, a termination
which is fearsome but inescapable and necessary.

In the context of life ,and death Colombians refer more to
God as a source of fate. This appears to be in essential
agreement with some of the points made by Berk-Seligson,
(1980), Henderson (1979),_ and others who suggest that the
strong Hispanic belief in God leads twa certain degree of
fatalism. Madsen (1972) argues, foxlcinstance, that Hispanic
Americans- lack an active future ortentation and an interest in
planning their life along the style'of the Anglos, since they
believe that ,God,.-rather than human beings, control events and
human existence. Whether it is indeed a matter of religious
beliefs and a consequence of traditidnal moral life styles as
Mead (1953) and Saunders (1954) suggest or a,matter of time
orientation and the dominant mode of need gratification as
MurIllo (1976) and LandY (1959) suggest, the comparisons "show
consistent differences in the U.S. Americans' and Colombians'
approach to life..

The differ nces in the respective frames of reference have
numerous be vioral implications. U.S. Americans sedk
assistance because they are aware of the latest medical
.developments, have faith in medical and scientific advances,
and are convinced that a practical solution can be found to any
human problem. Probably as a result of their exposure to the
advances and benefits of biomedicine,. U.S. Americans seem more
familiar with disease nomenclature, etiologies, symptoms, and
avenues available to effect a cure. They also seem most
concerned with avoiding pain, which is seen as a central task
of the medical-disciplines.

Colombians show strong concern with-,sickness with special
regard to its implications and threats to well-being and
existence. Even though one could assume lesser exposure to the
'medical model, their reactions-do show intensive preoccupation
with hospitals, physicians, nurses, and medical help which in
certain contexts exceeds even those of the U.S. Americans. The
Colombians' reactions do show interest in help.and in seeking
rethedy, believing in and respecting practitioners and medical
institutions. Physicians are greatly esteemed and cdnsidered
to be learned men of science, not mere technicians.

U.S. Americans, by contrast, see medicine in a less
idealized and more.pragmatic manner. Medidine is a practice,
and doctors are its practitioners. Healing depends on the
availability of proper equipment-and medicine. A result of
this view is that doctors are seen as capable of diagnosis and
as providers of specific prescriptions. Although the
physicians are considered helpful persons, it is;rather their
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technical know-how regarding successful diagnostic and

treatment procedures which is the maid concern "of U.S.

Americans. Although the medical profession enjoys high social

prestige .and financial rewards in the U.S., the attention a

particular physician will receive depends on the individual

patient's judgment of his competence and of his potential to
solve a particular medical problem.

As we have already seen, the Hispanic American is very

impressed with the skill and knowledge of the 'physician. In

all dealings with the patient, the doctor is seen to have great
authority=--authority which is, backed up by science and

personality. The hope for a complete cure is never very far,
and the physician is viewed as the mediator or source of new

wonders,

We have elaborated on certain differences in the U.S. and

Colombian approaches to health and health problems to suggest

that what may appear from the U.S. angle as lack of concern,

passivity or fatalism is merely a reflection of a different

approach to life, a different rationale and style in

approaching human problems. From the Colombian angle well-
being was 'found to be of great tmportance. Yet,- . its

maintenance included few preventive and biomedical measures and
more reliance on people who can be trusted. They include° .

physicians and prolessors for their technical know-how as well

as friends and family for their psychological, social, and

economic support.
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CHAPTER 9

EDUCATION, UPBRINGING

Some leading American culturil anthropologists like
Kluckhchn and Strodtbeck (1961) and Mead (1953), together with
scholars of Hispanic background such as Diaz-Royo (1974) and
Landy (1959), agree about several important differences between
the U.S. and Hispanic approaches to education and upbringing.
Some of these variations come from different philosophies and
principles about children and child rearing. The U.S. view
stresses -the autonomous'individuality -of the child and regards
upbringing as a process of promoting physical and intellectual
development, being careful to avoid interfering, with the
individuality of the child or imposing constraints and
restrictions which would affect his or her autonomy. The
dominant Hisphnic view of the child is that of a person as yet
uncivilized and lacking the capability to make independent
dedisions. Upbringing invoives thn use of external influences
and discipline to shape the child-into a matUre human being to
fit the norms and expectations of the community. This approach
places a strong -emphasis on upbringing as a process of
inculcating ethical norms and social values, etc. While these
divergent philosophies are broadly discussed in the literature,
it remains uncertain how they affect personality development
and to what extent they are applicable to our present U.S. arid
Colombian comparison.

Our previous investigations with Hispanic samples in the
U.S. (Szalay and Brent, 1967; Szalay et al, 1976) have
supported the observations of numerous Hispanc researchers
that Hispanic Americans have a stronger interest in socializing

,

the person along b havioral norms like politeness with strong
emphasis on warm int rpersonal relations.

U.S. Americans, on he other hand, stress formal schooling
and intellectual development as well as the independence and
individuality of the chil Focusing on somewhat different
trends, Kagan (1977) 'claim that Hispanic Americans promote
control and conformity. The 1 terature generally suggests that
while the,U.S. emphasis on educaton may be narrowly focused on
the acquisition of knowledge, fçr the Hispanic Americans
education involves d broader proc ss that includes moral,
behavioral, and other dimensions of so c ialization.
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TDUCATION/EDUCACION

There is fundamental agreement by both groups. on three of
the most dominant parameters of education. It involves
attending schools of various typed, a great deal of. learning
and studying, and being taught by teachers and professors.
Even within this consensus, the U.S. Americans place
considerably more weight on the various schools, -from primary
or elementary schools to college and university. With regard
tb studying and learning, it is interesting to observe that the
U.S. students place more-emphasis on buoks and teading as a
resource, while the Colombians stress the process of studying
(estudio). This probably reflects differences in actual
practices. While in the United States individual reading and
research are encouraged, according to Colombian educators, rote
learning and memorizing are more prevalent.requirements in -the
Colombian schools. Knowledge and its acquisition emerge as
particularly important from the U.S. American perspective.
This is in agreement with the U.S. emphasis on intelligence,
and the strong recoghition of education as good, necessary,
important, and needed. The attention given to degrees and
diplomas reflects a personal interest in tangible results.

Compared to U.S.. Americans, Colombians think of education
in broader human perspectives. Their stronger referendes to
parents (padres) and family-(familia) suggest that education is
conceived as starting in the family and involves the parents
and other family members. The connection of education with
culture (cultura) and behavior (comportamiento) conveys that
they think of education in a broader behavioral sense of
upbringing and socialization as discussed by Romano (1968),

.Madsen (1972), ahd others. While Colombians also consider
education as good (bueno) and necessary (necesario), their
references to progress (progreso) and development (desarrollo)
suggest a concern which includes beyond personal "consequences'
also some broader social consequences and implications.
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INTELLIGENCE/INTELIGENCIA

To be 'intelligent and smart is an attractive quality
bearing on learning, education, and school performance, and the
acquisition of knowledge is relevant to the interest of both
student groups compared. Smartness and brightness seem to be
particularly highly valued by U.S. Americans. This ves hand
in 'hand with the observatioa that knowledge has both high
prestige'and high practical value to U.S. Americans. Since the
acquisition of know:ledge as a base of intellectual performance
was found to be tlosely related io schooling, it is not
surprising that U.S. Americans also:stress schools and the
edutational procesi in the context of intelligence.

Compared to the U.S. interest in knowledge, the Colombians
emphaiize understanding (comprension, entender). Beyond
intellectual elements this understanding involves predoMinantly
a personal attitude,with strong affective overtones reminiscent
of friendship and empathy (see Chapter 4). These human, social
considerations are salient to Colombians even in the context of
intelligence. References to man (hombre, humano) convey the
view that intelligence is a human quality recognized as good
(bien) and desirable (desear).

While Americaneare used to the practice of intelligence
t stin'g hey think:in terms of I.Q. and relate intelligence to
the tioning of the braih), to Colombians it is primarily a
capacity (capacidad) and mental faculty (facultad) considered
as a valpable gift (don)Z An important application of this
capacity in the Colombians' view is again in development
(desarrollo), progress (progreso), and in the human and social
objectives which play a dominant role in their way of thinking.
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KNOWLEDGE/CONOCIMIENTO

,

The U.S. group sees knowledge in close relationship to
people's intellectual abilities, i.e., their intelligence andwisdom. Intelligence is a relatively new concept, particularly
in terms of its psychological assessment, that is, itsmeasurement by specialized tests. Since the history and
application of intelligence tests' are predominantly American, astronger U.S. emphasis on intelligence is not surprising. The
predominance of related synonyms indicates, however, that this
U.S. emphasis is broader and more general. Knowledge is veryclosely connected to education, probably because the U.S.American meaning of education is closely synonymous with theattendance of school.

The acquisition of knowledge through study (estudio),
learning, and knowing (saber) appears to be more dominant tothe Colombians. They emphasize the university (universidad),science (ciencia), and philosophy (filosofia), while to
Americans school and college are more salient. The explanation
for thest latter differences' may come from the U.S. system oforganizing and' labeling schools of various types and levels.
The Colombian concept of university encompasses institutions of
higher learning labelled in the United States as universitiesas well as colleges (there is no such distinction amimg theseinstitutions in Colombia). 11.,:t U.S. students speak more ofbooks and reading, probably because more importance is given in
the United States to individual reading and inquiry, and to an
individualized learning process. This may also exPlain the
stronger U.S. emphasis on truth and fact.

The general Colombian tendency to emphasize the human
dimension becomes apparent in the present context by references
to person (persona), man (hombre), friends (amigos), etc.
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TEACHER/MAESTRO

The image of teacher contains such similar elements for
both groups as being the main representative of the school, and
being instrumental in learning and education, in teaching and
helping. The, Wain difference is again that the, U.S. group
shows a narrower focus on the teacher's characteristics and
technical functions, while _the Colombian students see the
teacher from a less technical, more human angle. U.S.
Americans view the teacher as part of the School, as one who
facilitates learningi as an instructor or professor whose most
salient nexus is with the student, and whose most critical
characteristic is to be knowledgeable. Their image includes
elements of the school environmentbooks, class, board,
zhalk, etc.

The Colombian students' image of the teacher is more
personal. In addition to the main task of teaching
(ensenanza), a great deal of.attention is given to helping
(ayuda) and guiding (guta). While the Hmaestf.e can be a
prophet, to a surprising degree the teacher is identified as a
friend. His most, salient attributes are that he is
understanding (comprension) and knowledgeable (conocedor).
Contrary to expectations based on the literature, there is
little indication of social distance. For instance, references
to respect (respeto) do.not exceed those by the'U.S. students.
By speaking of scol'ing (regana), punishment (castigo), and bad
(malo), the Colombian students actually"convey a more critical
attitude towards the. teacher than do the U.S. Americans. In
view, of the frequent chiractertzation of Hispanic cultures as
being authority-oriented, the relative lack of distance is
rather interesting. At the university level, Colombion
students, especially graduate students, sometimes address their
teachersty their first name.
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YOUTH/JUVENTUD

Along the broad cultural trends observed, U.S. Americans
emphasize here freedom and work, play and fun, as they do in
many other human and interpersonal contexts. Similarly,
Colombians view youth along their general conce-rns with
affective ties, i.e., love (amor) and friendship (amistad).
There is a general emphasis on life as a source of joy and
pleasure (alegria), fun (diversion), and parties (fiestas). In
the context of youth only a few specifics emerge but they are
rather characteristic.

U.S. Americans look at youth with special emphasis on age
. and age differences. Youth includes from their. perspective
children, adolescents, and teenagers. In coinparjson to the
U.S. view, the Colombian view appears less differentiated;
JUVENTUD refers apparently more to adolescents than to very
young children.

Furthermore, there seems to be a special U.S. emphasis on
being young in contrast to old age and age in general. This
may be a function of the.frequently observed U.S. cultural
disposition to place high priority on youth and being youthful
(Toffler, 1970).

Since all our respondents are young themselves, our data
do not lend themselves to the task of reconstructing the image
of youth as seen by middle-aged and elderly members of the
society.
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SCIENCE/CIENCIA

The U.S. image of science has essentially three main
components. The main focus is on specific subjects such as
chemistry, biology, and physics. The attention given to math,
medicine and astronomy is noticeable but substantially less.
The Colombians think primarily of medicine (medicina) and
art (arte), but compared to the Americans the weight of their
attention is much less.

The second main U.S. focus is on research and experiments
and on, the methods of acquiring scientific knowledge in
general.- The Colombian responses to the notions of research
(investigar) and experiment (experimento) closely match those
of the U.S. Americansf

The third main U.S. focus is on technology and space
exploration. The weight of this category, together with the
attention given to science fiction, suggests that this domain
strongly appeals to their imagination.

The Colombians' attention is more broadly 'distributed.
Beyond the elements just mentioned it includes a general
concern with knowledge (conocimiento) and wftdom (saber,
sabiduria) and withctile acquisition of scientific knowledge,
i.e., studying (estudlo) and learning (aprender). There is a
distinct Colombian interest shown in science from the angle of
progress (progresar) and development (de,sarrollo). As an
extension of this interest Colombians show a concern with the
human dimension of science from the angle of its social
implications for society (sociedad, social), culture (cultura),
and man (hombre).
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SUMMARY r,

Based on the few themes examined, some of the Colombian

and U.S. American characteristics discussed in the literature

do receive empirical support while others fall beyond the scope

of our present assessment. The themes reviewed offer a better

opportunity to examine U.S. American and Colombian views with

regard to education as a matter of schooling rather than a

matter of upbringing and soctalization which is more along the

Colombians' orientation.

'The results consistently indicate that compared to the

-.16. Americans' focus on schodling and the acquisition of

knowledge, education has a broader and more general meaning to

the Colombians. This is shown .not only by their reaction's to

the theme EDUCATION but also by those obtained in the context

of the other educational themes (TEACHER, INTELLIGENCE, YOUTH,

KNOWLEDGE, and SCIENCE). In these contexts the U.S. Americans

consistently emphasized,knowledge in a. technical/intellectual

sense, while the Colombians emphasized an understanding in the

sense of empathy and hunian rapport. In a similar vein the U.S.

group has shown a particularly strong preoccupation' with the

institutions of 'formal education (schools, colleges). The

Colombian concern with schools is less dominant, and compared

to 'the v.s., it involves education in a 'broader behavioral

sense of acquiring the norms and standards of human behaVior,

such as politeness.

Consistent with this dichotomy is the observation that

while the U.S. group places strong emphasis on intelligence and

also- off smartness and brightness, the Colombtan grou0 views

education more as a matter of human behavior and culture. This ,

is indicated by frequent references to human beings, people,

family members, and friends. There is an indication here as

well as in our previous studies (Szalay and Brent, 1967) that

the Colombian students see the educated person not only as

s%,aooled and intelfigent but also as someone who behaves

properly and who commands social recognition and respect.

The U.S. group refers repeatedly to degrees, grades, and

other performance related themes, while such perforniance and

achievement oriented considerations carry Tess weight in the

minds of Colombians in the context of upbringing and education.

These trends do bear on the problem area of school performance

of Hispanic children. This subject tias received considerable

attention particularly with regard to- the educationif.

performance of children of Mexican, Puerto Rican,, and Cuban

background living in the United States. In view of the hard

statistics which show a high dropout rate and a significantly

lower success rate of educational performance for Hispanic than
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for- Anglo Americans, it has becbme a .hther sitereotypical
explanation that these.differences are rooted ih different
cultural values and miiiikqtigms,r., w,The problem -with this
explanation is that loWly:leitoks the specificity and
details needed to takCeeplitIliqprpve the situatiOn. To
become genuinely informative añ dl. useful in practical

Aapplications it is nebessary to spell out the ceitical factors
which are actually responsible for differences in achievement
alid which bear on measures which could enhance school
performance.

The data on the Colombian view of education su§gest that
there are indeed some deeprooted differences between the U.S.
and the Colombian views. The Colombians do place somewhat less
emphasis on schools 'And school performance.- This does not
mean, however, that education is not an important issue to
them.' What the data do-show is that their focps of interest is
significantly different in several respects from that of the
U.S. Americans. Their 'views do have internal logical
consistency and suggest that the Colombian view of education
shows more emphasis on the human, social and behavioral
atimehstons of upbringing. It has.to be observed, however, that
the above comparison.is based on a small sampleof educational
themes. While we did collect more information, due to the
limited scope of this report we could not discuss here, for
instance, concepts like upbringing or politeness, which could
help to broaden the base and increase the specificity of the
above conclusions.
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tHAPTER 10

ECONOMY, MONE`.1

According to leading experts on world development, such as
Sigmund (1967) and Lewis (1966), the most consequential
division of the people of the world is between the rich and the
poor, between the industrially highly developed and the
underdeveloped nations. Since economic considerations bear on
human subsistence, they are-probably dominant in people's minds '
everywhere.

The findings presented in the chapter 'on national tmages
show that the Colombians perceive themselves as members of a
'poor nation which is plagued by problems stemming from
underdevelopment. At thesame time, their tnage of the United
States .is characteripd'by wealth and economic power. The
sharpness'of this contrast makes a comparison of U.S. American
and Colombian Views of such pressing economic problems as
poverty, inflation, and unemployment particularly relevant and
interesting. We will also- examine whether there are some
differences at an even more fundamental level in such basic

\ issues as money, economy, and employment.

Soee *of these questions gain additional meaning in light
of our previous comparative-studies involving Middle Eastern
\zalay and Strohl, 1980) and Far Eastern (Szalay, Kelty, and

Moon, 1972) culture groups. We found that these groups
corisidered economic development an objective of utmost

xhich transcended from the economic into their
political and international spheres as well. As Kautsky (1962)
has obterved, some of the developing countries bre relying on
mass mobilization in support of economic development. His
obserVati ns were supported by our findings on Koreans
(Szalay, Mon, and Bryson, 1973) as well as Jordanians (Szalay
and Strohl, 1981). In light of these findings and in view of
the Colombi s' concern with their underdeveloped, poverty
stricken status, the extent to which Colombi°ans show similar
tendencies- aierig at the mobilization of their resources could
be of considerable practical importance.
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MONEY/DINERO

As ,a clear reflection of the advanced monetary sphere of
American life, meMbers of our U.S. sample show considerable
familiarity with a broad variety of monetary concepts. (e.g.
cash, checks, currency) as compared to the Colombians who use
less differentiated labels and think mainly of cash--- e.g., ,

silver (plata) and gold (oro). ("Plata" is a colloquial term
for "money." In the present context it is used even more
frequently than the more formal word "dinero.") In't similar
vein the U.S. Americans speak of financial transactjons and
banking procedures from exchange to saving. Americans view
money as the foundation of wealth, while Colombians recognize'
it more as a source of power (poder).

From the U.S. perspective money is recognized for its
potential to satisfy all types of needs and wants. From the
Colombian angle money appears IT, closer relationship to
specific commodities such as cars (carro), clothes (ropa),
houses Icasa), etc. The advantages and benefits associated
with , money are also somewhat different. The dominant U.S.
values are security, success and freedom, while the Colombians -
stress love (amor), well-being (bienestar), comfort .

(comodidad), fun "(diversion), pleasure (placer), and prestige
(prestigio). Curiously, the Colombians speak generally of
gaining money with little direct reference to any specific wdrk
performance. In the U.S. view, jobs and work.are of.speciaT
importance.. Americans more explicitly object to greed and. see
money in a more emphatic contrast to poverty.
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ECONOMY/ECONOMIA

.To both U.S. Americans and Colombians economy is closely
related to money and wealth. Economy primarily refers to
material life conditions, activities and organizations which
serve to sustain and'promote welfare,and prosperity. The main
U.S. interest. is Rot what-economy actually is or how it
functions but what it may have in store. The image is rather
gloomy, replete with anxieties and fearful anticipations.
Americans are concerned with the bad shape of the economy, its
weakness and possible failing. Their most dominant concerns
are inflation, recession, and depression. The main interest is
not in a penetrating analysis and understandin§ of an obviously
complex subject But rather what thejuture may bring and how it
rill affect the individual.

Colombians are also concerned with the economy and see <it
in close connection with the financial factors---money
(dinero)', saving (ahorro)---but their?, views and preoccupations
are somewhat different. From their perspective the ups and
doWns- of the economy attract little attentibn. Their primary
concern is with the backward, underdeveloped status of the
economy. Parallel to,economic development (desarrollo) and
progress (progreso), they think of well-being (bienestar) and
economic gain (ganancia). They do not think in terms of supOly
and demand but rather of the capability to produce (produccion)
the necessany goods, food, and other indotrial. products.
Furthermore, Colombians see economy as a broader problem
involving the entire country (pais), politics (politica),
administration (administracion), society (sociedad), and nation
(nacion). For Colombians economy is a collective social and
national issue, which in turn has the potential to influence
the l4fe and well-being,of the individual. This view ties in
with their general tendency to place problems and events in
social perspectives.
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EMPLOYMENT/EMPLEO

p

Job and work in the context of emploiment are closely
synonymous. The U.S. American group thinks primarily of jobs,
and the emphasis they place on them is heavier than the weight
Colombians place on job and work combined. This cohveys the
importance for Americans of having a work task. The Colombians
appear to be more formal in their thinking; they mention
occupation (ocupacion) and profession (profesion), office work
(oficina), salary (salario), and remuneration (remuneracion).
While this suggests a preoccupation with status and related
considerations, U.S. Americans look at employment more as a
process built around a task and its performance. The process
starts with the hiring and includes such details as learning of
employment opportunities and going to job interviews. Along
this line they give more attention to time considerations and
view employment from the angle of a tareer. The attention
given to unemployment indicates that employment is regarded
more as situation-bound and leis permanent.

Accordingly; Americans and Colombians show some
characteristic differences in the salient attributes ascribed
to employment. The U.S. group places security and job
satisfaction at the top of the list, while the Colombian group
looks at employment More from an existential angle by
considering its relevance to well-being (bienestar) and
subsistence (subsistencia). This View is supported by the
heavy Colombian references to necessity (necesidad). Probably
because Colombians view employment as more permanent, they list
more positive and negative characteristics of employment.
Helpful (ayuda), good (bueno), easy (facil), and fair (justo)
are positive characteristics mentioned, while difficult
(dificil),- poor (pobre), bad (malo), exploitation
(explotacion), and slave (esclavo) have negative connotations.
While U.S. Americans consider employment more in terms of their
personal career, Colombians look at it more from the angle of
family and include in their considerations some social
perspectives as well.
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UNEMPLOYMENT/DESEMPLEO

To U.S. Americans unemployment means the lack of a job.
The image it conjures from Colombians is more extreme; it
involves, hunger (hombre) and other severe problems (problemas).
Poverty appears as the most common, important consequence of
unemployment to both groups, although its meaning is apparently
different. The American group thinks intensively of 'money,-
both the lack of money and the money from unemployment
compensation, checks, and insurance, There is little mention
of this type of support from the Colombians. The Colomb4n
government does not pay unemployment compensation. According
to the law, once an employee leaves his/her place of work or is
fired dr laid off, he/she is paid by the employer the
equivalent of one month's salary for each year of service.
This payment is called the "casantia." Employers must set
aside a special fund for this purpose.

While Americans associate unemployment with laziness and
boredom, the Colombian image includes vagrancy (vagancia),
idleness (desocupaciom), and an extreme state of poverty,
misery (miseria) and desperation, (desesperácion). The
Colombians' extreme image of deprivation'probably comes from
the broader- scope of hard-core unemployment in Colombia
combined with the high level of poverty and a stagnant economy
in general. From the U.S. angle unemployment is a function of
economic fluctuations and is thus viewed as a consequence. of
recession, depression, or inflation. Along this line the
American group eXpresses concern with the trend of a ,high and
growing rate of unemployment, one of the most important
economic indicators used in the United States.

Another source of observed differences may be the frames
of reference of our student samples. A sizable subgroup of our
U.S. respondents referred to themselves as unemployed, probably
because they 'are interested in part-time jobs. The sizable
U.S. references to government reflect apparently tWo 'main
conditions; first, the government is considered the source of
welfare legiOations and payment, and secondly, they consider
the government and the pnesident responsible for the state of
the economy.
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INFLATION/INFLACION

The d.s. and Colombian views and-meanings correspond in
both the primary and secondary denotations of inflation. To
both groups inflation denotes the economic processes and
phenomena whereby more money is prodticed with less buying
power. Thesecond denotation refers to the physical process of
rising, swelling, andl.growth of inflation.

Along the U.S. American cultural view inflation is
conceived as part of a broader syndrome of depression and
recession reflecting the downward side of the economy.
Interestingly, this Most dominant U.S. perspective is totally
missing from'the Colombian perception. 'To Colombians inflation
is a major contributor to a bad economic situation,
characterized by such severe problems as poverty (pobreza) and
hunger (hambre).

U.S. Americans and Colombians agree that inflation is a
serious economic and monetary problem and that it involves the
cost of products. Yet, their views and interpretattons of
inflation reflect their different frames of reference due to
different economic conditions in their respective countries and
to different views of economy. To Americans inflation appears
to be one of those uncontrollable problems endemic to a highly
developed complex economy; to,Colombians it appears to be the
result of an underdeveloped economy, scarcity, and dependency
on other countries, particularly the United States, and on the
world economy.

15'i
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POVERTY/POBREZA

With some simplification one may suggest that the
differences emerging in the context of poverty convey some
characteristic 'contrasts resulting from an external and
internal view of poverty. There is agreement between the U.S.
and Colombian perceptions that poverty entails such unpleasant
conditions as hunger (hambre), malnutrition (desnutricion),
sickness (enfermedad), suffering (sufrimiento), death (muerte),
etc. These concomitants of poverty are salient to both groups,
but as other important components of their images reveal, they
approach poverty from contrasting positions.

All the countries censidered by U.S. Americans are distant
oversea,s places; they do not inclUde, the United States.
Similarly, their references to people include Blacks,
minorities, children; and only a negligible mention of the
mainstream represented by our U.S. student sample.

While from the U.S. angle poverty is somewhere out there,
the Colombians make many references to Colombia and Latin
America. They obviously view poverty as their own problem and
look at it from an internal perspective. The Colombians'
condern with extreme poverty and misery (miseria) accompanied
by feelings of sadness (triste) and humiliation (humillacion)
conveys the idea that to Colombians to be poor is not only
unpleasant but it also hurts their pride. Furthermore,
Colombians see poverty as a concomitant of their underdeveloped
economic 'status characterized by needs and scarcity. They do
not consider .poverty simply as accidental but at least as a
partial consequence of injustice (injusticia), inequality
(desigualdad) and exploitation (explotacion), as various
manifestations of human greed.



SUMMARY

To the U.S. group money and economy are dominant concepts

involving a great deal of personal interest which has both

subjective and complex intellectual roots. Money relies on a

rich, differeritTited teriiiifiology; economy is an omnipresent and

omnipotent theme replete with uncertainties and abiguities.

from the perspectives of the Colombian group economic

problems are approached more at the level of basic needs and

subsistence. Their main preoccupation is with hunger and

poverty, stemming from their upderdeveloped edonomy resulting

in problems of production and scarcity. The problems are

viewed in broad perspectives as affecting of the entire natioh,

suggesting that an individual's economic problems are seen as

inseparable from those of the nation.

The U.S. American view of economy emerges from a different
if not contrasting perspective.. The main angle of observation

is that of the individual who is worried about the downward

trend of a highly advanced and complex economy which may affect

his own future. The dominant syndrome involves recession,

depression, and inflation as constantly recurring themes

throughout this chapter. In view of the diverse opportunities
in this country, the individual may not see.his personal future

in absolute dependence on the economy. Yet he is, obviously

concerned that the various symptoms of the downward trend can

affect him adversely as well.

The different U.S. and Colombian perceptions of and

approaches to employment and unemployment seem to follow from

different economic conditions and different views-of economy.

To U.S. Americans employment means finding new and better job -

opportunities which offer security and satisfaction, money and

a career in a mobile occupational environment. Tb our

Colombian students it is working preferably in an office, in a

commercial or ,other enterprise, in their own occupation or

profession which proyides a salary necessary for subsistence

and well-being.

Unemployment is an unpleasant status to both groups but

for somewhat different reasons and with different implicatiohs.

To Colombians unemployment entails extreme deprivation such as

hunger, extreme poverty, misery, and desperation which can lead

to various forms of antisocial behavior (vagrancy, theft, or

robbery). While in the eyes gf our U.S. student group it can be

.a psychological trauma andtfinancial hardship to be unemployed,

their image of unemployment is much less extreme. It is viewed

as d potentially unhappy and painful status; boredom and

laziness are assumed to play an tnportant role. Recognized as
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particularly serious among some minorities, unemployment does
appear to be a potential threat to the respondents as well.
Considerable attention is given to the financial consequences,
althv:gh compensation and welfare benefits receive at least as
much attention as do financial loss and shortage.

The subjects of inflation and'poverty reflect perceptual
and motivational trends consistent with those just registered.
The U.S. group ties inflation and poverty to what we may call
the down syndrome of economy: recessiob, deprestion,
unemployment, etc. The Colombian group in turn sees poverty
and inflation as part of an economic deprivation syndrome
encompassing hunger, sickness, and other symptoms aSsociated
with a lack of resources. While the U.S. group conveys\worries
about the future of the economy, there is little, indication
that they search for an explanation that goes beyond a circular
reasoning that inflation produces depression and vice versa.

The Colombian views do convey a different reasoning and
set of explanations. Fundamentally, the economy related themes
suggest the same logic. The poverty, hunger, and other
dominant characteristics of thdir economy come from the
underdeveloped.status of the economy. In turn, references to
the main symptomsbackwardness, underdevelopment, poverty,
and unemploymentare accompanied by references to
exploitation and injustice. The social and political
undertones of these reactions is quite apparent. It is more
ambiguous, however, in what particular ways they are used as
explanation of their economic situation.

A comparison of U.S. and Colombian views is somewhat
disadvantaged by the wide gap in their economic frames of
reference. To understand the Colombian frame of reference a
comparison with other developing countries offers'some useful
reference points. Our previous studies involving Koreans,
Egyptians and Jordanians are very informative in this respect.
Although Koreans (Szalay et al., 1973) and Jordanians (Szalay
et al., 198la) also identify themselves as members of
underdeveloped and developing countries, an important
difference in comparison to the Colombians is that they not
only place special emphasis on development, but they also
appear to be more specific and more action oriented about it.
Together with economic development, Koreans and Jordanians
stress progress and advancement, particularly in the context of
industry and technology. For both Koreans and Jordanians
economic development is not just a matter of vague generalized
desire but starts with such practical steps as planning and
specific details of development and modernization. Both of
these groups complain about backwardness and poverty with
regard to their own economy just as Colombians do; what
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differentiates these groups from the Colombians is their

active, action-oriented approach which has been characterized

by experts of economic modernizAtion ()(autsky, 1962; Sigmund, 111

357) as movements of national robilization. By comparison the

Colombian views appear more reflective_and passive.
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CHAPTER-11

WORK,. ACHIEVEMENT

The relative importance of work in the U.S. American and
Hispanic cultures- is a widely debated issue .in the social
science literature. There is a tendency based on ethnic
stereotypes to explain some of the differences in standards of
living by differences in motivation, and attitudes toward4
achievement.

According to Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961), the American
work orientation has its roots in the Protestant work ethic,
which glorifies the "man of action" and contrasts doing,
success and achievement with a more passive, leisurely approach
to life. Investigations of McClelland (1961), Atkinson
(1966), and their followers on American "achievement
motivation" have provided considerable empirical evidence of'

how deep the need is to achieve in American society.

On Hispanic work orientation there is less agreement.
Some say explicitly that'Hispanics have a low work motivation
(Madsen, 1972), while others argue that Hispanics are just as
strongly work oriented as Anglo Americans (Grebler et al.,
1970; Cohen,' 1979). Researchers studying mainly Hispanic
American samples have addressed such questions as the Hispanic
view of manual labor, the importance of having a good rapport
with supervisors and coworkers, preference'for self employment,
and the importance of the social dimensions of work in general.
Some of these questions do tie in with the deeper psychological
understanding of work motivation. Along these lines several
scholars agree on the importance of the distinction -between
Anglo Americans who consider work and achievement more as an
end in itself and Hispanics who consider work an important and
indispensable means toward an end rather than as an end in
itself. From the angle Of our analysis as well as from a

practical angle of enhancing work motivation, it is interesting
to explore whether the above distinctions are borne out in the
U.S.-Colombian comparison. If they are, the next relevant
question may be, what are the main forces behind Hispanic work
motivation?
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WORK/TRABAJO

Americans and Colombians both strongly describe work as
hard and difficult; however, the heavy U.S. reaction of "hard
wnrk" has a more positive connotation and stresses the
motivation and stamina of the worker. The Colombian reutions,
like the colloquial expression "camello," stress more the
difficulty of the task. U.S. Americans think of work more in
terms of jobs and employment compared to Colombians who think
of formal professions (profesion) and occupations (ocupacion).

There are also_come-differences-in-the---connotatidfiof
work, that is, in the attitudes toward work. U.S. Americans
consider it fun and enjoyable, while Colombians view it mc.re as
a necessity (necesidad), an obligation (obligacion), and
responsibility (responsabilidad). This may be yartially
explicable by a general Colombian disposition to pay special
attention to the social dimension of work, e.g., people
(hombre), friends (amigos), society (sociedad), co-workers,
comradeship (companerismo). , The Colombians also pay somewhat
more attention to financial remuneration: wages (salario),
gains (gananclas), and achievement (logros). While Colombians
stress development (desarrollo) and progress (progreso), U.S.
Americans think more of personal success. U.S. Americans
categorize work along specific tasks (e.g., house work, school
work) and show more awareness of the time dimension. These
dispositions, the emphasis on hard work and the view of work as
fun and\enjoyable, support the previLJs'observations that U.S.
Americans have an intrinsically positive work orientation,
while Colombians emphasize more its instrumentality, utility,
and social dimension.
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COMPETITION/COMPETENCIA

The most salient and characteristic field of competition
for Americans is .the realm of sports (racing, athletics,
football, etc.). This is followed by business and jobs, where
competition is considered an essential part of the free
enterprise system and capitalism. As an element of the U.S.

cultural scene, starting at school, competition is a universal
phenomenon, encompassing practically all spheres Of life.

-Thereisfundamentalagreementbetween- the-two-- cultures ,that
competition involves rivalry and conflict which may take
various forms that,gan be more or less hostile and aggressive,
including fighting and war. There is also an agreement that
those participating in the competition may be individual
people, even friends, oroentire countries, and that the purpose
of competition is to succeed and win. The main difference
between. the U.S. and Colombian views is how competition fits
Into the respective cultural frames of reference.

For the U.S. Americans competition has a broader and more
positive meaning and fits well with their basic outlook and
general life style of freedom and individualism. To Colombians
competition has a limited applicability and appears to be more
negative.than positive. It is described as bad (malo), a sign
of selfishness (egoismo), and as sad (triste) and difficult
(dificil); they also show more preoccupation with the
alternatives of winning and losing. Probably the Main reasons
for their limited er ;husiasm has its main roots in the well

recognized Hispanic emphasis on harmonious interpersonal
relations (Jaworski, 1977; Saunders, 1954). Rivera (1970)
observes, fcr instance, that the Mexican American norm is

cooperation rather than competition .as an adjunct to
achievement.
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COOPERATION/COOPERACION

Cooperation is a more important and meaningful concept to
the Colombians. The single most central idea for Colombians is
helping (ayuda), primarily giving help (dar) but also
receiving (recibir) it. While the U.S. Americans emphasize
certain intellectual prerequisites to cooperation, such as
agreement, compromising, and understanding, to Colombians
sharing (compartir) appears to be particularly essential a J
important. To U.S. Americans cooperation is a matter of
working toggther for a common benefit and purpose while
Colombians ' emphasize unity (unidad) and solidarity
(solidaridad) as the rationale or the framework for
cooperation.

The two groups agree that cooperation is good
(buena), that it is a necessity (necesidad). From the angle of
the U.S. Americans, the job to be performed is central, which
leads then to achievement, accomplishment, completion, and
success as relevant considerations. Fr6m the angle of the
Colombians, the specific work and its performance receive
little attention. What appears to be of greater interest is
the interpersonal relationships and attitudes between the
participants. In this context friendship (amistad) is the
important -tie, and community is mentioned as a natural
framework for interaction. .

The differences observed here support pre0ous
observations\ with regard to the U.S. emphasis on work,
performancei,\and achievement compared to the Colombian/Hispanic
focus on interpersonal and social relations.

r
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RESPONSIBILITY/RESPONSABILIDAD

To the U.S. Americans the most overriding responsibilities
are in the context of job and work. While this may not have
been entirely predictable, it is consistent with our other
findings on the U.S. attitudes toward work and employment. In
the realm of interpersonal relations there is also a strong
U.S. American emphasis on family in_general- The Colombians'
sense of responsibMity icmore narrowly centered on children
(hijos) and parents (padres) and on their mutual relationship.

The difference between the Colombian and U.S. views
becomes increasingly pronounced in the broader realm of
interpersonal relations. Colombians express a sense of
responsibility not only toward friends (amigos), but also
toward people in general: persons (personas), men (hombres),
everybody (todos). This is the same broadly conceived
human/social responsibility that became apparent from our
findings on the social domain. These differences come
partially from the different meaning of responsibility. To the
U.S. Americans responsibilitY is characteristic of individuals
who accept duties and obligations in the context of thein work
and interpersonal relations in a mature, adult way.
Colombians, on the other hand, emphasize owing responsibility.

From this perspective responsibility is less a matter of
free choice but rather a duty, an obligation; to particular
people and, to human beings in general. Also, among U.S.
Americans responsibility is viewed'somewha't as a burden, which'
,gives it a negative connotation, whereas Colombians view it as
a positive thing.
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SECURITY/SEGURIDAD

The distribution of the groups' interest in this context
reflects again some different concerns and preoccupations.
There is some basic agreement that- security is good and
desirable, that the police play an important role in
maintaining it, etc. However, sorne of the motivational
differences provide interesting insights.

On the American side money and financial considerations
are sources of security. This is partially due to terminology,
namely that "securities" is a broadly used financial term. At
the same time the U.S. responses make it clear that financial
resources are considered instrumental in enhancing a feeling of
security. Savings, insurance and money are viewed as
protection in an age and society characterized by Riesman
(1950) and others as anxiety ridden and full of dangers and
threats. According to these authors the unstable and uncertain
nature of interpersonal Welationships'is the main source of
insecurity in our highly mobile social environment. It is also
interesting to observp.that indeed meaningful and emotionally
satisfying interpersonal relations (love, friendship, trust)
are considered particularly important by U.S. Americans.
Probably along this same psychological need, family and home
also receive considerable attention.

To the Colombians peace and tranquility (tranquilidad)
have a particularly strong relationship to security. There is
also more emphasis on national (nacion) and military (ejercito)
security by Colombians than shown by the U.S. American group.
Finally, there is intensive Colombian concern with personal
security and protection against crime.. This is most likely: a
reflection of the low level of public safety in Colombia ind
especially in Bogota. The particularly high crime rate and the
famous "wave of violencia" have startled not only Colombians
but the outside world as well.
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PROGRESS/PROGRESO

Advancing, moving ahead, is the core idea of progress for
both culture groups, although it is somewhat more salient to
U.S. Americans. While growth, development and:change are
important ideas to U.S. Americans, the Colombians emphasize
development (desarrollo). Progress is 'seen by U.S. Americans
largely as a matter nf,individual achievement, while Colombians
think primarily of help and work. This is in essential
agreement with the Colombian" tendency to regard progress as a

national (nacion) arib social (social) objective, a goal for the
,cbuntry (pais), for Colombia. The Colombian emphasis on
improvement (mejorar), well-being (bienestar), liberty
(libertad, and economy (economia) conveys similarly a tendency
to view progress more in terms of broader national objectives.

In agreement with the Colombian view of economy and their
strong concern with the underdeveloped status of their country,
in the present context we find that the Colombian -view of
progress is clearly a matter related to their economy and
financial situation. They see a close connectiod to education
and knowledge, -which also emerge frequently in the context of
,broader social -and national objectives. Science and
technology, which are particularly salient in the U.S. image of
progress, receive substantially less attention from the
Colombians. 1.
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SUMMARY

The social science literature is rich in controversies on

certain domains of Hispanic values. One of the most debated

issues is work (Rivera, 1970) and motivation (Hernandez et al.,

1976, Romano, 1968). Several Hispanic social scientists argue

that the social science literature is guilty of promoting a

biased, stereotypical image of the Hispanic culture.

Generalizations such as laziness, resigned attitudes, and lack

of initiati'Ve and positive work motivation are particularly

common. As our findings suggest, there are indeed some

characteristic differences between the U.S. and Colombian view

of work. Some of these differences may explain why even

Hispanic authors show considerable disagreement on the Hispanic

work attitude. Postulations about who works more or less are

naturally much too simplistic. Some of the differences emerge

in support of Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck's (1961) original

observation about the action oriented nature of 4ericans. As

they observe, compared to most cultures where work is more or

less a necessary, indispensible inconvenience, Americans value

work not merely as a means to earn a living but as an end in

itself.

The data presented in this chapter make this difference

rather explicit. The U.S. reactions to work and also to

competition .shoW that work is viewed indeed as fun and

enjoyable. There is little complaint about tiredness or

difficulty, and hard work is viewed as a positive experience.

Colombians do complaih about difficulties and fatigue; they

emphasize money as a motivating force; they stress its

important instrumentality and necessity. They view it also

more as, a matter of responsibility.

Not only the personal utility and importance is considered

but Colombians consider work in a broader context of society

and man, a disposition clearly revealed by the attention they

give to such broad objectives as development and progress.'

While Americans, 'with their individualistic focus, see work

more in the context of personal success and accomplishment, the

Colombians' focus on progress and development conveys the idea

that work is seen as allecessity serving social and national

objectives as well.

This -stronger social orientation of Colombians is also

apparent in the context of competition and cooperation. While

competition is a predominantly positive concept to the U.S.

group who considers winning, personal success, and fun,
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Colombians are more ambfAilmt lbogt, it. They show more
awareness that paralle1116yinnYng; ithere is the chance of
losing, and they criticiiecoilOtItion as evil and selfish,
taking apparently more the Social implications inta
consideration. Colombians emphasize cooperation more with
primary interest in the proper social attitude and philosophy
of unity and solidarity. The American interest is more
pragmatiore task-oriented, with emphasis on achieveMent,
accompliOment, and success.

A closer look at the meaning of responsibility and

security supports similar conclusions. Responsibility conveys
a heavier concern with peopqe, with friends and other persons,
as well as witti man in general. Responsibility is seen less as
an individual choice, but more as a necessity and social duty.
Compared to Americes to whom security is, beyond personal
safety, predominantly a matter of financt1l status and
affective personal ties, Colombians are more concerned with
social conditions, witti ,crime, hold-ups, robberies, and
problems of national and.military security.

The marked difference between the individualistic personal
perspective of the Americans and the more social, collective
orientation of the Colm)ians is explicitly expressed in the
context of progress. In the American mind the central ideas of
progress are technology and science, accompanied by strong
expectations and hopes related to personal success,
achievement, and happiness. To the Colombians progress
involves primarily social and national issues. Progress is

viewed in the context of national development, improvement and
general well-being.

Across the themes analyzed we find a strong American
tendency to emphasize jobs, the everyday context of work, and
work associated with a particular task. Success, happiness,
and career appear again and again, reflecting a strong
personal interest as the driving force of individual work
motivation. It would be futile to speculate whether success
is viewed more as a matter of future goal or as .a reward
emerging from past achievements. What matters here is that to
Americans success is typically personal and intimately related
to individual achievement. On the part of the Colombians,
necessity is the pervasive consideration, accompanied by duty
and responsibility, both of which convey predominantly social
considerations. In the context of work motivation, these
differences are likely to have practical implications. They
underscore the fact that whether and how much, U.S. Americans
and Colombians work depends on incentives which take dominant
cultural dispositions into consideration.
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CHAPTER 12

GOVERNMENT, POLITICS

Kautsky (1962), Pye (1958), Apter (1965), and other
leading scholars ispecialized in the field of national
development *observe some common characteristics of the
political elites of developing countries with regard to their
political views and frames of reference. They are frequently
character4zed as being motivated by strong nationalistic
sentiments. They show a tendency to subordinate individual
interest to the interest of the national collective. Amidst
conditions of poverty and hbnger people feel helpless as
individuals and expect concerted efforts on the part of their
government 'to. make large-scale, collective improvements 'in
education, econwic development, and industrialization. This
in turn calls for strong leadership, centralized power, and
authority.

Our comparative'in-depth studies of Korean (Szalay et al.,
1972); Slovenian (Szalay and PeCjak, 1979b), Egyptian and
Jordanian (Szalay et al., 1978b), Iranian (Szalay et al.,
1979a) and other cultural samples with matching U.S. American
samples have shown remarkable similarities in the political
frames of reference of people from these developing nations
when compared with U.S. Americans.

The superficial claim frequently surfacing in the media
that politics is the same all over the world seems patently
parochial and erroneous. It overlooks fundamental differences
in perspectives which frequently separate industrially highly
developed countries from less developed countries. Such'
simplifications are particglarly harmful when they reduce our
own capabilities to addrest the problems of billions of people
whose political fumes of reference are based on premises and
experiences vast"y different from ours.

The following comparative analysis of the Colombian and
U.S. American views of a few selected themes will be used to
examine important similarities and differences. In a few
contexts our U.S.-Colombian comparison will be complemented by
showing major trends observed in previous studies of cultural
groups from other developing countries to provide some
additional points of reference.
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There is considerable agreement between the two groups
that politics tits in with government including jts activities
as well as its organizations. In terms of organizations or
institutions U.S. Americans think primarily of the Congress
while Colombians think more in terms of the s ate (estado).
While the presidenc', is dominant in both groups' mind,
Americans show a strong tendency to consider particular
presidents and politicians---e.g., Carter, Kennedy, Reagan,
etc.---Colombians make only negligible references to particular
presidents or particular politicians. The U.S. Apierican_idea
of politics shows a strong emphasis on democracy in general and
on elements of the democratic process as reflected by such
political activities and processes as campaigning, voting, and
particularly elections. With relatively little attention given
to these elements of the democratic process, Colombians
emphasize more the role of political parties (partidos) in
general. In agreement with their own domestic political
situation conservatives (conservadores) and liberals
(liberales) attract particular attention.

With regard to their general attitudes toward politics
both groups express considerable'criticism and scepticism. In
the U.S. Americans' mind corruption, crookedness, and,cheating
are dominant, With explicit references to Watergate. The
negative elements of the Colombians' image include lies
(mentiras), cheating (chanchullo), injustice (injustcia), and
"chameleons" (lagartos: job-and-favor seekt's). Yet the
Colombians' view of politics includes strong p(sitive elements
as well, encoMpassing goals and aspirations. Numerous
reactions suggest that Colombians consider politics a broader
national issue, as indicated by such referenccs as country
(pais), society (sociedad), and nation (nacion). Similarly,
references to economic (economica), money (dinei-o), business
(negocio), and well-being (bienestar) suggest tlat politics
includes stronger economic considerations from the perspectives
of the Colombians with the possiDle implications th,,it it may be
an instrument of economic betterment and deveiopmtnt for the
country as well as for the individual.

u
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GOVERNMENT/GOBI ERNO

From the U.S. perspective government is a large
organization, a bureaucracy, which is in the business of
politics. The president and the Congress get nearly the same
interest, the Senate somewhat less. Nonetheless, heavy
emphasis is placed on the legislative and the 'executive
branches with considerable attentibn given to election, the
process by which people expre.is their preferences and choice.
From the Colombian perspective the main attention is centered
on the office of the president (presidente) .and to a much
lesser extent on the ministersi, (ministro). The U.S. view
follows the elements of the U.S. government organization
whereby federal, state, and local governments receive separate
attention.

The Colombian image is less differentiated, focused on the
government of the country or state of Colombia. This is most
probably due to the centralized system of government, as
opposed to a federal system such as that of the United States.
According to the Constitution, Colombia is a unitary Republic,
and the governors of the Departamentos (administrative
divisions of the country) are appointed by the president, not
elected% as they are in the United States. The Departmental
Assemblies and the Municipal Councils, although they are
elected, have no Jegislative functions; they are administrative
bodies. The only governmental body which has truly legislative
functions is the Congress, whose members are elected, as is the
president, by direct .popular vote. For this reason, "the
aovernment" for Colombians means the c9ntral national
government, particularly the executive branch.

While the U.S. image centers on the legislilure and the
bureaucratic organization, 4in the Colombian view of the
government, power (poder) and authority (autoridad) are more
dominant including concerns with militarism (militarismo), and
mandate (mandato). This difference may explain why the strong
criticism directed against the government goes beyond
references to injustice (injusticia) and fraud (engano) to
include expressions of concern with the misuse of puwer:
oppression (dpresion), repression (represion), and exploitation.
(explota;i0n. Democracy receives about the ,same attention
from both groups, . although, as we will see, it has a somewhat
different meaning td Colombians than to U.S. Americans.
Parallel to the U.S. emphasis on law, the Colombians also think
of justice (justicia) and rights (derechos). U.S. 'Americans
interconnect government more with such practical matters as'

taxes and employment and contrast capitalism with socialism.
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. AUTHORITY/AUTORIDAD

There is coniderable similarity in the U.S. and Colombian
meanings of authority, 'with the differences stemming mainly
from their focus ot attention. To the U.S. group power is one
of the most dominaht sources of authority and vice versa. It
is also connected closely with the idea of control. Although
the Colombians do not mention control, they do see authority as

.the foundation for mandates (mandato), orders (orden), and
commands (mando).

There is a great deal of agreemeht between the Americans
and Colombians with regard to those particular people who have
or should have authority. Both view the police (policia) and
the law (ley) as important sources of authority. To U.S.
Americans parents are authority figures as a team, whereas the
Colabians have primarily the father in mind. Teachers receive
higher recognition from U.S. Americans as sources of authorfty
as does government.

Colombian5 see a close connection between authority and
justice (justicia) and fairness (justa). They also place
special weight on respect (respeto) as the right attitude
toward authority. Finally, Colombians ,refer to the high
position of those in authority---e.g., superlor (*superior),
supreme (supremo)---conveying that for them position may be a

*Are important source of authority than to the American groun.

/
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POWER/PODER

To bOth groups power has several main referents, but the
Hispanic use of the word "poder" does not seem to connote
physical force or energy. Also the idea.of strength (fuerza)
is used by Colombians mainly in a human or social context. All
the references to gas, electricity, nuclear power, and other
forms of energy came from Americans. °

The use of social and political power is tied by U.S.
Americans primarily to political leadership, particularly-the
president, and to government. This may partially-explain MI
power has a 'strong negative connotation to Americans.
Internationally, RuWa attracts a'great deal of attention as
the.most powerful foreign country in the eyes of the Americans.
The Colombians refer only to the U.S. and to them the leading
theme is the dominion (dominio). . There is considerable
sensitivity with regard to the misuse of power in the minds of
the Americans and a concern with greed and corruption.
Amer4cans see power as an important motivating factor; they
thinK of the hunger for power, power struggle, control, and
manipulation. The Colombians emphasize authority (autoAdad)
and mandate (mandato) as important sources of power and convey
stronger preoccupation with the social and psychological
dimension of influence.

Money (dinero, plata) and wealth (riqueza) and other
economic sources of power play generally a more dominant role
in the minds of the Colombians. They think also more in
military terms (militares, armas). Americans, on the other
hand, place power more in the context of people---that is, in
terms of their social influence and ethnic identity.
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NATION/NACION

In the Colombians' mind the idea of nation is somewhat
more related to toat of country than it is for *the U.S.
Americans. Somewhat surprisingly, nation has for Colombians'a
more territorial connotation as well. This is rather
unexpected based on previous studies, where people from such
developing countries as Korea (Szalay et al.,, 1971), Jordan
(Szalay et al., 1978b), and.Iran (Szalay et al., 1979a) were
found to place a consistently stronger emphasis on people
rather than territories. This emphasis on people.is commonly
found to make the notion of nation more popular than ,that of
country. In the present case U.S. Americans show clearly a
stronger tendency to think more saliently of their own nation
than do the Colombians. U.S. Americans'also think more of
other nations, with Russia.occupying a particularly dominant
place in their minds. Unity, one nation, ana the idea of
people also receiVe more attention from U.S. Americans.

There are two words for "people" in Spanish: gente and
pueblo. Here the Colombians' concept of pueblo* (people,
population) receives more weight. "Pueblo" has several
connotations depending on the context; it can mean "the lower
classes': or "the populace" but in the present context of
nation, the. intended meaning is probably "the people" s
representing a national entity. As an indication-of national
identification as is frequently characteristic of deyeloning
countries the Colombians make stronger and more explicit
references to love (amor) and patriotism (patriotismo). At the
same time U.S. Americans emphasize.more understanding and show
also more recognition of nationality as an important attribute.
Concerns with social and economic problems like law (ley),
justice (justicia), and economy (economia) are about at the
same level fbr both groups. Again, past experiences have shown
that probleihs of economic and social development are seen
usually more intensively as nitional problems by people of less
deveioped countries suffering from hunger and poverty.

*"El pueblo Colmbiano" refers to the Colombian people,
while "la poblacion Colombiana" denote6 the Colombian

'population.
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PEOPLE/GENTE

To Americans and Colombians alike people are naturally
human beings, but their different frames of reference affect
the way they appear to each group. U.S. Americans think of
people as male or female, with nearly as much attention given
to women as to men. Colombians think mainly of man (hombre),
which for them has a less sex centered, male connotation than
the notion of man has for U.S. Americans (see Chapter 6). Just
as we found in the context of man, we find here that the man-
woman dichotomy has littlesalience in the Colombian mind;
their main focus is on the person (persona), which,encompasses
the self as a human being without the sexual connotation
characteristic of the u.1Mage. Furthermo-rir,-WhiTe-Americans
emp size the indtvidual as the elementary unit, the Colombians
up ze the 'person, denoting a single individual but with a
stro ger societal, communal accent. The stronger communal,
soci tal frame of reference of Colombians becomes very apparent 4

in their view of people as well: it'is conveyed by their
attention to community (comunidad), the people or population
(pueblo), society (sociedad), and by their emphasis on shared
commonality (comun) and union (union).

For Americans personal social contacts receive a high
degree of,attentIon. They show a.strong ins__ 'est in people on
a one-to-one basis as potential friends, sources of love and
emotional satisfactions, .partners in relationships and
togetherness. On the other hand, the undertone of some of
their reactions conveys the feeling that Americans resent and
abhor the idea of too many people, of masses and crowd& of
people. Cbmpared' to the Americans' main lines of
differentiation-,--males and females, adults and children,
blacks and whites---the Colombians.are more predisposed to
think in terms of contrests between rich (.rico/rica) and poor
(pobre).

+.1
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SUMMARY

Two major areas were examined in the framework of the

present domain. The first involves the American and Colombian

views of politics and power. The second deals with national

identification and its influence on the Colombians frame of

reference. Both of these areas can be looked at from two

different reference points: a) comparing Colombians with
111/Americans and b) comparing Colombians with people from other

developing countries such as with Koreans and Jordanians.

Politics and government were found to be closely related

o each other for both Americans and Colombians. However, this

is no proof that the two groups understand and approach them

similarly in other respects as well'. One of the main reasons

;that Americans see a close relationship between politics and

government is that they are both tied in closely with vdting,

elections, and free choice. To the Colombians politics and

government share other characteristics: they are approached'

with a great deal of ambivalence as being good and at the same

time a source of injustice; both involve national concerns

whic' go beyond individual choice or indivfdual well-being. 11
Also U.S. Americans show consistently more preoccupation with

democracy, with the criteria of democratic politics and

government and how they may be eroded by corruption.

Colombians convey the view that governmental as much as

parental authoeity involves a certain mandate to direct action,

to govern. Colombians express a concern that this mandate is

not used unjustly, that political governmental power does not

become a means of exploitation and domination. Also, power and

, authority are closely related both in the U.S. and Colombian 11
minds, but again the foundation of the relationship shows some

characteristic differences. To U.S. Americans power is

primary, implying a potential for control and influence. In

the pragmatic view of U.S. Americans this potential seems to be

the very essence of authority. Colombians seem to interpret

this relationship the other way around; authority appears to be

primary, based on human roles which become the source of

influence and power. As indicated, Colombians view authority

and political power as mandated, which suggests a rationale

that certain critical choices are at the discretion of those

with authoeity and power. These views appear to be in

agreement with the domestic practices which are quite different

from American experiences. The American democratic process

does 'not mandate freedom of action for the office holder but

provides elaborate mechanisms to keep him in lino with public

seatimer+s, i.e., with the views of his constituOnts. Onthis

.cp 3 11
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question there is considerable similarity between Colombians
and people from other developing countries.

In home other respects we find important differences in
regard to the Colombians. As became apparent here as well as
'in previous chapters, Colombians do not fit the patterns of
inner oriented, self centered individualism. In the domains of
family and society they were characterized as social
personalistic, with emphasit on group oriented social
considerations, ?ping the interest of the group (particularly
the family) abo e the interest of tpe fndividual. Their
political frtme of reference, however, shows little
collectivistic or socialistic orientation such as emphasis on
social equality, on social planning, welfare, and progress, the
benefit of the entire society. Yet these socialistic,
collectivistic trends are, according to Sigmund (1967), Apter
(1965), and others, a common characteristic of most developing
societies.

Similarly, the el4es of the developing countries are
frequently characterized by "intense politicization." Pye
(1958), La Palombre and Weiner (1966), and others have
observed that in developing countries politics means less
domestic party politics but more a concern with broad national
obje tives such as mobilization of resources, reduction of

si

illi eracy, hunger, and poverty, enhanceMent of international
pre ige. These goals are frequently pursued through a single
political party. This politicization weakens the customary
differentiation between the political sphere and the spheres of
social and perconal relations. As the previous results show,
these symptoms of politicization and social mobilization find
little reflection in the views_of our Colombian sample. Nor do
our Colombian respondents show the customary strong emphasis on
modernization, economic and . social development, and
industrialization which are so characteristic of many less
develop-ed societies (Shils, 1960; Moore, 1963). These
differences between the Colombian frame of reference and that
characteristic of the developing countries become particularly
apparent if we compare the Colombians' view of politics,
government, and power with those of Koreans (Szalay, Moon, and
Bryson, 1973), Egyptians and Jordanians (Szalay et al., 1978b),
and other cultural groups studied in our previous
investigations. The Colombian political frame of reference
does not show most of the elements that are characteristic of
populations imbued with the ideology of accelerated economic
development.

A particularly common feature of these belief systems is
that nationalism becomes a central motivating force of
overriding importance in shaping the political frame of
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reference; politics and nationalism become inseparable. As we
have sqen particularly clearly with. Koreans and Jordanians,
politics becomes saturated with priorities of economic and
social development. In turn, the meaning of nation came to
encompass all the political and economic objectives of
nodernization, economic development, industrialization, etc.
(Szalay and Moon, 1982).

Kautsky (1962) characterized nationalism as the strongest
and most dynamic force in developing nations. Although the
Colombians do show some distinct signs of national
identifiction, their meaning of nation or country shows little
which could be interpreted as a transformation of nationalism
into a practical, action oriented force mobilized to serve the
interest and welfare of Colombia as a nation. Our findings on
the national self images (Colombia and Colombians) further
support this general observation.
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CHAPTER 13

NAT I ONAL IMAGES

In contacts between .0eople of different national
background the dominant national images frequently interfere
-with the individual's attitudes and -perceptions. In coantries
where the national image of Americans.tends to be .negative,
individual Americans ate likely to be affected by this trend as
well. How their words, actions, and intentions'are interpreted
and understood depends a great deal ont prevalent collective
:images. Whether we speak of images or of meanings we are
actually dealing with the same thing: a mental representation.
The image of the United States for Colombians is what they see
as its most outstanding characteristits and how they evaluate
it.

Since human perceptions exist Only in the mind of the
perceiver, they are frequently dismissed as unpredictable,
unreliable and inconsequential. The significance of these .

subjective images and meanings is not a question of whether
they offer a reliable representation of facts1 It would be a
moot point to argue such questions as: Are Americans
colonialists or capitalists? Particularly for those interested
in intercultural communication and international relations,
broadly held images do represent an tnportant reality. They
represent reality as Americans, Colombians, or others see it,
and these images guide their choices and their actions. To the
extent these images 'are subjective and biased, people's
thinking and behavior are also likely to be subjective and
biased.

In the field of international relations it became a truipi
that what matters is not what is real but what people perceive .

to be real. There is an almost endless number of qualities
that are intellectually applicable in describing a person or a

nation, but what really matters in pursuing a practical
interest in subjective images are, the few truly salient
perceptions and evaluations which actually dominate people's
minds.
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GOVEIBUENT, POLITICS

FREEDOM, JUSTI CE ,
UNION

LOVE, PATRIOTISM

MISCELLANEOUS

OMER COUNTRIES

0 U.S.

Coloutian

AMERICA, STATES

COUNTRY, CIVILIZATION

le

MONEY, WEALTH

EXPLOITATION, WAR

POWER, BIG

PROGISS, DEVELOPMENTLff,

PEOPLE, GRINGOS

UNITED STAJES/ESTADOS UNIDOS

Main Components of Images and Meanings by
U.S. and Colombian Groups.

The actual responses given by -the.groups are
shown in Appendix I, p. 63.
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UNITED STATES/ESTADOS UNIDOS

v

U.S. Americans think of the United States as a country
formed of many states; a nation with its own history and other
intrinsic characteristics. From a Political angle the
democratic principles, governmental organization; and the
presidency represent salient considerations. Ihe most dominant
single attributeof the United States.is freedom.'

The Colombians' image of the United States shows a very
different distribution of priorities Prid interests. The most
agreement between U.S. . Americans and Colombians is shown in

their recognition of the U.S. as a country (pais.) and nation
(nacion), but even in this context the Colombians' description
of the U.S. empire (imperio) and dominion (dominio) underscores
the idea of unique might. They stress power (poderio) and
large size (grande) as particularly dominant attributes. In

ddition to physical power, money (dinero) and various aspects
of the economic sitUaticin---capitalism (capitalismo), wealth
(riqueza), and poverty.(pobreza)---capture their attention. On
the positive side, power becomes an asset in the context of
development (desarrollo), progress (progreso), help,(ayuda):
On the negative stde, however, -this recognition of U.S. power
leads to critical views built around, the abuse of power:

* exploitation (explotador), war (guerra), oppression (opresion),
injustice (injusticia), racism (racismo), "meddler" (metido),
etc. "Metido" means "meddler"---someone who does not mind his
own business. In this context it probably refers to the feeling,
that the United States tends to intervene in Latin American
countries' internal affairs to an unacceptable degree; this

idea is probably linked to the perception of the United States
as "empire."

The 'human, social dimension which is usullly more salient
to the Colombians, retains its relative salience in the conteit
of the United States as well. Their identification of the
people in the U.S. as Yankees and gringqs conveys a colorful
and more affect laden designation.
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.

UNITED; PROUD

U.S., ENGLISH

WEALTHY, MATERIALISTIC

EXPLOITATION, UGLY
GRINGOS, YANKEES

FREEDOM BUSINESS, PRDGRESS

DEMOCRACY, CAPITALISM MISCELLANEOUS

POWER, FIGHTERS
SIZE, BLOND

u.s.

Co 1 cot i 1n

AMERICANS/AMERICANOS

Main Components of Images and Meanings by

U.S. and Colombian Groups.

The actual responses given by the groups are
shown in Appendix I, p. 64.
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AMERICANS/AMERICANOS

-

Compared to United States, the label Americans contains
more ambiguities. As conveyed by certain reactions, it refers
not only to U.S. Americans but to a lesser extent also to
Central Americans, Colombians, and Latin Americans.
Nonetheless, the overwhelming denotation to Colombians As U.S.
Americans: gringos and Yankees. The U.S. group speaks of
people in general and more specffically of themselves (me) and
minorities, particularly native Indians and Blacks. Colombians
stress the notion of the person (persona) and such social
categories as population (pueblo) and race (raza).

The U.S. group emhasizes the freedom and independence of
Americans. Similar weight is given to riches and wealth. U.S.
Americans characterize themselves as proud, the greatest, the
best; but they also use such negative terms as ignorant, crazy,
and spoiled as well.

The Colombians emphasize the social and moral qualities of
Americans: on the positive side they refer to help (ayuda)"and,
on the negative side, to exploitation (explotacion), evil
(malos), and ugliness (feos). Just as in their view of the
United States, Colombians $how a distinct preoccupation with
the question of progress (progreso) and development
(desarrollo), recognizing the achievement and the potential
help of U.S; Americans in this respect. Negative elements in
the Colombians' image of Americans are not as dominant as in
their view of the United States. This may be partially because
Colombians refer here to Central and South Americans as well as
to U.S. Americans.
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COUNTRIES, PLACES

DRuC,S, COFFEE ,

LNDERDEVELOPMENT

El U.S.

CoIcobian

'SPANISH

MISCELLANEOUS:04

GOOD, LOVE

..EBEAUTIFUL,LARGE

ECONOMY, DEVELOPMENT

COLOMBIA/COLOMBIA

Main Components of Images and Meanings by
U.S. and Colombian Groups.

The actual responses given by the groups are
shown in Appendix I, p 65.
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COLOMBIA/COL^OMBIA

In ,the U.S. grOup's image,. Colombia appears primarily as
one of several countries of South Or Latin America. Colombians
see Colombia naturall.y4 as their own country (pais) or nation
(nacion)-, i.e., their fatherland (patria), and mention its
cities and regions. They show little region l identification%
with South America or Latin America. ,While th ir primary focus

, is on the people (gente), other social ounits Tike family
(familia) and society (sociedad) as well as pclitical
organizations and principles---state (estado), government
(gobierno), democratic (democratico), liberal (liberales)---
also emerge as noticeable mosaic elements of the Colombians'
image of Colombia. The idea of.democracy has considerable
salience.

Colombians show a strong concern with their country's
economic situation,,stressing the importance of work (trabajo),
progress (progreso), development (desarrollo), and help-
(ayuda), This is understandable consfdering the even greater
concern they express with the poverty. (pobreza) and
underdevelopment' (subdesarrollo, atrasada) of their country
plagued by problems of hunger (hambre), injustice (injustAcia),
and exploitation (explotacion). Among the positive
characterAstics, Colombians show considerable pride in the

, beauty (bellaza), the land (tierra), and the large size
(grande) of their country.

From the U.S. American perspectives drugs and coffee
occupy nearly exclusively their attention,and imagination. As
the diverse drug-related references.(pot, marijuana, cocaine,
hash) indicate, this commodity has outgrown even coffee as a
source of subjective attention and fame.
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mat COFFEL

Itylv PEOPLE, SOCIEr

SPANISH, HISPA.0

PHYSICAL APPEARANCE
.&NW*

%m4s. GOOD, KIND

PROGRESS, FUTUREMISCELLANEA* BAD, INJUST
t ,

U.S.

mblan.

.COLOMBIANS/COLOMBIAMOS

Main Components of Images and Meanings by
U.S. and Colombian Groups.

The/ctual responses given by the groups are
shown in 'Appendix I, p. 66.
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COLOMBIANS/COLOMBIANOS

..
;

To U.S. Americans Colombians are- people of -Hispanic
background who live- in Celombia, in Smith America. The
Colombians identify themselVes almost exclusively with their
own country or fatherland and show little inclination to think
in terms of broader regional or historic identities such, as
Latin America or Spain or the Spanish 'culture. Personal
hidentifieation---"I" ..(yo) and "wd" (nosdtros)---is rather
strong, while other social eate4oriei" involve the-general
population (pueblo), persons (personas), arid such regional°
groups as "costenos" and "calends."

To U.S. .*Americans Colombians are famous for their coffee
and drug exports to the Unitdd States. The illegal drugs Of
more recent origin draw attention matching the aid fame of the
Colomhian coffee.

, Colombians see themselves4as poor.(pobres), underdeveloped
(subdesarrdllo), illiterate. (analfabeto), and exploited
(explotados). With regard to their personal qualities;
Colombians describe themselves as good (buenos)., affectionate
(carino)i, kind (amables), friendly (amistosos), etc. The .

connection between themse)ves anetheir country (pai, nacion)
as well as their emphasis On social collect4ves---e.g., society
(sociedad), population (pueblo), .we (Aosotros), friends 4

(amigos), brothers .(hermands), compatriots (paisanos)---suggest
a stronger personal and societal focus than we have observed
the case of the U.S. Americans'. , image of the.United States.
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PEOPLE PEXI CMS

COUNTRIES , COLON:11A

Ca

---)

04,sminH

PHYSICAL CNARACTE RI ST I CS

POVERTY , UNDE RDE VE LOP tsli:AsS
Sf.E LLMEO 4 i'SV., PE RSONAL I TY

COLONIALISM, DOMINAT ION
El U.S.

Galati an

HISIVICS/HISPANOS

, CUSTOM

Main Components of Images and Meanings by

U.S. and Colombian Groups

The actual responses given by the groups are

shown in Appendix I,'p. 67.
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HISPANICS/HISPANOS

Countries, people and langbage constitute the main
referents which receive somewhat similar attention from the
U.S. and Colombian groups.

The Hispanic country of highest subjective salience to
U.S. Americans is Puerto Rico, followed by Spain, Latin
America, and Cuba. TO Colombians Spain (Hispana) and Colombia
are the most dominant representatives.

With regard to specific people, Mexican Americans,
Chicanos, 'and Cubans as well as foreigners and aliens in
general lead the U.S. priority list. This focus follows
somewhat understandably because of the visibility and
importance of the HispanicAmerican population in the United,
States.

To Colombians the term "Hisravid" implies stN tp a
rather noticeable degree colonialism (colonialismo), nOest
(conquistad), 'and domination (dominados): They see Hivpanics /
as good (buepas), merry (alegres), and explosive (explosivos).:

.

They express considerable pride in the Hispanic .culture,
'particularly music (musica), singing (cantante), and dancing
(baile).

Another dimension reflecting different perspectives
involves the image of the physical characteristics of
Hispanics; the U.S. Americans see them as people with dark skin
and black hair.
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e,

WARM, PRETTY

CULTURE,TABITS

SPANISH, LANGUAGE

1.. COUNTRIES, PLACES

MISCELLMEOUS

COFFEE, RICHES

LOVE, UNITY

o v.s.

M Colombian

EXPLOITATION, WAR

PEOPLE, INDIMS

tATIN AMERICA/LATINOAMERICA

Main Components of hmages and Meanings by"

U.S. and Colombian Groupse

The actual responses given by the groups are
shown in Appendix I, p..68.
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LATIN AMERICA/LATINOAMERICA

The countries and places the.U.S. and Colombiah groups
have in mihd show considerable overlar with differences
following understandably from the different viewpoints. From
the U.S. American perspective Mexico receives the most
attentionT followed by Colombia, Panama, and Brazil. From the
Colombians' perspective, Colombia is the most salient and
representative country in Latin America; its neighbors
Venezuela and .Peru receive proportionately less attention.

- While some of these findings may be predictable, they offer
interesting insights into how cultural priorities depend on
one's perspective. For example, Latin America appears much
more emphatically Spanish to the U.S. Americans than it does to
the Colombians.

The Colombiansshow a much more intensive awareness than
do the U.S. Americans of the poverty (pobreza), hunger
(hambre), and the underdeveloped (subdesarrollo) status of
Latin America. These conditions of poverty and
underdeveloOment are mentioned in conjunction with exploitation.
(explotados), oppression (opresion), war (guerra), and
injustice (injusticia), suggesting that .Colombians do not
consider poverty 'and underdevelopment as purely accidental,
unfortunate circumstances but view them in relationship to
exploitation and oppression.

The'people, the population (pueblo), usually receive more
attention from the. Colombians, and, we find this general
tendency further confirmed here. The tropical climate and
jungle are salient elements in the U.S. Americans' image of
LatinsAmerica, together with the dark skin and the culture of
the population: siestas, dances, and Catholicism. In the
Colombians' image of Latin America the grandeur (grandeza) and
the land (tierra) show relative salience.
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SUMMARY

The national images examined here offer a vivid

illustration of how people's views depend on their .point of

observation and of how one's perception of reality is a

function of perspective. The U.S. Americans and Colombians

differ particularly with regard to their images of the United

States and Americans; at the same time they show more agreement

in iheir images of Colombia and Colombians.

We found generally consistent trends in the images of the

'United States and Americans. U.S. Americans express

identification more indirectly than explicitly. They refer to

the U.S. as home and to themselves (me, we) as Americans.

Other relevant reactions include flag, patriotism, love, and

pride. In reference to the political systekand social value
orientation by far the most valued single attribute is freedom,

coupled wfth democracy. The U.S. Americans place only a

moderate emphasis on richness and wealth in their images of the

U.S. and Americans in general.

In comparison, the Colombians' images of the United States

and Americans are more ambivalent, polarized and affect laden.

They contain particularly strong emphasis.on U.S. might and

power, which from their perspective appear most impressive and

to some extent excessive. On the positive side this power is

seen in close relationship to development, progress, and

wealth. On the negative side it elicits a concern with

exploitation, injustice, and oppression; Compared to the

Colombians' references to democracy, capitalism is used

somewhat more heavily, 'probablY with a negative connotation as

elaborated by Ralph X. White (1966). Their references to

gringos and Yankees could carry positive or negative

connotations. The Colombians' images of the U.S. and Americans

become more understandable when compared with their images of

their own country and people.

From the U.S. group's perspective Colombia and Colombians

represent a South American country and population . which are

viewed as a major source of two popular commodities: coffee ind

drugs. Other endogenous characteristics like the Spanish

language and culture, poverty and underdevelopment receive

moderate attention.

The Colombians' image of their own country conveys

naturally an inside view, a great deal of, affectiveo,

identification, and an intensive concern4With its shortcomings

and its actuat state of affairs. The intensive affective

identification is conveyed.by references to fatherland: In

this same vein there is strong emphasis on the people (pueblo,
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paisanos) and thpir good affectionate sociable nature. In

contrast, both'their image of Colombla anA of Colombians show a
great deal of concern with t4ef:unfOntitnate situation of the
population: poverty is a plartilcula*lyd9TAnant preoccupation,
along -with hunger, illiteracY, ottier concomitents of

underdevelopment. . There is a strong general emphasis on

development and progress as contra5ted. with underdevelopment
and poverty. As we observed earlier, in the eyes of the
Colombians the United States and Americans appear to be the
epitomy of progress and development and are to some extent
identified as potential iources of help. However, there were
several indications suggesting that the Colombians consider the
U.S. responsible for the economic situation and
underdevelopment. Heavy references to exploitation both in the
context of therUnited States and of Colombia, the contrasting
characterization of the might and richness and aggressiveness
of the United States compared to the poverty and

underdevelopment of their own country seem to suggest such
trends.

The image of Hispanics and the image of Latin America
support the above interpretations and help to place them in a

broader context. As a general trend it appears that, contrary
to expectations, the U.S. group sees Latin America more
emphatically in a Hispanic cultural context than do the
Colombians. The trends observed in the Colombians' image of
Colombia and of Latin America suggest that the main problems of
the country and the continent are viewed as very similar:
poverty, hunger, underdevelopment. Also exploitation,
oppression, injustide, the social and political evils plaguing
Colombia and Latin America appear to be similar.

That Colombians see the same evil forcei responsible for

the misery of their continent as for the misery of their own

country suggests that they may not be predisposed. to blame
internal factors as responsible for the domestic situation.

Problems of continental proportions'exceed the responsibility
of.any single government, unless_ the government is an external

super power of the might and influence of the United States.

The Colombians image of the United States did contain salient
components stressing power and might as well as exploitation,
war, and oppression as dominant attributes. These mosaic

pieces and trends suggest that Colombians, concerned with their
poverty and less developed status, se0n tile United States not
only a power which has the necessary capability to help but

also a power which carries the major responsibility for their
situation.
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CHAPTER 114

WORLD PROBLEMS

This domain examines some subjects selected on the basis
of their contemporary relevance. . Some of the themes were
chosen to shed light on views and motivations which needed
further clarification. :For instance, in looking at world
problems\ in geoeral it was interesting to see to what extent

,
the Coldmbians consider their own, dominant problems, (e.g.,
poverty) also as problems of the world in general. Do
Colombians perceive certain characteristics (e.g.,
exploitation) as specific to the United States, or do they see
them as characteristic of other countries as well? Since some
of the characteristics associated with the United States are
those frequently associated with capitalism, it is interesting
to examine the extent to which the Colombians consider the
United States, their own country and other countries as
capitalistic.

Democratic values were found to be highly acclaimed at a
world-wide base, and elements of the Colombians' national self
image indicated several similar value identifications (e.g.,
equality, justice). To gain a better understanding, we
examined how Colombians view democracy in general, and to what
extent they view their own political system as representative
of democracy.

.

The understanding of human beings requires insights into
hliman aspirations. Since the image of future is an important
area for the projection of aspirations, we examined the
Colombians' image of future to see if it contained objectives
and goals which were found to be characteristic of developing
countries showing varying rates of success in their economic
and social development.

,
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FOREIGN COUNTRIES
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OVERPOPULATION, ABORTION

El U.S.

M Cola:Man

WORLD PROBLEMS/PROBLEMAS MUNDIALES

Main Components of Images and Meanings by
U.S.,and Colombian Groups.

The actual responses given by the groups are
shown in Appendix I., p. 69.
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WORLD PROBLEMS/PROBLEMAS MUNDIALES

The perspectives of people in the United'States, a world
power with broad international involvements, are naturally
different from the perspectives of people in Colombia, a medium
sized Latin American country. The broad international
interests of the United Statet are clearly reflected by the
attention the, U.S. 'group has given to a broad variety of
foreign countries and regions. Since the data were collected'
at the time of the Iranian crisis; the concern with Iran has
superseded the commonly high preoccupation with the Soviet
Union. As a somewhat analogous concern, Colombians show strong
preoccupation with war (guerra), desteuction (destruccion), and
arthament (armamento). U.S. Americans show stronger awareness
of the dangers of nuclear arms.

As a country with only one-twentieth of the world
population but'up to one-third of the world energy production,
U.S. Americans show naturally an 'intensive interest in energy,
particularly in oil. Poverty and economic problems are about
equally dominant in the tubjective world of both groups. While
the Colombians emphasize poverty and misery (miseria), and
scarcity (escasez), U.S. Americans aee increasingly preoccupied
with problems of their advanced but unstable economy,
inflation, recession, - and unemployment. Similarly, the
problems of politics and power appear in a somewhat different
light and perspective. While the U.S. group is more
preoccupied with such international phenomena as communism,
hostage crisis, and terrorism, the Colombians are primarilY
concerned with domination (dominar), oppression (opresion), and
exploitation (explotacion). While the U.S. Americans regard
hatred, racism, ahd greed as the source of many world problems,
Colombians express a positive general attitude by their
emphasis on peace (paz), help (ayuda), and love (amor). Some
of the problems like pollution and crime receive more attention
from U.S. Americans, while drugs (drogas), ana illiteracy
(analfabetismo) appear-to be more salient in the Colombians,
mind.
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NATIONS, PEOPLE

PEACE

MATH, KILLING

4,.WEAPONS, NUCLEAR, BOMBS

PROBLEMS, HUNGER

SOLDIERS, ARM FIGHTING, BATTLE

BAD, STUPID
.'Ix DEstkICTION, CESOLATION

WORLD WAR, CIVIL -WA
MISCELLNIEOUS- 4v.HATE, ENEMY

INJUSTICE-

.u.s.

a Colombian

WAR/GUERRO

Main Components of Images and Meanings by

U.S. and Colombian Groups.

The actual responses given by the groups are
shown in Appendix I, p. 70.
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WAR/GUERRA

On the subject--of war there is relatively
difference between the U.S. and Colombian views. There is a
similar concern with the loss of lives, killing, death. The
role of weapons and armaments receives the same attention, but
U.S. Americans show intensive preoccupation with nuclear
weapont while for the Colombians they play only a negligible
role. They think predominantly of conventional weapons
(armamento), bombs (bomba), ,and cannons (canones). The action
of fighting (peleas, lucha) receives similar attention from
both groups, including destruction (destruccion) and desolation
(desolacion).

The countries and conflicts mentioned are.more specific in
the U.S. context including their involvements in Vietnam,
Korea, and Russia, while the Colombians' references are more
general, i.e., countries (paises), territory (territorio), and
world (mundial). Among the specific countries mentioned by the
Colombians, the United States takes the lead, followed by
Russia and Iran. Again, based on more direct experiences, U.S.
Americans have the world Wars and the civil wars more vividlg
in mind, while the Colombians made few such references..

U.S. Americans are more vocal in denouncing and condemning
war as stupid, bad, 'evil, and needless. At the same time
Colombians are more preoccupied with such associated phenomena
and consequences as. poverty (pobreza), hunger (timbre), .chaos
(caos), misery (miseria), and sadness (tristeza).
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U.S., COLNTRIES

0

FREEDOM, EQUALITY

.PEOPLt, GROUPS
IAA§

VOTING, CHOICE

GOOD, IDEAL
MISCELLAH OUS

CAPITALISM, DICTATORSHIP

ci
Kt Columbian

POLITICS, PARTIES

\I\6\4.\\\:"§,r,v3s.W.,

*6.1%6V EORRUPTIOH. GAD

GOVEMNT, SYSTEM

DEMOCRACY/DEMOCRACIA
<,

Main Components of Images and Meanings by
U.S. and Colombian Groups.

The actual responses giveh by the groups are
shown in Appendix I, p. 71.
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DEMOCRACY/DEMOCRACIA

Democracy is the political system of which both groups

think their respective countries are most representative. U.S.

Americans recognize some Greek predecessors, while Colombians

mention no other representatives but Colombia. What makes the

Colombian reactions unique is their emphasis on elections
(elecciones) and voting (votar) which are nearly as strong as

the U.S. Americans'. This represents a recognition of the

procedural requirements of democracy, a dimension which usually
Teceives little recognition from other less developed
countries, as shown by the results of our previous comparisons.
There is also considerable agreement between Americans and

Colombians that they consider freedom and liberty (libertad) as
the most salient attribute of democracy. Equality (igualdad) -

and rights (derecho) receive also similar recognition from both
sides. While U.S. Americans emphasize fairness, Colombians

give more attention to law (leyes) and.justice (justicia).

In general, Colombians stress more the human and social

dimension of democracy. They think more of men (hombres),

society (sociedad) and particularly of the general population

(pueblo). Government and politics receive similar

consideration by both groups. Probably the single most

significant difference, comes from the rattier skeptical and.

cynical views expressed by Colombians, such as nonexistent

(nada), false (falso), fraud (engano), unfulfilled

(incumplido), lie (mentira)*, and problem (problema). This

suggests a certain disappointment resulting more likely from

discrepanciesbetween the high ideals (liberty and equality) as
previously mentioned and the actual political realities
observed.
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UNNIUNISM, SOCIALISM

BUSINESS, INDUSTRY

U.S.., COLOMBIA

KNEY, ECONOMY

GOVEklhERT, POLITICS

El U.S.

a Colombian

FREEDOM, GOOD
*USCELLANEOU

SOCIETY, CLASS,.

s\\ "*. \t,

W \ ,OGREEDY.. EVIL
7i

.

IMPERIALISM, OPPRESSION

CAPITALISM/CAPITALISMO

Main Components of Images and Meanings by
U.S. and Colombian Groups.

The actual responses given by the groups are
shown in Appendix I, p. 72.
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CAPITALISM/CAPITALISMO

To both groups capitalism involves a system in which money
(dinero) and economy (economia) play a particularly dominant
role. While Americans think o profit, for the Colombians
capitalism is associated with the rich (rico). From the U.S.
perspective capitalism is a system of free enterprise built ,on
business, small and large, private and corporate, while from
the Colombian angle the dominant issues are industry
(industrias)'and commerce (comercio). U.S. Americans contrast
capitalism with communism and socialism, while,Colombians show
little inclination to see similar contrasts. The Colombians
view capitalism very much as a complex system (sistema) which
involves beyond ecohomic and financial dimensions several
others. From a political angle Colombians consider capitalism
in close relationship with power (poder) and government
(gobierno, regimen). They View it as evil (malo) and unjust
(injusticia), characterized by the contrast of the rich (ricos),
and poverty (pobreza) and misery (miseria). They attribute to
capitalism exploitation (expintacion), oppression (opresion),
and domination (dominion), which gain considerable weight
probably due to the Colombians' sensitivity to human, social
qualities.

Against this background it appears rather significant and
consequential that. Colombians, like the U.S. Americans,

Cy consider the United States as the major representative of
. capitalism. There are very few references to their own

country. The finding that capitalism appears to be uniquely
American to Colombians is consistent with the hiyh degree of

. similarity between their image of the United States and that of
capitalism.
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EQUALITY, FREEDOM

PEOPLE, MAN

JUSTICE, RELIGION

VIOLATIONS, PRISONS
1,1A1

LIFE, PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS

LAWS, CONSTITUTION
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U:S., OTHER COUNTRIES

44, NECESSARY, IIIPORTAIIT

*fp

POLITICS. ACTIVISM
El U.S.
W. Co loobian

HUMAN RIGHTSPERECHOS HUMANOS

Main Components of mages and Meanings by

U.S. and Colombiam Groups.

The actual responses givenby the groups:are

shown in Appendix 1, p:
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HUMAN RIGHTS/DERECHOS HUMANOS

The U.S. approach to human rightt'is based on two dominant
values, equality and fregdom. Their main concern is with the
application of these values in the widest and most general
terms. Along a dominant trend 'of practicality, special
attention is given to people and groups whose rights are
violated, whose freedom is restricted and who do not receive
equal treatment. The U.S. Americans' concern with human rights
is centered on domestic groups---Blacks, women, children---who
have failed to receive equal treatment injine or another area
of their human rights. The specific rights U.S. Americans are
particularly concerned about are free speech, religious choice,
and the pursuit of happiness.

The Colombians show less preocaupation with ideals of
equality and freedom but,are concerned with extreme instances
of violation of justice (justicia). Most of these instances
suggest the misuse of force, i.e., th*e)treatment of prisoners
(presos), torture (torturas), and ether unspecified yiolations
(violados). The Colombian references to the marines (merino),
the military (militares), aigi guerrillas (guerrilla) are of a
different 6ature than, those by the U.S. Americans in the
context of the rights of women and ERA. Their references to
necessary (necesario), duty (deber), and obligatory
(obligatorio) convey also a sense of high priority and pressing
importance.
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SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY

TIM, PRESENT, PAST

ci

HOPE', AMBITION, GOALS

UNKNOWN, UNCERTAIN

BRIGHT, EXCITING

VISCELLADEOUS

LIFE. DEATH
STUDY, PLMS

'kV: Colombian

SUCCESS. HAPPINESS

mARAIADE , FAMILY , PEOPLE

"WORK,JOB

SHOCK. FEAR

FUTURE/FUTURO .

Main Components of Images and Meanings by

U.S. and Colombian Groups.

Me actual responses given by the groups are
shown in Appendix I, p. 74.
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FUTURE/FUTURO

There is a particularly strong U.S. emphasis on the time
perspective: future is seen as a linear extension of the past
and present. This may be a reflection of a more intensive time
awareness as .attributed frequently to modern industrial
societies (Toffler, 1970) or it may be a funttion of the U.S.
cognitive disposition to consider contrasting or complementary
alternatives. In any case, the results are here in basic
agreement with characterizations of Hispanics as present
oriented and U.S. Americans as future oriented (Madsen, 1972;
Berk-Seligson, 1980). Just 4s in the case of progress, the U.S.
group assigns in the context of future an important role to
science and teschnology. In comparison the Colombians think of
future more in terms of human relations---i.e:,' love, family,
and hornet, U.S. AmeriCans refer to Toffler's notion of "future
shock." They express indeed a great deal of interest and
fascination with the future which they approach with optimism,
curiosity, and positiye expectations..

Colombians express more unceftainty, fear, and anxiety.
On, the positive side they haVe high,hopes (esperanza) for the
future, characterizing it as good (buen0) and with
promise (pnmnesa) of progress (progreso), prosperity
(prosperidad), .and well-being (bienestar)% They think of
occupation and profession (profesion), which appears to be
consistent with the observation that the Colombian students
have placed also a strongeremphasis ow study, (estudio) and
university (universidad). With their focus on personal goals
and aspirations U.S. Americans look toward the .future with
optimistic expectations as a source of happiness, success, and
money.
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SUMMARY

The domain of world problems presents ac new opportunity

for checking the gcnerality and consistency of previously

observed trends and for obtaining some new insights. The

general theme of world problems appears helpful in several

respects. Beyond similarities it shows differential concerns,
which arelconsistent' with the different perspectives of the two

groupscompared. While some of these differences may not have
been predictable, hnce they are revealed, they become readily

explicable (e.g., the broad U.S. concern with ainternational

involvements and problems).

Consistent with previously observed trends, Colombians

show- in the, context of world problems their concern with

political domination and the misuse of power, which they

apparently view as the main sources of conflict and war. In

their view of the economic situatidn'they emphasize poverty and

misery. yet compared to other developing nations they give

relatively little attention to active measures qr remedies such

as modernization, industrialization, and economic development.

,Their preoccupation witft poverty and-misery is consistent with

, similar -trends observed in the context of the Colombians'

national self image. Similarly, the previously 'observed

tendency to emphasize power and domination is consistent with

their image of.the United States as a countrY of immense power,

bent towards its misuse..

Some further clarification of these views comes from the

Colombian views of democracy and capitalism. Thee image of

capitalism is relevant in two important ways,in understanding

the Colombians' view of the United States. First, in the eyes

of the Colombians there is a very substantive overlap between

the United States and capitalism, in their. attributes.

-Furthermore, the Colombians mentioned only one single country

as representative of capitalism, namely, the United States. In

view- a this close relationship the image of capitalism

atquires more 0166 theoreticill televance. With some

simplification one cOuld conclude that capitalism is viewed as

the aggregate of all actual or perceived negative

characteristics of the UnitedsStates. It is important to

observe that for the Colombians capitalism is not merely an

economic system, as is largely the case for U.S.'Americans, but

jit is 'also Perceived to be a political and social system, as

Ill. Actually there are indications that the Colombians'

o ection to capitalism is More social .and political than

economic in nature. Capitalism is viewed as a source of

inequalities between 'the rich and the poor, or in Marxist

ideological tenms, of differences between the.exploiters and
..

I.
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the exploited. These differences are maintained by power, by
the very nature of a government built on exploitation,.
oppression; and domination. The Colombians are particularly
strong in-condemning the unjust nature of this.'.system, which
they blame as the source of poverty and misery. 'Nis image
serves not only to exPlain the internal, domestic situation,
but also the situation with the.United.States and with the rest
of the world.

The Colombians' view:of the United States and capitalism
agrees essentially with the results of Ralph White's broad
gauged analysis reported in Foreign Affairs (1966) based on
USIA opinion surveys conducted over decades. As mentioned in
the context of the Colombians image of the United States, the
importance of this view is underscored by its apparent
consistency with the self image of the Colombians. The
Colombians seem to characterize their problems as resulting
from injustice and exploitatiOn, while they apparently feel
that a major source of all this evil is the United States. In .

our previous data there were several findings pointing in this
direction, and they revealed no other culprits or sources often
held responsible for exploitation and the misuse, of power
(e.g., government, privileged social classes, or centralized
government power).

In this respect the Colombians' reactionotb rights and
democracy offer some relevant insights. The Colombians' view .

of human rights indicate some concern with the violation of
human rights, with aggression, with the role of the military
and guerrtllas. These suggest, however, concerns of a
different nature than characteristic of the U.S. preoccupation
with the human rf§hts of Blacks aind women; they convey a sense
of confrontation without identifying a clear target of blame or
accusation.

The Colombians' meaning of democracy conveys a Somewhat
similar impression. Most importantly, the Colombians have
apparently a high tegard for democracy. They identify it
squarely' wtth their own country. While they do not refer to
Coloimbia as a capitalist copitry, they mention Colombia as the
sole representative.of dembbracy.. There are again expressions
of doubts and cynicism. They suggest that the Colombians'
detailed 'experiences with democracy may have been less than
perfect,' but this does not contradict the impression that
Colombians perceive their own political system as essentially.
democratic. While they may have some doubts about its
effectiveness, there is little indication that they would
reject the ideals of democracy or that they would see
attractive or viable alternatives in other systems.
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Their view of authority has indicated that Colombians

think of mandate and do not object to the use df power.

However, they make a strong distinction between; what they

consider proper and unjust use of power. What is considered as

just .Or unjust depends naturally to a certain degree on the

group's frame of reference.

The Colombians,' view of the future represents an

additional example of the group's characteristic frame of

reference. Their, future concerns support again the

observation that the Coldmbian frame of reference is centered

around their dominant preoccupation with interpersonal

'relations---love, friendship, family, and home. Compared to

other developing countries, however,. Colombians give little

indication of an active concern with collective measures of

modernizing industrial development which were found to be

important as bnifying and motivating forces. In agreement with

leading experts' obseriations in the context of nationalism and
political motivations, our data on several developing countries
(e.g., Korea) indicate that modernization and industrialization
usually play a stronger.and more active role in their ews and

expectations of the future.,-
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APPENDI X I

THE U.S. AND COLOMBIAN GROUP RESPONSE LISTS

Included here are the U.S. American and Colombian original response
lists with all the actual reactions produced by the groups. These reac-
tions are .the empirical foundation for the results presented in this
volume. While we'have used non-technical language in the main body of
this work, several of our terms have technical definitions as well which
have assured coniistent treatment of the data over many years of intercul-
tural investigationi In the text, the "salience" of a particular idea or
subject is frequently mentioned. In a more technical context this ,term
refers to the magnitude of a particular response score. Similarly,
"relative salience refers to a comparison of score values obtained for
both the U.S. American and Colombian groups. A "meaning component" is the
cluster of semantically related responses characterized by a score value
which is the sum of the individual response scores included in the clus-

' ter. 'We speak in the text of the °cultural dominance" of a particular
theme. This is defined as the total score accumulated by all the respon-
ses from a group which are elicited by a particular theme.

The following tables show the responses elicited by each theme. The
responses in each list are arranged in semantically related clusters
identified through content analysis. The score for each response is based
on the frequency with which that response is made. The scores are summed
within- each cluster to reflect the salience of each meaning component in
the group's cultural images.. Each of the response lists is presented with
a percentage table which summarizes-the relatlVe contributions of each of
the semantic clusters. At the bottom of each percentage table, the "total
score" of all responses is presented. This score is analogous to Clyde
Noble's (1952) measure of "meaningfulness," and shows the subjective
importance of a particular subject to the culture'groups studied based on
solid empirical foundation.

A word of caution must be interjected here: although total scores
may readilrbe compared from'one stimulus subject to another to understand
the relative strengths of subjects within a culture group, comparisons
across culture groups should not be made unless cultural differences in
Ta15-66ie rates are taken into account. The expression "adjusted total
scores" refers to a 10% increase of the original Colombian dominance
,scores to-compensate for the fewer Colombian responses which resulted in a
10% lower score value when calculated across all stimulus themes used in
this study.

In the development of this information.hundred-thousands' of word
responses were processed and compared. Because of Icertain characteristics
of our. computer programs we limited our analysis tOresponses not exceed-
ing terr letters ond relied on a single translation. The main focus of our
work is on the observation of response trends which emerge across several
response distributions rather than on single isolated words as in a thor-
ough linguistic analysis.

1
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FAMILY, SELF

page
EDUCATION, UPBRINGING

page

family/familia 3 education/educacion 39

father/padre.e 4 intelligence/inteligencia 40

mother/madre 5 knowledge/conocimiento 41

husband/esposo 6 teacher/maestro 42

wife/esposa . 7 youth/juventud 43

me/yo 8 science/ciencia 44

FRIENDSHIP, UNDERSTANDING ECONOMY, MONEY

friendship/amistad 9 money/dinero 45

friends/amigos 10 economy/economia 46

help/ayudar 11 employment/empleo 47

understanding/comprension 12 unemployment/desempleo 48

togetherness/juntos 13 inflation/inflacion 49

unity/unidad 14 poverty/pobreza 50

COMMUNITY, SOCIETY WORK, ACHIEVEMENT

freedom/libertad 15 work/trabajo 51

equality/igualdad 16 competition/competencia 52

justice/justicia 17 cooperation/cooperacion 53

law/ley 18 responsibility/responsabilidad 54

community/comunidad 19 security/seguridad . 55

society/sociedad 20 progress/progreso 56

LOVE, SEX GOVERNMENT, POLITICS

love/amor 21 Politics/politica 57

sex/sexo 22 government/gobierno 58

man/hombre 23 authority/autoridad 59

woman/mUjer 24 power/poder 60

marriage/matrimonio 25 natibn/nacion 61

divorce/divorcio 26 people/gente 62

RELIGION, MORALITY
religion/religion 27

NATIONAL IMAGES ,

United States/Estados Unidos 63

God/Dios 28 Americans/Americanos 64

mbrality/moralidad ,
29 Colombia/Colombia 65

30- -Colombtans/Colombfanos 66

conscience/conciencia 31 Hispanics/Hispanos 67

shame/ver§uenza 32 Latin America/Latinoamerica . 68

HEALTH, WELL-BEING 'WORLD PROBLEMS

health/salud 33 world problems/problemas mundia1.69

mental Allness/enfermedad mental 34 war/guerra 70

doctor/medico .35 democracy/democracia 71

hospital/hospital 36 capitalism/capitalismo 72

life/vida 37 human rights/derechos humanos 73

death/muerte 38 future/futuro 74

.
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Main Components

and Responses

PARENTS; CHILDREN

US

747

C

436
father.dad papa 146 14

notheromom madre 187 77

parents padres 76 172
children,kids 79

sons.children hiJos 19 96
daughters hips 17 4

siblings 11 -
family familia - 13
sister,s 119
brother,s hermanos 93 60

RELATIVES. AUNTS. UNCLES 142 72

relatives parientes 54 34
relation relacion 7 12
kin,ship parentesco 14 7

aunts tias 25 5

uncles tios ' 24 4

cousin primo 18 10

SIZE: 816. SMALL 54 6
big, large grande 13 6
large 14
four 11
small 16

ME. US 40 18

RY.-omn 15 -

mine 15 -

us 10 -

personal personal - 18

. 235

FAMILY/FAMILIA

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

PARENTS, CHILDREN
RELATIVES, AUNTS, UNCLES
SIZE: BIG, SMALL
ME, US
LOVE, UNDERSTANDING
TOGETHER, UNITED
PEOPLE, FRIENDS, SOCIETY
HOME, HOUSE
FAMILY LIFE, HELPING
HAPPY, GOOD, FRIENDLY
MARRIAGE, SPOUSE
MISCELLANEOUS

Percentage of

Total Score
US C

38 23

7 4

3 0

2 1

11 21

14 16

6 10

6 9

6 7

2 5

2 3

2 2

Total Adjusied Scores 1946 2118

HAPPY, GOOD. FRIENDLY

happy,ness
joy, mirth
well-being
good

necessity

hope

MARRIAGE. SPCCSE

marriage matrimonio
wifi, spouse esposa
bonen mujer
maNmen hombres

US C

41 102

fmliz 24 26
alegria - 16

bienestar 12
buena '7 18

necesidads 16

esperanza ID 14

48 50
18

21 9
- 14
9 20

MISCELLANEOUS
hate
Mafia
poor

Cod

pobre

dios

US

34

10

19

5

Nain Coeponents

aad Responses

LOVE, UNDERSTANDING

US

211

C

412
Tove,ing IIMOr

care,ing 22 -

friendship amist ad - 30

affection cart no 4 49

warmth 10 -

security, segur Wad 35 11

UnOrstand COM rension 3 135

trust conf ianza 11 15

sincerity since ridad - 12

JOGETHER. UNITED 269 310

close,ness 24

together,ness Juntot 74 6
shire,ing compatir 18 47

ties 12

union union 150
unity,e unidad 29 : 64

unit 75

cell celula 11

nuclei nucleo 27 18.

solidarity solidaridad - 14

strength 10

PEOPLELFRIENDS. SOCIETY 114 187

people gente -17 12

friends amigos 47 19

group grupo 42 37

cluster , agrupacion - ID

ccmmunity comunidad 8 26

social base base social - 12

society sociedad - 47

everybody todos - 12

human humane - 12

NOME. NOUSE 121 166

home hogar 71 122

house casa 50 44

FAMILY LIFE, HELPING 125 137

help,ing ayuda 14 88
support 22

C dialogue dialogo - 13

29
eat,to
reunion

comer
reunion

-

. 11

11

25

fun 10
vacation,s 10 -

12
feud

dog

ID

25
life 23

236
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Nein Components
and Responses

FANILYt_CHILDREN
family Ismilia
father.dad.pa papa
progenitor progenitor
creator creador
paternal
parent
children

sons,children hijos
daughter
brother hermano
sister
husband
mine

wife, spouse esposa
relative
grand

'OTHER .

mother madre

AUTHORITY, RESPECT
authority autoridad
respect respetq
figure

patriarch
bosi,'chief Jefe
head cabeza
leader
greater mayor
stagerior superior
strong
strict

stern
obedience obedientia
consent consentido
reprimand regano
dependent

NAN

men
male
boy

Person

BAD, OLD
bad
big
old

hombre

persona

malo

US C

465 232

FATHER/PADRE

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score

US

27 14

20 4

12 12

8 5

2 0

6 22

13 16

4 12

3 8
2 4

4

1 0

Nein Components
and Responses

LOVE, UNDERSTANDING

US C

100. 369
50 47

109 11
- 11
- 14

22
35
43
61 ar
37
18 10

16
40
13 -

- 51

10
11

48 60

love.r . amor.ama
affection carino
necessity necesidad
friendship maistad
understanding comprension
trust

dialogue dialogo
want querer

WORK. RESPOHSIBILITY

90 163

58
13
13

- 96
10 -

14

- 12

228 274
wrk
workir.hard- trabajador
profession prnfesion
job
doctor
money dinero
economy economla
support apoyo
breadwinner
provider
protector protector
responsible responsable
security seguridad
collaboration colaboracion

GOOD. FRIEND

35

28 69
- 14

23

13
28 313

- 11

8 31

14

41 -

18 19
13 67

7 20
- 13

70 201

348 60

203 202

FAMILY, CHILDREN
MOTHER
AUTHORITY, RESPECT
MAN
BIG, BAD, OLD
LOVE, UNDERSTANDING
WORK, RESPONSIBILITY
GOOD, FRIEND
HELPER, TEACHER
HOME

RELIGION, GOD

: MISCELLANEOUS

20 22
24 48

17 -

10 -

10 62
16 7

12 -

14 6

12 21

29 -

14

12 -

- 13

- 13

10

134 87

good bueno
conpanion companero
friend amigo
wise
smart
joy. mirth alegria

HELPER. TEACHER

21 43

- 42

27 101

11 -

11 -

- /5

55 142

help.er.ful ayuda
guide.ance guia
education educacion
teacher

HOME

17 89
18 35

- 18

20

30 67

Total Adjusted Scores 1733 1883
82 72

32

12

8 15

42 5 RELIGION. GOO

US C

33 67

home hogar
house case .

24 53

6 14

16 5

14 .

12 .

priest

religious
God

NISCEILANEOUS
day

sacerdote 25 .29
religioso - 10
digs 8 28

25 6

car
13 ...

carro 12 6 -
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I. 1111.11111 111111 111111111 1111 III III

Main componehts
and Reiponses

now MEMBERS. CHILDREN,
family familia
parent

children ninos

sons,children hijos
daughter hija

brother
sisters
me

RV
grandmother tbuela

in law

FATHER

, father

US C

349 194

47 35

28 '
83 5

33 138

43 11

35 -

31

11

13

14 5

11

334 33

padre 334 33

WOMAN, MOTHER
woman,women mujer

female
motherolom,ma mama
maternity maternidad
birthing
baby
conceive
pregnant
life

beauty,ful
pretty
fat

breast
big, large
be

HEM(

home

house
homemaker

313 260

61 9d
26

85 21

10 7

20 -

33

consebir 14 16

13

vide 9 36

belleza 12 31

linda,bonita 20

gorda 11 5

19

grande 11

ser 21

hogar
case

65 32

40 28

15 4

10 -

SACRIFICE
sacrifice

give up
abnegation

MOTHER/MADRE

'Main Components
and Responses

LOVE, UNDERSTANDING

US

300

C

613
love,r,s imer,amante 152 267
care,ing cuidado 105 16

affection carino 114
friendship &misted - 24
want querer - 17
warm,th 20
understanding comprension - 149

PERCEPTIONS AND:EVALUATIONS

understand entender
respect respeto

23

GOOD, KIND. FRIEND 227
friend amiga 49
amiable amable -
loving 57

Oercentage of affectionate afecto
kind,ness bonded

17

17

Total Score nice 13

Main Com onents US C
sweet,ness dulce
tenderness ternura

14

6
joyful alegre

FAMILY MEMBERS, CHILDREN 18 10
fun,ny
happy,ness felicidad

22

17

FATHER
WOMAN, MOTHER

18 2

17 13

sincere sincero
good buena 15

HOME 3 2

LOVE, UNDERSTANDING 16 31 HELP. PROTECTION 86

-GOOD, KIND, FRIEND 12 16 help,fuf ayudar
protection protection

45

8
HELP, PROTECTION 5 7 provider 10

WIFE, MARRIAGE 3 6
security seguridad
dependent

12

11

WOK, COOK, TEACH 5 5

SACRIFICE 0 2
MISCELLANEOUS, 4 5 WIFE, MARRIAGE 60

Cwife, spouse esposa
marriage matrimonio 8
company compania 11

Total Adjusted Scores 1894 2145

us C

US C

WORK, COOK. TEACH 91

work,ing trabajo 16

support apoyo 21
0 47 MISCELLANEOUS 69 104 collaboration colaboracion

sacrificio - 17 gift regalo.don - 33 responiible responsable
entregar - 11 one, a una - 14 education education -
abnegation - 19 divine divino - 10 teacher 24

divorce
fighter
fucker
peace
single

12 -

10 -

14 -

paz - 10
soltera - 13

cook,ing

'hate 22 -
day
strange

dia -

11

7

19

310

52

18

4

19

17

73

14

21

18

74

146

115

12

-

9

-

lv
ii
19

V

94

21
16

11

26

14

240



Nein Components
and Responses

WIFE IOW, MOTHER
wife
woman ' Nader
mother madre

MARRIAGE, CON)ANION
marriage matr imonio
wedding
ring
spouse conyugue
mate .

consort ton so rte
compan ion coop anero
fr lend amigo
partner
lover amante
sex seat,
meet conoct

US C

428 52

422
42

6 10

380 320
135 65

17
10
36 32
21
-

19 100
32 56
37
46 21

27 19
- 13

_ATHERCHILDREN 341 260

Fah& 0143 padre 164 102

fami ly fermi 1 la 60 33

kids 11 -
child,ren ' 79 -
sons,chi ldren hijos 8 102

ch I yo i3
me 13 -
related relac i ones 6 -10

WORKER, PROVIDER 272 241

work ,er , ing trabaJo,dor 78.A 85
job 13 -
breadwinner 34 -
help ayuda 9 76

support apoyo 22 20

provider 70 -
serv ice serv ic So - 10
money dinero 25 28

security seguridad 21 9
edutat ion educ sc ion - 13

2 4 I

Main Components
and Responses

MN, HUSBAND

US

191

C

336
man hombre
male
husband . mar ido

138
46
-

151
-

77
husband, spou. esposo - 96

HUSBAND/ESPOSO person persona 7 12

..
GOOD, UNDERSTANCr. , L OVAL 196 223

good bueno 8 33
understanding comprension 17 111

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS kind
'nice

11
10

loving 56
f amiab le amiable - 14

fun diversion 10 S
happy ,ness fel icidad 8 13

Percentage of loya 1 ,devoted f 1 e 1,1ea 1
faithful

5
18

30

Total Score
Main Components US C

dependable
inte 1 1 igent Intel igente
honorable

14
10
12

-
11

-
share, ing compartir 17 6

WIFE, WOMAN, MOTHER 21 3

MARRIAGE, tOMPANION 18 17 LOVE, CARING 106 199
FATHER, CHILDREN 16 14 love MOT 72 129

WORKER, PROVIDER 13 13
care,ing
affection car ino

34
-

-
42

MAN, HUSBAND 9 18
GOOD,UNDERSTANDING,LOYAL 9 12

friendship am 1 stad
union un ion

-
-

15

13

LOVE, CARING 5, 11
RESPONSIBILITY,AUTHORITY 4 8' , RESPONSIBILITY.AUTHOR. 93 140

HOME, HOUSE 2 3
MISCELLANEOUS 1. ,1.-

head
authority autoridad
respect respeto

13

-7

10-

18
duties deberes - 13 ,
obl ig at ion ob 1 igac ion 16
responsible responsable 15 83

Total Adjusted Scores 2082 2019 commitment 14
strong 44

HOPE , HOUSE 51 54
home hogar 17 40
house Cisil 34 14

MISCELLANEOUS 24 10
car 13 -
'tall, high alto - 10
big 11 -

a
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Main Comcnbents
and Responses US

MARi1AGE1 CCMPAN1ON 529

C

366

WIFE/ESPOSA

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score

US C

28 19
20 18
16 4

8 7

5 1

4 23
7 14
9 10
3 3

marriage Ratriionio 134

ers. Senora
spouse conyugue 52

mate 43

partner 58

friend amigo
friend emiga 55

confidante confidente -

companion companero 57

lover amante 73

relatidn relacion 13

sex., sexo ' 44

MOTHER, CHILMEN 383

62

18

30

11

54

12

127

26

9

17

343

mother,momoma Sartis 196 188

family fanilia 37 28

children,kids ninos' 109 7

sons.children hijos - 120

baby 15 -

me 26 -

HUSBAND. MN 295 79
MARRIAGE, COMPANION
MOTHER, CHILDREN
HUSBAND, MAN

HOUSEWORK, CAREER
HOME, HOUSE
GOOD, LOVING, HELPFUL
LOVE, HAPPINESS
WOMAN, FEMALE ,

MISCELLANEOUS

husband marido 284

man 11

MUSEWORK,CAREER 159

79

7

128

work.er;ing trabajo 40

career 23

cleaning 19

cook.in9. 53

delivery entrega
responsible responsable 2

education educacion
duty 11

homely hogarent
domestic 11

''HOME, MOOSE 90

16

14

25

10

63

13

Total Adjusted Scores 189G 2087

,

house CAS& 61

home 29

13

-

2,43

Main Components
and Responses US C

GOOD, LOVING,. HELPFUL 82
good buena 7
loving 16
amiable viable -

understanding comprension 11
fidelity fidelidad -
loyalty lealtad -

loyal,devot. fiel -
help,er ayuda 11
pretty bonita 15
intelligent inteligente ''6
honest Integra -
trust . 10
tenderness ternura 6
tall alta

LOVE, HAPPINESS
love

affection
.friendship

happy,ness
joyful
security
amnion

124
anoroma 103
carino
amistad

felicidad ii
alegre

union

441

413.

12

112

14

12

50
85
24

20
15

39

10

273

142

54
18

14

23

22

WCMAN, FEMALE

womanywomen mujer 131 III
female 33 -
girl II -

MISCELLANEOUS
have
equal
divorce
no
life

be

dependence

244

. 54 66
tener 10
igual 10. 10
divorcio 13 14
no 12
vide 20 8
ser 12

11 -



Plain CorPonents

and Responses

1, MYSELF

1

malelf,mine
self

ego

YOU. WE, OTHERS
you
we
us
pronoun
others
It my shadow,

6000, WOPY

good

.caring

loving
k .1n ice

NM.
Joyful

autonomy
'itidependent

understanding
- fair, just

security
help,ful,ing
health
pretty

shovt
-tall
,young

WOMAN. GIRL

woman
girl
wife

sister

24.5

US C

478 22

yn 152 15

267. 7

40 -

19 -

252, 75

tu A51 3g
nosotros 16

43 -

'pronomibre 12 21

10 -

10 -d

196 178.

bueno 38 14

18 -

. . 19 w
13

fella '54 4

alegre - 14

eui6nomia 10

independ. 11 .5

comprension R
justo -. 10

'seguridad' - 12

ayuda - 28
12 -

linda,bonita - 17

11

alto 6 14

joven 14 12

96 67

mujer 33 46
52 -

11 -

'hermana - 21

MalC.Components

and Responses
.

PERSON, INDIVIDUAL -4

US C
.

218 297
person persona 56 194
individual individuo 46 25
somebody alguien - 12
human humano 6 10

ME/Y0 John,David..
single

37 17
10

one uno 16 24
unique . unico 15 9

alone sole 32 6

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALtIATIONS IIEING. LIVING 14 185
I am soy - 4i
live vivir - 16
life vide 10 20
be ser 73
fueure futuro 4 14

Percentage of
path
career

camino
carrera

- 10

- 10

1 .
). Tofal Score

Main Components

I, MYSELF

Y04.14E, OTHERS,
'GOOD, HAPPY
WOMAN,'GIRL e

PERSON, INDIVIDUAL
KING, LiVING
STUDENT, THINKING
LOVE, FRIENDSHIP
SELFISH,,UNHAPpY
MAN, MALE
WORK, 'PROGRESS .

MISCELLANEOUS

4

WORK. PROGRESS
work trabajo ,

progress progreso
responsible responsable

us c

16 51

11 2/
11

5 13

. US

32

17

13

6

14

. 1

3

1

1

1 '4

s' 4 6

Total Adjusted Scores 1513 1538

MISCELLANEOUS
how como
God . dios
home

first
family familia
world mundo
under,low bajo
Christian
related relaciones
echo eco

2

5

13

5

21

13

13

9

5
5

US C

61 79

- -IT
- 12

12

10
9
- 12

16 8
14

- /0

- 12

STUDENT. THINKING 41 181

student estudiante 18 89
think pienso - 27
intelligence inteligencia 23 52
know conoter - 13

LOVE, FRIENDSHIP
love

, in love

like

affection
lover

friend

amor

carino

amigo

SELFISH, UNHAPPY
selfishness egoism
unhappy
unsatisfied inconforne
ugly feo

MAN. MALE
man

male
son

hombre

hijo

105 125
33 66
12 -

.10
6 19

13 -

140.

18 71

8 45
10 -

- 11

- 15

18 67

1; 54-
- 13

246
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Main Components
and RespOnses

GOOD,IMPORTANT.NEEDED

US C

216 75

FRIENDSHIP/AMISTAD

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALOATIONS

Main Com onents

Percentage of

Total Score
US

14 5

13 .10
10 5

6 6

-5 0

3 1

2 1

23 25

8 19

5 15
9 10

2 3

buena
tgrtant
vant,ed querer
need,ed

J necessity netesidad
bride novia
nice
beautiful hermosa
closeness

FRIENDS, COMPANY

48---fi
37 -

12 14
53 .

32 29
- 10 ,

22 -

- 10

32 -

198 157

friends amigos
company

comraderie.

HAPPi SS, FUN

8/ 157
97

14 -

144 83
happy,ness felicidad
Joy, mirth alegria
laughter
smiles

fun diversion
harmony
security seguridad

' PEOPLE. SOCIETY

42 27
- 32

18

12

39 8
11

22 16

89 88

GOOD,IMPORTANT,NEEDED
FRIENDS, COMPANY
HAPPINESS, FUN
PEOPLE, SOCIETY
FOREVER, LASTING
TALK, COMMUNICATE
HATE, ENEMY
LOVE, UNDERSTANDING
UNITY, SHARING
HELP, COOPERATION

"TRUST, SINCERITY
MISCELLANEOUS

people
persons
man
woman
girls

groom

youth
grieup

society

fogig, LASTING

personas
hombre
mujer

novio
juventud
grupo
sociedad

46 -

- 12

- 16
7 10
24

15

12 15

- 10

68 7

Totl Adjusted Scores 1494 1694---foriier
long,-time

lasting

time

TALK CD44UNICATE

duradera

15

17

23 7

13

42 15

US C

HATE, ENEMY 25 ,10

talk

dialogue

communication
interrogatc

dialogo

interrogar

22

- 11

10

10 i

hate 15 -

enemy 10 -

hypocrite hipocrita - 10

241

Main Conyonents
and Responses

LOVE UNDERSTANDING
love,ing amor,amAr
care,ing
affection carino
understanding comyrension
understand entender
relation relacion
respect respeto
feel sentir
warmth

UNITY. SHARING
union
unity
together

solidarity
bonds

common
share,ing

dependence

union
unidid

juntos
so aridad

US c

351 390

190 £57
73

45
54 127
- 13
9 18

9 20
- 10

16

125 289
- 70

- 27

39 8
- 16

14 -
comun - II
conyartir 62 157

---I0 -

HELP COOPERATION
help,ing ayuda
helpful oservicial
support apoyo
collaboration colaboracion
cooperation cooperation
give,ing dar
gift don
give up entregar
generosity generosidad

TRUST. SINCERITY

trust confianza
honesty
sincerity
fidelity
loyalty

MISCELLANEOUS

airport
God

life

rare

school

sinceridad
fidelidad
lealtad

74

46

12

9

7

226

116
11

12
14

13
10
13

23

14

132 160
106 24

10 -

- 62

dios
vide

colegio

248

- 12
16 62

30 40
14

16

12
11

5 12
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Mein Ccmponents

amf-Responses

HELP. COOPERATION
help,er,ful soda
support apoyo
advisor consejero
confidante confidente
true verdad
dialogue dialogo
trust
responsible responsable
talk,ing
know,ledge
secrets-
give.ing
give up
share,ing

cooperation

PEOPLE, BOY, GIRL

people
persons
men
boy,friends
wcmen
girl
peers
neighbors
Carol,Albert..
group grupo
everybody todos

US C

285

76

13

18

8

58

20
ccmocimiento -

10

24der
entregar
cowpartir
cooperacion

personas
hombres

mujtres

FUN, HAPPINESS

fun

happy,ness
joy, mirth
laughing
party
partiers
fiesta
reunion

yo

se

218

54

6

16

14

39
14

22

43

10

143

diversion 62

felicidad 26

alegria
20
23

12
fiesta.

reunion

GOOD. IMPORTANT
good buenos
important

necessity necesidad
need,ed

8AD, ENEMIES

bad, evil
enemies
hate

284

121

18

23
34

11

11

10

11

6

10

13

16

138

26

17

16

24

16

25
14

94

20

16

28

15

15

141 53
51 42
24 -

19 11

47

malos
72 13
- 13

62 -

10 -

FRIENDS/AMIGOS

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

HELP, COOPERATION
PEOPLE, BOY, GIRL
FUN, HAPPINESS
GOOD, IMPORTANT
BAD, ENEMIES
TOGETHER, CLOSE
MANY, FEW

LOVE, UNDERSTANDING
COMPANIONS, PALS
LOYALTY, SINCERITY
FAMILY, PARENTS

MISCELLA,NEOUS

Percentage of

Total Score
US C

18 18
14 9
9 6
9 3
5 1

3 3
3 0

19 26
11 13
2 12

5 7

2 3

Total Adjusted Scores 1583 1751

TOGETHER, CLOSE

togetherness
close
united
unity
union

MANYt FEW
making
many
few

, us

unidos
wnidad
union

49
19

30

40

10
11

19

48 0
13

17

18

Main Components
and Responses

LOVE, UNDERSTANDING

US

304

C

417
love,ing amor,amar 74 90
best loved

26
lovers

69
affection carino - 48
care,ing 57
like

13
friendly amigable - 16
friendship amistad 14 113
mutual
respect respeto

10

nice
19 -

dear querido 10
understanding comprension 22 127

COMPANIONS, PALS 179 204
companions cowpaneras 60 204
comrade

12 -
buddies 28 -
pals

31 -
associates 27 -
acquaintance 21

LOYALTY. SINCERITY 37 189
sincerity Ainceridaii - 9r
loyal,ty leal,fiel 17 77
fidelity fidelidid - 10
faith fe 9 11
listening 11 .

FAMILY, PARENTS t3 110
family familia 31 23
parents padres 10 10
nother,mom madre 9 10
brother hersano 12 48
relation relacion 21 19

MISCELLANEOUS 24 50
study estudio 17
school 16
life vide - 11
are,-gold salvos 8 12
fat gordos - 10

250
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Main Comam)nents

and Responses

AID. ASSISTANCE

US

431

C

276

HELP/AYUDAR

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score
US

29 18

18 1

14 10

9 8

8 7

7 0

2 23

5 18

2 6

3 3

6 7

aid
aide

assist
save

rescue
relief
help

give,ing
give up '

go out
support
provide
receive
serve
work

auxiliary

EMERGENCY, CRY

socorrer
dar
entregar

salir.
apoyo

recibir
servir
trabajo

auxiliar

168
12

109

36
19
13

17

34

7

16

272

28

99
19

10
33

15
32

11

29

17

, emergency

call
phone
scream
cry
fear
problems

trouble
sos

fire
drown
rape

GOOD NEED

problemas

20
16
11

16

58
10
19
25
30

34
21

12

212

17

163

AID,,ASSISTANCE
EMERGENCY, CRY
GOOD, NEED
PEOPLE, NEIGHBORS
FRIENDS
SELF, ME
COOPERATION, SHARING
LOVE, UNDERSTANDING
FAMILy
SICK, POOR

MISCELLANEOUS

good
need,ed
necessity

want,ed
duty

PEOPLE, NEIGHBORS

bueno,bien
necesito
necesidad

querer
deber

27
132
11

42

-

130

59
5

75

14

10

126
Total Adjusted Scores, 1511 1719

people
others
man
neighbors
neighbor
police
doctor

bride
everybody
center
red CroSS
community
society
country

gentes

hombre
vecinos
projimo

medicos
nova
todos

comunfdad
sociedad
pais

17

13

-

28
25

-

10

17

11

-

-

9

25

1;

10

19

6

11

7

-

11

13

11

FRIENDS

US C

119 106

friend

SELF, HE

amiga,smigo 119 106

101 0

self
me
yourself

10

75 -

- 16 -

251

Main Components
and Responses

COOPERATION, SHARING

cooperate
collaborate
share

Ritual
union

solidarity

cooperar
colaborar
compartir

mutual
union

solidaridad

LOVE UNDERSTANDING
1Ove

'friendship
favor

feel

understaal
interested
care,ing
agreeable
satisfaction

l/S

26 354

18 6i
- 133

8 :07

- 24

- 11

- 15

68 284

FAMILY
family

parents
mother
brother

amor,amar

amistad
favorecer

sentfr
comprender
interesado

16

16

36
agradable -

satisfaccion -

SICK, POOR

sick,ness
poor
financial
money

loan

familia

padres
madre,mama
hermano

75

11

16

89
13

14

12

28 90

9 36

19 28

- 13

- 19

38 41

MISCELLANEOUS
studies
health
bad, evil
toast
take out
cross

education
Beatles
song

15

pobre

dinero

prestamo

eStudiOS

salud

mal
brindar
sacar
cruz

educacion

252

20

10

13 7

14

86 106

- 21

- 11

- 10

- 24

- 13

- 17

- 10

63 -

23 -
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Alin Components
and Responses US

LONE, CARING 504

C

205

UNDERSTANDING/COMPRENSION

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Percentage of

Total Score
Main Components US

;

Main Compoments
and Responses US C

COMPREHEND, UNDERSTAND 53 265
love,ing amar,amor 96

care,ing 106

affection carino -

compassion 73

feelings 23

empathy 17

sensitive 10

sympathic 39

appreciate 11

acceptance aceptacion 18

mutual mutua 12

sharing 16

trust 31

faith fe 10

considerate 11

patience 31

KNOWLEDGE EDUCATION 330

14r
-

25

.-

-

-

-

.-

-

14

17

-

-

8

-

-

190

comprehension compreniTon 53 55
understanding entendimiento 155
understanding conprension - 55

GOOD, HELPFUL 104 251
good buena 13 11
help,ing ayuda 64 176
useful util - 12
need,ed 27 -
necessary necesaria - 40
collaboration colaboracion - 12

FAMIL7, PARENTS 96 228
parents padres 16 62
family familia 35 48
father, pa papa 17 9
mother madre,mama 28 45
home hogar - 19
sons,children hijos - 11
brothers hermanos - 34

FRIENDSHIP, COMPANION 78 224

knowledge 82

know,ing saber 89

mind 10

think 13

thought 21

reasons razones 11

study,lear estudio -

analyze analizar -

&ware 12

intelligence inteligencia 9

perception 12

concepts 12

language 10

education 16

learn aprender 21

teachers maestros 12

professors profesores -

read leer -

COMMUNICATION 139

-

57

11

8

19

12

28

12

6

25

12

50

LOVE, CARING 33 12
KNOWLEDGE, EDUCATION 22 12
COMMUNICATION 9 3

PEOPLE, SELF, OTHERS 6 5

HAPPINESS, AGREEMENT 3 3

COMPREHEND, UNDERSTAND 3 16
GOOD, HELPFUL 7 15
FAMILY, PARENTS 6 14
FRIENDSHIP, COMPANION 5 14
MARRIAGE, WIFE 1 3

MISCELLANEOUS 5 4

friends amigos 78 85
companion companero - 43
friendship &misted - 96

MARRIAGE, WIFE 11 44
engaged MODS - 15
bride movie - 22
wife esposa 11 7

MISCELLANEOUS ,74 68

Total Adjusted Scores 1533 1816
commonication comuMicacion 37
talk 12

listen escuchar 67

dialogue dialogar -

relation relacion 23

PEOPLE SELF, OTHERS 96

12

6

18

14

77

similar asimilar 11
work trabajo 10 4
be ser - 12
God dios 15 11
confusion 11 -'

problems problemas 9 11'
comploy 19
deep 10 .=
delivery entrega - 13

US C

HAPPINESS, AGREEMENT 48 49
peop e gente 31

personal personal 11

human humano -

men hombres -

women 14

me 18

myself 15

yo
other otro ;

4

10

13

19

15

16

hapoy.ness felicidad 13 12

please complacer - 10
agreement 17

peace paz 5 11

hope 13 -

union union - 16

254
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Nein Components

and Responses

LOVE, SHARING

US

386

C

322

TOGETHERNESS/JUNTOS

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Components

Percentage of
Total Score

US

25 20

13 2

20 24

10 17

13 16

11 12

3 6

4 2

Main Components
and Responses

CLOSENESS, UNITY

close
tight

together
touching
near
with another
united
union
unified
unity
as one
insepafable
one,ness
only,alone
reunited

complete

PEOPLE. SOCIETY

love.ingor
care.ing
affectionate
affection
tenderness
warm,th
understand
understand
relating
share,Ing
coalman

sex
trust

HAPPINESS. FUN

amor,amar

afecto
Cirino

entender

comprender

compartir

comun

sexo

1/9

23

10

-

15

18

34

-

17

49

-

21

20

196

I2C

-

6

10

-

-

3

37

112

22

6

-

39

haPPY.ness
fun

peace

security
good

need

well-being

felicIdad

seguro

bienestar

77
33

37

21

16

12

14

Main

people
us

two

both

me & Joe
we

we will be
we are
several
many
group
men
girl

everybody

country

FAMILY. MARRIAGE

LOVE, SHARING

HAPPINESS, FUN
CLOSENESS, UNITY
PEOPLE, SOCIETY
FAMILY, MARRIAGE

FRIENDS, COMPANIONS
HELP, COOPERATE
MISCELLANEOUS

Total Adjusted Scores 1523 1768

family

parents
marriage
couple
spouses
groom
home

brother
society

US C

FRIENDS, COMPANIONS 174 199 MISCELLANEOUS

US

55 37
friends
friendship
partners
companions
accompany

HELP, COOPERATE

amigos 127 125 study
amistad 6 59 live

10 - aloneness
31 - always

acompanar - 15 forever
hands

coorunIcation

50 92

estudlo 10
v1vIr 10

.22
slempre 11

10

10

13

help,ing,ful
team work

cooperate
fight

walk

ayudar 18 54

12

cooperar 13 6

luchar 7 21

caminar - 11

255

312 386
81

16

14

17

cerca 16
con ella 17 9

unidos 12 213
union 69

1;

unidad 84 24

11

inseparable 6 11

31

solos - 11

reunidos - 33

11

147 272
gente 29-7

14 -

dos 20 46
ambos - 32

12

nosotros 32 19

sereaos - 11

estamos 11

varios 20
muchos 19

grupo 21 25
timbres - 17

12 -

todos - 47
pais 7 18

203 260
familia 57

padres 17
matrimonlo 61 25
pareja 31 13
esposos 14

novio 46
hogar 10

hermano 58
sociadad 20

256



Nein Components
and Responses

TOGETHER

together juntos

PECILE,LCOUNTRIES

. people gente
everytody,all todds
black
white
group ' grupo
cluster agrupacion
society sociedad
friends amigos
social social

Community comunidad
U.S.A.,Amer.
nation nacion

country pais
world mundo

POLITICS, POWER
politics

party
democrats
statehood

Power, can
strength

GOALS. HAPPINESS

happiness
peace
harmony
success

necessary
goal
object
cause
big, large
fair

politica

poder
fuerza

RELIGION. CHURCH

religion

church'
God

257

armonia
exito
necesario

objeto

grande
justa'

dios

US

340

C

18
,

UNITY/UNIDAD

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATION§

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score

US C

21 1

19 18

8 4

6 5

3 1

12 20

13 17

5 10

7 8

1 5

3 4

2 6

Main Components
and Responses

ONENESS. UNIQUE

US C

196 260
340

311

16

225'

one,ness Un,uno
unitary unitario
single

onlY.alone solo
unique unico
whole

individual individual

solitude soledad

UNION, SOLIDARITY

158 154

- 10
13 -

- 41
34

1; -

8 11

- 10

202 218

45

15

31

13
41

-

28

13

42
43

28

12

121

10

30

-

.

33

15

28

30

13

32
.

14

12

8

55

union union
unite
unify,ed
combined
cohesiveness
reunite reunir
join
indivisible indisibil.
integration integrac.
with
COmmon
SO1 irity solaridad
compact compacto
solid solida
conjoint conjunto
fortress,s fortaleza
close

LOVE. FRIENDSHIP

7 109
44 .

25 -

12 -

11 -

- 15
14 -

- 11
- 16
10 -

23 -

- 12
- 13

33 43
16

- 13
23 -

75 128

TOGETHER

PEOPLE, COUNTRIES
POLITICS, POWER
GOALS, HAPPINESS
RELIGION, CHURCH

ONENESS, UNIQUE
UNION, SOLIDARITY
LOVE, FRIENDSHIP
FAMILY, MARRIAGE
MEASURE, AMOUNT
HELP, COOPERATION
MISCELLANEOUS

6

23

12

16

12

52

102

1g

-

.

-

8

29

66

13

47
17

-

-

12

13

-

50

-

-

10

10

15

.

11
.

10

10

12

love amor
friendship amistad
brotherhood
understanding comvension

FAMILY MARRIAGE
t

38 56

- 24
16 -

21 48

112 99
family familia
marriage
home hogar
Mouse Cosi

MEASURE, AMOUNT

74 71

38 -

13
- 15

14 58

Total Adjusted Scores 1612 1405

1

hELP, COOPERATION

US C

50 56
14

28

8

.

12 help,ing
cooperation
wvrk,ing

MISCELLANEOUS

ayuda

trabajo

14 38
22 -

14 18

39 82

measures medida
amount cantidad
number numero
same

30
17

11

14

study

school
disunity
divided
fight

estudio
colegio

Darters
lucha

- 21

6 26

12

10 24

11 11
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Main Components

sod ResPooSos

RIGHTS: SPEECMUSTICE
rights derechos

human rights
till of Rights

constitution
Justice Justicia

duty deber

limits neces.
equality igualda

equal

choice,choose
expression
press
thought

speech

escoger
expresion
prensa .

pensamient

COUNTRY

U.S.
America

country pais

FREE. INDEPENDENT

free libre

independent independ.

libeiity libertad

NSLAYEdAIL

slavery
Jail

prisoner
chain
bondage
oppression: opresion

esclavitud
carcel
preso
cadena

FIGHT.REYOLUTION

fight,ers lucha

revolution
movement

development desarrollo

rider

US C

360 219

75 58
15,

13

31

29 33
24

11 -
- 39

12

49 6

6 14

41 15

- 17

78 13)

197 10

133 -

37 -

27 10

170 100

43 /1

27 9

100 20

135 100

75 14

17 28

9 24

1;1

16 -

18 20

91 28

42 13

19

19 -

- 13

11

65 45

60

- 17

5 28

DEMOCRACY. POLITICS 77 39

democracy democracia 64 o
politics politica 7 10

6 10power poder

RELIGION, FAITH

religion
faith fe

God dios

253

FREEDOM/LIBERTAD

PERCEPTIONS'AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

RIGHTS: SPEECH,JUSTICE

U.S., COUNTRY
FREE, INDEPENDENT
SLAVE,JAIL
FIGHT,REVOLUTION
DEMOCRACY, POLITICS
RELIGION, FAITH
HAPPINESS, LOVE
GOOD, NECESSARY
PEOPLE, MAN
LIFE, ACTION
SYMBOLS, FLAG
MISCELLANEOUS

Percentage of
Total Score

US C

24 17

13 1

12 8

9 8

6 2

5 3

4 4

9 26

3 11

5 8

3

3 5

4 1

Total Adjusted Scores 1476 1411

MISCELLANEOUS
money
economic
at last

be
death
forever

ser
mwerte

us C

57 14

U
43 3

11

JIM Components
and Responses

HAPPINESS, LOVE

happy,ness

joy, mirth
agreeable
love

longing

respect -

understand
trust

peace
tranquility
order
security
realized
responsibil.

personality

G000, NECESSARY

good
desirable
ideal
value
must

necessity
big, large

PEOPLE,__MAN

man
society

for all
human
black

youth
personal
individual

self

friend,ship

US C

131 339

fel z- 51 29
alegria - 23
agradable - 10

amor 29 77

anhelo - 18

respeto - 11

comprender - 13

confianza - 10

paz 43 23

tranquilidad - 20
orden 19

seguridad - 15

realizada - 20
responsabil. 8 25

personalidad 26

bien,bueno

deseada

valor

necesidad
grande

46 141

7 30

- 19

18 .

- 14

11 -

10 67

11

69 102

hombre -

sociedad - 11

19 -

human& - 16

10

juventud - 10

12

18

10 -

Yo - 11

amigo 16

LIFE, ACTION

life vida
action actuacion
do, make hacer
travel

study estudiar

est COMer

SYFEOLS FLAG
flag

bell
bird,s pajaro

dove paloma
.wind
water agua
skyce cielo

38 87

22 21

21

6 16

10 -

- 19

10
c,



Main ComponentS
and Responses

SEX, MAN. WOMAN

sex.ua1
man,men

women
ERA

sex*
hombre

mujer

RACE. WHITE, IlLAM

races,ial
white

minorities
Black negro
Martin Luther Martin L.

racism racism°

razas
blanco

EQUAL. SAME

equal

equilibrium
levelling

balance

even

sameorss
similar
comparison
relate

JO8S, EDUCATION
jobs

employment
opportunity
pay
poor
economic
educational

sports

US C

369 111

45 6

43 54

187 21

94

199 102

60 15

25 19
24 -

90 36
- 17

- 15

180 120

igual 66 23
equilibrio - 29
nivelacion 7 15

20
parejo 29 9

58 -

similar 12
comparacion 18
relaciona - 14

106 71

--7R---=
11 -

oportunidad 14 11

12 -

pobre - 16
economics 11 27

educativa 8 17

II -

DISCRIMINATION 73 48

discrimination 30 -

prejudice 12
inmality desigualda 15 12
never aunca 10
nonexisUnt no existe 16 10
fight lucha - 16

261

Main Components
and Responses

RIGHT, FAIR, JUST

US

449

C

452
rights derechos 99 158
civil rights 14
justice justicia 56
fairoess justa 58 11
equity equidad 36

EOUALITY/iGUALDAD constitution
free.dom

24

60
liberty libertad 5 34
peace paz 6 22
harmony armonia 8 12
security seguridad - 12

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS
good bueno
ideal

22

30
20

need.ed 26
necessity necesidad 14 43
commitment compromiso - 37
law ley 27 10

Percentage of
Total Score PEOPLE, HUMANITY 104 159

Main Components US people gente
persons personas

36
7

10
27

everybody todos 11 38

SEX, MAN, WOMAN 24 6
for all
friends nigos

17

- 18
RACE, WHITE, BLACK '13 8 brothers hermanos 10 7

EQUAL, SAME 11 9
children . ninos
humanity humanidad

10
7

7

18

JOBS, EDUCATION 7 6

DISCRIMIPATION 5 4

world mundo
Nicaragua Nicaragua
Cuba Cuba

6
.

-

12

10
12

-RIGHT, FAIR, JUST 29 35

PEOPLE, HUMANITY 7 12

UNITY, SHARING 1 6

SOCIAL, SOCIETY 1 5

UNITY, SHARING 17 74
union.unity uniononidad
love amor

-

-

31

28

POLITICS, COMMUNISM 2 4
sharing

help ayuda
17

-

-

15

MISCELLANEOUS 2 5

SOCIAL. SOCIETV 16 62
Total Adjusted Scores 1570 1415 social social 8 47

society sociedad 8 15

POLITICS, COMMUNISM / 29 47
politics politica 9 13
communism comunismo 7 22
democracy deMocracia 13 12

,

MISCELLANEOUS
1 28 70

appearance apariencia -. 16
resemblance semejanza - 40
meligion 18 -
beauty belleza - 10
God dios - 10
word 10 -
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Main CoomonentS

and Responses

COURT, JURY

US C

332 16

JUSTICE/JUSTICIA

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of

Total Score
US

18 1

17 11

court corte
jury
judicial
trial

supreme court

EQUALITY, FAIRNESS

190 16

35

17 -

29 -

61

320 157

equality igualdad
equity equidad
fair,ness justo
balance
scale
blindfolded

truth
true verdad
honesty honradeg

JUDGE, LAWYER

115 77

- 20

i27 31

12

10

25

21

- 25

10 4

316 214 COURT, JURY
EQUALITY, FAIRNESS

judge
judge

juzgar
juez

1b6 31

- 99
lawyer

legal

chief

police
of the peace

abogado-

policia

61 40
28 -

10 -

21 44

30 -

JUDGE, LAWYER
PEACE, FREEDOM
LAW AND ORDER
PEOPLE, FOR ALL
BAD, UNJUST
CRIME, PUNISHMENT
GOOD, RIGHT
GOVERNMENT, DEPARTMENT
MISCELLANEOUS

17 14

8 15

13 14

. 9 12

2 9

6 9

6 9

2 4

1 3

263

Total Adjusted Scores 1857 1626

GOOD, RIGHT

US

119 12o MISCELLANEOUS

US

19

C

47

good Imena 14 28 God dios 19 14

right derecho 62 correspond correspond - 11

necessary necesaria 9 36 university universida 12

righteousness 96 rich rico - 10

GOVERNMENT, OEPARTMENT 36 55

government gobierno 14 27

department 12

democracy democracia 10 11

military militares - 14

Main Components
and Responses

PEACE, FREEDOM

US

156

C

225
peace paz 46 67
freedom 61
liberty libertad 34 54

values valores - 10

duty deber - 13
morals 11 -

norm norma - 14

modesty honestidad - 10

love amor - 23
help,ful ayuda 4 21

harmony armonia - 13

LAW AND ORDER 239 203

law ley 216 149

order orden 10 20
power poder 6 16
authority autoridad 7 18

PEOPLE, FOR ALL 162 173
population pueblo - 20
men hombres - 29

human humana - 20
person persona - IS
Justin 20 -

society sociedad - 14

brothers hermanos - 12

all todo 13 II

for all pars 129 12

country pais - 14

Colombia Colombia - 12

world mundo - II

BAD, UNJUST 46 133

bad mala 10
injust,ice injusticia 25 39
no no
none
little poco

- 12

16

inexistent inexistente - 10

there is no no hay - 16
unreal 10 -

lie mentira - II

poverty pobreza - 15

ineficacious ineficaz - 10

CRIME, PUNISHMENT 112 129

cr ime crimen 30 10

decision 10 -

give Oar - II

punishment castigo 17 28

Jail carcel 22 59
prisoners presos 10 11

criminal 23
thief ladron - 10

64



Main Compootnts
tad Responses

JUDGE, COURT
judges

courts
supreme

judicial
jury

RULES, CODES
rule,s

regulation
codes
book,s

written
constitution
norm
legal

formal

'US

294

jueces 104

153

10

10

17

266
regla,regir 127

estatuto 18

codigos 9
51

11

constitucion25
norma -

25

cumplimientO -

POLICE. ENFORCEMENT 213

police policia 154

cops 11

enforce 48

imposition imposition -

imPosed impuesta -

CRIME, PUNISHMENT 203
crime 41

violation viola:ion -

break, broken 47

fault falta -

punishment castige 10

ticket 30

jail camel 38

prisoner preso 12

criminals 25

LAWYER, ATTORNEY 172

lawyer abogado 160

attorney 12

SCHOOL, STUDY 100
school

study 10

If\

52

LAW/LEY

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score

US

16 4

14 13
11 4

11 5

9 3

5 0
17 24

7 13
3 10

1 9

2 5

1 3

1 7

Main Conponents
.and Responses

JUSTICE, ORDER

US

323

C

33157

181

justoce justicia
order orden t

fair,ness justa
ethics etfca
rights derecho
equality
equal igual

established establecido
freedom
protection protection

GOVERNMENT, COUNTRY

-11b

104

26

10
15

16

-

-

14
12

127

85

122

8
10
69

20

10

9

186

/6

8

20

20

50

5;

56

government
president

Congress
politics

dictatorship
citizenship
people
everybody
society

states
couAtry
nation

C6EY, RESPECT '

gobierno
presidente

congreso
politica
dictadura
ciudadania

todos
sociedad
estado
pais
nation

50

3

8
23
-

-

11

-

15

12

5

-

53

49

20
11

8

10

15

12
6

22

19
14

142

JUDGE, COURT

RULES, CODES
POLICE, ENFORCEMENT
CRIME, PUNISHMENT
LAWYER, ATTORNEY
SCHOOL, STUDY
JUSTICE, ORDER
GOVERNMENT, COUNTRY
OBEY, RESPECT

POWER, AUTHORITY
GOOD, NECESSARY
UNJUST, OPPRESSION
MISCELLANEOUS

18

21

17

70
obey
obedience
abide,ing

obligation
duty
commitment
respect

POWER, AUTHORITY

obedecer
obediencia

obligation
deber

compromiso
respeto

27

-

26
-

-

-

-

13

10

12

-

61

34

12

13

129

23

-

11

10

12

14

-

46

Power
authority
control

mandate

GOOD. NECESSARY

poder
autoridad

mandato

-

13

-

45

28

28
-

73

64

46

-

0

Total Adjusted Scores 1856 1533

US C

UNJUST, OPPRESSION 24 41

good
useful

necessity

buena
util

neceidad

13
-

32

30
10

24
-

unjust injusta 13 27
unintelligent 11

oppression opresion - 19

MISCEiLANEOUS 23 94

,warehouse almacen 82
, business

complex:

in as ea NI pi la
10
13

'Arra

266
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Main Components

US

273

C

60

COMMUNITY/COMUNIDAD

and Responses

PLACE, TOWN, COUNTRY
city

suburbia
Silver Sprifig

town
village

40

16

11

79

19 -

country pais - 33
national national 15
Colombia Colombia - 12
place 24

environment 13

area 52
unit 19

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

HOUSING, ORGANIZATIONS 245 48
house,s case 39 19
home,s 50
school
club,s

center

colegio 42
17

30

21

-

Percentage of
Total Score

Pool
organization

10
organization 27 a Main Components US

chest 30

sZ)

NEIGHBORHOOD 167 73

PLACE, TOWN, COUNTRY

HOUSING, ORGANIZATIONS
NEIGHBORHOOD
LIFE, LIVING
SOCIETY, PEOPLE
UNITY, TOGETHERNESS
HELPING, WORK
LOVE, FRIENDSHIP
CHURCH, RELIGION
MISCELLANEOUS

17

15'

11

3

22
8
12

4
4
3

4

3

4

39

15
14-

9

6

5

neighborhood 'barrio

LIFE, LIVING

167

54

73

23
life vide
live,ing tog. vivir

19
35

16
7

267

.Total Adjusted Scores 1588 1808

US .0 US C

CHURCH, RELIGION 65 104 MISCELLANEOUS 54 79

church iglesia . 44 28 order orden - 11

religious religiose 9 38 science 10 -

congregation congregation - 10 equality igualdad - 15

Christian cristiana 13 economic. economics 5 11

Jewish 12 protlems problemas - 18
eclesiastic eclesiatic 15 necessary necesario 10 13

justice justiciera 11
small 2; -

Main Componenta
add Responses

socim, PEOPLE

US

349

C

635
sOtiety sotiedad 67--ITT
people gente 132 97
persons
population

personas
pueblo

69

man hombre 23
family familia 51 38
children 13
brothers hermanos 16
everybody todos 23
group grupo 86 67
multitude multitud 13
company compania 54

citizen ciudadano 21
student estudiante 10

UNITY TOGETHERNESS 134 244
unity unidad' 15 48
union union 9 49

unite,d unido 14 12

conjoint conjunto 23
reunion reunion - 40
together juntos 71 13

common comun 11 59

sense of 14

HELPING, WORK ni 233
work 11 -

action 37 -

activities 14 -

project 10 -

development desarrollo 31 4

progress progreso - 24
help,er,ing ayuda 29 114

sharing 17 -

service servicio 13 5

cooperation cooperation - 14

relation relation - 15

social social 8 15
worker trabajador - 24

interesting interesida 21 18

LOVE, FRIENDSHIP 56 145

love amor 30
friendship amistad 18

friends amigos 56 36
fraternity fraternidad 13

happiness felicidati 10

understanding comprension al

268
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Main Components

and Responses US C

PEOPLE, SOCIAL

people
persons
manmen
population
us
peers
judges
many
group

clustir
everybody
humanity
general
social

gente
personas
hmnbres

pueblo

grupo
agrupaclon

humanidad

general
social

414

153

19

12

15

13
13

59

20

6

23
70

275

63

38

32

37

47

24

14

6
14

CCOWUNITY, CULTURE, WCRLD 349 301

comnunity comunidad 59 117

neighborhood barrio 11 18
city ciudad 11 9
urban 13 -

large 11
company compania - 45
civil civil 13 11

culture cultura 76 9

envirooment 22
country pais 30 21
nation nacion 10 9
America 34 .

Colombia coloftia - 25
world mundo 31 10
organization organization 17 17

unit 11
institute instituto - 10

RULES, STANDARDS

goals
rules

standards
norm,s

values

marals
mores
law,s

conform
demand

CLASS, STATUS

classes
high
status
equality

213 10

15
reglas 44 10

11

27

26

22

17

19

20

12

Oases
alta

igualdad

71 54

19 26

41 12

11 -

- 16

SOCIETY/SOCIEDAD

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

PEOPLE, SOCIAL
COMMUNITY, CULTURE, WORLD

RULES, STANDARDS
CLASS, STATUS
MONEY, RICH, POOR
LIFE, LIVING
UNITY, TOGETHER
PROBLEMS, CORRUPTION
FAMILY, FRIENDS
GOOD, HELPFUL
ECONOMY, POLITICS
MISCELLANEOUS

Percentage of
Total Score

US

32 21

27 23

16 1

5 4

4 3

2 1

0 12

7 10

2 9

2 8

1 6

2 3

Total Adjusted Scores 1299 1462

MONEY RICH POOR

money dinero
rich,es riqueza

poor
poverty

US C

49 41

14 9

24 10

11 -

pobreza - 22

LIFE, LIVING
life

live,ing vivir

29 12

20 -

9 12

Main Components
and Responses

UNITY, TOGETHER

US

5

C

158

union union
conjoint conjunto
reunion reunion

together juntos

collaboration colabora
5

59

17

38

12

12

PROBLEMS, CORRICTION 95 131

problems problemas 13 15

trouble 21

bad mala 5 16

corrupt,ed corrupta - 21

unjust injusta - 19

destructive destructive 13

exploitation explotacion 17

dictators 17

prejudice 10 -

filth porqueria - 12

confused 11

selfishness egoismo - 18

pressures 18

FAMILY. FRIENDS 23 113

family familia - 38

relation relation 4 28

friends amigos 19 27

friendship amistad - 20

ECONOMY POLITICS 7 79

politics politica 7 11

work trabajo 11

development desarrollo 11

progress progreso 11

economy economia 29

MISCELLANEOUS 22 .46

sociology socio 22 8
anonynous anonimo - 28

intelligent inteligente - 10

4

2-,
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'Main Components

and Responses US

HAPPINESS,TEACE 286

C

196

1-
LOVE/AMOR

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Percentage of
Total Score

Main Components US

c

68

happiness felicidad 106

Joy alegria 18
pleasure placer -

well-being , bienestar -

fulfillment
security 20
hope 22.
warm,th 37
peace paz 72

tranquility tranquili. -
liberty libertad -

CARING. AFFECTION 281

27
39

17

15

-

-

-

55

25

240

love mnar 20
like 24
affection ciiino 28
tenderness ternura 7

care,ing 73
appeeciation aprecio -

cherish 12

feeling sentimiento 50
emotion 26
respect respeto 5
relation relation 15

: FAMILY. PARENTS 220

20

79

21

12

66

26

16

178

HAPPINESS, PEACE 16 10

CARING, AFFECTION 15 12

FAMILY, PARENTS 12 9

SEX, PASSION 10 5

HATEr-PAIN 6 1

PEOPLE, FRIENDS 14 17

UNDERSTANDING, TRUST 6 15

TOGETHERNESS, SHARING 4 8

MARRIAGE, BRIDE 5 6

HEART, BEAUTY . 3 5

GOOD, NEEDED 4 5

GOD, CHRIST 3 4

MISCELLANEOUS 3 3

_-

fami 1 I a 63
parents 20
father,dad padre 45
mother,mom cadre 53
child,ren nino 21

brothers

$ ister hermana 7

SEX, PASSION 176

36

-

36

57

25^

24

91

sex,ual iexo 131
passionate pasional
lover 17
wint,ed querer 16

touching 12

n-

HATE, PAIN 114

38

25

28

15

Total Adgisted Scores 1842 2119

us

x. X GOO, CHRIST 49
hate 102
pain,ful dolor 12

-

15
God dios 29
Christ 20

US 'C Jesus Jesus -

GO30, NEEDED 74 89

58

-

10

67

good bueno 18 17
great 10 MISCELLANEOUS 61
wonderful oaravilloso 7 18 reality realidad -
need 20 - life vida 32
desire desear 12 23 forever 23
necessary, necesario 7 34 future futuro 6

21

36

-

10

271-

Main ComPonents
and Responses

PEOPLE. FRIENDS

US

250

C

337
people
person
man

boyfriend
woman
girl,friend
friends,ship

company
couple
twb

persona
hombre

mmjer

amigos
compania
pareja
dos

Yo

30

-

20
17

28
27

87
26

-

-

-

-

10

34

43

85
53

15

10

15
me 15 -
name nombre - 60
humanity humanidad - 12

UNDERSTANDING, TRUST 118 290
understanding comprension 43 110
dialogue dialogo - 12
help ayuda - 62
service servicio 14
trust confianza 41 10
faith fe 12 ?I
loyalty lealtad 10
fidelity fidelidad - 14
sincerity sinceridad g9
true verdadero 12 8
nice 10

TOGETHERNCS, SHARING 73 147
togetherness
union union - 44
share,ing 27 .

give,in% dar 28 37
receive recibir - 16
give,up entregar - 40
protect, proteje

, - 10

MARRIAGE. BRIDE 89 108
marriage matrimonia 72 28
bride novia 32
groom novio - 36
mife esposa 17 12

.HEART, 8FAUTY 51 \100
heart corazon 29 5
beauty,ful . belleza . 12 47
dove 10 -
nature
gift

naturaleza
don

-

-

22
26

272



Mein Components

and ResPonses

INTERCOURSE, PASSION

US C

299 160

intercourse

make love
coitus coito

relation relacion

53,

22

22 70

passion pasion

ldst

5 12
12

SEX/SEXO
sexuality sexualidsd 6 17

body cuerpo 17 '10

penis 17

Surrender entrega 2i

touching 15

togetherness
fuck,ing'

17

34 PEhCEPTIONS AMD EVALUATIONS
oral 24

orgasim 34

bed cula 21 16

Percentage of
FUN,ENJOY 221 156 Total Score

fun 113 -

pleasure placer 31 51 Main Components US
enjoyment 30 .

satisfaction satisfac. 13 15

animate animar - 16 INTERCOURSE, PASSION 19 10
free,dom libre

fulfill

5 12

12 - FUN,ENJOY 14 10
realize -realizar 22 'GOOD, HEALTHY 10 3
teauty,ful belleza 9 40

'REPRODUCTION, CHILDREN 7 2

WOMAN,.FEMALE 14 20

0000 HEALTHY 154 46 AN, MALE 11 20
good bueno

great
yes

59

21 -1
15

LOVE, UNDERSTANDING 14 14

DIFFERENCE, GENDER 3 7
*portant
natural natural

15

6 NEED, DESIRE 2 4
healthy 26 MARRIAGE, .COMPANY 2 4
moral moral 12 15

TABU, BACC 1 3

MISCELLANEOUS 2 5

REPRODUCTION, CHILIPEN 106 34

reproduction reproduc. IO 15

birth 38 Total Adjusted Scores 1547 1788
child nino 24 19

baby 10

contraception 16
US C

273

MISCELLANEOUS

myth mito
characterist. caracteris.
life vide
and drugs
rich rico

cannon comun
personal personal
me

27 86

- 10
- 1 8

4 10
12

- 1 6

- 1 5

- 1 7

1 1

Main Components
and Responses

WOMAN, FEMALE
female

womanommen
girl

feminine

wujer.

femenino - 160

US' C

221 320
103 -

84 160

34 -

MAN, MALE 168 318

male 111* -

man,men hombre 57 149

nmsculine masculino - 169

LOVE, UNDERSTANDING 221 233

love amor

affection carino

caress caricia
friendship amistad

:uhderstand comprension
warmth
union union

197

4

-

4

11

5

132

12

10

'3

,6

20

DIFFERENCE, GENCfR 49 107

difference diferencia - 40

gender 24 -

complement contplemento - 31

definitive definitivo - 11

indefinite indefinido - 10

heterosexual 10

homosexual homosexual 15 15

NEED DESIRE 32 57

need 14 -

necessity necesidad 9 31

desire deeo 9 13

attriction atraccion - 13

MARRIAGE. COMPANY 35 57

marriage matrimonio 29 26

conpany compania 6 31

TABU, BAD 14 51

bad mato 14 11

problems problemas - 10

tabu tabu - 30

271
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Milo Components
and Usponses

111411,JOY

684
boy

Litho
michismo

be

KWh

misculino
'who

Adan
machismo

ser

FATHER, HO) I

fitistr,dad- padre.PAPA
hull:4nd rsposo
children ninos
Son hijo'
bmther heroin°
airriagt

US C

233 220

MAN/HOMBRE

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Percentage of
Total Score

Main Components- US

Plain Corponents

and Responses,

PERSON, KHAN BEING

52 11

100 .

18 19
13 24

6 20
24 10

- 136

203 88

perSon

self
1

me
Doing
huoAn
individual

animal
nire

everybody
company
community
society

social
world
universal

ape
humanity
mankind

people
adult

persona

yo

humino
individual

aninal
nomore
todos
compote
comunidid
sociedad
social
mundo

universal

genic

170 134

4, 38
42 11

6 I/

- 21

10

Illitoqq,ueologill 166 68
-111'Vv19 1---rxiiiirriTI
Strength (wit 12 21
power, tut oozier 32 10
dominlon dominion : 12
SuPtrior superior - 12

SOO/ TALL 91 30
body

tell pito
multles,mukcw.
beard

peng
Wry

275

MALE, BOY
WOMAN
FATHER, HUSBAND
STRENGTH, SUPERIORITY
BOOt, TALL -

PERSON, HUMAN BEING
WORK, RESPONSIBILITY
INTELLIGENT, THINKING
GOOD, KIND, LOVE
SEX, CREATION, LIFE
BAD, POOR
MISCELLANEOUS

15 13

13

11 8

11 4

6 2

20 z6

5 11

2 11

7 10

6 7

1

1 1

Total Adjusted Scores 1521 1802

us us c

SAD. PQM 22 4 0000., KIND, LOVE 112 156

bad mAlo good buena. 22 54

Poor Pot,?e - 13 kind 25
stoptl estupidm 11 our 55 47
weak 10 - friend,ship amistad - 21
dog 12 - ,fair, just justo -

happy.ness ftliz Li
caring 10

MISCILLAMOUS 17 10 SEX. CREATION,LIFE 86 114
earth,

undlr. low bajo 6 10

sex 'MO
creation creacion
lite vide

6s;
20

32
40

WORK, RESPONSIBILITY
work,er trabajodor
aggressive
fight lucha
virile
progress

help
responsible
commitnent
rights
frer
security
rich

economy
provider

US I C

308 401

progreso

ayuda
responsible
comprmiso
derechos

ose rldid
Ire

rico
economia

INTSLUGENT. THINKING
intelligent inteligeu.r

tluought pmnsamiento
reason razon
rational , ricional
thinks pitnsa

God dtos

27t)

115

11

45
20
81

6
35,

-

14

14

.-

18

13

15

11

'10

73

54

-

-

/4

11

14

38

11

19

13

23

12

40

11

6

78 188

35 42

13

11

6

13

18

18

16

14

10
20
13

12

15

35 186
l' 51

- 43

16

- 28

- 11

22 3)



Main Components
and Responses

FEMALE, LADY

US

350

C

227
female hembra 122 24

girl nina 13 19

lady dame 49 15

feminine femtnina 19 57
Miss SPno 'ta 10
Mrs. senora 16
Ms. 10

opposite sex opuesto 14 7

names noebre 17

Eve 23

to be ser 62

MAN, WA 330 68
man hombre 314 68
men 16 -

SEX, SEXUAL 148 70
sex,ual,y sexo 148 70

WORK, INTELUCT 130 61

work,er trabajo 24 10
career 19 -

intelligent inteligente 9 51
independent 28
strong 40
strength 10

ME, PERSON 113 65
me 68

myself 21
human humano 7 26
Person persona 17 39

LIBERATION, EQUALITY 79 77
liberation
libertarian libertinaje 21
equal igual 22 19
ERA 26 -

right dertcho - 14
feminism feminism* - ID
superiority sigtrecion - 13

27

WOMAN/MUJER

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score

US

FEMALE, LADY 18 12

MAN, MEN 17 , 4

SEX, SEXUAL 8 4

WORK, INTELLECT 7 3

ME, PERSON 6 3

LIBLIZATION, EQUALlrY 4 4

LOOKS, APPEARANCE 11 21

GOOD, UNDERSTANDING 4 13

LOVE, HAPPINESS 7 13

MOTHER, CHILDREN 10 11

WIFE, COMPANION 8 9

MISCELLANEOUS 1 2

Total kijusted Scores 1938 2059

CWIPANION
marriage

bride

wife
friend

(cmpanion

U$

154 165

matrimonio 14 /

novla - 20

esposa 99 69

18

companera 23

MISIALLANEOUS 23 39

low bsja IT

society sociedad 13

mystery ID -

symbol simbolo 12

different 13 -MM.1111 NJ NI III 111 1111 1111 1111

Main Components
and Responses

LOOKS, APPEARANCE

US

221

C

398
pretty bonita 36 127
beauty,ful bella 78 93
attractive atractiva 12 5
elegant elegante 13
delicate delicadeza 28
soft 37
body cuerpo 24 10
breasts 22
fat gorda 13
hair 12
brown morena 16
tall alt 40
ugly fea 40
weakness debilidad 13

GOOD, UNDERSTANDING 75 250
good buena ---r-lri
kind,ness bondad 7 12
homely hogarena 22
sweet,ness dulce 5 23
caring 11 -
warm,th 15 -
understand comprende 15 36
tenderness ternura 13
t>elp,ful ayuda 4 20
obliging complacien. 10
amiable amable 17
friendly amigable 38
special especial 11
sensible sensible 11 7

LENE HAPPINESS 126 '45
love,r,ing

affection
armor

carino
08 124

dear querida 14
respect respeto 18
relationship relacion 10 11
nied,ed 18
necessity necesidad 13
want 10
pleasure placer 16
joyful alegre 15

HOMER, CHILDREN 189 207
mother",
maternal

medre
maternal

138 140

II
child,ren 43 32
sisui,e hermana 8 24

2Th
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TV

011 NI NI NI ill NI IIIII El lit NI III

e_------affectiiut_____carino___.

Main Components
and Responses

LOVE, SEX

US

38:,

C

289,

love amor

care,ing
256 166
23 -

- _21_

' understand entendimien. 18 9

friendship amistad 20 19
respect respeto 20
fidelity f4delidad - 12

trust conflioza 17 5

sincerity sinceridad - 17

sex sexo 49 20

,

COUPLE, HUSBAND, WIFE 354 258
couple pareja 23 37
man & wife 20 -

husband esposo 83 13
wife esposa 108 69
woman mujer 14 56
man hombre 14 62

rate 14 -

partner - 28 -

companions 12 -

relation relacion 8 11

persons personas - 10

adults 10 -

,7 living toether 20 -

WECOING, VOWS 319 197
wedding boda 86 10

cerermmy 30

vows 22 -

Marry casirse - 12
rings 18

white 10

bride 18

honeymoon 14

contract contrato 35 22
comnitment compromiso 49 97

institution institucion 37 18

civil - 38

FAMILY, CHILDREN, HOW 247 158
family famirir 78 51

parents padre 16 19
children ninos 83 16
kids 22

baby 13

home hogar 13 50
house Casa 22 22

DIVORCE, PROBLEMS 135 28

divorce divorcio
problems problemas

109
n

12

counselor u .

21 (3
I.

MARRIAGE/MATRIMONIO

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

411

Main Components

LOVE, SEX
COUPLE, HUSBAND, WIFE
WEDDING, VOWS
FAMILY, CHILDREN, HOME
DIVORCE, PROBLEMS
UNFON, TOGETHERNESS
HAPPINESS, SECURITY
NKIGION, CHURCH
WORK, RESPONSIBILITY
HELP-

GOOD, NEED, FOREVER
MISCELLANEOUS

Percentage of

Total Score
US

21

19

17

13

13

4

1

1

a
1

2

17

16

12

10

2

19

8
7

2

2

3

Total Adjusted Scores 1846 1821

-45

4 Main Components

and Responses

UNION, TOGETHERNESS

US

236

C

313
union union 45 226
unite 13
Unity unidad 21 11
together junto 85 10
join,ing 14
bond 24
ties vinculo 17
share,ing compartir 34 49

HAPPINESS SECURITY 83 131

flOPY.ness feliz 63 82
fiesta fiesta - 13
security 20 -

stable tstable - 11
realization realizacion - 25

RELIGION, CHURCH 20 116
religion religion - 18
church iglesia 20 23
Catholic catolico - 48
sacrament Sacramento - 27

WORK, RESPONSIBILITY 15 42
work trabajo 9 11

responsible responsatil. 6 31

WO 0 37

help
A

ayuda - 37

GOOD, NEED,JFOREVER 24 31

good bueno - 14
necessity necesidad - 17

forever 24 -

MISCELLANEOUS 30 55

society sociedad - 12
Aife vida 30 18
money dinero - 13
future futuro - 12

2 b



Main Components'
and Responses

MARRIAGE, MAN, WOMAN
, marriage matrimonio

spouses esposos
couple pareja
husband
wife

..- man . I hombre
woman nijer
love amor

2bi

LAWS COURTS

aw ley
legal legal
court corte

, lawyer abogado
judge juez
contract contrato
civil civil
sett lement
alimony -
woney dinero
property

FAMILY, CHILDREN
fami ly familia

s parents padres
f ather
mother
chi ldren hijos
k ids

PAIN. SADNESS
pain,ful dolor
hurt
sed,ness
sorrow
unhappicess inf el ic idad
aloneness
fai lure
t ired cansinc io
emot Iona]
frustration frustac ion
insecur fly insegur ida

on. WRONG

bad
wrong
cop-out
mistake

maio

US

367

C

208
222

-
17
47

98
38
10
-

50 - DIVORCE/DIVORCIO
7 24
- 25

24 13

262 110 PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS
8

19 11
91 8
38 6

13
14 Percentage of

- 29
- Total Score

51 Main Components US
29 18
12

MARRIAGE, RAN, WOMAN 22 15

LAWS, COURTS 15 8
245 85 FAMILY, CHILDREN 14 6

31
62

9
15 PAIN: SADNESS 12 5

11 - BAD, WRONG 5 3
11
99

-
61 'SEPARATION, BREAK 18 30

25 - PROBLEMS, FIGHT; HATE 9 22
GOOD, NECESSARY 3 4

203 65 RELIGION, CHURCH 1 3

MISCELLANEOUS 344 17
27
51
17
24 13 Total .liusted Scores 1702, 1504
12
13 -

12
10 - -

- 11
- 13

713 43
37 43
16
11

14

Main Cowoonents
and Responses

SEPARATION; BREAK
separat ion separation
break rupture
break up
broken
split up
disunion desun ion
end
withdrawal
leave

US C

304
135

31
24
74

21
alejamiento -

17

PROBLEMS, FIGHT, HATE
problem problem&
why
adultery
cheated
inf ide 1 I ty inf &Wad
lack of love desamor
f Lght Pelea
disagreement desacuerdo
nstabi 1 ity inestabi 11 .

misunderstand.
incomprehens. incoborens.

.9 hate, red odio
enemy enemiga
wickedness maldad

GOOD, NECESSARY
single
good
necessity
happiness
'wellbeing
freedom

415
290
75

40

10

158 303
18 59
15
22
13 -
- 13
6 65

22 29
11 10'- 12
12 -
- 85

39 9
- 10
- 11

bueno
nece s Wad
fel c idad
Dienes

REkIGION, CHURCH
religion religion
Catholic
church iglesia

MISCELLANEOUS
American
state
increase
socifty
persons

48 61
23
11 11
- 21
- 12
- 17

14

L4 40
- 10

14 -
-

23 36

estado

soc ieded
per sclnis

10 -
- 12

13 -
- 14
- 10 2b:-?

IN ill 1116 11111 11111 MI 1111 11111 III III MI IIII 11.
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4

Nein Components
and Respcoses

PADIESTANTJEW
Protestant
Methodist

, Baptist

Christians
Jew,ish
orthodox
Islam

Muslim
Hindu

Buddism,t
cult
institUtion

US C

453 184

protestante 56 50
15

63 -

cristianos 92 87

121 -
10
16 -

11 -

19 -

budista 35 22
culto - 25

15 -

CHURCHJIBLE,CROSS
thurch West:
Bible biblia
cross Cruz

saint santos

CATHCtIC
Catholic cato11-67-11111775

242 156

179 ITU
52 18

11 9

- 11

188 125

PRAY. WORSIIIPP
pray,er rezar

worship
mass
Sunday school

ATHEIST, HYPOCRITE

atheists ateos
hypocrite

bad
crutch
alienation aliAacion

-P

2b3

85 7

20 7
Z3
10
23

72

30
14

16

12

27

10

17

1111 1111 1111 VI RI NI NN 11111 111 Mt MI MI

RELIGION/RELIGION

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Percentage

Main Components -

of

Total Score
US

24 11

13 10

10 8

5 0

4 2

18 27

15 16

4 9

3 7

3 7
\

1 3

Hain Conponents
and Responses

BELIEFS, FAITH

US C

338 440
beiief
believe
believers
creed
dogma
structured
philosophy
myth
faith

religious
heaven

hell
virgen

resurrection
sin
moral

GOO, JESUS

creencia
creer

creyentes
credo
dogma

mito
fe
religioso
cielo
infierno
virgen
resureccion
pecado
moral

106 124

- 20
- 15
5 12

9 15
23
13
- 19

115 174
12 12

11 13

5
- 10
- 10

18 6
26 5

283 257

PROTESTANT,JEW
CHURCH,BIBLE,CROSS
CATHOLIC
PRAY, WORSHIP
ATHEIST, HYPOCRITE
BELIEFS, FAITH
GOD, JESUS
LOVE, HOPE
MAN, SOCIETY'
PRIEST, PREACHER
MISCELLANEOUS

God
Jesus

Jehova

LOVE, HOPE

Dios

Jesus
Jthova

1

234 225
eg 22
- 10

73 154
love

understanding
help

hope
peace

union
good

necessity

unor

comprension
ayuda
esperanza
paz

union

necesidad

17---55
6 18
11 20
14 13

15 14

- 16
15
- 18

Total Adjusted Scores 1870 1790

PRIEST_PREACHER
priest sacerdote
priest curs
preacher
father padre
nun monja

MISCELLANEOUS
---life

material
money

vida
mahoma
materia

US C

53 117

34 46
- 21

19 -

- 17

- 33

23 44

7 IS
17

12

16

MAN SOCIETY 60 116
mar"-i--h-r---eu-7:-4S
human humana - 10
people gente 15 6
individual 14

personal personal 11 10
family 12 -

neighbor projimo - 12
community comunioad 8 21

society sociedad - 12

284
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Nein Components
and Responses

NELIGION, CHURCH

us c

394 206

GOD/DIOS

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Componens

Percentage oft

Total Score
US C

24 13

10 4

7 2

6 3

10 20
10 19

9 *'1.2

10 11

8 11

2 3

5 2

religion
church
worship

pray.er
priest
Nary
Bible
Catholic

ISUS CHRIST

religion 192 115

iglesia 73 77
20 -
IT -

curs - 13

10

Riblia 50 V3

catolico 32 15

157 67
Jesus
Christ
Son

DEITY, SPIRIT

Jesus 106 2?
Cristo 49 30
'Hijo - 12

119 39

RELIGION, CHURCH
JESUS CHRIST
DEITY, SPIRIT
HEAVEN, ANGELS
GOOD, HELPFUL
FATHER, CREATOR
POWERFUL, SUPERIOR
LOVE, RESPECT
,FAITH, BELIEF

ONE, ALL
MISCELLANEOUS

deity

divinity
lord
allah

spirit
Wly spirit
Jehovah

HEAVEN. ANGELS

11

divinided - 25
31

13

espiritu 43 VI
10

11

te 44
heaven
angels

saint

cielo 85 -24'

13 -
canto - 20 Total Adjusted Scores 1651 1810t)

285

FAITlf, BELIEF

US

131

C

177
faith fe 76 136

US C belief creencia 49 22

MISCELLANEOUS 82 27
believe creer 6 19

dmn 18 US C
devil 15

where 12 ONE, ALL 37 57
unknown desconocid 10 10 one uno 22 113

dog 13 unique unico 15
atheist 14 all todo 24
liberty libertad 17 everywheke 15

PIM Components
and Responses

HELPFUL

good
wonderful
kindness

mercy

understanding
forgive
fair, just
justice

protector
watches you
help

sevior
friend
wise
true.truth
peace
hope

beautiful

FATHER; CRE:ATOR
father
creator

creation
being

be

exist
life

man

US C

169 329
bueno

14 -
bonded - 22
misericordia - 12
comprension - 25
perdonar 15
justo
justicia 7

16

18
arida 6

27
amigo
sablo
verdad 12
paz 14
esperanza -
bello

4
34

15

ss

47

11
17

19

12

160 316

padre,papa 47-74
crzador - 74

creacion 60 5
15 -

ser - 75

existe 10 10
vide 11 19

hombre 17 59

PCNEOUL SUPERIOR 141 198

power---71,Turn-
strength fuerza - 12

all powerful todopoderoso 13 8
force 13 -

almighty 35 -

maximal

omnipotent 1;
superior
supreme 31
big, large 15
ruler 21

maximo
omnipotente
superior
supremo
granda

15
15

44
39

LOVE RESPECT
love
care.ing
respect
trust

163 185

war 123 149
18

resneto - 24
confianza 22 12

286
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maimmal-mmialum
Main Components
end Responses

RELIGION, BELIEF
religion

belief
faith
concept
philosophy
church
Bible
spirit
God
Christ

ISSUES. SEX

issues
semoil
marriage
drugs
death
life
nituie
present
new
change

religion
creenciis
fe

filosofie
iglesia

espiritu
Dios

Cristo

SCOIETY PECfLE
society

social
public
human
man.men

people
person
inAividual
self
I

parents
mckil

sexo

muerte
midi
niturilezi
presente

cimbio

BAOCHSCRA1
baci
inmsnral

tin
fadlt
guilt

low

sociedid

social
publici
humsno
hombre

persona

yo

CONSCIENCE. DECISION
conscience conciencia
4ecisions
judgments

US C

242 185

MORALITY/MORALIDAD

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score

US

18 15

18 4

16 14

8 4

7 3

20 23

4 16

10' 11

0 6

1 4

Hain Cbgponents
and AesponAes

STANDARDS

US C

270 285'

94 32

39 10

- 30

15

17 10

SO 32

11

- 28

16 23
20

243 55

stindvds
norms

rules

law
principles

value
ethics
moral
habits

opinion
htqh
relative
interior
feeling

MUSTY, RESPECT

normis

reglas

ley

principios
valor

etici
moral

costumbres

interior

sentimiento

20
12

23 7

31 11

20
55 49
52 74
51 64

22
1;

12
13

12
14

48 199

11

114 13

10

24 -

24 6

21 6

- 13

- 10

20 -

19 7

213 178

RELIGION, BELIEF
ISSUES, SEX
SOCIETY, PEOPLE
BAD, IMMORAL
CONSCIENCE, DECISION
STANDARDS
MODESTY, R5SPECT
GOOD, RIGHT, CORRECT
EDUCATION
BEHAVIOR

modesty honestidad
respect respeto
honesty honridez

responsible responsible
decency decencia
love amor
coxprthens. comprensible

kindness bondad

GOOD, RIGHT, CORRECT

- 51
7 61

15 11

- 28
9 11

17 15
- 10

12

134 135

52 35

18 7

- 12

15 22

7 22

14

14 60
49

14 -

- 20

20
10

105 52

17--75
33 24

36 -

- 13

14 -

10 -

91 38

Total Adjusted Scores 1355 1379

good,ness
right

correct
rectitude
necessity
security

EDUCATION

bien.bueni

correcti

rectitud

necesidad
seguridad

70 4§
64 -

29
25,

22
10

0 75

educiticm
teaching

thought
help
triditicm

BEHAVICR

miucaciop
enseninzi
pensimiento
iyudar
tridicion

,

- 14
- 19

19
- 13
- 10

9 52
behavior
behavior
action

comportam.
conducti
actuicion

- 21
9 14

- .11

b0 30
11 -

30 -

287 2bo
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Main Cowponents
and Responses US

FEAR, ANXIETY 442

C.

217

(eeling sentimiento 129
feel bad 23

emotional 23

fear miedo 31

anxiety 24

worry 16

embarrassed 13

61

15

'ashamed 15

depression la

-

- sadness tristeza 16 6
sorrow pens 16 20
pain dolor 19 19
hurt 34 -

hanm,ful dano 8 12

remorse remordimien. 10 47
repentence arrepentim. - 23
horror horror
sorry 16

anger 11

hate 10

jealous 14

14

LYING. CRIME . 243 190
lie mentira 37)
cheating 14

crime crimen 41

4

42
assassinate asesinar . je

murder 12 -

theft robe 17 7

injustice injusticia -

unfair 13

destruction 17

ection accion

12

1;
ect acto - 10
wickedness melded - 16
sin pecado 77

sex 15

58

Mar guerra - 10

CONSCIENCE. COMPLEX ' 211 129
conscience. conciencia 107 71

. responsible responsable - 24
guilt trip 19 -

complex complejo 49 22
trip 15, -

confession confesion 21 12

289

GUILT/CULPA

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

_Percentage of
Total Score

Main Components US

'

Main Components
nd Responses

KANE, FAULT

US

11

C

114
blame

oault
mistake
cause

MINE. YOURS

culpar 6

falta

error 5
Causa

46

IT
43.

36
18

100
my, mine
1

yours
parents
mother

CCIURcTour

mia
yo -

suya
padres 24

18

ib
39

32
4
.

FEAR, ANXIETY 30 20
*LYING, CRIME 17 17
CONSCIENCE, COMPLEX 14 12
WRONG, BAD 11 3
SHAME - 5 1
RELIGION 5 1
BLAME, FAULT 1 10
MINE, YOURS 3 9
COURT, JURY 6 9
PUNISHMENT 4 7
INNOCENCE 3 4
MISCELLANEOUS 1 6

trial

jury
judge
to judge
OCC used

defense
justice
rights
lto

PUNISHMENT

10
12

juez

jaggr
11

do
11

justicia -
direc5os
ley 13

59

-

.

21

17

13

-

26
11

11

79
punishment
jail
prisoner

rejection

INNOCENCE

castigo 27

carcel,pris. 18
14

rethazo -

48

2.
33

-

18

44

Total Adjusted Scores 1466 1200

US C

WRONG, 8A0 16T 29
innocence

no

MISCELLANEOUS

ihocencia 48
no -

11

25

19

61

wrong 114 -
bad male 46 29

SHAME 79 16 one

the

conscious
love

desire
reorganize
grave

um&
el

amor

deseo
reconocer
grave

10

1;

10

10.

shame verguenzx

RELIGION 71 13
religion religion 12 4
church 15 -
'Catholics 11 -
Jewish 12 -
moral moral 21 9

-

9 0

is am es in is um se as a om



Main Components
and Responses

MIND. FLELINGS
mind
head
braid
mental

rational
reatoning
think .

thm4ht
intelligence

reflection
study
do

sW)conscious
unconscious
superego'
id

interior,
within
inner -

hidden
eintions
feeling
heart ,

GUILT WORRY
gui lt

remorse
uneasiness
disturber
worry

bothered

8AD, WRONG
bad

evil

wong
sin

steal

none

ow am no um au al me on en ga au al

US C

438 374
mente 97 55
cabeza 16 10
cerebro 13 11
mental - 12
racional - 12

razonamiento - 42

Pensar 49 64
34 -

Intel:sends - 14
reflexion - 17
estudiar 10
realize - 13
sOconciente 24 8
inconsciente 28 9

35 -
IT -

interior 9 48
dentro - 16

33

11

12

sentimiento 60 22
corazon - 11

GUIDE, HELP
guide,ance
advisor
regulator
help ayudar
controls beh.
voice
Jiminy Cricket
parents

248
culpable Zu1
remordimiento -
intranquil._
turbadora -

19

28

117
male 45

12
18

pecado 15

11

16

113
guia
tonsejera

19

I;

12
11

10

291

92
3/
39
10

11

32

26

6

35
7
10

18

CONSCIENCE/CONCIENCIA

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

MIND, FEELINGS

GUILT, WORRY
BAD, WRONG
GUIDEf HELP
AWARE, KNOWING
MORALITY, RESPONSIBILITY
SELF, PERSON
GOOD, CLEAN, CLEAR
RELIGION, GOD ,

TRUTH, JUSTICE
FAITH, LOVE
MISCELLANEOUS

Percentage of
Total Score

US

29 29

16 7

8 2

7 3

6 12

9 10
6 10
7 9

2 6

4 6

2 3

3 3

Total Adjusted Scores 1516 1421

FAITH. LOVE
honesty
faith fe

love,ing 'awn*

MISCELLANEOUS
health

life

science
objective
Freud
important
have

US C

28 40
11 -

- 23

17 17

US C

salud

vide

objetiva

tener

52 42

10

9 10

10

9 12

11

13 -

- 10

Main Components

and Responses

AWARE, INNING
aware

awake self
know
knowledge
understand
conscience
to be

-

US C

94 154
36

14

conocer.saber13 1;

12
ccaprender 11 29
comiente 14 5
estar,ser - 33

MORALITY, RESPONSIBILITY 138 128
moral 114 41

ethics etica 16 13
responsible responsable 8 39
action actuacion - 21
necessary nectsario - 14

SELFA PERSON
ego

self

,1 Yo
humen humano
man hombre
person persona
social social
population pueblo

91 126
33 -

27 -

- 37
- 19.

- 23
22 19

9 18

10

GOOD, CLEAN, CLEAR 105 112
good buena,bien 69-- 46
clean limpla, 17 14
clear 19 -
innocence inocencia - 12
tranquility tranquilidad - 38

RELIGION._ GOO

soul

God
spirit,mind

TRUTHA JUSTICE
truth
justice
right
liberty
security
believe

1.4

alma
dios
espiritu

37 79

14 34

11 35

12 10

55 78
.10

justicia 14
26 -

11berted 26
seguridad 31
creer 19 7

292



t,

Sain,Components
and Responses

EMBARRIISSAENTL.REM3RSE

US

314

C

112

fp

SHAME/VERGUENZA

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Percentage cif

Total Score
Main Components US

Main Components
and Responses

SORROW, SADNESS

US C

53 288
sorrow pena
sadness tristeza
pity
poor thing

FEAR, ANQU1SH

11-776
6 12
22 --
11

135 117

embarassment
ashamed
blush rubor
red rojo
naked

remorse
repentance arrepentim.
regret
sorry
hide esconderse
pregnant embarszo
pardon . perdon

SRD, WRONG

148

19

16

-

15

14

-

29
37

36

-

-

296

18

38

-

-

22
.

.

10

14

10

113

fear temor,onedo
shyness tiaddez
afraid

doubt
anguish angustio
pain,ful dolor
hurt_

feel,ingA sentir
emotional

PROBLEMS, CRIME, PO-YERTY

24 26
- 30
14' -

11 -

- 17
- 17

27 -

36 27

23 -

60 79

EMBARRASSMENT, REMORSE 24 11

BAD, WRONG 23 11

GUILT, FAULT 19 11
RELIGION 5 3

DISHONEST 3 3

SORROW, SADNESS 4 29

FEAR, ANQUISH 10 12

PROBLEMS, CRIME, POVERTY 5 8

MORALITY; MODESTY 5 6
PEOPLE 2'

MISCELLANEOUS 0 1

bad malo
wrong

evil

wickedness maidad
awful

bad deal

disgrace Idesgracia
shameful
disgust

scorn desprecio
stupidity estupidez
foolishness idiotez
punishment

GUILT, FAULT

82

80

IS

36

12

24

12

20

16

244

55
-

-

IS

8

11

11

12

104

problems problemas
crime

theft robo
thief .., ladron
povertf pobreza
power Poder
sex

act,ion acto

MCCALITY, MODESTY

9 IS
19 -

. 12

- 10
11 15

- 12

21 -

- 15

62 60

Total Adjusted Scores 1305 1084
morality moralidod
modesty pudor
pride orgullo
consciousness conciencia

PECIPLE

19 22
- 15

16 5
27 18

31 43

guilt,-trip
foult,blawe culpa
mistake error

. disturb turbot-,

,RELIGION

233

11

66

-

74

19

11

30 on you

yo
Person .persona
mother cadre

MISCELLANEOUS

27 -

. 14

- 19
4 10

10'

religious
church
sin pecado

4
DISHONEST

15

13

38

44

-

-

30

29

dijhonest deshonest.
-disfespect
"lie mentira

23

13

8

19

-

10

bear oso

1

- 1.0
epg . 4

-r
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MMin Components

and Responses

GOOD, HEALTHY 343

C

153

HEALTH/SALUD

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Percentagpof
Total Score

Main Components US

C

36

u,

Main ConpOnents
and Responses US. C

DOCTOR, HOSPITAL 351 434

..4

114

good bien,buena

healthy saludable

well
feeling good

sound 'sano

stable. estaole

youth ' juventud

beauty
glow,ing
insurance
check up

DISEASE

194
44

14

21

7

.

13

10
11

.18

271

106
14

16

10
7

-

47

doctor exediTT-------66-776

nurse enfermera 25

hospital hospital 43 49"

center centro - 11

clinic clinics 20 33
medication 64 -

drugs disdi c. drogas - 25
vitamins 33 -

cares cuidados 64 25

help ayuda 6 21

benefit beneficio - 10

,study estudio - 12

ea

HAPPINESS, WELL-BEINS 188 358

GOOD, VALTHY 19 10

SICKNESS, DISEASE 15 : 3

fXERCISE, WORK, 12 7

BODY, STRENGTH 8 6

FOOD,AUTRITION 6 1

DOCTOR, HOSPITAL 19, 29

HAPPINESS, WELL-BEING 10 24

LIFE, PEOPLE 4 7

MENTAL, SPIRITUAL 3 5

IMPORTANT, NEEDED 4 - 4

MISCELLANEWS , 0 2

gligNESS,

ick.,ness

disease
illness enfermo

cancer
bad male

death muerte

EXERCISE, WORK

104

51

29
16
44
27

*9
215

7

28
12

104

happy,ness felicidad 108 IT
well-being bienestar - 162

joy, pleasure alegria . 74

IOW antr 20 42
peace tranquilided - 39

welfare 32, -

wealth .. ' 28 -

etjuilibrium equilibrio - 10

014412121f_____7.674Iii
familia t - 13

fftnlycls - 13amigos

I yo - 10

IV 7 -

exercise ejercicio

work trabajo

play, game juegq

sport deporte

3019in9
spa
run correr

swimming
activity
educaticm
class
,welk casinar

800Y, STRENGTH

88
6

-

18
22
19

13
10
14
14
11
-

-a

147

18
33

10

23

6

-

14

91

MENTAL, SPIRITUAL 52 73
:Total.Adjusted Scores 1819 1639

US C US

FOOD NUTRITION 110 17 MISCELLANEOUS 6

mentfl mental 36 46
mind mente 16 16

spiritual espiritual - 11

IMPORTANT, NEEDED 71 66

body cuerpo

physical fisico

fitness
energy energia

capacity '"capacidad

vigor vigor

heart
strong
corporal corporal

41
32
23
11

9
19
12

20
31

6

12

10

12

fOod comida 50 7 money dinero 6

nutrition nutrition 35 10

diet 25

35

important 53 -

necessity necesidad 7 54

indispensible indispens. - 12

blessing 11 -

295 CI
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Pisin Components

and Responses

51C5ILL
sick,ness
dikeaie
ill.nessi

disturbance
to be
disorder
alcoholism
retard
pain,ful

hurt

enfermeddd
perturbac.

ser

dolor

'DEPRESSED UNMANCED
depression . A
sad lriste
helpless
unhappy '

troubled
stress .. %

lost'

instability inestabil.
, nervous
fear miedo
fatigue cansancio
unbalanced desequilib.
emotional

CURE. HELP

cure,ible curable
help ayuda

understanding comprension
care.
treatment tratamiento
isolate aislar
drugs,medic. drops

mum, BRAIN
mind
brain
mental
head

mente
cerebro

cabeza

29'i

US

418

C

50

C' A

,

MENTAL ILLNES/ENFERMEDAD MENTAL

,

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Percentage of
'b-1 , . 0 Total Score

Main Components US C

0

69

10

6

-

14

14

71

18

19

212

' -

15

IA

13
-

-

-,

-

75
48

41

22

19

11

20
10

-

10

14

-

-

17

150

-

16

-

-

-

-

-

11

-

11

15

22
-

103

SICK,ILL 27 4

DEPRESSED, UNBALANCED 13 5
CURE, HELP 10 8
MIND, BRAIN 6 2

CRAZY, MADNESS 12 29

DOCTOR, PSYCHIATRIST- ' 11 4
HOSPITAL, INSTITUTION 9 11

BAD, DANGEROUS 6 11

PEOPLE, PERSON 4 , 4

HEALTH, SANITY , 1 2

MISCELLANEOUS . 1 4

55

44

11

12

15

-

13

99

13 ,

41

19
-

12

10

8

30
36
30

25

8

6
10

-

14

Total Adjusted'Scores 1571 1508

MISCELLANECUSb
childhood
world

name
poverty

us c

rundo
dirrimia
nomhte

PoUreza

13 52

11

11

18

12

Main Components 4,

and Responsek , US C

CRAZY MADNESS 186 396

----aTdtrE--------21crazy,inco.cilif.822
madness ,

. 52 41Iolfinsane d::::::

- 143
e

11 -

24 .-
: iiiiiiis 15 =

DOCTOR, PSYCHIATRIST 177 282
doctor doctor,med. 25 64.

psychiatrist siquiatra 24 143
psychologist% sicologo 117 75
psychologyo 11 -

,.405PITAL, INSTITUTION 147 150
hospital hospital 105 44
institution 0 -
clinic clinic& "
sanatorium sanatorio 5 la
madhouse manicomios - 51
asylum asilo ,20

8404 DANGEROUS 89 148

bad mal,mala 13 40
dangerous peligrosos 10 24

serious grave . - 12

death , muerte - 15
problem 1 problema 29 57
social problem 10, -
stigmas 12 -
misunderstoed 15 -

PECPLE. PERSON
person persuna
people gente
me
mother'
aunt
man hombre

61

17
12

11

21

61

16

22

23

HMTH, SANITY 19 24
health salud 19 24

298
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Main Ccepoments
and Nesponses
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us i

MEDICINE, DRUG 285 132
medicine mediiine --241- 64
drug , droga 22 68
prescription 22

EDUCATION,PROFESSION
educated- educado
knowledgeable conocedor
smart

intelligent
iearned
student
school

university
degree
capacity
profession
career

work,
science
physician
lawyer

Ph.D.

458 217
33 7
17 8
20 -

inteligen. 22 18
10 .

estudiante - 27
25 --

universidad - 11
18 -

capacidad - 13
protest= 33 71
carrera - 32
tfabajo - 16
clencia - 14

24 -

45 -

11 -

_14057,ITALCLINIC 226 f73
hospT1 hospital
'office ccosultorio
clinic clinica

NURSE

161- 112
58 30

.1 31

195 0
nurse 195- -

MONEY, BILLS 183 41
money dinero 73- 31
bills 23
expensive 19 .
silver, money plata - 10
rich 56
wealthy 12

:

299

D3CTOR/MEDICO

, PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score-

US

15 8

13 12

12 10,p
10

MEDICINEZ-0RUG
EDUCATION,PROFESSION
HOSPITAL; CLINIC
NURSE
MONEY, BILLS 10 2
SURGERL TREATMENT 8 5

CURE, HEAL 8 14
ILL, SICK 13
DOCTOR, DENTIST 4 12
HELP, FRIEND 7 12
PERSON, STATUS 2 5
GOOD, NEED c. 0 5
MISCELLANEOUS 3 3

Total Adjusted Scores 1914 1927

SURGERY, TREATMENT

US

153

C

82 GOOD, NEED

US

3

C

810 surgery ciruiia
operation operacion
O.R. quirotano

stretcher camilla
'treatment tratamiento
examination
check up

injection inyeccion
needle

stethoscope

44

20

28

11

16

10

24

za
24

10

10

a
-

-

ID

good

necessity

MISCELLANEOUS

bueno
necesidad

3
-

54

66
21

68
life

white

soap opera
bad, evil
golf

society

vide

blanco

mato

sociedad

33

10

-

11

-

12

-

16
-

10

r

Main Components
and Responses

CLWE, HEAL

cuet
healer

heal,ing
remedy
health

we:L.:being

ILL SICK .

illness

ill, patient
sick,ness
disease
patient
pain

. dead

us° c

147 240
cura,curer 33 64
curandero 45 11

32 -

ropedio - 13
salud 37 131
bienestar - 21

165 228
enfirmedid 10 145
enters° - 33

57 -

34 -

patient* 37 16
dolor 19 7

muerto - 25

DOCTOR, DENTIST 72 206
doctor

M.D.
dentiit
specialist
practitioner

name ,

doctor

especialista

)g
webre

-

12

35
- 20
13

- 15

- 11
Kildane' 12

HELP, FRIEND 132 203
help Jul ,ing wide 87 121

friend,ship amigo,amist. 8 41

care,ing 37 -

servites serviclos -. 16

responsibil. responsabil. - 13

savior salvador - 12

PERSON,'ITATUS 41 91
person persona 5 Zi
man hombre 40
women mujer 11
human humano 3 16
status 10

respected 12

prestige 10

**curandero" in Spanish denotes a non-
medical person who cures, i.e., a faith
healer.
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Mein Comp:cents
and Responses

comma NURSE
ooctor
nurse
patients

doctor
enfermeras

CLEAN WHITE
cleanness limpieza

white blanco
sterile

smell
secure Segura*

EMERGENCY, CANCER
emergency
urgency urgencies
ambulance ambulancie
accident accidente
heart attack
injury

cancer

OPERATION, SURGERY
operation operacion
O.R. quirofano
surgery cirugia
x-rays

.MEOICINE DRUGS

medicine
drugs,medic. drogas
needle aguja

CARE. HELP
care

look after
heed, attend
help

r- treatment
rest

research

301

US C

557 174

34)4 47

208 132

45 -

185 63

33 71
77 27

34 -

41 -

- 13

166 52

55
15

4; 33'

16 4

13

12 . -

23

130 84
- 56

86 7

34 21

10 -

culdsr
atencion

mposo

126 56

100 -

16 48

10 8

118 45

18 -

- 14

19

60

11

12 12

17

"seiuro" may also refer U3 "seguro social-
es"(comeonly called seguros). .These are
hospitals to which workers have the right
to go'to by reason of their exployment.

HOSPITAL/HOSPITAL

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score

US

26 , 11

9 4

8 3

6 5

6 4

6 3

3 1

22 40

9 15

3 7

0 3

2 5

Main Coeponents

and Responses

SICKNESS, 0EATH

US C

477 628
sick,ness

ill, patients enfermo
disease
hurt
wound herida
pain dolor
blood sangre
deeth,die muerte
sadness tristeza

CLINIC. CENTER

217

87 397

21

24

22
20 29

20 62

99

19

189 228

DOCTOR, NURSE
CLEAN, WHITE
EMERGENCY, CANCER
OPERATION, SURGERY
MEDICINE, DRUGS
CARE, HELP

MONEY, BILLS
SICKNESS, DEATH

CLINIC, CENTER
HEALTH, CURE
GOOD, NECESSARY
MISCELLANEOUS

clinic

center
building
wards
sanatorium
institute

establishment
great, big
room

bed

stretcher
military
General

people

Kuril CURE
---fitilth

clinica

centro
edificio

sanatorio
instituto

estableci.
grand*

cuarto

cam
camillA
militar

gente

7 63

18

11 10

20

11

12 7

10
11

17 6
89 46

6 23

16

2;

73 109

cure,ing
heal,ing

0000, NECESSARY

salud

curer
35 81

21 28
17 -

0 40

Total Adjusted Scores 2134 1729

US C

MONEY, BILLS 66 20

gond

necessity

MISCELLANEOUS

bueno
necesidad

- 2d
- 20

47 73

money dinero 12 lb
bills 15 -

expensive caro 20 4

insurance 19 -
food comida
tv

fear iedo
)1fe vide
bad, evil malo
public health sanidad

11 4
11 .

12 10
- 23

8 76
5 10

302
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Main Ccaponents
and Responses

DEATH

US

248

C

94 LIFE/VIDA

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Percentage of

Total Score
Main Components US

C

97

death muerte

katiLliggHING

248

239

94

214
vivir

breath
feel,ing sentir
to be ser
exist existir
alive

grow,ing,th
.energy 4 energia
movement movimiento

CEREAL. MAGAZINE

141

20

11

-

11

24

22

10

-

191

42

-

37

48

49

17

21

0 DEATH 14 6

LIVING, BREATHING 14 13

CEREAL, MAGAZINE 11 0
TIME: SHORT, LONG 8 3

BIRTH, BABY 6 2

HAPPINESS, JOY 17 22

LOVE, FRIENDSHIP 8 15

GOOD, BAD 6 10
PEOPLE, ANIMALS, TREES 5 10

WORK, MONEY 4 5

GOD, SPIRITUAL 1 4
MARRIAGE, FAMILY 3 3

MISCELLANEOUS 3
o
6

magazine
cereal

game

TIME: SHORT, LONG

138
25

28

13o

-

-

-

46
short
long

time tiempo
years anos
forever
eternal

future futuro
age edad

BIRTH, BABY

20
49

19

7

20

10

11

104

4

14

23

5

33
birth nadmiento
giving
baby
begin

WORK, *MEV

56

11

26

11

66

33

78

Total Adjusted Scores 1731 1752

US US

GOO. SPIRITUAL 25 69 MISCELLANEOUS 45
work trabajo
mono, dinero
guard

think pensar
study astudio
learning
kAow saber
style

16
6

15

18

11

14

18

14

22

10

god dios 25 55 necessity necesidad
spiritual espiritual 14 Wows - esperenzas 10

right derecho
goals metes 9
change cambio

MARRIAGE, FAMILY 45 54 realization 10

lu

17

17

10

12

13

10
sex 12 - pleasure placer 8
mother madre - 16 prevent 8
family familia 20 15
child,ren nino 13 23

303

Main Components
and Responses

HAPPIOESS, JOY
happiness

JuY
fun

enjoy

satisfaction
dance
triumph

strength
health
beauty
beautiful

sunshine

wonderful

US C

289 344
felicidad 118 If
alegria 22 101
diversion 38 11

goce 32 32
satisfacc. - 11

bailer - 12
triunfo - 10

fuerza - 11

salud 30 74

belleza 11

bell& 28 27

11

"10

LOVE, FRIENDSHIP
love,ing .nor
friendship amistad
friends amigos

understanding comprens.
help ayuda
gratitude &graded..
value valores
peace pez

ODOO, BAD

good bvena
great

precious
Oft regalo
freedom
liberty libertad
bad
had

struggle lucha
difference diferenria

PEOPLE, ANIMALS. TREES
people
humans humanos
beings seres
everybody todos
together
man

survivor
nature

world
animal

light

140 240

116 11/ ,

6

10

11

25

24

18

14

15

16

112 163

20 34
11 -

13 -

6 20

17 24
16 34

12 10
12 -

5 25

- 16

hombre,
yo

superviven
naturaleza
mundo
animal

luz

91 161
22

8 14

12 5

10

46
- 25

15 10

11

10
11 12

12

304
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Main Covcmnents
and Responses

SICKNESS, PAIN
sickness
illness

disease
pain,ful

cancer
heart
hurt,s
suffer
old,-age
accident
war

, commit suit.
hospitals

FUNERAL, GRAVE
funeral

grave
coffin

casket
bury,ial
tomb
cemetery
flowers

enfermedad

dolor

sufrir

accidente
,guerTO

\iruicidarse

LIFE

life
new life
birth
reincarnation

SADNESS, CRYING
sadoess
cry
cry,weep
tears
sorrow

- mourning

funeral

ataud

entierro
tumba
ctmenterio
flores

vida

tristeza
Ilanto
llorar

lagrimas

luto

US C

280 ,113
24

20 30

22

33 28

27

15

11

6 13

49

16 19
12 17

22 6
23

279 179
95 28
72 -

32 48*

10

32 33

- 23
20 32

18 15

220 74

177 74

15

15

13

151 104

86 55

17 26

- 11

14 6

18 -

16 6

FAMILY, FRIENDS, PEOPLE 76 34 .

family familia 15 6
grandparent M -

mother 14 -

love moor 9 14

man hombre - 14

DEATH1MUERTE

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

SICKNESS, PAIN
FUNERAL, GRAVE
LIFE
SADNESS, CRYING
FAMILY, FRIENDS, PEOPLE
LOSS, GONE
DIE, END
INEVITABLE, NECESSITY

FEAR, UNKNOWN
RELIGION
CRIME, MURDER
MISCELLANEOUS

Percentage of

Total Score
US

15 8

15 12

12 5

8 7

4 2

3 2

17 24

6 14

8 11

7 8

3 3

1 4

Total Adjusted Scores 1841 1640

lag, GONE
loss

gone

departure
separation
nothing .

US C

52 23

zi -

23 -

partida - 11

18 -

nada - 12

CRIME, MURDER
crime
murder
destruction
unnatural

MISCELLANEOUS
there
step,path
wait
never
dimension

crimen
asesinato

destruccion

US C

49 44
-

22 22
16 9

11 -

alia
paso
esperar
nunca

21 61
14

21

19

10 7

11

Main Componints
and Responses

DIE, END
die,ing
dead
end,,ing

final

termination
finish

goodbye
rest
peace
peace
eternity
inert

US C

314
89
28

fin,acabar 107
final 45
terminacion 9

15
adios

descanso -

paz 21
tranquilidad -

eternidad -

inerte

INEVITABLE, NECESSITY
inevitable

necessity
natural
change
sure
eventual
realization
beginning
afterlife
liberation
help
good
happy,ness

solitude

FEARUNKNOWN
fear
unknown
scare,y
darkmess
bbscurity
black
bad, evil

RELIGION
God
heaven
hell
spirit
soul, spirit
cross

361

168
30

48

18
43
13
11

13
17

115 207
inevitable 15 16
necesidad - 31

natural 33 35
cambio 12 10
segura - 15

13 -

realization - 18
comienzo 13 11

20
liberacion 12

ayuda - 13
buena - 17
felicidad 9 17

soledad - 12

150 166
miedo 39 60
desconocido 18 18

25 -

tinieblas 14 16
oscuridad - 23

negro 54 22

malo - 27

134 125

Dios 33 62
cielo 52 13

infierno 36 7

espiritu 13 16
alms c. 15

crux - 12
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(A)
tO

Main Components
and Responses

COLLEGE, SCHOOL
college
university
graduate

institution
Maryland
fonmal
board
school

priv. h.s.

primary
elementary

high school
secondary
building

US C

601 370
206

universidad 19 104

14 -

la
11 -

formal - 34

13

escuela 252 68

colegio - 130

Primaria 4 19

13 -

26 -

secundaria 18 15

LEARN. STUDY 393 322
learn aprender -I68 119
study estudio 33 103
book, s libros - 82 16
to be ser,estar - 16
read,ing ,

$5 -
work trabajo
effort esfuerxo
training

grades ,' 16 -
pupils atones - 16
student
preparation preparation
commmlication commicacion

26 14

- 11
13 -

GOOD. NECESSARY
good

necessary
need,ed
important

help,ful
love

buena,b/en

necesario

importante

ayuda
Vier

KNCWLEDGE, EXPERIENCE
knowledge

. know

know

experience

14 -

5 17

- 10

190 127
54 38

53 39

26
35 9

16 31

6 10

133 96

117 -
conocer - 56
saber 35

experiencia 21 5

307

4,

EDUCATION/EDUCACION

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUAT4ONS

\,

Percentage of

Total,Score
Main Components - US C

COLLEGE, SCHOOL 31

LEARN, STUDY 20
GOOD, NECESSARY 10

KNOWLEDGE, EXPERIENCE 7

INTELLIGENCE, WISDOM 5

JOB, CAREER 5

DEGREE, DIPLOMA 4
MONEY, EXPENSIVE 2

TEACHERS, PROFESSORS 8,

PROGRESS, DEVELOPMENT 3
EDUCATED, CULTURE(D) 0
PEOPLE, FAMILY 1

FIELDS OF STUDY 2
, MISCELLANEOUS 2

23

20

8

6

3

4

1

1

9

9

6

5

3

2

Total Adjusted Scores

us c

INTELLIGENCE, WISDCM 91
intelligence inteligencia 40
wisdom sabiduria 22
smart 24
thought pensamiento 5
will voluntad -

JOB CAREER
job
future futuro
career

a
life vide

opportunity

52

22

9

10

11

92 61

-

- 48

16

30 13

1 0

1925 1766

DEGREE, DIPLCMA

degree
B.S.
bachelor

diploma

US C

72 10
49 -

12 -
bachiller - 10

11 -

MONEY, EXPENSIVE 48 20
money dinero 10 2d
expensive 22 -
grants 10 -

Main Components

and Responses

TEACHERS, PROFESSORS

US

156

C

153
teachers maestros 143 10
professor profesor 13 74
teaching ensenanza - 69

PROGRESS. DEVELOPMENT 63 143
progress progreso - 60
development desarrollo 12 19
improvement mejoramiento 17 8
excel] superacion - 27
advances adelantos 9 10
achieve 13 -
achievement lcyro - 19
xtension 12 -

LV-A:4112CUge an educ.
educator
culture,d
behavior

ns ru -

ducador - 18
culture - 52
comportamien. - 11

PEOPLE, FAMILY 10 76
person persona - 23
friend,ship. misted ' 10 19
parents padres - 22
family familia - 12

FIELDS OF STUDY 38 41
science cilncia - 21
moral moral - 20
sex 14
health 12 -
math 12

MISCELLANEOUS 38 35
security seguridad - 15
bad male 6 14
power poder 12 6
freedom 10
hard 10

308



Nein Components
and Responses US C

SMART BRIGHT NW 108
51-1117U--------112=
bright 18 -

to be ser - 10

intelligence inteligencia 16 30

genius genio 22 14

gifted . 13 .

brilliant 20
superiority superiorid. 5 1i

excell sobresalir - 13
sensitive 11
high lta - 12

clever 11

astuteness astucia - 15

I.Q. TESI 223 14

A. 125

test,s test 36 6
' . quotient coeficiente 19 8

measures 10
comaon sense 33

STUD!, LEARNING 169 143

study estudiar 12 126
learn 71

book,s 27

work trabajo 18 16

read,ing 17

gredes notes 12 7

student 12

CIAI FBI 105 0

CIA 57 -

FBI 24 -

spY.s 24

STUPID DUMB 49 21

dot 20 -

little poca - 11

bad male - W

30J

1"
INTELLIGENCE/INTELIGENCIA

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Percentage of

Total Score
Main Components' US C

Nein Ownponents

and Responses US C

KNOWLEDGE, UNDERSTANDING 222 249
knowledge conocimien. hf so
know saber 7 61
understand comprension - 43
understand entender 19 21
wisdom sabiduria 26 34
wise sablo - 30
insight 12 -
experience 16 -

12 -
maturity II -

PEOPLE,_NAM 119 233

SMART, BRIGHT 22 7

I.Q., TEST 13 1

STUDY, LEARNING 10 10

CIA, FBI 6 0

STUPID, DUMB 3 1

KNOWLEDGE, UNDERSTANDING 13 17

PEOP.LE, MAN 5 16

ABILITY, CAPACITY 7 13
HEAD, BRAIN, THINK 7 11

SCHOOL, EDUCATION 8 9

GOOD, DESIRABLE 4 8

DEVELOPMENT,PROGRESS 1 8

people
person persona
man hombre

yo
me
myself
you, your tu
parent
friend imigo
human humano
rterybody todos
woman mujer
individual individual
the, he el

Einstein

ABILITY, CAPACITY

-

8
.

27
12

-

10
6
-

-

-

-

11

120

-

24

62
43
-

13

-

16

23

19
11

11

11

-

189
ability habilidad
capacity capacidad
have tener
innate
inherent

don, gift don
power poder
quality cualidad
potential
skill destreza
age

nfitive

HEAD, BRAIN, THINK

38

16
14

16

14

12

115

10

77

11

37

27

17

10

161

Total Adjusted Scores 1673 1645

US C US C

GOOD, DESIRABLE 66 126 SCHOOL, EDUCATION 132 137
good bien,bueno 2d 57 school colegio 43 13
desire, desear 14 7 college 22 -
great grande - 19 university universidad - 13
help,ful ayuda 6 19 education educacion 58 10
valuable 11 science clench. - 15
necessary necesario 7 17 scientist cientifico - 11
love war - 11 profession profesion 9 20

apprentice aprendizaje 33
culture culture 22

CEVELOPMENT,PROGRESS 15 114

brain cerebro
reason razon
mind mente
think pensar
faculty facultad
internal interne

71

-

27
17

.

18

39

34

28

25
17.

development desarrollo 8 21
progress progreso 20
Profit aprovechar 31
achievements logros 13
success exito 7 10
reach alcanzar 11

1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 11111 11111 IN1
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Main Components
and Responses US C

EDUCATION,LEARNING 488 397
education educacton 173 11
professor profesor 10 16
degree 11 -

learnAching 161
know saber 42 192
understand ntender 72 42

underStanding cooprensivo - 22
.see Ver - 19
work trabaje 19 18
investigate investigm - 13
overcome superer - 16
culture culture - 33
development desarrollo - 13

INTELLIGENCE 441 150
. intelligent inte11gent,7173I

smart '''+ .

wisdom sabiduria .1. 47
wise .

21 -

think,ing pensar 15 18
brain,s 27 -

interior interior - 17
insight 12 -

sense 12 -

common sense 12 -

eindpower 10 -
reason mon - 14

1

ROCKS, READING 189 630
books libros 113 If
readying lect.,leer 3D 21
key . 18
library biblioteca 17 ;
literate 11 .

SCHOOL, COLLEGE 167 91
school .escue,mcol. 78 42
college 80 .

university universidad 9 49

IGNORANCE

ignorance
lacking

34 0
20
14 .

311

KNOWLEDGE/CONOCIMIENTO

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score
US C

27 27

25 10
11 4

9 6

2

7 18
9 9

2 7

1 7

5 6

2 2

1 5

Main Components

and Responses

IMIALIEACHING

us c

122 264
study-

teach,ing
teachers
experience
tecnniques
inform

if0111.

GOOD, HELPFLL

estudio
ensenar
maestros
expertencta
tecnicas
informer

aprendizaje

31 121
24 17
12 6
43 21
6 17
6 12
- 70

161 128
goa
help,ful

power
important
useful

necessary
love
echievement

PEOPLE

buena
ayuda
poder

necesario
*Nor
logro

51 76
12 52
43 9
21 -

17 1

11 18
6 12
- 11

34 105

EDUCATION,LEARNING
INTELLIGENCE
BOOKS, READING
SCHOOL, COLLEGE
IGNORANCE

STUDY, TEACHING
GOOD, HELPFUL
PEOPLE

SCIENCE, MATH
TRUTH, FACT
GROWTH, PROGRESS
MISCELLANEOUS

people
., person

man
friends

social

life

SCIENCE, MATH

persona
hombre
amigos

yo
social

vide

14- -

- 25

- 26
- 11
- 11
- 11

20 21

12 102Total Adjusted Scores 1776 1635
sc ence
mathematics
distract
humanities

IRUTH,,FACT

ciencia
matematica
abstracto
humanidades

- 10
- 12

- 14

81 86'

GRCWTH, PROGRESS

US C

28 30
growth

progress

expand,ing

MISCELLANEOUS

prograso
lb

30
12

19 70

t ith
true

facts
philosophy
ideas
relative
be

common

verdadero

filosOfia

ser

comun

43
- 17

10 -

- 44

11

10

7 11

future
nage

to rare
world
G6d

futuro
nimble
mentar
mundo
dios

14

12

14

8 14

11 16

312



Plain Components

and Responses

SCHOOL,COLLEGE.CLASS

US

362

C

114
school colegio,esc.198 7g
college 40
university universidad 17 26
high school 16 -
elementary 13
class clase 49 ;
subject 10
mathematics atematicas 19

LEAANING EDUCATIgi - 318 I75
learning

educateoon ducar.cion 86 95
grades calificacion 29 ;17
notes,grades notes 6 22
test,s 19 -
know,ing saber 3 28
experience experiencia 20 4

*
'

lecture
homework tareas

22
16

-

9

KNOULEDGEONDERSTANDING 245 183
knowledgeable conocedor 76. 32
intelligence inteligencia 13 17

, understanding conprension 22 48
wise,dbm sabio 22 15
respect respeto 17 17
impartial 10 -
patient 15
good buenos 22 37
old riejo 12 8
leader 14 -
mind reader 12 -
love war - 10
lover 10 -

STUDENT, PRINCIPAL
student estudisnte
pupil

jauPil
xparentice
principal
et

alumno
sprendizaje

313

182 I

125 5

23
5

18

23,
41

TEACHER/MAESTRO

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Lomponents

Percentage of
Total Score

US

SCHOOL,COLLEGE,CLASS 20 7

LEARNING, EDUCATION 18 11

KNOWLEDGE,UNDERSTANDING 14 11k
STUDENT, PRINCIPAL 10 7 -

BOOKS, SUPPLIES 9 2
WORK 3 1

TEACHING, HELPING 8 25
TEACHERS, PROFESSORS 11 15
TRIEND,PARENTS,MEN 6 14
MISCELLANEOUS 1 6

Total Adjusted Scores 1783 1827

US C

DOCKS SUePL1ES 156 35
boo libros 63 11
boa , lack- tablero 13 14

chalk tiza 14 8
ds 14
ruler 13
apple 39

WOW 54 . 21

work trabajo 3 11

job 15

authority . autorided 36 10,

Main Components
and Responses

TEACHING, HELPING
teaching ensenanza
help,er,ing ayuda
'guide gull
direct dirigir
give .dar

collaboration colabnrac.
knowledgeable preparsdo

U S C

143 420
49 197
54 112
29 63

10

11 11

- 16

11

I_EACHERSPROPESSORS 203 253
Gitructor 0-27

professor procesor 115 19
dvisor,- consejero . 10
,prophet profeta . 195

FRIEND,PARENTSMEN 110 236
friend ssigo 16 104
fwther padre 28
mother eadri 21 11
parents 11.

woman mujer 18 6
lady .

man hombre
13

6 24
persons personas 44
companion companero 14
me 12

tilSCEILAREOUS 10 101
punishment castign - 10
scolding vegan° 14
bad,tvil 0010 10 35
nem nostore - 42

311
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Mein Coeponents
and Responses

YOUNG
young
youth
youth
innocent
freshness

PEOPLE
child
kid
boy
1 . ,

me
brother
friends
we
men

, women
groups
everybody

AG! STASES
age

teenager

adolescence
stage
puberty
immature

childhood
old. -age

US C

293 96

2-J1

adolescenc. - 41

jovenes 6 37

inocencia 45 7

lozania 11 11

270

nino 146
50

32

18

5

hermano
maigos

nosotros -

hombres
mujeres

todos

14

125

11

42

11

10

14

13

13

230 85

49
39 -

etape - 14

t 19

19 -

10 -

vejez.viejos 44 19

GRONTH,._DEVELOPMENT

growth
growing

development
minors_
school
studY

teach
learnieg
know
achievement
discoier
maturity
'change

progress
modernism
future
experience

190

15
18

10

menores

colegio 44
estudiar

14

24
conocer
logro -

descLOrir -

10
cambio 11

progreso 11

modernismo -

tuturo 21

experiencia 12

315

170

10

26 '

13

14

10

15

10

YOUTH/jUVENTUD

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATI6S

4,

Main Components

YOUNG
.PEOPLE

AGE, STAGES
GROWTH, DEVELOPMENT
FUN, PLAY
FREEDOM
JOBS
LIFE, MPVEMENT
JOY, HAPPINESS
LOVE, FRIENDSHIP
PROBLEMS
BEAUTY .

MISCELLANEOUS

Percentage of
Total Score
US ,C

18

17

15 6

12 al 12

8 7

5 3

3 1

9 15

4 15

3 13

4 7

1 3

.2 3

Tojtal Adjusted Scores
()

US C

FUN, PLAY 134 102

fun diversion 3.6 38
play, game juego 3S 8
games 10 -

sport

YMCA
deaKte 13 11

13 -

Carp 10 -

fiestas Aestas - 19

good bueno 17 17

enjoy disfrutar '' - 9

34 FREEDOM 72 41

"16 free.dom 16 -

carefree 36 -
liberty liberted - 41

1585 1616

JOBS
jobs
employment
unemployment
work

MISCELLANEOUS
necessity

beginning .

fountain
America

.US

45

C

11
16 -

13 -
11 -

trabejo 5 11

30 47
necesidad 14
chevere 11
principio 11

America
21

9 ii

Main Components

and Responses

LIFE, MOVEMENT
life
energy
vigor
strength
strong

health
dynamic
grandiose
vibrant

live
activity

fullness

JOY, HAPPINESS

Joy, pleasure
happiness,
happy
wonderful
pleasure

vide .

energil 28 11

vigor 8 29
fuerza 11 17

31
salud ,18 1;
dinamica . 23
grandiose - 14

19 -
vivir 7 12
actividad 15 11

plenitud - 11

US C

143 225
13 47

alegria
felicidad
fell:
marevillose
placer

60 217
144

19 24

33 21

8 12

- 11

LOVE, FRIENDSHIP 40 197
10ve amor ISBT
engagement noviazgo - 11
friendship misted 36
desires deseos 17 8
emotions amociones 10
hopes tsperanzas 8 15
sincerity sinceridad 11
enthusiasm entuSiasmo T 10
help ayuda -\ 12

PROBLEMS 57 107
., probemrn problemas 9 17 -

rebellious rebeldia 12 16
confused 14 -
illusion.. ilusion - 14

irresponsible irresponsab. - 12
drug.s droga 6 17
troubled 10 -

fight lucha 6 13,

madness locura - 18

IlEAUTY

beauty beileza4
beautiful belle

21 46

- 31

21 15

316



Plain Components

and Responses. US C

1110LOGy, CHEMISTRY 628, 222
- biology biologia 129 26

microbiology 17 -
chemistry quimica 174 30
z6)mics fisics 101 20
medicine emdicina 45 43
matheiatics matematica 42 18
zoology 24 -

leolbu 11 -
engineering ingenieria 24 7
economy ecomsmia - 2i
politics politica
astrommy
hard
art arte 12 40

- 13
29
20

EXPERIMENT,RESEARCH 363 284
experiment experimento 53 43
research investigar 46 56
discovery dtscubrim. 23 15
method metodo 19 10
test 16 -
laboratory laboratorio 56 6
invention invento 21 23
teaching ensenanza 25 9'

education educacion 12 9
school 20
university universidir - 2;
understand entender 17 9
understanding comprtnsion - 10
intelligence inteligencia 11 12
interest interes 10 16
cork trabajo 14 13
do, perform realizar - 15
fair 23 -
mystery misterio - 11

, -

TECHNOLOGY,:SPACE 224 62
technical tecnica 111 ' 38
technology tecnologia - 15
ipace 41 -
stion , 17 -
stars 10 -
complexity_ complejidad 115 9
modern 13
oomputer 17 -

31 7

SCIENCE/CIENCIA

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

.

Percentage of
Total-Score .

US

35 14

20 18

12 4

7 13 tx.
4 13
7 12
4 11
2 6
3 4-

1 2

4 2

Main Components
and Responses

NAM. SOCIETY

US C

126 205
mm
Einstein

scientist
society
social

life

culture
humane
animal

future

KNOwLEDGE
1-0-reredge

hombre

cientifico
sociedad
social
vide

culture
humane
animal

futuro

- 16
16 -

27 35
- 12

17 33
50 23

- 20
18

5 15
11 33

70 202
BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY

EXPERIMENT,RESEARCH
TECHNOLOGY, SPACE
MAN, SOCIETY
KNOWLEDGE
STUDY, LEARN

ADVANCEMENT,PROGRESS
ENVIRONMENT, WORLD
GOOD-, IMPORTANT

CAREER, PROFESSION
MISCELLANEOUS

kncw ,

wisdom
wise
true

precise

STUDY, LEARN

conociiien.
saber

sabiduria
tabio
verdad

56 III

- 43
- 21

11

16
14

124 180
study * ,estudio
learn apprender

ADVANCEMENT,PROGRESS

84 147
40 33

90 172
advance
advance

progress
development

adelanto
avance

. progresar

desarrollo

- 38
24 24

41 70
15 40Total Adjusted Scores 1796 1698

CAREER. PROFESSION

US

15

C

36
career carrera 5 12
profession profesion 10 13
specializ. especializ. 11

-MIECELLANEOUS 78 34
fiction-\ ficcion 51 28
explosiod explosion 27 6

ENVIRONMENT, WORLD 38 89
environment 13 -
world mundo 13 17
matter autvia - 53
earth 12 -
nature natvraleza - 19

GOOD IMPORTANT 50 58---iiiiMo3-9
important importante 18 6
help,ful ayuda 13 31
necessary necesario - 12

4 318
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Hain Components
and Responses

uranusismisairromilor

US C
°

OCALARS 388_254
amh 63 .

dollar dolar 93 14
green 100
silver, moplata a 1S2m/
currency -11 -
031n,s mooed& 30 36
pennies' 13 -
115.00 10 -
gold oro 14 17
mount cantided - 10
linances 10 -
checkbook chequers 19 8
bills billetes 17 16

RICH, POWERFUL
rich

wealth
lots

much
parer

' talks

PUY, SPENO
buy,ing
pay
spend '

purchases

expenditure
exchange
interchange
consumer
bank,s

Save.114

NEED, WANT
need,ed
necessary
want,ed
iwportant

value

Rood
help
lack. ing
allow

308 WORK
lob

work
Career
business

rico
riqueza

mucho

poder

305 233

77 1f
90 74

11 -
- 13

113 131
14 -

/94 172

43
pager 34 2
gastar 60 18
ampras - 67
gasto 14 29

27 -
intercambio, 3 . 18

10 -
banco 74 26
ahorro 29 12

necesario

importante
valor
bueno,bien
ayuda
falta

230 170
711, -
SS 58
29 -

10 14
, - 23
23 34
- 31

20 10
11 -

151 17
76
55
14

menocio II 17

MONEY/DINERO

PERCEPTIONS,AND EVALUATIONS

.Percentage

Main Components

of

Total Score
U5

CASH, DOLLARS 21 16

RICH, POWERFUL 16 15

BUY, SPEND 16 11

NEED, WANT 12 11

JOB, WORK 8 1

BAD, EVIL 4 2

PROBLEMS 3 3
CAR, FOOD, HOUSE 6 13

SUCCESS, COMFORT, SECURITY 7 13

EARNINGS, INCOME 2 8

ECONOMY, INFLATION 2 5

MISCELLANEOUS 2 3

Total Adjusted Scores 1867 1719

US C

IIAD EVIL 79 27

1."tt-------1TF----rr-IT
greed avaricia 38 12
evil 11 .
corrupt 19 -

PROBLEMS

problems
poverty
poor
lost

Counterfeit

problemas
pobreza

perdido

60 42
12 19
9 12
29 -
- 11
10 -

NISCELLANEOUS
easy
middle
world

magazine
taste

facil
media

gusto

US C

29 41

13
18
11

ComOonents
and Responses

CAN FOOD, HOUSE
car,s carro
food

house
clothes
travel

college
health
study
material

comida
Casa
rope
viejar

C

120 110
23 60
26 20
15 45
16 21
17 17
11 -

salud - 18
estudio - 15
material 12 14

SUCCESS, COMFORT, SECURITY 125 196
success 27 -
security 27 -
satisfaction satisfaccion - 18
well-being bienestar - 25
happiness felicided 17 12
Joy, mirth alegrta - 11
pleasure plscer 6 24
fun,diversion diversion 17 23
comfort 'comodided - 24
presti9e prestigio - 14
freedom 14
liberty libertad - 12
love mot, - 27
life vide 17 7

_WPM, INCOME 44 128
salary sueldo - IT
salary, wages salario - 22
income ingresos 15 12
15 elcheck 12 -
earn 17
gain,s, ganancia - 42
gain, win ganar - 11
echievmments- logros - 15
resource recurso - 10

ECONOMY, INFLATION 42 76
economical oconomico 12 33
inflation inflacion 18 8
political politico - 18
capitilism capitalism 12 17

320



Crt

Main Comixments
and Responses

RECESSIOA, DEPRESSION
recession
depression
inflation

high
tight
balance

inflacion
alta

SUPPLY,DENAND,EXCHANGE
economics
supply
demand
distribution
GNP
geiphs
stock market
Wall Street
exchange
state of union
expenditure gasto
invest invertir
haports

importation importscion
exportation exportacion

distribucion

8A11, POOR, FAILING

bid , male
poor
problem problem.
trouble

failing
falling
downhill

lose perdida
disaster

unemployment

SUSINE'SSJO8S,PRODUCTION
business

%businessman negociante
jobs .

employment empleo
production produccion
work trabajo

321.
OIL, ENERGY

oil

energy energie

M

381

C

34

ECONOMY/KONOMIA

'PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Percentage

Total Score
Main Components tIS

of

C

2
5
3
6
0

27
19
17
8
6
4
4

123
69

140

16

16

17

199

.-

29

5

70

29-

24

15

-

16

10

21

19

10

15

7

16

17

188

-

13

13

19

11

41

RECESSION, DEPRESSION 24
SUPPLY,DEMAND,EXCHANGE 13
BAD, POOR, FAILING 12
BUSINESS,JOBS,PRODUCTION 6
OIL, ENERGY 2

MONEY, WEALTH 23
COUNTRIES, GOVERNMENT 13
STUDY, PROFESSION 1

DEVELOPMENT, ADVANCEMENT 4
PERSONAL,HOME,CAR 1

SOCIAL GOALS, NEEDS
MISCELLANEOUS 2

46

47

19

10

13

10

14

.

11

18

97

19

11

11

88

Total Adjusted Score. 1585 1673

SOCIAL GOALS.

DEVELOPMENT, ADVANCEMENT

US C

60 122
plan,ing

development deserrollo
protect guarder

US C help ayuda
progress progreso

NEEDS 0 54
gain,s ganancia

19 -

6 25
- 10

12 8
- 21
- 23

11

13
- 22

12

22 97

43

-

25

10

12

7

30

-

14

.

8

52

14

6

equality
necessity

MISCELLANEOUS

igualdad - IS
grwth
good buenonecesidad - 39
well-being bienestar
soLmd

28 57 PERSONAL,HOME.CAR
. complex

love
man

interesting
relations

11 personal personal
anor - family familia
hombre 12 hone hogar
interesente 17 23 house CiS4
relaciones - 12 car,s

clothes rope
food comida

- 10
7 11

- 20
- 14

15

13

- 29

17

13

-

6

Main Components
and Resources

MONEY,'WEALTH

us C

361 405
money dinero 206 187.

monetary monetario 7 11'
gold 10 -
silver, money plata - 45
salary . salario - 10
wealth riqueza 13 15
bank banco - 10
saving aborro 27 81
thrift 13
budget 37
ration racioner 10
taxes 21
price costo 12 li
poverty pobreza 6 10
number numero - 10
power poder 10

COUNTRIES, GOVERNMENT 207 287
country pais ICI 5g
nation nacion 9 18
place lugar - 11

U.S.A. 10 -
Colombia COlcmbia - 17
society sociedad - 23
coninunity ccounidad - 15
system 22 -
organization organizacion - 18
government gobierno 33 12
ours 11 -
Carter 35 -
administr. administrec. 29
policy 11 -
resources recursos - 13
politics politica. 48 53
capitalist 18 -
universal mundial 19

STUDY, PROFESSION 12 260
study estudio 3g
science ciencia
course
university universidad

39

31
faculty facultad 28
profession Profesion 47
carcw carrera 77

322
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Main Components
and Responses

MI POSITION

US

512

C

57 EMPLOYMENT/EMPLEO

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score

US

)ob,s puesto
position posicion
time tiempo
schedulf horario
summer
responsible, responsable
self-suppoii

UNEMPLOYMENT

423
17

25

6

13

17

11

-122

7

9

5

12

24

32
unemployment dasempleo
jobless

mine

99

11

12

32

HIRING. INTERVIEW 85 0 JOB, POSITION
UNEMPLOYMENT

28

7

4

2
hire
interview

1Z

26

-

-
opportunity 47' - HIRING, INTERVIEW 5 0

MONEY, SALARY 16 21

WORK, EFFORT 15 20

NEED, GOOD 3 11

SECURITY, SATISFACTION 7 10

BUSINESS, OFFICE -8 9

PROFESSION, OCCUPATION 6 8

BAD, DIFFICULT 2 7

PEOPLE, SOCIETY 2 4

MISCELLANEOUS 1 4

Total AdjOted Scores 1808 1777

323

US C US C

PROFESSIONS OCCUPATION 115 130 PEOPLE, SOCIETY 30 68
profession profesion 8 29 people gent. 5 15'

occupation ocupacion 21 80 me 12
career 75 - men hombres 14
study,learn estudio - 12 white male 13
school colegio 11 9 family familia

society sociedad 11
11AD DIFFICULT 37 110 wage-earner aselariado 11

bad mato - 26
difficult dificil - 23
hard 24 -

distraction distraccion - 12 MISCELLANEOUS 15 64
bored aburrido 13. 10 influence palance - 12
exploitation explotacion - 12 food comiut - 19
slave esclavo - 11 understand conorender - 24
poor pobee - 22 future futuro 15 9

Main Conponents
and Responses

MONEY. SALARY

US

288

C

343
money dinero 232 202
silver, money plata 33
salary sueldo 19 23
salary, wages salario 51
remunerated remunerado
paycheck

pey 16

23

bills 11

saving ahorro - 11

WOU EFFORT 267 322

. wori,ing trabajo 261 277
worker obrero - 20
effort sfuerzo - 13

activity activided 6 12

NEE0, G000 56 180
necessity necesidad 12 64
want 10 -
useful 17 -
beneficial benefice 11 6
good bueno - 29
fair, just justo - 10

easy facil - 10
help muds 6 41

SECURITY. SATISFACTION . 135 .165
security segoridad 39 16
stability estabilidad 7 17

satisfaccion 33 20
realizacion - 20
desarrollo - 12

10
bienestar - 34

14

10
1i

satisfaction

realization
development
success

well-being
fun

enjoy
love emor
mupport
providing

SubsIstefte
Melte

OUSINESS,OFFICE
.business

factory
office
companies
enterprise
employees
boss, patroa
union
COMPOWTO

economy

12
10

subsistencia 13

21

146 144

negocio 24 11
fabrics - 18
oficins 29 42

13
empress - 2;
mnleadoS 31 9
patron 36 10
union - 10
comercio - 12
*commie 13 10

324
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Main Components
and Responses

J06 WORK
job,s
employment
work
work
jobless
no job

ampleo
oficio
trabajo

MONEY. COMPENSATION
money dinero
compensation ,

PAY
salary,wages salario
check
insurance

US.

-127

38

ECONOMY, INFLATION, REC.
economy economia
recession
inflation inflation
depression
state estado

64

43

es

10
19

57

168 41
61 2!
39 -
II -

- 14

35
22 -

169

32

61

26

50

48

22

16

10

LUIgi_IMPila_cfP14101/0137 85
Pe-oi

man hombre - II
me 56 -
myself 14 -
1 Yo . 15
black 40 -
family familia - 11
society sociedad 12 16
Colombia Colombia - 23

GOVERNMENT, POLITICS
government gobierno
politics pOlitica
Carter
welfare

' office

RATEINCREASING.

increasing

growing cretiente
rise,ing
high
many muchos
lines

126

16

7

24
62
17

29
18
11

114 24
IZ
10 -

- 12 .

19

17

5 12

51

UNEMPLOYMENT/DESEMPLEO

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

JOB, WORK
MONEY, COMPENSATION
ECONOMY, INFLATION, REC.
PEOPLE, BLACKS, COUNTRIES
GOVERNMENT, POLITICS
RATE, INCREASING
PROBLEMS,HUNGER
POVERTY, tACK
IDLENESS, VAGRANCY
UNHAPPY, WORRIED
MISCELLANEOUS

Percentage of
Total Score

US C

20 7

11 3

11 4

9 7

8 2

7 2

8 25

15 19
4 18

5 10

1 2

Total Adjusted Scores. 1541 1329

Mein Components
and Responses

PRO8LDIS,101GER
problem problems
hunger hambre

theft

Iklustics
wickedness
bad
disaster
waste
insecurity

US C

119

43

15

robo
injuiticia -

molded
emlo,mal 2$

desastrit

inseguridad
16

303

76
102

23
40

12
21

11

1;

,

POVERTY, LACK 235 232
poverty pobreza 60 141

102 -
r:Irce 10
03 money desplatedo 36 25
nothing nada 23
lack falta -, 11 17

scarcity escasez . 14

underdevelopd subdesarrollo 6 12

0111s 10 -

JIXERESS, VAGRANCY 59
idleness desocupacion
vagrancy vagancia -

wandering wago
inactivity inactivided -
bored aburrido 13

cbn't work no traDajo -

unemployment 12

useless 12

lazy pereza. 22

214

eo

64

29
10
14

17

UNHAPPY, WORRIED $3 1111

unhappy inteliz 19 1
sed,ress tristeza 15 III

misery miserla 2$
merry preocupacion 10 20
pain,ful 17 -

anguish angustia 13

fear 12 -

frightening 10 ..

desperation desesperacion 31

MISCELLANEOUS
help
current
d,

16 27

ayuda .5 1g
11

desampenar 12

326
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Mein Components
'and Respcnses

CESSION DEPRESSION
recess on
depretsion

deflation

ds C

290 0
166 -

81 -

43 6

POKEY, DOLLAR , 266

2 money dinero 204

watery monetaria -

dollar doter 45

coin moneda -

capital. capital 7

interest interes 10

INCREASE. HIGH
increase
growth
rise,s,ing
raise,lift
up

high.er
balloon
1124COSS

fatoess

4.4
199

aumento 10

creciaiento -

alzas 54

subir . -

10

'elite ,A5

bombe '40

exceso -

gordo T

pRoDucf§, CAR. CLOTHES
production production
car carro

alimento
amide
rope '1;

36

petroleo 10

10

17

food
food
clothes

gas

oil

tires
house,ing

142

11

10

38

ECONOMY. MARKET
economy economia
market mercado
percentage
cost of living

140

113

-

12

15

327

INFLATkON/INFLACION

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

162

Main Compdnents

Per entage-of
To al Score

US C

19 0

17 12

13 12

9 5

9 9
8 6

3 0
10 34

8 9

2 8

3 4

101

11

16

14

11

9

162

RECESSION, DEPRESSION
MONEY, DOLLAR
INCREASE, HIGH
PRODUCTS, CAR, CLOTHES
ECONOMY, MARKET
GOVERNMENT, POLITICS

, JOBS, WORK
'- PROBLEMS: HUNGER, POVERTY

COSTS, PRICES
COUNTRY `

MISCELLANEOUS

71
15

12

15

-

44

17

12

20

66

14

6

15

11-1

,Total Adjusted Scores 1566 1485

US C

ear

119

GOVERNMENT, POL/TICS 122 85
-'191%

government
politics,a1

. Carter
president

gobierno 2E1

politicos 18
.`^-65

presidente 11

61
13 '

-

910g

11

- '
-

'JOBS, HOU 50 0
jobo 21 -
work 18 .

wages 11 -

Main Components
and Resmses

US C

1225aLAYNAf&POVERTY 154 460probtemyeari
poverty pobreza 15 67
no money 12

10 -

- 19
- 47

\t
11

24 24

- 20
- 11

13

1;
- 14

- 11

broke

short,low baja
scarcity carestia
need,lack errand&
bad mala,malo
impediment embarazo
incontrollableincontrola
uncontrollable
unbilance .desequilib.
crisis crisis
injustice injusticie
theft robo
unemployment desempleo
underdevlpd subdesairo.
hunger -hombre

COSTS PRICES
cost,s
prices

expenses

value

COUNTRY

country
U.S.A.
Colombia
world
universal

MISCELLANECUS

explore
family
time

fighter
man
mm
control

t.

18

/6

17

51

126

Pretios,cost. 108
gastos 54 7
valor 12 11

29 113
pais . 27
E.E.U.U. 14 13
Colombia - 34
*undo 15 11
sundial - 28

explorar
familia
tiempo

hombre,

328

54 57

15

21

1; 10

20

11

13

11



Mein Components
and Responses

10_1_1 Li NO MONEY

Poi pobre
poorness
no money desplatado
lack of money
low Income
stricken .

t,WISER SICKNESS
---NKger,ry

starving
lack of food
malnutrition
food

sick,ness
illness
disease
unhealthy
heglth
pain
suffering
dead,death

,c

406 45
295---31
14 .
21 12

11

10 -
55 -

375 276
lumbre

40 .

30 -

desnutricion 12 26
comida 36 28

10
enfermedad -

31

14

salud
dolor 24
sufrimiento 17

muerte 12

COUNTRIES, PLACES 274
country,s pals, 17

Latin America 0Mvericatatina

13
Africa 14

10

Appalachia
Africa
liungaty

India '
worjd
universal
goverment
city4
ghetto
tlum,s
shack

Colombia

WELFARE, HELP

welfare
help

329

21

30

18

14

150

15

16

13

mundo 20 7
sundial - 14
gobierno - 19

19

54
92 -

It -
Colombia . 66

ayuda

40011KmPLOTritil.
---S6Eless

unemployment desempleo
work trabajo

85 18

ea -

17 18

47
11

36

43

30

13

POVERIY/POBREZA

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

POOR, NO MONEY
HUNGER, SICKNEK
COUNTRIES, PLACES
WELFARE, HELP
JOB, UNEMPLOYMENT
UNDERDEVELOPMENT
MISERY,SADNESS
INJUSTICE, EXPLOITATION
PEOPLE, BLACKS
MONEY, WEALTH
MISCELLANEOUS

Percentage of

Total Score

US c

21
21,

16

5

3

10

3

5

7

7

0

3

19

10

1

3

16

16

11

10

9

3

Total Adjusted Scores 1748 1625

MONEY, WEALIH
money
wealth
rich

MISCELLANEOUS
love

politIct
state

US C

116 131
dinero 67 72

23 -

ricos,rique. 26 59

mnor

politica
estado

6 40
- 11 ,

- 12
6 17

main Components
and Responses US C

UNDERDEVELOPMENT
underdevelopd
scarcity

deprived
needy
lack

inflation
abandon

need,lack
necessity
abandonment
nothing
problem
illiterate

house,ing
cold
dirt,y,ness
rats

overcrowded
rags

subdesarro.
escasez

falta
inflation

Aandono
carencia
necesidad
desimparo
nada

problem&
analfebeta
CASA
frio

suciedad

168 231
32 If

10
IS

14

12

10

- 14
17

- 26
- /0

12

- 35
8 15

13 16

8 24
14 13
20

10.

14

MISERY SADNESS 57 229mseryira-5
sad triste 18 66
unhappy infeltz 17 7

incomprehens. Incomprens. 7 15
humiliation humillacion 40
disgrace desgracta 16
anger IS -

INJUSTICE, EXPLOITATION 83 160

Injustice injusticla - 34

exploitation explotacion 31

inequality desigualdad 5 II

insecurity tnseguridad 10

chaos coos - 13

wars guerras - 10

crime crimen 36 4

oppression opresion 13 4
social problem 15 -

theft robo 17

bad malo 21

unnecessary 1i -

PEOPLE, BLACKS
people geffe
everybody todos
man hombre

minorities
blacks
white

streetboys gamines
shepherd tugurios
children ninos

society sociedad



Main Camponents
and Responses

JOS EMPLOYMENT

3ob
career
profession
occupatice
employment
help
employee
worker

boss
perfoneence
skill
contract
fattory
business
office
enterprise

KAY FUN
Play
fun
enjoyable
happy,ness
good
pleasant
coiradeship
easy
interest

yiNE, SOIXOL
home
house
school
stwly
lealm

US C

509 260
268
59

profesion 6 32
ocupacion 17 42

.empleo 44 57

ayuda - 42
22

obrero - 11

patron 14 10

desempeno - 14 ,

10

coltrato - 13

fabrics - 12 2

negocio 9 12

10

eepresa - 15

269 63

131
29
38

felicidad 7 17

bueno 13 21

11
companerismo - 17

facil 111

15

112 17

19 -

17 .

31 -

*studio 30 17
15 -

WORK/TRABAJO

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

JOB, EMPLOYMENT
PLAY, FUN
HOME, SCHOOL
MONEY, PAY
EFFORT; HARD WORK
NECESSITY,RESPONSIBILITY
PROGRESS,DEVELOPMENT
HEALA, STRENGTH
MAN, SOCIETY
MISCELLANEOUS

Total Adjusted Scores

Percentage of
Total Score

'US C

31 19
16 5

7 1
18 23

17 19

4 10

5 '9

2 7

0 4

1 3

1654 1531

US C

PROGRESS,DEVELOPMENT 90 132
progress progreso - 10
development desarrollo -' 23
security seguridad 9 12

satisfaccion 15 15

14

satisfaction

success
accomplish
benefAt

stability
future
time

12
beneficio 6
estabilidad
futuro
tiampo

MALTH, STRENGTH
health salud
well-being bienestar
strong fuerte
life vide
bad malo

MAN, SOCIETY
man
society

friends

US C

15 MISCELLANEOUS

- 15 daf,lY
7 24 reality

27 11 schedule
hard work

26 91

6 14

22

13

20 28
14'

hombre
" socieded

amigos

0 69
- 39
- 10

- 10

15 47

15

realidad - 23

horario - 12

camello* - 12

:::InR:osponse:mponets

MONEY. PAY

money dinisro
mA9mIPAY salirio
pay
salary '

remuneration yemunerac.
rent, wage sueldo
paychecks
earn
gain, win ganar
achievements logros
gains gnancias
silver, money plata

US C

295 321

216 161.

69
33

19

- 16
10

17

- 17

- 14

- 21

EFFORT, HARD WORK 277
effort esfusrzo II.

hard dUro 149
work oficio,trab. -
fatigue ' cansancio -
boring 35
difficulty dificultad 4
sweat sudor 24
heavy pesado -
tired 10
busy 12
physical 10
force 10
struggle lucha -
exploitation explotacion -
toil 12
do, mail hater -

259
78

13

36

36

3;

13

17

13

11

NECESSITY RESPONSIBILITY 61 141

necessity netesidad ,19 GO
need 16 -
responsibil. responsabil. 16 37
obligation obligation - 20
duty deer - 13
dedication dedication - Eu
ethic 10 -

*Colloquia'l expression in Colombia denoting 'hard work.*



cn

Mein Components
and Responses

SPORTS. GAMES 457

c

151
sports deporte 165 44
race.ing carrera 115 74

athletic 46
swimming natacion 10 13
run correr 6 20
track 12 -

games judgo 23
olympics 30
football 23
basketball 13
fencing 14

BUSINESS 144 63
business negocio 35 14
Job 39
free enterpr. 11
capitalism cipitalismo 14 11
economy economia 17 12

Product 10 -

prices preclos - 10
money citnero 10 5
defeat vencer 8 11

GOOD. FUN 108 52
good bueno 36 1g
fun 34
Joys, pleas. alegrias - 15
excitement 11
perfect perfecto 18
healthy 27

SCHOOL 61 42
school colegio 51 4

study rstudio - 26
university universidad - 12

scholastic 10 -

333

COMPETITION/COMPETENCIA

PERCEPTIONS AND

Main Components

EVALUATIONS

Percentage of
Total Score

US C

29 12

9 5

7 4

4 3

14 24
17 18
9 10

4 9

1 6

1 5

2 3

4 1

Main ComPonents
and Responses

MIN. SUCCEED

US

218

C

306
win.ing.gain ganar
winner
first prinero
best
beat
.triumph triunfo
success

better mejor
overcome superar
competent competente
excell sobresalir
progress progresar

FIGHT,CORTEST

96-

15

6
11

13

22

9

37

9

-

271

le
26

14

45

24

29

17

13

15

234
SPORTS, GAMES
BUSINESS
GOOD, FUN
SCHOOL

WIN, SUCCEED
FIGHT,CONTEST
PEOPLE, COUNTRIES
GOAL, REWARD
BAD

LOVE, LOYALTY
LOSE .

MI5CELLANEOUS

fight lucharoel.
contest

conflict
opposition
war guerra
battles

competition concurso
rival rival
hard work
struggle
effort esfuerzo
work trabajb
aggressive

challenging
strive

participate participar
dispute disputa

PEOPLEL_COUNTRIES

37

25

14

12

28

-

24

25

27

-

22

22

13

11

-

-

138

55

1;

15

50

21
34

13

20

128

Total Adjusted Scores 1565 1415

US C

GOAL. REWARD 56 113 LOVE, LOYALTY

US

11

C

69

people
persons personas
men
women
friends amigos
siblings
1 yo
individual individual
faculty facultad
name nombre
world
territory territorio
teams
enomy enemigo
U.S. usa
American
social

14

26

17

14

10

;

13

11

11

24

13

15

.11

11

22

10

ii

goal meta 16 20
drive 17
power poder I;
objective objetivo - 10
values valores - 10
prixe.reward premio 9 19
medals medallas . 11
gains ganancias - 12
necessary necesario 14 12

US C

BAD 19 74

love

loyal

comradeship
friendship

satisfaction
security

LOSE

11

-leal

companeris.
anistad
satisfac.

seguridad

.3

11

18
12

17

38
lose

loser

MISCELLANEOUS

Perder 12

13

57

3g
-

17

bad, evil malo ,5 .23
selfishness egoismos . 21
destructive, 10 -
sad triste 4 10
difficult dificil . 10
imperfect imperfect& 10

skill

movie
Atte

st

11

pelicula -
mid

-

12

334



Main Cosponents
and Responses

TEAMMCRIC. SHARING

teamwork
cooperate coppery
interaction interaccion
there compartir
joint'
agree
mutual mutua
compromising
listen
wiilingness
get along
Consideration
relation ,relacion
hand shake

MORK. SCHOOL

work.ing
job
business
competitifri
school

study
effort

participate

trabajo

colegio
estudio

participar

SOLIDARITY UNITY
solidarity solidaridad
together
union union
unity unided
unite .

UNDERSTANDING
trusting
understanding comprension
love , amor
sincere sincere
marriage

()IONIZATION, GROUP

Fc1-1:9
collective colectivo
government.
group $(10P0
team
solution solucion

US C

231 213

COOPERATION/COMERACION

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score

US C

16 15

14 5

14 8

8 5

4 3

24 37

10 14

9 10

0 2

2

Min Components
and Responses US C

HELP AID 341 535

help.ing,er eyuda 219 391
assist 51
aid 26
collaboration colaboracion - 66
give.ing dar 32 40
receive recibir 21
guidance, 11 -
support apoyo - 11

FRIENOS. FAMILY. PEOPLE 12

25
10 23

17
46 138
14

35
17 25
21
12
11
10
11
8 10
11

207 75

friends amigos
friendship amistad 73

family familia 20 11

individual individuo 15

person persona
1i IItwo people -

people 15 -

community comunidad 11 25

nation 14 -

world 21 -

fOALS, ACCOMPLISHMENT va

TEAMWORK, SHARING
WORK, SCHOOL
SOLIDARITY, UNITY
TRUST, UNDERSTANDING

ORGANIZATION, GROUP
HELP, AID

FRIENDS,FAMILY,PEOPLE
GOALS, ACCOMPLISHMENT
MIND, SPIRIT
MISCELLANEOUS

127 29
17

10 -

23 -

14
- 16

20 -

10 16

198 111

/Achievement logro
II%liberatien liktroxftn

good buena 3i 5
accomplish Is
strength fuerta IS
necessity necesidad 20 47
need.ed 15
desire deseo 10
equality igualded - 10
delivery entrega 11
complete 13
success 11

!is SPIRIT LAF

- 41

145 -

- 49
33 21

20 -

112 69

Total Adjusted Scores 1431 1580

34
54 25
$ 31

- 13
16 -

56 41

know conocer
know saber - 10

MISCELLANEOUS 10 34

---TTfi------13

10

14 20
15
- 11

10 -
bad male - 10
money dinero - 13
loan prestamo - 11 .

335 336



/

Main Cceemments
and Responses US C

154 -

work, posit. oficio 70 B

work
ombract
profession
educaticm
task.s

career
care,ing
aid.help
help.ing

money
security

trabajo
11

profesion -

formation -
tares 19

12

40
ayudar

13

dinero 31

seguridad 8

TRUSTED. RELIABLE, MATURE

trust confianza
nature maduro
adult adulto

seriousnes seriedad
loyal

conscientious conciente
^J. genial genial

value valor
libertad
moral
virtud

liberty
moral
virtue

independent
pride
rectitude roctitud

FAMILItHOME
family familia
parents N,padres
mother cadre
father
children

scm,chtld hijo4
baby sitter
home hogar
dependence

337

246
58
97
36

8

11

19

211

4.1

28
13

13

20

13
13

27

79

11
15

21

28

24
11

193
14
23

18

36

11

10

26

19
11
10

15

145
27

47

13

34

2-4

RESPONSIBILITY/RESPONSABILIDAD

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

JOB,WORK
TRUSTED, RELIABLE, MATURE
FAMILY,HOME
BURDEN, HARDSHIP
MARRIAGE, LOVE
DUTY, OBLIGATION
TAKE,HAVE
SELF, PEOPLE, FRIENDS
EDUCATION, STUDY

AUTHORITY,LEADERSHIP
MISCELLANEOUS

Percentage of
Total Score

US C

Total Adjusted Scores

25 14

17 14

14 10

4

3 3

14 17

5 14

10 14

4 8

2 2

2 .4

1460 1548

BURDENt HARDSHIP
burden
heavy

trouble
problem

pressure

MARRIAGE, LOVE
muriage
love

wife

US C

matrimonio
amor

US C

64 0 AUTHORITYLEADERSHIP 26 29
authority autoridad - 1415

14

15

10

10

43 38

19 1/
11 26

13 -

leadership 26 -

law ley . 10

MISCELLANEOUS
live.ing
be

duality
future
no

vivir

sor

cualidad'

no

29, 55

6 17

13

10 18

13 -

12

Main Comonerits .

and Responses us e

DUTY, OBLIGATION 207 239
duty, owe deber 59 108
obligation obligation 29 21
respcmsibi 23

4 important importrnte 21 9
must be 10 -
goal 12 8 -
necessity necesidad 7 60
need.ed 29 -
order orden - 24
comuttment 17 -
desire deseo - 17

TAICEtHAVE

take

give

fulfilled
good
have
answer
growth
capable
shared
put into act.

dor
cumplido
buena
tener
responder

topaz

actuar

SELFt PEOPLE. FRIENDS
silf

I

me

People
persons
human '

social
man

friend
everybody
your.self

companion
world

74 203
23

14
- 60

17 54
13 23
- 30

142 197
15 -

yo - 19
23

gente 16 7

personas 29 40
humano 12
social 15. 9
hombre - 41
amigo 15 Z3
todos 5 23

24

companero - 12
mundo - 11

EDUCATION. STUDY
education education
study estudio

. learn

school colegio
'college

know conocer

58 111
- 14
- 63

13 -

29 22

16 .

- 12 338



Main Components
and Responses

POLICEGUAIIOSACCKS
police poltcla
guard

lock candado

,alarm alarm
dogs

checks
car carro
watch
tight

HONEY, BANKS
mcmey
financial
wealth
insurance

economic
bank

4ave,ings
deposit
future

dinero

econcmico

futuro

LOVE, FRIENDSHIP
love amor
friends amigos

trust confianza
faith fe
wans,th
understand compran.

emotional
feeling

\5AFECOMFIDENT
\safe
tate,
sieure
confidence
contentment
stability
careful
comfort\
firmness',

blanket \

US C

297 102
74

61

66 6

14 6
14 -

22 -
9 11

11

12 -

256 35

113 13
36
12 -

12 -

12 10
36 -

17 -

14 -

4 12

225 116

gr 24
27 16
46 37

- 29
27 -

5 10
17 Z-
11 -

224 86

seguro

estabil.
cuidadano

finale

72 -

27 -

8 26
12 -

12

7 11

27
31

59 -

339

m m
SECURITY/SEGURIDAD

PERCEPTIONS-AND EVALUATIONS

c/

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score
US

POLICE,GUARDS,LOCKS 18 8

MONEY, BANKS 16 3

LOVE, FRIENDSHIP 14 9

SAFE, CONFIDENT 14 7

FAMILY, HOME 10 9

PEOPLE, MAN 5 5

TRANQUILITY, HAPPINESS 7 16

CRIME, INSECURITY 2 12

GOOD, NEEDED 3 12

NATIONAL,MILITARY 3 9

JOB, WORK, EDUCATION 3 5

GOD, CHURCH ,
1 1

MISCELLANEOUS 3 4

Total kljusted Scores 1621 1354

US C US C

FAMILY, HOME 164 107 JOB WORK, EDUCATION 53 62

family familia 78 34 job 41 -

parents padres - 20 work trabajo - 11

home hogar 69 19 school colegio - 27

house case 17 34 study *studio - 19

knowledge conocimien. 12 5

PEOPLEOUN 83 63
people 6 - GOD, CHURCH 15 14

social social 77 33 God Cfris 15 14
man
universal

hombre
sundial

-

-

18
12

MISCELLANEOUS 44 61

be ser.estar - 10
protected protegido 44 41

Main Omponents
end Responses

leANQUIL1TY, HAPPINESS

tranquil.,
happiness

health
paz

well-being Dienester
life

.

vide
relax
lio.ye;opolleasure alegria

CRIHE. INSECURITY
theft robo
holdup

jail
lies

fear

insecure
personal
companies
no
inexistent

US C

121 192

- 94
45 11

40 20
10 17

: 22
6 11

10 -

- 12

10

stracos

cartel
mentiras
miedo
inseguro
personal
companies
no
inexistent

36 346

15

10

12
- 11

- 19

)3 13

6 26

- 20
- 10

12

0000. NEEDED 53

ocad buena 30

need 23

necessity necesided ,v

help ayuda -

support apoyo -

Imbortant important* -

yes si -

objective cbjetivo -

142

27

33

29
20

12

10

11

NATIONAL MILITARY 50 113

nat. on nation 18 -1 1
country pais 6 11

state, sta estado 13

politics politica - 10

aney ejercito - 15

POWer poder 12 7

justice justicia . 14

badge 14 -

guerrilla guerrilla . 10

340



Main Components
and liotpdonses

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY
tichnical
technology

scAence
industry .

energy
economy
machines
camp tors
invent

space
tars
bridges
engineering
naclear
medicine
agriculture
pollution

NYt2gIEFARD
vance

ahead
mwmwewit
move on
moving ahead
forward

, going ahead

upward
proceed .

. towards
fast paced
continue
elcell

US C

427 172
tecnica 156 31
tecnologia - 19
ciencia 65 27

industria 10 30

10
economia 15 29
maquinas 10 8

21

23

17

carro 12 6
puentes c '- 11

. 10

19
14

agricultura -

16

340 224
avance 83 p

0 21

32

21

11

adelante 79 91

10

25

11

14

19
14

superacion - 34

ac eve 57 -
help kyudii . 11, 51

16 .

trabajo .16 25

13 -
18 -

lucha - 17

jobs
work
alliance
make,ing
struggle

LIFE, FUTURE ta 88 84

1re
future futuro 85 61

CPROGRESSPRODRESO

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of
Total,Score

US C

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY 29 12

ADVANCE, UPWARD 23 16

ACHIEVE,HELP 9 7

LIFE,FUTURE, 6 6

a
GIOOD, GOAL; NEED
REGRESSION

5

4

4

1

DEVELOPMENTS; GROWTH 7 14

IMPROVEMENT, SUCCESS 7 13

NATIONAL, SOCIAL 4 12

EDUCATION, STUDIES 3 7

MONEY, INCOME 1 6

MISCELLANEOUS 2 1

Total Adjusted 'Scores 1472 1521

1

US C US C

G000, GOAL, NEED 74 MONEY, INCOME 15 79
good bueno

)60
JU 4 money dinero 6 SO

necessity necesidad - 43 income ingresos - 13
needed 18 . rich;1 riqueza 9 16
goal meta 26 13

MISCELLANEOUS 28 15
REGRESSION 59 8 conservative

object objeto
12

-

-

15
regress 35 -
destruction

slow

destruccion 11 8
13 -

pilgrims 16 -

Main Compcments
and Responses

US, C
DEVELOPMENT, (MTN 109 195

development desarrollo 34 111
grow,kh crecimiemto 42 15
change cambio 27 13
arise surgir - 12
more MS 6 15
schievement logro - 22

IMPROVEMENT, SUCCESS 144 185
improve mejorar 39 46 .

better 19 .
success exito 46 12
well-being bienestar - 35 .

triumph triunfo - 17
joy, pleasure alegria . -, 16
liberty libertad -. .17
prosper prosperar - w' 15

.stability estabilidad - 12
power,can ender - 15 m

NATIGMAL SOCIAL 53 165

12 -
- 15. .
- 11

15. 9

nation nacion '

Colombia Colombia*
city 'ciudad
world mumdo
social social
culture

people
friends
man
personelle.
individual

11

22
amigos
hombre -

Personal. .

individual -

yo

19

13
14

15

17

17

EDUCATION STUDIES 44 103
education educacion 12 14
knowledge conocimiento - 13
learning 20 -
study estudio 45
intelligent inteligente 13
university universidad 18
school li -

3427'



C.^1

Main Components
and Responses US C

GOVERNMENT, DEMOCRACY 362 264
government gobierno 171 138
democracy democracia 79 22
Congress congrese 60 9
.House of Rtp. camera* 17 12
interior interioe 15 1i

ideologies ideologia 12 6
state estado 8 , 30
communism cceunismo - 14

bureaucracy burocracia - 12
administr. administrac. - 10

l_gCTIONS CAMPAIGNS 347 151
---iiiietion eleccson 37--75

campaign 37 -
Republican 61 -
candidates candidatos 21 12
vote,s,ing,. voto. 16 7

convention 13 -
issue . 13 --
debate 11 .

competition 17 .

party system 14 -
race 12 -

parties partidos 18 43
liberals liberales - 28
conservative conservador. - 23
promises promesas 17 13
opinion opinion - 10

PRESIDENTS POLITICIANS
president presidente
politician
Carter
Kennedy
Nixon

Anderson
Reagan
Turbay Turbay
senator senador

GAMES_._ART

games

deals
lobby

for. affairs
fun
art
demagogue
sciences
regimeA.
put into act.

319
83

69
66

22

14

10

15

40

93
73

11
9

115 80
66
15

12

11

11

arte - 23
politiquero - 25
ciencias - 14

regimen - 11

actuar

11111 III IN III IIIII 111111 IN III

POLITICS/POLITICA

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Comments

Percentage of
Total Score

US

GOVERNMENT, DEMOCRACY 22 21
ELECTIONS, CAMPAIGNS 21 12
PRESIDENTS, POLITICIANS 19 7
GAMES, ART 7 6
POWER, LEADERSHIP 4 3
LAWS, RIGHTS 2 2
ARRUPTION, LIES 16 21
COUNTRY, SOCIETY 6 12
MONEY, ECONOMY 3 11
MISCELLANEOUS 1 5

Total Adjusted Scoros 1675 1401

US C US C

POWER LEADERSHIP 69 41 MISCELLANEOUS 19 65powerful poderosos 57 41 necessary 5 lb
leadership 12. - boredom,ing aburrimien. 14 15mandate mandato - 10 middle medio 11

lagarto** 11
death muerte 12

LANS. RIGHTS 37 24
law

lawyer
ley , 18

19
24

-

*In this Vontext, *camera' refers to the *Camara de Representantes,*

the lower House of the Colombian Congress.

***Lagarto* is a colloquial term for someone %to holds an official position
through political influence.

main Componentt

and Responses

CORRUPTION LIES

----corruption

crooked

Waterghte
cheat

dishonesty
bribery
bullshit
Abscam

reed
pay off
kickback
lies

bad, evil
injustice

filth
problems
struggle
dirty
deceit

.incompreh.

ugly
fraud
wickedness
stupid

US

262

C

273

corrupcion 88 10

29

27

chanchullo 27 16

21 -

la

13

11

12

10

serrucho 1;

mentiras 39

malo,mala 39

injusticia 39

porqueria 20

problemas 13

lucha 11

sucio 10 6

estafa 10

incompren. 12

feo 11

engano 10

elded 12

estupido 10

COUNTRy, SOCIETY
nation
world
men

Washington
peopie
country

social

population
Colmabia
universal

MACY. ECONOMY
money
ecommaic
good

business
well-being
help

nacion
mundo

pais

social

pueblo
Colombia - 10

universal - 12

94

24

22

16
11

11

10

149

21

7

42

35

22

51 134

dinero 19 30

economics 7 46

buena - 26

negocio 5 10

bienestar - 12

ayuda - 10

344



VI
00

Nein Components
end Responses

34r-

US C

POLITICS PRESIDENT 562 371
politics politica 205 84
congress congreso 64 13
president president* 72 108
Turbo Turbay - 57
Carter 37 -

election 47 -
office 25 -
senator senador 43 18
politician 16 -

leader dirigentes 12 32
head 10 -
legislation 14
parties partidos 17 1;
ainister ministro - 28
mayor alcalde - 14
10..

COUNTRY. U.S.

U.5. USA
state, sta estado
federal

Wash.,D.C.
local

country Pais
Colombia Colombia
ration nacion

292 162
106 9
53 40
36 -

39 -

27 -

16 66
- 20

15 27

DEPOCRACY, CAPITALISM 163 103
democracy democracia 92 85
capitalism capitalism 30 8
socialist socialists 26 10
republic 15 -

IMEAUCRACT. ORGANIZATION 131 50
bureaucracy burocracia 42 18
red tape 32
complex 11 .
government gobernante 12 9
buildings 18
organism organismo 8 12
system sistema 8 11

MONEY. TAXES
money dinero
employment
job
taxes

poverty pobreza
rich ricos

96 60
15
23
22

36

30

19
11

GOVERNMENT/GOBIERNO
i

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

POLITICS, PRESIDENT
COUNTRY, U.S.

CEMOCRACY, CAPITALISM

WREAUCRACY, ORGANIZATION
MONEY, TAXES

BIG, RULE, POWER
CORRUPTION, INJUSTICE
LAW, RIGHTS

PEOPLE, SOCIETY
MISCELLANEOUS

,

Percentage of
Total Score

US C

30 24
16 11
9 7

7 3
5 4

15 18
8 18
5 9
4 4

2 2

Total Adjusted Scores 1863 1667

PEOPLE. SOCIETY

people
communal
population
society

MISCELLANEOUS

business

change

US C

68 67

gente 38 8

comunitario 30 15

pueblo - 26

sociedad - 18

31 28

21 -

dictamen - 28

10 -

Main Components
and Responses

BIG. RULE. POWER

US

273

C

279
big

power, can poder
rules.ing
police policia
regulation
conteal
interest

protector
mmndate mandato
authority autoridad
direction direccion
militarism militaris.
administrationadministrec.

55
51

41
31

29

15
15
14

-

16
-

-

6

71

a
_

38
30

21
28
26help ayuda 23command mando - 12

autocratic autocratic 11dominion dominio - 11

CORREPTION. INJUSTICE 149 266
corrupt 45 -
crooked 17 -
dictator 18 -
secret 15 -
repression represicm 11 12
wasteful 12 -
inept 12 -
bad, evil solo 19 71
injustice injusticia - 49
burglar robo - 16
thief . ladron - 21
exploitation explotac. - 16
fraud engano - 12
shit mierda - 12
incapable incapaz - 14
oppression opresion - 12
despotic despotico - 11
brute bruto - 10
ugly feo - 10

LAW, RIGHTS 98 129
law ley 63 33
liberty libertad 11 11
freedom 10 -
good bueno 6 23
justice justicias 8 12
fair, just justo - 16
norms normas - 13
rights derechos 11
honest honesto - 10

346
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Main Components
and Responses

PARENTS TEACHER. BOSS

US C

519 257

AUTHORITY/AUTORIDAD

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score

US

34 18

21 18

11 9

3 3

3 2

18 28
3 6

2 5

2 4

1 2

1 2

1 1

parents
father padre
dad

teacher,prof. profesor
mother madre
figure

boss,chief jefe
leader lider
expert
manager gerente
mister senor
rector rector
scnool colegio
university universidad
I yo
elders
God Dios

LAW, POLICE

141 -

43 69

11 -

69 28
Il 20
47 -

60 45

56 6

35 -

10

- 13

- 20

16 6

- 11

- 18

13 -

16 11

322 251

PARENTS, TEACHER, BOSS

LAW, POLICE
GOVERNMENT, PRESIDENT
'KNOWLEDGE, ABILITY

PERSONALITY, CHARACTER
POWER, COMMAND
RIGHT, NEEDED
POSITION, RANK
RESPECT, PRESTIGE
UNJUST

MILITARY
MISCELLANEOUS

police policia
law ley

judge juez

rules reglas

GOVERNMENT. PRESIDENT

166 120
89 103

35 21

32 7

165 130

government gobierno
president presidente
politics politica
ruler
dictator
institution

KNOWLEDGE, ABILITY

87 66

23 45

24 20

10
11

10

50 43

knowledge
know saber
comprehend comprende
accomplish cumplir

PERSONALITY. CHARACTER

46

4 17

- 13

- 13

42 30

Total Adjusted Scores 1529 1542

MISCELLANEOUS

US, C

13 15

strict

authoritarian
good buena
fair just&

26 -

16 -

- 18

- 12
Port
liberty

13 -

libertad - 15

347,

Main Components
and Responses

POWER, COMMAND

power
control

administr.
discipline
restricting
force

mandate
order

command
direct
directives

imposing
reprehend
imposition
responsibil.
strength
help

delegate

RIGHT, NEEDED

rights

obey
justice
obligation
necessary

POSITION, RANK

superior
greater
supreme
higher

poder

mandato

orden
mando
dirigir
directivos

imponente
reprende
imposicion

responsab.
fuerza
ayuda

delegar

derechos
obedecer
justicia
obligacion
necesar:J

US C

280 393
133 82
43

15

15

14

12 -

- 99
13 53
11 29
6 17

RESPECT, PRESTIGE

superior
mayor

supremo

- 12
- 14

- 11

13 20
5 14

27
11

48 90
12 12
21 5

- 45
14

15 14

29 77
13 42
- 25
6 10

10 -

37 62
respect respeto 37 6i

UNJUST

oppressive
injustice
violation

MILITARY

military
army

injusticta
violacion

13 31

13 -

- 21

- 10

11 23
militar - 2S

11 -

346



343

Main Components
and Responses

ENERGY NUCLEAR

US

308

C

0

POWER/PODER

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Percentage of.

Main Components Total Score

Main Components

and Responses

CONTROLAUTHORITY

US

184

C

229
energy
nuclear
electric

solar
IRS
Miter
engine
mower
muscle

STRENGTH,LMIGHT

60
100
60
26

11
10

10

17
14

260 177

control control
authority autoridad

influence
manipulation wanipulac.
prestige

rules
mandate mandato
law ley

comnand mando
justice justicia
respect respeto
order orden

MONEY, WEALTH

79
35

27

14

12
10

114

9
53

61
31

24
23
11

10

169

strength fuerza
strong
might
forceful

powerful poderosos
capacity capacidad
have tener
do hacer
to be ser

greatness grandeza
trip

STRUGGLELFIGHT

123
49
11

46
13
-

-

-

-

-

18

153

80
-

-
-

11

19
17

15

15

20

66

money dinero
wealth riqueza
silver,money plata
econonw eccmuMa
rkh ricm

EXCELL, WIN, GOOD

73-

24
-

11

6

1g

65
30
32
32
10

156

US C

ENERGY, NUCLEAR 20 0
STRENGTH, MIGHT 17 15

STRUGGLE, FIGHT 10 6

GREED, ABUSE 6 2

PEOPLE 5 2

PRESIDENT, LEADER 4 4

CONTROL, AUTHORITY 12 19

MONEY, WEALTH 8 14
EXCELL, WIN, GOOD 1 13

GOVERNMENT, POLITICS 6 13

RUSSIA, COUNTRIES 6 7

MILITARY 1 4

MISCELLANEOUS .2 2

super
excell superacion
gain, win ganar,lograr
supreme supremo
reach alcanzar
good

love

Joy
aid,help
liberty

GOVERNMENT, POLITIES

19

91

37

32

12

11

16

16

10
12

10

150

struggle,fightluchar
hunger,y

motivate
need
work
play
study estudiar
want querer

necessity necesidad
ambition ambition

GREED. ABUSE

70
30
11

11

12

19
-

;.

94

14

-

16
14

12

10

20
government gobierno
politics politica
democracy democracia
state estado

RUSSIA, COUNTRIES .

44

47

-

W.

68
55
17

'10

89

greed
abuse

misuse
corrupt corrupto
exploitation explotac.
war

PEOPLE

26

12

18

21

-

17

80

7

13

26

Total Adjusted Scores 1507 1312

US C US C

PRESIDENT. LEADER 64 43 MILITARY 12 48
Russia
U.S. USA

nation nation
dominion dominio

country pals

44

24

12
17

-

-

13

11

48

17

. president presidente 36 16 military militares 12 31
leader lider 17 17 arms armas - 17
ruler 11 -

0 chief, boss jefe - 10

MISCELLANEOUS M M

People
black

mind
physical

man hombre

society sociedad
human humano

23
24

10

11

12

-

-

4

12

10
' sex -

weak,ness M
death .

muerte - W
religion religion - AO

35u
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Main Components
and Responsei

OTHER NATIONS

US C
p-t

287 0

NATION/NACION

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Percentage

Main Components

of

Total Score
US

17 0

13

11

9 9

5 4

17 26

3 14

8 10

8 9

2 4

3 4

2 3

2 2

C

48

Main Components

and Responses

COUNTRY, STATE

US C

291 421
united
Russia

China
Indian

Africa
Canada
Italy

OWN NATION

158 -

33 -

22 -

17 -

15 -

10 -

20 -

12 -

219 111

country
state

LAND, PLACES

pais

estado
232 348

59 73

47 215
land tierra
place sitio,lugar
territory territorio
tity Ciudad
frontiers fronteras
continent continente
world mundo

GOVERNMENT, POLITICS

10 41
5 64

6 33
- 32

17

5 11

21 17

133 164

U.S.

Colombia Colombia

UNITED, TOGETHERNESS

219 -

- 111

194 118 government gobierno
politics politica

democracy demdcracia
president presidente
sovereignty soberania
regimen regimen

UNDERSTANDING, PATRIOTISM

55 67

43 36

19 15
16 19
- 17

- 10

132 137

union union
unity unidad
one,mnation
allies

together

bond
whole
group grupo
community comunidad
reunion reunion

PEOPLE, POPULATION

37

49 32

49
14

22

12

11

37 14

25

10

156 150

OTHER NATIONS

OWN NATION
UNITED, TOGETHERNESS
PEOPLE, POPULATION
CULTURE, NATIONALITY
COUNTRY, STATE
LAND, PLACES
GOVERNMENT, POLITICS
UNDERSTANDING, PATRIOTISM
WAR, POVERTY
POWER, STRENGTH
LAW, ECONOMY
MISCELLANEOUS

understanding comprension
patriotism patriotism
flag bander&
allegiance
pride
loyality

love Mr
well-being bienestar

WAR, POVERTY

51 15
18 72

28 11

13 -

12 -

10 -

25

14

40 63

people gente
Americans Americanos
people pueblo
persons personas
men hombres

CULTURE, NATIONALITY

97 35

59 9

- 65
- 26
- 15

81 71

war ,

army
fight

problems
poverty

POWER, STRENGTH

guerra

ejercito
lucha

problemas

pobreza

25 8

- 13
6 10

9 13

- 19

59 62

culture
society
sociability
habits

nationality

351

cultura

sociedad
sociabil.
costumbres
n.cional.

9 13

21 14

- 10

17

51 17

Total Adjusted Scores 1698 1749

LAW, ECONOMY

US

32
great, big
power

wide
strong

grmide

poder
11 26
13 36

23 -

12 -

352

law
economy
justice
resources

MISCELLANEOUS

ley 12

economia 9

justicia -

11

27

25

13

10

30

exchange

newspaper
born
carry
Peace Corps

intercambio -

periodico -

nacer -

10

17

10

10

10
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Hain Components
and Responses

MEN, WOMEN. HUMANITY

US

395

C

172

man, men hombre 48 51

women mujeres 37 5
adults 12

children 36

humanity humanidad 88 37

mankind 21 -

beings seres - 14

everybody todos 31 25

us 16

you usted 12 8
life vide 11 18

live vivir 8 14

faces 15

colors 14

black 18 -

white 11

variety 17

FRIEND, FRIENDSHIP 238 160

friend,s amigo 86 47

friendship amistad 11

relationship 17

reunion reunion - 18

union union 27

united unida 10 8
together 26

love amor 28 20

like 12

feeling 14

share compartir 11

talk 12

trust 11

incoemrehen. incommrens. - 12

animals animales 22 6

GOOD, NICE, DIFFERENT 177 168
good buena 56 71

nice 12

different diferente 58 5
heip,ful ayuda 14 25
high, tall alta 11

joyful Alegre 14

intelligent inteligente 12

amiable enable 10

fair Justa 10
normal normal 10
funny 15

interesting 12
mature 10

353

1111' MI NI MI

PEOPLE/GENTE

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score
US

MEN, WOMEN, HUMANITY 26 12
FRIEND, FRIENDSHIP 16 11
GOOD, NICE, DIFFERENT 12 12
WORLD, PLACES 9 7
MAGAZINE

5 0
PERSONS, INDIVIDUALS 9 18
CROWDS, PUEBLO 10 12
COMMUNITY, FAMILY 7 11
POOR, RICH 0 5
SOCIETY, CULTURE 2 5
BAD, CRAZY 4 4
MISCELLANEOUS

1 2

Total Adjusted Scores 1527 1570

WORLD, PLACES

world
places
American
Colombia
country,ies
national

city,ies
towns

US C

139 107
mundo 29 47

32 -

20 -
Colombia - 10
pais 18 18

18 -

ciudad 22 18
pueblos - 14

MAGAZINE 75 0
magazine 75NI NI 1111 NU IN

Main Components
and Responses

PERSONS, INDIVIDUALS

US

135

76

32

27

158

C

258

207

9

42

177

persons
individuals

me

CROWDS, PUEBLO

personas
individuos
yo

multitude aultiturf - 44

population pueblo,pobl. 38 91

mass,es masa,mont. 20 24

many 34
crowds 55 -

much sucha 18

too many 11

COMMUNITY. FAMILY 100 154

family fami ia 31 20
community comunidad 17 80
common COMUM 6 35

group,s grupo 46 19

POOR, RICH 6 78

problems problemas - 23
rich rice - 17

poor pobre 6 25

sad triste - 13

SOCIETY. CULTURE 34 67

culture cultura 10 8
society sociedad 24 59

BAN_CRAZY 60 60

bad male 37 49
weird 12 -

crazy loca - 11

hate 11 -

MISCELLANEOUS 10 26

power poder 10 4

chevere 10

study,s estudio - 12
, .3'01
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Main Components
and Responses,

AMERICA, STATES

US

295

C

118

America America 158 51

USA USA ' 57 22

50 states 26

California 17

Washington Washington 11

states estados 18 26

New York 8 11

GOVERNMENT, POLITICS 199 86

government gobierno 75 6

democracy democracia 82 11

president presidente 20 5

Reagan Reagan - 30

Carter Carter 7 13

politics politica 15 21

FREEDOM, JUSTICE, UNION 178 24
freedom 94 -

free libm 26 6

united unidad 19 6

justice 14 -

liberty 14 -

opportunity 11 -

union union - 12

LOVE, PATRIOTISM 161 7

home 73
flag 34

good 17

beauty belleza 16 7

love 11

proud 10

355

4.91411r

UNITED STATES/ESTADOS UNIDOS

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

1111 III IIIII IIII MI MN

Main Components

Percentage of
Total ScOre

US

AMERICA, STATES' 20 7

GOVERNMENT, POLITICS . 14 5

FREEDOM, JUSTICE, UNION ,12 1

LOVE, PATRIOTISM 11 0
COUNTRY, CIVILIZATION 16 19

EXPLOITATION, WAR 4 18
POWER, BIG 11 16

PROGRESS, DEVELOPMENT 1 13

PEOPLE, GRINGOS 4 10

MONEY, WEALTH 5 6
OTHER COUNTRIES 2 4
MISCELLANEOUS 0 i

Total Adjusted Scores 1447 1850

MONEY WEALTH

US

68

C

103
OTHER COBWRIES

US C

31 63
---ffiF1- America Norteamerra-6-37.

wealth riqueza 22 II Russia Rusia 15 5
rich rico 19 4 Iran 10 -

money dinero 4 35 Colombia Colombia - 10
capitalism capitalism 17 .28 foreigner extranjero - 11

poverty pobreza - 13

inflation inflacion 6 12

MISCELLANEOUS 0 23
touristic turistico
game,party partido - 10

Main Components

and Responses

COUNTRY, CIVILIZATION

US

228

C

313
country pais 124 132'
my country 18
world =MO 17 13
histhry 15
nation nacion 43 46
map

11
dominion dominio 46
eupire toperio 43
English ingles 20
language lengua 13

EXPLOITATION. WAR 53 298
anny 19 -

wasteful 10 -
exploiter explotador -50
war guerra 12 57
thieves ladrones - 21
injustice injusticia - 17
son of a b. hijueputa - 10
Problem problems 6 15
racism racismo 6 14
bad, evil mal - 14
oppression opresion 15
filth porqueria - 15
corrupt corruptos 12
madness locos - 18
death muerte - 13
addict drogadicto 17
meddlers metidos - 10

POWER, BIG 158 263
power poderio 79 115
big, large grande 42 60
strong fuertes 11 8
potency,power potencia 7 70
super power 19 -
male chauvin. machista - 10

PROGRESS. DEVELOPMENT
---Filopment

19 219
deserolio - 71

progress progreso - 55
technology tecnologia 15 15
industrial' industrial - 15
cars carros - 10
intelligent inteligente - 15
interested interesado - 10
help ayuda 4 28

PEOPLE. GRINGOS 57 174
people gente 42 17
melting pot 15 -

gringos gringos 102
Yankees yankees 27
blond monos - 28

356
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N7in Components
and Responses

UNITED, PROUD 223
united unidos 48
union union 34
proud 37
greatest 20
best people 24
good bueno -

togetherness 17

loyal 13

love,d,ing moor 14
help.ful ayuda 11

intelligent inteligente 5

US C

U.S., ENGLISH

U.S.,U.S.A. U.S.A.
America

nation nation
states
citizen
continent continente
English ingleses
fatherland patria
inhabiting habitantes
society sociedad

WEALTHY. MATERIALISTIC
rich ricos
wealtha
muterialist
cars

money
carros
dinero

EXPLOITATION. UGLY
exploitation explotacion 25
ugly feos 1; 15
HA of a b. hijueputa - 10
bad, evil alos 6 11
coarse brutos - 11
ignoran 13 -
lood lioiIth 14 -
crazy

1 11 -
spoll ,edi 11

. waste \ desPerdicin 10 6
.

,

FREEDOM \..... 67 13
fvee,dom \ libre 56 IT
independent \. 11 -

''

216

142

11

21

11

20

7

4

99

12

23

21

9

22

12

183

59

19

42

25

17

11

10

109 36

24 -

14 -

12 7

17 21

82 78

l/MOCRACY. CAPITALISM
denocratic
government

capitalism capitalism
Reagan Reagan

65 35
37 -
14 -
14 20
- 15

AMEkICANS/AMERICANOS

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

UNITED, PROUD

U.S., ENGLISH
WEALTHY, MATERIALISTIC
EXPLOITATION, UGLY
FREED*
DEMOCRACY, CAPITALISn
POWER, FIGHTERS
SIZE, BLOND
PEOPLE, MEN
COUNTRIES, SOUTH

GRINGOS, YANKEES
BUSINESS, PROGRESS
MISCELLANEOUS

Percentage of
Total Score

US

15 7

15 13

8 3

6 5

5 1

4 2

4 3

4 4

22 28
8 15

6 12

2 4

1 1

Total Adjusted S6res 1450 1569

POWER. FIGHTERS

power, cm poder
strong

war guerra
fighters lueliadores
imerialist imperial.

US C

64 44 SIZE BLOND

22 14

22 white

20 5 young
large

14 goodlooking
blond

blond

grandes
churros
monos
rubios

US C

6i 61

21
18

12

22
12

Main Components

and Responses us c

PEOPLE, MEN 315 406
people gente 104 4Z
Indians indigenas 75 13
natives 10 -

me 56 -

blacks 21 -

Canadians 17 -

melting pot , 11 -

friend amigo 11 10.
men hombres - 82
American Americano - 52
population pueblo - 42
persons personas - 33
we nosotros - 28
everybody todos - 23
women omjeres - 15
human 10 14
I Yo - 15
beings seres - 10
race.s raza.s - 17

brothers hermanos - 10

COUNTRIES. SOUTli 119 220
countrieS poises 48 4A
Venezuela Venezuela - 12
couiitry pais - 38
No th America Nortemmer. 29 32
Colawbia Colombia - 34
South Amer. Suramerica - 19
Latin America Latinwser. 11 17

community ccounidad 19
south sur 3i 9

GRINGOS, YANKEES
gringos gringos
Yankees yankees
habits costumbres
Centralmaer. Centroamer.
diverse

patriotic
flag

culture

BUSINESS, PROGRESS
--175iiness\

advanced,
development
progress
alive

'

90 177

124
6 26

- 15
12

31

21

21

23 62

13

10

desarrollo ZB

progreso - 23
vivos - 11

MISCELLANEOUS
hostages
gum chides

15 12

15 -

- 12

358
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Main Commonents
and Responses

DRUGS, COFFEE

coffee
pot
marijuana

drugs
cocaine
gold
beans
dope
hash
coke
emerald
landscape

MIIIMIN MI =MEI IIII 1.1.

US C

559 68

cafe 181 28
96

marihuana 80 18

69

43

30
20

15

11

14

esmeraldas 11

paisajes - 11

CCUNTRIES, PLACES 545 445
South haerica Suramerica 257 23
Bogota togota 54 37

Latin kaerica Latinommer. 37 9

Pan= 16

city Ciudad 15

foreign 10

America 10 -

country pais 118 265

naticm nacion 28 56
population pueblo - 17

Antioquia Antioquia - 15

Atlantic Atlantico - 12

11

-01-ELL_MEDAND
HarYleW
District of
mall
South Carolina

2021sH
--Spanish

Hispanic

174 o

37 -

27 -

25 -

122 22

espanor----73---77
17 -

359

COLOMBIA/COLOMBIA

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score

US C

32 4

32 28

10 0

7 1

4 22

4 12

8 9

1 8

0 8

0 4

2 2

Main Components
and Responses

UNDERDEVELOPMENT

US

61

C

355
poor

poverty pobreza
underdevel. subdesar.
problems problemas
hunger hambre
injustice injusticia
exploit explotar
insecurity inseguridad

1 backward atrasada
thieves ladrones

PEOPLE, GOVERNMENT

33

17

-

5
6

-
-

-

-

74

108

69

64
32

25

21
15

11

10

197
Colombian Colembiano
people gente
hostage
democratic democratica
government gobierno
state estado
liberal liberales
family familia
woman mujer
everybody todos
vaciety sociedad
department departmmento
Turbay Turbot*

BEAUTIFUL; LARGE

26

22
18

-

-

8
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

132

15

20
-

42

21

15

12

13

13

11

10

10

15

148

DRUGS, COFFEE

COUNTRIES, PLACES

D.C., MARYLAND
SPANISH
UNDERDEVELOPMENT
PEOPLE, GOVERNMENT
BEAUTIFUL, LARGE
ECONOMY, DEVELOPMENT

FATHERLAND
GOOD, LOVE
4ISCELLANEOUS

mountain
hot
tropical
jungle
small

beautiful bella
earth tierra
big, large grande
beauty belleza
pretty bonita
seas mares

ECONOMY, DEVELOPMENT.

45

33

20

19
15

-

-

-

-

-

-

25

-

33

29

32

13

28

13

127

Total Adjusted Scores 1722 1736

FATHERLAND

US C

0 121

revolution 20
progress progreso -

economy economia -
development desarrollo -

rich rica 5

help ayuda -

fighters luchadores -
work trabajo -

change cambio -

*forger Colombian President

20

16

16

21

18

14

12

10

fatherland
birth

GOOD, LOVE

patria

nacimiento
- 106
- 15

0 68
love

good
unity
our

amor

buena
unida
nuestra

23

19

14

12

360



Main Components

and Responses

DRUGS, COFFEE

coffee
marijuana
pot

drugs

dope
beans
grass

coke
hash

oil

US C

368 20

cafe 155 13

marihuana

COUNTRY, CITIES

South America-Buramerica
Latin America
mountain
Colombia Colombia
country pais
fatherland patria
Bogota Bogota
nation nacion
cities ciudades

SPANISH, HISPANIC

Spanish espanol
Hispanics
Latin

It
33

22

18

12

12

10

10

365

199

51

18

50

34

-

7

6

185

144

41

latinos -

PHYSICAL APPEARANCE
dark

small

361

92
n
15

7

267

COLOMBIANS/COLOMBIANOS

PEkCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

8

60 Percentage of
56

47 Total Score
41 Main Components US
35

20

DRUGS, COFFEE 26 1

COUNTRY, CITIES 26 20
30

SPANISH, HISPANIC 13 214

- PHYSICAL APPEARANCE 7 0
16

PEOPLE, SOCIETY 21 35
POOR, ILLITERATE 5 15

0 GOOD, KIND '0 12
PROGRESS, FUTURE 1 4

-
BAD, INJUST 1 3.

MISCELLANEOUS 0 7

Total Adjusted Scores 1402 1493

mg, ImIUST
US

10

C

39
maios - 18

injust injustos 13

absurd absurdos 10 8

MISCELLANEOUS 7 93
are somos 12
politics pol,tica - 16

communique comunicado 16
habits costumbres 10

united unidos ' - 13
government gobierno 7 12

life vida - 14

NI um sr a. mils my in um

Main Components
and Responses

PEOPLE, SOCIETY

fir

US

300

C

479
people
natives
Indians

foreigners
farmers

gente 134

39
27

34
34

19

-

-

brothers hermanos 22
yo 57

men hombres 13 44
compatriot paisanos 36
we nosotros 39
people immeble 33
everybody todos 26
persons personas 25
worker trabajador 37
Americans Americanos 18

inhabitants habitantes 20
friends amigos 25
society sociedad 15
beings seres 15

women mvjeres 14

costenos costenos 14
people of Cal .Calenos 10
humanity humanidad 8 10

POOR. ILLITERATE 65 207
poor pobres 59 76

underdevel. subdesar. 6 42
exploited explotados - 26
problems problemas 20
unconscious inconciente - 16
illiterate analfabeto 16
disorder desorden 11

6000, KINO 169
good buenos 56
friendly amistosoS 17
courteouS amables 17
affection cirino 13
pride orgullo 14 '

educated educados 13
superior superior 12
love amor 13
strong fuertes 10
value valor 10

PROGRESS, FU5URE 10 53
progress progreso 11

future futuro 11
forward 11

help
.adelante

ayuda 20
revolution 10

36),
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Main Components
and Responses

COUNTRIESt_COLOMBIA

US

455

C

395

H1SPANICS/HISPANOS

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score

US

29 29
27 17

8 1

2 2

29 30

5 9

1 6

0 5

0 2

Main Components

and Responses

LANGUAGE:SPANISH

US

451

C

411
Spanish
language
poor

accents
language

speak

CULTURE, CUSTOMS

espanol
idiom&

pobres

linguaje
hablar

346

38

36

21

10

78

278
24

22

74

13

127

Puerto Rico
Latin Latino
South America Suramerica
New York
Cuba
ghetto
west side
Spain Hispana
America America
Colombia Colonbia
countries paises
Venezuela Venezuela
Europe Europa
continent continente
earth tierra

PEOPLE, MEXICANS

144
90

61

36

28

13

10

67

6
-

-

-

-

423

-

76

9

74

73

71

29

23

14

13

13

240

culture
difference
music

singer
dance,ing

habits

record

PERSONALITY

culture
diferencia
musica
cantante
balle

costumbres
disco

48

12

8

-

10
.

8

31

6
25

23

18

14

10

83
Mexicans
foreigners

people gente
minority
Cubans
immigrants

spics
chicanos

Indians indios
illegal
friends amigos
wen hoTbres
lberic iberica
group grupo
brothers hermanos
race raze
persons personas
everybody todoS
people pueblo
negrzes negros

yo

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

122
53

44

36

35

32

24

26

16

14

4

-

-

-

-

17

-

-

-

125

-

32

10

39

28

19

16

15
20
13

13

15

10

10

10

good buenas
merry alegres
strong fuertes
explosive explosivos

COLONIALISM, DOMINATION

8

0

39

23

11

10

74

COUNTRIES, COLOMBIA
PEOPLE, MEXICANS
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
POVERTY, UNDERDEVELOPED
LANGUAGE, SPANISH
CULTURE, CUSTOMS
PERSONALITY

COLONIALISM,DOMINATION
MISCELLANEOUS

conquered
colontst
triumh
dominated
slaves

MISCELLANEOUS

conqutstado
colono
triunfo
doadnados

esclavos

0

26

16

11

11
10

22
life

king
vide
rey

- II

11
Total Adjusted Scores 1577 1522

dark skin
black hair

grease "
brown

tall altos

P0VERTt UNDERDEVELOPED

75

28

12

10
-

37

10

22

prejudice
underdevel. subdesar.

12

13

-

22

364
363
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CO

Nein Components
and Responses US C

SPANISH, LANGUAGE 340 132

LATIN AMERICA/LATINOMERICA

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of
Total Score

US C

25 8

9 6

9 2

33 37

13 23

4 11

3 7

2 3

2 2

0 1

Main Components

and Responses

UNDERDEVELOPED. HUNGER

US

173

C

358
p0Or
unstable
underdevel. subdesar.
Poverty pobreza
problems problemas
hunger hombre
dependent dependiente
development desarrollo
backwards atraso

EXPLOITATION, WAR

78

12

31

34
4
-

-

6

8

54

-

-

107

106
47
30

26'

25

17

174

Spanish espanol 207 47
Hispanics Hispenos 56 10
Latinos Latinos 47 38
accent 17 -

language. lengua,idlo. 13 37

bOIRM,PRETTY 127 100
hot 42 -

tropical 20 -
' sun 16 -

jungle selva 19 8
'color 10 -
wane 10 -
equator ecuador", 5' 34
grandeur grandeza - 27
earth tierra 5 20
pretty bonita - 11

CULTURE HABITS 124 29

revolution

exploited explotados
war Tierra
injustice injusticia
oppression opresion
fight lucha
military militares
dictatorship dictadura
colony colonia

PEOPLE_. INDIANS

28

7

-

-
6

-

13

-

45

-

40

28

23

22

18

16

14

13

102
SPANISH, LANGUAGE
WARM, PRETTY
CULTURE, HABITS
COUNTRIES, PLACES
UNDERDEVELOPED, HUNGER
EXPLOITATION, WAR
PEOPLE, INDIANS
LOVE, UNITY
COFFEE, RICHES
MISCELLANEOUS

foreign 33
dark skin 32
culture 17
dancers 11
siestas 11

catholicism 10
habits costumbres - 15
food comida 10 14

COUNTRIES. PLACES 452 572

people genie
Indians indios
people ptablo
group grupo
brothers hermanos

LOVE. UNITY

M
14

-

-

-

25

It.
16

23

14

13

47
lover

politics
union union
unity unidsd
liberty libertad

COFFEE. RICHES

13

12

21

-

23

13

11

31

Mexico 84 -
south sur 94 7

Brazil Brazil 35 21
Panama Panama 37 18
South America Suramerica 20 15
Chile Chile 16 16
Puerto Rico Puerto Rico 15 7
central centro 13 18
Amazon 11 -

ocean 10 -

Colombia Colombia 40 143
countries paises 49 123
continent continente - 70
Venezuela Venezuela - 53
Peru Peru 17 35
Argentine Argentina 11 15
Bolivia Bolivia - 11
Costa Rica Costs Rice - 10
nation nation - 10

Total Adjusted Scores 1361 1712

coffee 21
wealth riqueza
rich rice -

'In Spanish "ecuador° means
both equator and the country

,. of Ecuador.
c

-

14

17

365 366
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Main Components
and Responses US C'

FOREIGN COUNTRIES 497 139
--Iran

Russia,USSR Rusia 127 27

Afghanistan 33 -

Middle East 21 -

Cuba 14 -
Cuban refug. 11 -

America 11

South America 11

China 10

U.S. USA '7 34

countries poises - 30
Colombia Colombia - 20
world mundo 6 10
nations 15
English 25

HUNGER, DISEASE
hunger
starvation
food

health
disease
famine
death

ENERGY, OIL
energy
oil

gas

hombre

comida
salud

muerte

energia
petroleo

237 193

127 136
28 =
21 16

4 17
38 -
19 -

- 24

121 56

32 20

78 36
11 -

MATHSPELLI73161-11ma -

exams 12 -

spelling 15 -

Scrabble 11 -, -

solutions soluciones 14

5/1114111 CRP(.

crime
drugs

illiterlOY

HATRED, RAcrsm
,hate,hatred

racism
greed

incomprehen.

61 32

17 -

drogas - 21

analfabetism - 11

odio

incompren.

55
31

14

10

367

18
0

10

WORLD PROBLEMS/PROBLEMAS MUNDIALES

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of

Total Score
US

FOREIGN COUNTRIES 30 9

HUNGER, DISEASE 14 13

ENERGY, OIL 7 4

MATH, SPELLING 5 1

POLLUTION, CRIME 4 2

HATRED, RACISM 3 1

WAR, DESTRUCTION 8 20

ROVERTY,'INFLATION 11 13

POLITICS, POWER ' 8 13

PEACE, HELF 2 11

ARMS, NUCLEAR WEAPONS 3 4

OVERPOPULATION, ABORTION 3 4

MISCELLANEOUS 2 5

Total Adjusted Scores 1661 1652

Main Components,

and Responses US C.

WAR, DESTRUCTION 140 304
war guerra 140 275
destruction destruccien - 13
fight,strugg. pelea,lucha - 16

POVERTY, INFLATION
poverty
inflation

economic
money

unemployment
recession

misery ,

scarcity

POLITICS, POWER

dominate
politics

government
Carter
crisis

shah

chaos
hostage
injustice

communism
oppression

terrorism
power
conflicts

exploitation

PEACE, HELP

peace
help

union
rights
man

people
social

love

189 201
pobreza 76 53
inflation 49 21
eco6omicas 35 32
dinero 9 40
desempleo 10 12

10 -

miseria - 23
escasez - 20

127 193
dominar - 15

politica 41 46
gobierno - 15

14
crisis - 24

15 -

coos - 13

20
injusticia - 13

17

Opresion - 11

terrorism° 11 7
poderio 9 11

conflictos - 28
explotacion - 10

27 163
paz . 21 49
ayyda - 20
union - 11

derechos
I :

14
hombre 25
gente 6 14
social - 19
amor - 11

OVERPOPUtATION, ABORTION

US

52

C

54 MISCELLANEOUS

US

34

C

74

ARMS, NUCLEAR WEAPONS
arm arms.
nuclear nuclear
armament armamento
disarm desarme

overpopulat. sobrepobl.
superpopulat. superpobl.
abortion aborto

sex sexo

52

-

-

14

10

20
10

difficult

preoccupied
many
bad

serious
olympics

dificultad
preocupada
muchos

graves

12

-

-

10

-

12

P.B

Yf

15

20

45 61

12 29

33 9
- 12

- 11

366
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Main Components
end Responses

DEATH, KILLING

US c

327 231
death muerte
kill.ing

blood sangre
murder

170 185

89 -

44 46
11 -

die 13 - WAR/GUERRA

NATIONS. PEOPLE
11IFrat

254 222
PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS58

Russia Rusia 28 14

Korean 20 -

Iran Iran 13 10
U.S. USA - 29
America 16
world mundo 37 20 Percentage of
universal mundial

countries paises
- 22

9 65 Total Score
territory territorin
politics politica

3 10

22 14
Main Components US C

government gobitrno 9 12
Carter

men hombre
children ninos

12

16 16

11 10

DEATH, KILLING

NATIONS, PEOPLE

18

14

14

13

PEACE 10 6

SOLDIERS, ARMY 6 3
PEACE 190 101

BAD, STUPID 6 3peace paz 190 101

WORLD WAR, CI1LIL WAR 6 1

WEAPONS, NUCLEAR, BOMBS 14 17
SOLDIERS. ARMY 112 51 PROBLEMS, HUNGER

FIGHTING, BATTLE

5

10

14

10
solJier soldado
Army eJercito

25 21

30 15
Navy

draft

ilitary militares

12

30
5 15

DESTRUCTION, DESOLATION
HATE, ENEMY

6
6

7

7
MASH 10 INJUSTICE

MISCELLANEOUS

0
1

2

3

BAD, STUPID 107 53
bad male 23 g
stupid,ity estupidez 23 4 Total Adjusted Scores 1850 1832
evil 19 -

wrorg 13 -

cruel cruel - 12

selfishness egoism° - 14 US C
wickedness melded - 14
needless 11 - INJUSTICE 0 29
hell 18 injustice injusticia - 20

LD WAR, CIVIL WAR 104 23 ISCELLANEOUS . 10 56
WW 11 31 - help ayuda 10
WW I 19 - interest interes 10
civil war 23 - love Orr 18
revolution revolution 18 11 economic economico 10 7

cold fria 13 12 last name apellido 11

Main Components
and Responses

WEAPONS_, NUCLEAR, BOMBS

US

250

C

280
weapons 34

eotuclear ' nuclear 74 11

i bomb,ings baits 44 52
arnn armas 8 68
gun,s pistols 48 10

tanks . tanques 23 28

cannons canones - 16

rifle,gun fusiles - 15

armament armamento - 18
pow. Poder 19 30
expensive costosa - 10

money dinero - 11

necessity necesidad - 11

PROBLEMS HUNGER 90 226

prob erni-----TWemas - 0
hunger hardere - 59

famine 12 -

misery miseria 5 23

pain dolor 23 9

suffering 11 -

hurt 10 -

sadness tristeza 6 31

fear miedo 12 8

poverty pobreza - 27

chaos MS - 20

strife 11 -

FIGHTING. BATTLE 184 169

fights peleasout. 87 61

battle 17 -

confrontation enfrentipm. 12

carnage mentanza - 10

violence violencta 47 45

conflict conflicto 15 21

dispute disputa - 10

no peace no paz - 10

guts 18 -

CESTRUCTION,DESOLATION 116 114

destruction destruction 91 86

loss 10 -

desolation desolation 13

end fin 15 15

HATE ENEMY 106 110

hate,hatred odio 89 52

enemy enemigo 17 20

incomprehens. inconpren. - 24

envy envidia - 14

3 /0

,*GUERRA is a relatively comeon surnane in Colombia.
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Kein Components
micl Responses US

449

C

314

DEMOCRACY/DEMOCRACIA

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Main Components

Percentage of,
Total Score

US C

30 23
25 11
8 6

5

7 15
13 14
2 12
8 10
1 3

2 3

RALITY.0111MW
freleAm libre
equality igualdid
liberty libtrtad
Justice justicia
faironesS
right derecho
leas !eyes

constttutton
opportunity
day. eve bare
unity unidad

/s

U46COUTITRI(S

155
61

20

13

41

21

26

12

-

-

372

9

81

109

40

-

35

16

-

-

13

11

157

&trite
ColoMbis
6rtece,Greek
country
commnity
republic
help

liwu,mict

Colombia

pais

comuaided

elude

702
53

-

20

12

47

38

ns

91

45

10

11

n
FREEDOM, EQUALITY
U.S. COUNTRIES
VOTING, CHOICE
GOOD, IDEAL
PEOPLE, GROUPS .

POLITICS, PARTIES

CORRUPTION, BAD
GOVERNMENT, SYSTEM
CAPITALISM, DICTATORSHIP
MISCELLANEOUS

vcde'in9
thoiCe

elect ions

voter

eltcciones

50

33

70

VI

27

best may
Wee)
happiness
lefe
metessery
piece
vtopic

Ideil

necwirle
pal
ulopica

It
12

11

It

,4

-

11

16

11

Total Adjusted Scores 1491 1529

37"

Main COmoonents
and Responses

PECKEGROUPS
people
people

human
individual
men

everybody
majority
popular

social

society

us c

102 208
genie 41 28
pueblo - 84
humano 9 10

15 -
hombres - 13
todos , - 29
mayoria, 10 7
popular - 16
social 27 4
upCiedad 17

PCtITICS PARTIES
politics politica
party partido
president presidente
representation
Democrat
Jefferson
Carter
poleer poder
interest interes

CORRUPTION 8AD
corruption
lie

false

buy
fraud

bad, evil
problem
apparenti
unfulfilled
inexistent
nothing

201 190

*entire
falso,a

cowl
engem
math
problem'
aparente
intueplido'
inexistent
nada

GOYERNNEHT SYSTEM
government gobierno
system Osten
regimen regimen

60 71
- 34

19 43

18
57
19
18
10 25

n

23 172

13
- 18

- 27
- 13

- 12

10 le

- 18

- 17

- 14

- 27

- 12

116 135

116 114

- 11

- 10

CAPITAliSM, DICTATORSHIP 13 37
capitalism capitalism Tr--17
dictators dictadores - 10

form foram - 10

MISCELIAMTOOS
-IOW" 4

all

be

share
l'fe

todo
ser

compartir

33 36

19 -

- 13

- 10
- 13

14

372



Main Components
and Responses

BUSINESS, INOUSTRY

US

301

C

78

business negocio 83 16

big business 42

free enterp. 72

imdustries

corporation
industries 21

11

24

CAPITALISM/CAPITALISMO
enterprise empresas - 10

commerce comercio - 10

competition conpetencia 12 10

msnopoly 10

productive productivo 18 14

markets 22 -

stock 10 -

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

U.S. COLORIIA 245 143

USA 165 6/
America
gringos

&Perks
gringos

21 7

15 Percentage &
Colombia
Russian

Colombia

26

16
Total Score

nation nacion 10 Main Components US
country psis 13 28

BUSINESS, INDUSTRY 20 6

CCM4UN1SM, SOCIALISM 214 37 U.S., COLOMBIA
COMMUNISM, SOCIALISM

16 11

14 3
communism comunismo g, g

socialism

democracy
socialism°
democracia

37

40

6
9 FREEDOM, GOOD 3 2

MONEY, ECONOMY 22 28
GOVERNMENT, POLITICS 12 21

FREEDOM, 6000 46 33 GREEDY, EVIL

IMPERIALISM, OPPRESSION
4 13

4 9

----freedoA

good bum
24

22

-

23

beneficial tneficios - 10
SOCIETY, CLASSES 2 4

MISCELLANEOUS 1 3

Total Adjusted Scores 1491 1472

MISCELLANEOUS
rethod
blua Smith
union

control
Marx

metodo

uniL

Marx

US C

fl 41
7--ff
I? -

- 16
10 -

- 16

Main Componenti
and Responses

MDAEL ECONOMY

US

331

C

378
money dinero
silver, money piste

186 16/

31
capital capital 9 41
economy economia 63 65
profit 44
rich ricos,riq. 5 60
wealth 19
materialism materialls. 5 18

iOVERNMENT. PCCIT1C5 174 281
government gobierno 77 38
politics Politica 38 49
power poder 31 . 62
regimen regimen - 38
system Mims 16 75
party partido If
strong 10 .

GREEDY, EVIL 61 171
greedy 26--- -

bad, evil malo 14 43
inequality desigualdad - 25
corruption 15 -

injusttce injusticia - 28
alienable alienante - 10
struggle lucha - 11
poverty pobreza 6 40
theft robo - 14

OCERIALISM OPPRESSION 64 124
Imperialism imperialis. 44 14
oppressia opresion - 28
exploitation explotacion 20 55
dominion do.ainio - 16
misery miseria 11

SOCIETY CLASSES 31
society Sociedad 17
'bourgeoisie burguesia IS
workers obreros 10
worker trabajador 5 8
wOrk ethic 28

1111 1111 MI IN 1111 IN NI III MI IN 110 101 11M
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Main Components
and Responses US C

EQUALITy_FREEDOM 348 125
equality igualdad 128 41
ERA 4)

freedom 136
liberty libertad 37 81

PEOPLE. NAN 313 182
people gentes 39 23
person persona 13 .33
human husano 14 20
women mujer 46 8
black 41

.race,ial 15 -

children ninos - 12
everybody todos
for all

25 30

IAA hombre - 56
individual

Carter

Martin Luther
Andrew Young

JUSTICE, RELIGION
justice justicia
civil rights
fair,ness justo
basic
values valores
right derecho
speak tattler

speech
respect reipeto
decency
dignity
abortion

religion religion
peace paz

LAWS, CONSTITUTION
laws leyes
constitution constituc.
amendment

375

12

67

14

16

?92

33

50

36

36

-

10

-

13

14

31

23

12

23

90
44

15

31

HUMAN RIGHTS/DERECHOS HUMANOS

PERCEPTIONS AND;VALUATIONS

Main Components'

Percentage of
Total Score

US

EQUALITY, FREEDOM 24
PEOPLE, MAN 22

10

14
214 JUSTICE, RELIGION 20 1670

LAWS, CONSTITUTION 6 4
16

-
VIOLATIONS, PRISONS 3 16

10 LIFE, PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS 10 11
II

12
NECESSARY, IMPORTANT 4 11

. -

75
POLITICS, ACTIVISM 7

U.S., OTHER COUNTRIES 4
10
4

MISCELLANEOUS 0 3

13
4,

7

Total Adjusted Scores 1450 1428

58

SO

8 US C

- U.S. OTHER COUNTRIES 60 54
USX 12 17

Colombia Colombia - 22
RuFsta 26
world mundo 10 20
Iran 12

MISCELLANEOUS 0 39
0.N O. onu - 10
any ningano
camilism camiliwo

- 10

Main Components
and Responses

VIOLATIONS, PRISONS

violated violados
inexistent inexisten.
unfulfilled incumplido

no no

not respected irrespetad
abuse
injustice injusticta

problems problemas

prisons caroeles

tortures torturas
pr:soners presos

LIFE, PURSUIT OF
life .

live,ing

happiness
pursuit of
love

need,ed
needs
comradeship
health

education
help

eat

HAPPINESS
vide

vivir

airp3r

companer.
salud

educacion
ayuda

comer

NECESSARY. IMPORTANT
necessary necesarios
good bueno
important importante

obligatory obligatorio

dutyowe , deber
accomplish cumplir

havt tener

know conocer

POLITICS ACTIVISM
politics
democracy
government

power
elect

expression
protest
amnesty

activist
guerrilla
military
marines

politica
democracia
gobierno
poder

elegir

expresion

amnistia

guerrilla
militares

merino

US C

39 209

15 63
- 16

- 35

- 22

- 15

12

6

- 10

- 19

6 11

6 12

146 142

51 24

8 18

22

10 -

- 28

18

13

13

14 15

10 10

24

10

61 145

33 46

16 12

12 7

26

- 25

- 14

10

II

101 130

zz 13

19 12

12

15 6

8

6 14

23 -

L 13 *

16 -

19

14

- 19

37t;



Main Components
and Responses US

TIME, PRESENT, PAST 413

.0

282 FUTURE/FUTURO

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Percentage of
Total Score

Main fIrponents Us

C

99

Hain Components

and Responses

HOPE AMBITION, GOALS

US

146

C

227

I

:")

time tiempo 28
present presente 89
now 12
there alla
proxinitY proximidad
past pasade 123
history 15

future porvenir 13
forward adelante 6

look forward 20
-rill come vendra

coming venidero 8

tomorrow manana 42
after despues
ahead 57

distant lejano

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY 203

26

8

12

31

12

57

23

17

18
47

15

16

0

hope,s esperanzas
hopeful

good bueno
promise promesa
de$1re desear
goal,s metas
ideal ideal
dreams
improve mejorar.

succEss, HAPPINESS

44

9

-

-

36

-

193i

71

40
14

17

58

11

16

will happen sucedera
progress progeeso
advancement
prosperity prosperidad
money dinero
achievements logros

' happiness felicidad
happy feliz ,

well-being bienestar
joy, pleat alegria
triumph triunfo
positive
stable estable
peace

MARRIAGE, FAMILY, PEOPLE

23
10

8
31

-

45
10

-

-

-

/3

-

19

159

165
33

-

17

22

14

26
11

14

13

12

-

14

194

TIME, PRESENT, PAST 25 19

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY 12 0

UNKNOWN, UNCERTAIN 7 6

BRIGHT, EXCITING 4 0

HOPE, AMBITFON, GOALS 9 15

SUCCESS, HAPPINESS 12 13

MARRIAGE, l'AMILY, PEOPLE 9 13

WORK, JOB 8 9

SHOCK, FEAR 5 9

STUDY, PLANS 4 7

LIFE, DEATH 5 7

MISCELLANEOUS 0 2

science 29
technology 25

space 89
$tars 10
worlds 21

energy 12
Star Wari 11

UNKNOWN, UNCERTAIN 122 87
unknown 50
uncertain incierto 39

unpredictable impredecible. -
questionable 20
unexpected inesperado -

mysterious misterloso 13

BRIGHT, EXCITING 00

49

12

20

6

0

marriage matrimonio

love &nor

wife esposa
husband
children
sons,children hjj6s
family familia

companion companero
home hogar
house casa
People
man hombre

Yo

WORK, J08
.

26

20
-

10

35
-

22

-

18

15

13

-

-

135

14

32

21

-

21

31

15

21

9

12

18

131

Total Adjusted scores 1679 1615

c US4
SHOCK, FEAR 87 126 LIFE, DEATh 82

bright 32
exciting 18
better 10

-

-

-

shock 58 - life vida 41
disorder desconcert - 31 death morte 31
fear temor 8 11 end fin -

insecure inseguro 14 heaven 10
incertitude incertid. 15

anxiousness anhelos 24
illusion ilusion 12

preoccupation preocupac. 10 MISCELLANEOUS 0

71

4

24

36

work trabOo
career carrera

profession p.ofesion
job
development desarrollo
do, make hacer
help ayuda
change cambio

24

63

-

10

12

-

10

16

2D
18

41

11

13

10

10

wars guerras 21 7 country 1 pais -

reality realidad -

my, mine m10 -

STUDY, PLANS 75 100

11

14

11

plans w- projectos 38 17
exploration 10 -

study estudio -4 39
think pensaf- - 27
degree 16 -

doctorate 11 -
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APPENDiX II

THE ASSOCIATIVE GROUP ANALYSIS (AGA) METHOD

DATA COLLECTION, ANALYSIS, AND MAIN CATEGORIES OF INFERENCES

Data Collection, Test Administration

Data Organization: Scoring Responses,
Compiling Group Response Lists

Main eategOries of Inferences, Their
Reliability and Validity

Group Perceptions, Images, Meanings
Subjective Priorities or Importance
Overall Similarity in Perception's
Attitudes and Evaluations,
Relatedness of Themes, Concepts

Publications of Research Using the AGA Method
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ASSOCIATIVE GROUP ANAlYSIS

Associative Group Analysis (AGA) is a research method which measures
the perceptions, attitydes, meanings, and beliefs of selected social or
cultural groups. Rather than using direct questions or scales, AGA
draws inferences from the spontaneously emerging word associations of
the groups studied. This "continued association" technique, in which
the subjects give as many responses as they,ean think of in one minute
per stimulus, produces response material witH sufficiently broad
foundation without having to use extremely largetsamples--a require-
ment that frequently makes socially relevant studies unfeasible and
impractical. Generally, samples of 50 to 100 subjects are used to
represent each particular group. The samples include preferably
equal numbers of males-and females. The requirements for representative
sampling are fundamentally the same as in any other data collection
aiming ,at generalizable results.

Through careful, systematic selectio'h of stimulus themes,
investigations can be focused on any desired problem areas or dOmains.
Several related themes are selected in the representation of each
domain in order to observe consistent trends on a broader data base
and thus produce more generalizable findings. A strategy has been
developed for selecting themes that are representative of the domains
for each culture group (Szalay and Maday, 1974).\
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DATA COLLECTION, TEST ADMINISTRATION

The standard AGA testing conditions of group tesitng, written form

of administration, and working with little time pressure nelp promote

more spontaneous, meaning-mediated responses. Individual subjects

remain anonymous (demographic data being obtained by a brief questionnaire

that carries the same code number as the subject's test slips);

assurance of this helps to reduce the .likelihood of bias in the form

of acquiescence, considerations of social desirability, etc.; it also

opens up a variety of emotion-laden issues to objective inquiry.

The subjects are asked to write free verbal associations to each

of the stimulus words presented on randomly sequenced cards. They

reteive the fol3owing instructions. as Well as the test material, in

their native language.

This experiment is part of a study. in verbal behavior, and this
particular task involves vord associations. These art group experiments,
and your responses will not be evaluated individually but collectively
for your group. Your responses are completely anonymous, and you are
free to give your associations concerning any subject. There are no bad

or wrong answers, so do not Select your responses but put them down
spontaneously in the order that they occur to you.

The task is easy ano simple. You will find a word printed on each
slip of paper. Reading this SZimulus word will make you think of other
associated words (objects, ideas, issues, etc.). You art asked to write
as many seParate responses as you can think of in the tine allotted. Try
to think of one-word responses and avoid long phrases or sentences.

It is important that in giving your responses you always take the
given stimulus word into considerntion. For example, if the stimulus word
was table and your answer was umitivig, in giving the subsequent responses you
must refer back to tabte and avoid "chain" responses (oritin/, pen, ink.
Nue, ocean, saii....).

Please work without hurrying, but do you best to give us at wany
answers as possible. One minute will be given for each word. At the
end of each minute I will ask you to go on to the next word. Do not

work longew than one minute on any word and do not read ahead or return to

others later.

DATA ORGANIZATION: SCORING RESPONSES,
COMPILING GRcdP RESPONSE LISTS

A logical assumption is that earlier responses are more meaningful

than later ones, that the first response has more salience to the subject

than the last. This assumption is supported by empirical evidence. The

stability of responses obtained at different rank places was studied by

comparing the responses obtained from the same group in two separate

sessions one month apart (Szalay and Brent, 1967). The responses obtained

e at higher rank places in the first test showed higher stability in the

second test than did the responses ifrst obtained at lower rank places.

The coefficients of stability obtained in this comparative study provide

the weights for the various rank places. Ttie response socres consist

of frequency within 50-member groups weighted by the order of occurrence

The weights beginning with the first response are: 6,5,4,3,30,3,2,2,1,1

381



The cards are organized by stimulus words, and the individual
responses from all the subjects are tallied into group response lists.
Certain responses (e.g., schooZ to educated) will occur to many members of
the group; other responses may be given by only one or two members. In
order to focus on the shared meaning for a particular group, the responses
given by only one person are excluded from analysis.
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If we look at associations produced by members of our own culture
group, they appear to be just plain comson sense. We tend to feel that
everybody would produce similar responses and that the responses do not
tell us anything new. This impression is probably the major reason that
the potential information value of associative response distributions has
not been clearly recognized in the past. The systematic exploitation of
associations as an important information source is the central objective
of the AGA method. The feeling that everybody would produce similar
responses is a culture-bound impression. This becomes apparent if we com-
pare associations obtained from groups with different cultural backgrounds.
A comparison of U.S. and Korean responses to the stimulus ancestors, for
instance, shows that the most'frequent U.S. response rentive occurs only
down around the middle of the Korean response list. Of the five most
frequent Korean responses, only two, grandfather and forefather, occur

38:>,



to the Americans. Both lists contain numerous responses which have
high scores or salience for one culture group and low or no salience at

all for the other group. A quick glance at the most frequent responses

readily reveals that they are not accidental, but deeply rooted in the

cultural background, religious-moral philosophy, life conditioas, and

contemporary experiences of the respective groups.

U.S. AND KOREAN GROUP RESPONSES TO ANCESTORS

U.S. GROUP KOREAN GROUP

Response Response Score Response Response score

relatives, blood
grandfather

past
dead, death
old
family, life

216

126
97

91

91

90

grandfather
rite
forefather
grave, visit

I veneration
elders

420

198

125

106
84

82

grandparent as Tau gun 81

people, person 85 burial ground 77

forefather 75 great grandfather 77

history 69 father 58

before, -me, -us 56 geneology 58

ancient 54 generation 55

descendant 52 day gone by 49

family tret 48 primitive man 35

, andmother 47 respect 34

predecessor i5 human being 33

father 34 founder 31

long ago 32 relatives, blood 31

heritage 31 history 30

Indians 26 family, life 28

Ireland, ISh 24 tradition 28

tradition 23 ties 25

caveman 18 serve 24

great 17 Other 23

forebearers 16 deceased 19

German, y 15
!

home 19

great grandfather 15 lineage 18

foreign, er 14 hill 17

generation 13' I 14

Neanderthal 13 deed, death 14

early, ier 11 habit 12

Java man 11 senior 11

Adam 10 vanity 11

Europe 10 country side 10

other
worship

10
i

10

posterity
clan

10

9

American 8 Lee Dynasty 9

year 7 Lee Sun -sin S

unknown 6 Park Hgokkose a

geneology 6 King Sejong 7

respect 6

Each group response list represents a rich information source

reflecting the group's characteristic understahding of the stimulus

word, including perceptual and affective details which are frequently

unverbalizable and below their level of awareness. Actually, a

system'atic examination of such response listS has shown that every

response contains a piece of valid information about the group's

characteristic understanding and evaluatioa of the stimulus word.

Responses with a sizable store value (10-15) are rarely accidental.

Using co4ervative estimates, score differences of 18 can be

considered significant at the .05 level score differencestof 24

at the .01 level. The wealth of inform;tion provided by the group

response list is impressivelkstnce even/smell score differences can

have significant implications for commuhication and ct&çe behavior.

(Szalay et al., 1972). '
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MAIN CATEGORIES OF INFERENCES, THEIR RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY

For the identification of various psychocultural characteristics,
several analytical procedures have been developed, relying on the group
response lists as the main data base.

GROUP PERCEPTIONS, IMAGES, MEANINGS

One procedure relies on content analysis and provides for the
identification,of the-main meaning components and their characteristic
saliences. The meaning components are obtained by asking judges with
backgrounds comparable to those of the groups from which the responses
were obtained to group the responses into clusters.

Each category is described by a score and by a label to indicate its
content. The category score is the sum of the scores of each subsumed
response and expresses the importance of the category for a particular
group. If a category yields a high score for a group, it may be said that
the category constitutes an important meaning component of that theme for
that group.

Using this procedure to analyze the stimulus theme ancestor, for
example, we find a sizable group of responses dealing with "rites,
veneration, and worship." The overwhelthing majority of these responses.
come from the Koreans while only a few of the American responses fall in
this category. A modest familiarity with the cultural background of the
Koreans makes it obvious that this component reflects the traditional
ancestor worshi; and shows how salient this cultural element is in the
minds of contemporary Korean citizens. Another group of responses
identified by the judges concerns the past and other time references,
indicating that ancestors belong vcry much to past, ancient times in the
minds of our American respondPrsts. This is less the case with the Koreans,
probably because active veneration and worship is still part of contemporary
rerigious practices. Another cluster of related responses involve
references to foreign, predominantly European countries. These responses
come practically exclusively from Americans and show their awareness of
their foreign ancestry. Naturally thic component of cultural meaning is
essentially missing from the Korean image of ancestors. Through this
proOss of content analysis, the judges assign all responses to main
response categories of U.S. and Korean cultural meanings.

CATEGORIZATION OF U.S. AND KOREAN RESPONSES TO ANCESTORS

WHERATION,
WORSHIP

score
US K TIME: PAST,OLD

,___--
score

US K PEOPLE ,KOREIGnERS
------1-

score
US t.

worship 10 - past 97 - knerican -neSpeCt 6 341 old 91 Europe 10
veneration 'BA before.-Ie .us 56 - Gernuney 15 -serve - 24 Eiciett 54 - Irellnd,-ish 24 .
great 17 - long age 32 - Indians 26rite - 198 tarlyeier 11 - foreign .-er 14 -
Ot4er 6 44 untnown 6 - huran being - 33

days gone by - 49 man I -
year 7 DeoPle.person 85 -
Posterity

-154
10

39 384 59 187 31
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In the case of the responses to ancestors the judges have used
ten categories,to identify the most salient components of the groups'
-contemporaiy meanings of Ancestors. The scores the various components
accumulated in this process reflect the subjective salience of each
component for the cultural groups compared. The main.content categories
obtained by this analysis describe the total subjective meaning of the
theme in terms of the main components characteristic of each group's
understanding. Because.there is usually a-difference between the two
groups in their level of responding, the category scores are converted
to percentages. of the respective total scores in order to-make them
directly comparable.

PERCEPTION AND EVALUATION OF ANCESTORS BY AMERICANS AND KOREANS

Meaning Components

U.S. Group

Score %

Korean Group

Score

Time: Past, Old 354 20 59 3

Relationship, Family Tree 335 19 196 9

People, Foreigners 187 10 33 2

History, Tradition 152 8 84 4

Prehistoric Man, Ape 73 4 35 2

Forefathers, Grandparents,
Relatives 546 30 824 39

Rites, Veneration, Worship 39 2 384 18

Grave, Dead 91 5 233 11

Legendary Figures - 0 52 7

Miscellaneous ,. 25 1 108 5

Total Scores (Dominance) 1,802
, 2,100

The reliability of the content analytic method was tested by
comparing the performance of five judges working independently from
epl other. The interjudge reliability measured by product-moment
correlation across 76 categories was .7. The validity of such inferences
on particular single meaning components cannot be directly assessed
because simple criterion measures are not available. There are, however,
findings which show, for instance, that the salience of these meaning
components provides valid predicitions on te meaningfulness of messages
in intercultural communications. Communication material that capitalized
on salient components of cultural meanings was judged by members of this
culture as relatively more meaningful than comparable communication
material produced by cultural experts (Szalay, Lysne, and Bryson, 1972),
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Another way to present the results of contenttanalysis is the
semantograph. It shows the main categories of group meaning by using
radially arranged bars. The dotted bars represent the main components
of Korean interpretation and the striped bars the main components of
U.S.. interpretation. Where the bars are similar in length, substantial
agreement e;:ists between U.S. and Korean respons'es. The bars are
arbitrarily arranged so that those on-the, left of the semantograph show
meaning tomponents especially strong tsalient) for the U.S. group and
those on-the right ihow meaning components especially strong for the
Korean group. This presentation is designed to help the reader to
recognize components on which his own,group and the other culture group
are in agreement or disagreement.

ANCESTOR

Main Meaning Components
for U.S. and Korean Groups

U.S. GCVO

r-

TIME: PAET. OLD

isrmis (eV,

FOREFATHER, GRAND-
PARENTS, RELATIVES

, RITES, VENERATION,
WORSKIP

RELATIONSHIP,FAMILY
TREE

PEOPLE, FOREIGNERS

HISTORY, TRADITION

1.%. LEGENDARY FIGURES

MISCELLANEOUS

PREHISTORIC MAN, APE
.x 10114* 411111

El11 1. Gros,

U.S. and Korean Groups Main Meaning Components Combined Presentation
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IDENTIFICATION OF DIFFERENTIAL RESPONSE TRENDS

The strategy of this method goes beyond a comparative presentation
of siDgle words or pictures. Actually, we use clusters of word samples
in the representation of larger domains for which there may be several
hundred words in the vocabulary. Th2 main trends of cultural conceptual-
ization and priorities emerge'then from consistent response trends which
are observable across several themes used in the representation of the
domains.

A computer-based Matrix evaluation of responses produced to selected
stimuli provides a more global picture of the general response trends
differentiating two groups. In this analysis we use a stimulus-response
matrix in which the individual stimuli represeq the heads of the

...columns and,the responses, the rows. The response scores constitute the
cell yalues and the row totals represent the total score a particular
response accumulated across all the stimuli included in the analysis.
These row totals show the salience of a particular response in the
context of all the stimuli used in the representation of a given semantic
domain. A comparison of the row totals in the matrix of each group

111offers a simple method for the identification of different perceptual
trends. The analysis is limited to responses whose score goes beyond
a certain magnitude (e.g., 30 or more). The matrices contain several

111
thousand responses and are too lengthy for presentation, but the example
below may help to visualize the data matrix.

Responses Theme 1 Theme 2 Theme 3
Row

Totals
,

abacus 0 6 0 6
abandon 6 .0 12 . 18
advise 8 21 0 440

. .

- zenith 16 0

Column Totals 1.92 1012 752 11,793

To facilitate the review of response trends, we again use,the
content analysii approach to'group the related responses together. These
matriceslhave been used to compare ethnic-racial groups, pictorial versus
verbal stimuli, and before-after reactions. The responses of different
racial or cultural groups can be compared to identify response trends
wnich differentiate the two groups. A comparison of reactions produced
before and after a specific event (e.g., a film presentation) can be
used to identify which perceptual and attitudinal trends werr2 strengthened
and which lost salience.

8 IT
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SUBJECTIVE PRIORITIES OR IMPORTANCE

How important a certain subject, theme, idea, Or issue is to a
particular group can be inferred from the number of responses they give
to it as a stimulus word. The dominance score, simply the sum of the
scores of all responses elicited by a particular theme or domain, is
ussd to measure the subjective importance. This measure is analogous

m measure of meaningfulness. The priorities of different
social or cuTtural groups can be compared by looking at their dominance
scores on the same concepts. Dominance scores 'veal group-specific
priorities not only on single issues but also for larger domains, as
shown in the example below. :

DOMINANCE SCORES OF BLACK AND WHITE'GROUPS

Domain
and Themes

-

White Black
Domain
and Themes White Black

ISMS SOrIAL PROB.
democracy 636 449 society (U.S.) 316 342
socialism 396 280 social class 402 475
capitalism 362 298 social juztice 376 378
communism 733 502 social progress 260 334

mean 532 382 mean 338 382

NATION NEEDS
nation 661 591 goal 514 581
United States 877 765 expectation 236 298
patriotism 508 222 'desire 621 \ 701
Americans 605 648 valuable 832 876

mean 663 556 mean , 551 614

The results in this table come from a more inclusive study in which
samples of Black and White blue-collar workers were compared on the
relative importance they assigned to 60 selected themes in 15 major domains.
The table includes domains on which the groups showed the greatest
differences. The Black group shows more concern with social problems
and needs, while the White group places more emphasis on political isms
and nationalism. .

P
The group-based dominance scores have been found to be highly culture-

specific. (Szalay, Moon, Lysne, and Bryson, 1971) and have a reliability of
.93 calculated from a test-retest comparison of 40 themes.

More information on the dominance scores can tie found in
Communication LOicon on Three South Korean Audiences (L.B. Szalay,
W.T. Moon, and j. Bryson, American In§titutes for Research, Kensington,
Md., 1971).
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OVERALL SIMILARITY IN PERCEPTIONS a

To measure the extent to which two groups, cultural or social,
agree in their perception and understanding of a particular theme, idea,

or issue like birth control or-socialism, the coefficient of similarity

is used. Similarity in subjective meaning is inferred from the similarity
of response distributions measured by Pearson's product-moment correlation.
Close similarity (high coefficient) means that the high frequency responses
produced by one group are also high frequency responses for the other
group; similarly, the low frequency responses produced by one group will
generally be the same as tOse produced by the other group.

INTERGROUP SIMILARITY BETWEEN BLACK AND WHITE GROUPS,

Domain
and Themes

Tr

r

Domain
and Themes

,

r

EDUCATION NEEDS

school .90 .goal .38

knowledge .88 expectation -.47

- educated .92 desire .76

to learn .79 valuable .90

mean .88 mean .53

FAMILY SOCIAL PROBLEMS

father
mother

.80

.92

society (U.S.)
social class

.38

.50

family
tome

.

.84

.79

social justice
social progress 1

.15

- .04

mean .84 mean .25

,
.

1

In the example above, the problem areas or domains are presented in
descending order of agreement. The reactions of the Black and White
groups were most similar in the areas of education and family. The

problem areas showing least agreement, social problems and needs, are
the same areas in which the dominance scores reflected more concern

among the Black group.

The reliability of the coefficient of similarity measure was tested
by comparing two groups obtained by splitting a larger group randomly
into two halves; the coefficients produced on a sample of themes was

then averaged'. In a comparison of two split-half groups on 26 themes,

a correlation of 173 was obtained recently. In an earlier comparison

an r of .82 was obtained claculated over 4G themes. A closer examinat4on
reveals that the coefficeint depends.a great deal on the particular theme

under consideration. Themes that are specif.ic and concrete produce steep
response distributions characteri,ed by a few widely shared responses, or

meaning elements. The theme family, for exaiple, is specific and concrete
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and for everybody to a certain extent it involves father and mother. The
themes concern and anxiety are less definite, and instead of everybody
agreeing On a.few particularly salient responses, people produce a broad
diversity-of responses. In this situation, low correlation does not
necessarily indicate low reliabiltiy of the measure but may be a con-
sequence of the indeterminate nature of the theme. In such a situation
the stability of the measure may be better estimated by considering how
stable a coefficient is within particular themes rather than across all
themes. To assess this stability, the coefficients obtained on the same
themes for the two split-half groups were correlated over the 26 thtmes
and produced an r of .89.

The iimilarity mea§ure is described in more detail in Priorities,
Meanings and Psychocultural Distance of Black, White, and Spanish
American Groups (L. B. Szalay, R.E. Williams, J. A. Bryson, and G. West,
American Institutes for Research, Washington, D. C., 1976) and in
"Psychological Meaning: Comparative Analyses and Theoretical Implications"
(L.B. Szalay and J.A. Bryson in Journal of Personality. and Social
Psychology, 1974, 30:6, 860-870).

fhtragroup Homogeneity

-A comparison of split-half groups shows how much agreement exists
within a particular group on a particular stimulus theme. As preyiously
mentioned this intragroup agree4nt depends to a certain degree on the
determinate or indeterminate nature of the stimulus.

A second factor influencing the value of the coefficient is the size of
the group. Based on 32 themes in the domains of family and health,,mean
coefficients were calculated using sample sizes of 13, 26, 52, 78,
104, and 156. They showed a distinct increase with the size of the groups
compared. The rate of the increase is fast if we increase the size of
small samples. For instance, an increase in sample size from 13 to 26
produced an increase of 27 points in the coefficient, while an increase
from 52.to 104 produced an increase of only 9 points. Thus, there is
a distinct decline in the growth rate in the case of large samples, and
t!ie coefficients come close to their plateau with a sample size of 200.
.cbrrelations do not generally increase just because the base of their

r.'"calcul'ation is extended. An explanation is likely to be found in the
nature of mechanics of the calculation; the relatively large number of
0 scores obtained with a small sample decreases the correlation value.

*t. . Another interesting and important characteristic of the homogeneity
coefficient is that it varies with the characteristics of individual
themes. The variations are apparently explicable by the fact that some,
themes and domains are more concrete, definite, tangible (e.g., car,
money), while others are more indeterminate, 'unobservable, abstract
(equality, expectation). These variations may be illustrated by
calculating coefficients of homogeneity on 16 themes in the family
domain (family, mother, father, home, etc.) using three different.sample
sizes: 13, 52, and 156. In Contrast.to the wide range of variation
(-.12 to .70) observed at the level of smallest sample, in the case of
the largest sample the range was narrower (.72 to .96). As a tentative
explanation we are inclined to suggest the phenomenon of "cultural
sharjng" (D'Andrade, 1959). It follows from the rationale of this
sharing phehomenon that larger groups, which provide a broader basis for
observations, can be more completely described than smaller ones. These
data underscore the importance of working with c390sample size of at least 50.



ATTITUDES AND EVAtUATIONS

How people evaluate ideas and events---ERA, arms embargo, human rights,
legalization of marijuana--- can be assessed without asking them directly.
The evaluative content of specific themes is inferred from the relative
dominance of positive or negative responses. Two judges working

independently assign the responses to positive, negative, or neutral
categories. An index of evaluative dominance (EDI) is then calculated

by the following formula:

EDI
Escores of positive rerponses - Earores of negative responses

x 100
Z scores of all responses

EVALUATIVE DOMINANCE INDICES FOR U.S. AND KOREAN GROUPS

Theme U.S. Group Korean Group'

'family 25 22

proud 12 28

educated
knowledge

51

50

51

44

offense -27 -53

capitaTism 10 -4

communism -14 -32

equality
poor

19

-58

, 20,

-28

beggar -63, . -42
kl

A higher index implies more intense group evaluation, in either a

positive or negative direction. The above example shows that-Koreans are

more negative in their evaluation of political systems, particularly

communism. Their less negative evaluation of poverty and beggars may
indicate more familiarity with or tolerance of these.problems,

The EDI measure is described in A Study of America4 and Korean
Attitudei -and Values Through Associative Group Analysis (L.B.,Stalay,
D. A. Lysne, and J. E. Brent, American Institutes for Research, Kensington,

Md., 1970) and in "Attitude Measurement by Free Verbal Associations"
(L. B. Szalay, C. Windle, and D.A. Lysne, Journal of Social Psychology,
1970, 82, 43-55).

A direct method of assessing attitudes can also be used. It

involves askIng the respondents to give'a general evaluation of each
stimulus word after performing the verbal association task. To express

whether the words mean something positive, negative, or neutral, they

use the following scale:

3 - strongly positive, favogable connotation .1 . slightly negative connotation

2 - quite positive, favorable connotation -2 - quite negative connotation

1 slightly POsitive, favorable connotation .3 strongly negative cennotation

0 - neutr l or asoivalent feeling tones

A'ffean group attitude scorcis obtained for each stimulus word. Distance

in evaluations is then menured by Pearson's r coefficient comparing two

groups across stimulus wurds.
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RELATEDNES$-...01 :THEMES, CONCEPTS
..4!C.1

How people relate things4419.1,1,Artlh.ontrOl to imperialism or
peace---is highly characteristic of theaft WO of thinking, of their world
view. The index of interword affinity (IIA) measures the relationship of
one theme (A) tu another (8) Ibr a pa"rticularsgroup. It is based on the
relative weight of responses in common for the two themes under considera-

4/tion. ,The formula for the affinity of theme A,to B is as follows:

scort for responses in score for direct

A B

common to A and B + elicitation (A.B)
total score for theme A X 1,000

AFFINITY RELATIONSHIP OF MOTIVATIONAL AND ECONOMIC THEMES
FOR BLACK (B) AND WHITE (W) GROUPS

STIMULUS
WORD A

Group

STIMULUE WORD 8 AND DIRECTION OF RELATIONSHIP

Goal ExPftCta.
tion

Dnire Valuable The rich The poor Unem.
ploymunt v,osrmr.

fit,

A-1 N-A A-1 15-A A-1 11-A A-11 11-A A-1 3-. A-11 8-A A-11 3-A A-D B-A

ProsperItY 143 216 117 III 134 114 167 314 759 411 IP 2%2 ob 162
IVO 341 241 137 131 346 1.140 .191 301 311 157 MS 131 26.1

Unemploy. 77 21 0 , 0 93 M egl 74 sta IPA i 2n1
mint 117 1lIl 191 IS $2 94 17 1:4 19 tin n: .I1.1

The poor
a

n
US

46 25
IOS 119

146
91 In 113 97

154 122
1W 3');
151 2:0 isj

The rkh 12 et Se 71 03 96 257 323 ,
134 105 ILI 110 100 196 J05 33

Valuable
.

136
In

14 76
131 Inc

22 711
54 /34

IV
303

Desire 220 111 310 1114,
1.12 110 20$ $7

Expectation 69 237
W 124

The matrix shows the relationship of eight themes from the motivational and
economiC4domainsr The generally higher indices for the Black group suggest
a stronger relationship between motivational themes and economic matters.
On the relationship of single themes, the table shows that the Black group
sees a relatiopship between expectation and unemployment, which does not .

emerge from the White group.

The associative affinity index, a mOtified relatedness measure similar
to those reviewed by MarsAall and Cofer (1963), was developed for use
with continued associations, The reliability of this index in split-
half comparisons was in the range of .90 (Szalay and Windle, 1968). In

a recent comparative study (Szalay and Bryson, 1972), the validity of
this measure was estimated based on the correlationsof this measure
with other independent measures; similarit judgment .73; judgment of
relationship .77; grouping task ,84. The calculations were based on
66 index pairs.

More information on the affinity.measure can be obtained in Communication
Lexicon on Three South Korean Audiences (L.B. Szalay, W.T. Moon, and J.A.
Bryson, American Institutes for Research, Kensington, Md., 1971) and in
"Psychological Meaning: Comparative Analyses and Theoretical Implications"
(L.B. Szalay and J.A. Bryson, Journal of Personality and Social Ps chology,
1974, 30:6, 860-870).
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